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PREFACE 
 

Everything in this book is deeply researched, fully referenced and 

scientifically supported and gleaned from the most reputable scientific 
literature and, where possible, from primary (first-hand accounts) historical 

sources. My journey through this somewhat philosophically-charged field of 
evolutionary study came about through the dawning realisation that our 

modern synthesis (Neo-Darwinian) version of biological complexity was not as 
scientifically grounded as most of us might think (See quote book by this author 

which will give you an idea of what an increasing number of evolutionary 
scientists have written on the matter).  

To be perfectly honest, I was quite shocked at the current state of our 
standard theory of evolution. Then of course came the obvious question: How did 

Evolution happen if it wasn’t by Darwinian means? This led me to a deep 
investigation into the historical background of alternative evolutionary 

concepts. As a result, I found to my surprise, that there had existed several 
perfectly sound and sophisticated evolutionary alternatives to the Darwinian 

dogma.  

Furthermore, I discovered that these were, for the most part, historically 
obscured and yet, were the very ideas that were finding scientific support and 

verification, particularly in the light of our more modern understanding of 
biological complexity. Moreover, as my research evolved, these began to 

converge into what could be described as a not so new: but entirely distinct 
(alternative) evolutionary synthesis. In other words, evolution could be 

explained in non-Darwinian terms and it is far too interesting an alternative to 
keep to myself. Therefore, I thought I would share it with others and this is why I  

wrote this book.  

I believe I was able to identify the larger and deeply persuasive view of 

evolutionary complexity, as my research base was unusually broad. I was taken 
into areas of study that were both familiar to me such as:  palaeontology 

(research archaeology would be more my thing usually) and not, so familiar, 
such as clinical studies and embryology. As a result, I had to educate myself on 

much of the jargon and concepts within these disciplines, and by deciphering 
them for myself I have hopefully managed to make these accessible and 

understandable to others. It is this very jargon-filled and compartmentalisation 
of our current system of institualised science that I believe has shrouded these 

deeper insights into biological complexity and promising rediscoveries in 
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obscurity and therefore, most of us are simply not aware of the revolution in 

evolution going on behind the scenes as I write this .   

Although, I have taken a broad and convoluted approach, I feel it was 

worth it,  as it produced some fairly unexpected underlying and unifying 
principles, laws and fundamental processes that really make a great deal more 

sense when you start applying them directly to what we already do know about, 
such as the fossil record. For instance, we can go back and reassess this evidence 

in the light of a different understanding, and it is quite amazing what emerges 

by doing this simple exercise. Indeed, by taking this approach, I was led discover 
things that I could not have possibly considered from logic alone. With the 

application of this distinctly non-Darwinian synthesis, when seen through this 
re-polished lens, I believe, everything begins to make a whole lot more sense. 

 Indeed, this distinctly different way of seeing the fossil record led me to 
investigate further and I discovered that much of our confusion regarding the 

fossil record in particular lay in the entrenched assumptions, which in turn, led 
to inaccurate interpretations which, were themselves ultimately founded on 

misapplied terminology and, even deeper assumptions that were presumed in 
the first place to fit the theory. I should point out however, that very little of this 

can be laid at Charles Darwin’s door as it wasn’t he who presumed such things – 
this literal interpretation of the physical evidence came later; nor was he the 

cause of the all invasive extent to which Darwinian concepts became 
entrenched in our more modern mind, or he, who later genetically modified and 

mathematically remodeled the theory.  

All in all, the research within this book strongly suggests:  when taken to its 

natural conclusion, leads to the possibility that the perceived gaps, missing 
transitional forms and ancestors are just that – perceived and were never 

missing in the first place and even some, if not many, of the so -called ‘extinct’ 
species may be living amongst us in their more adapted and less primitive 

(modified and remodeled) form today. If you find this stateme nt outrageous, I 
would not be surprised. I would have found it crazy too before falling down the 

Neo-Darwinian Rabbit Hole. So don’t shoot me, I’ m just the messenger and this 
is simply the presentation of what I found.  

Most of all,   I hope that this book will give you much pause for 
consideration of the facts as they stand today. The entire model can be 

summarised using the ‘Matryoshka Principle’ (otherwise known as Russian dolls 
– See front cover), which is a great model to express the simple underlying 

principle of universal nested scaling principles of increasing complexity found 
to be embedded within all of Nature that naturally emerged from this study. 



The overarching principle of this alternative theory of evolution is summarised 

in this Nested Scales of Complexity model which you can find in the summary. 
Everything prior to this summary is the explanation and details of how I reached 

this conclusion once I followed the diverse strands of evidence. I hope you enjoy!  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
— Denis Noble —  

Professor Emeritus and co-Director of Computational Physiology  

‘PHYSIOLOG Y IS ROC KING THE FOUND ATIONS OF BIOLOG Y’  

 

... all the central assumptions of the Mo dern Synt hesis (often also called Neo -Darwinism) 
have been dis proven. Moreover, the y have been dis proven in ways t hat raise the 

tantalising prospect of a totally ne w synt hesis.  

 

— Noble (2013) Abst ract  

Link 

 

This ‘tantalising new synthesis’ is not perhaps that new, or at least the  one 

that is formulated here, as it follows principles and laws well established within 
the natural physical sciences (physics, chemistry and astronomy etc) and 

traditionally employed by developmental biologists/embryologists (the study 
of development as it applies to evolutionary development). All I will do is to 

attempt to reformulate these historically obscured concepts in the light of our 
more modern understanding of the deeper complexities of biological processes. 

By doing so, a distinct evolutionary synthesis naturally emerges out of the ashes 
of the old. 

In order to present these diverse, but interconnected models, theories and 
principles of evolutionary complexity, I have divided this book into two main 

parts. Part One presents these alternatives to our current model of evolution via 
the main players and their respective ideas. Many of these alternative 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1113/expphysiol.2012.071134/abstract


evolutionary views and the scientists themselves have become historically 

obscured, if not ridiculed, dismissed and misunderstood due to very specific 
historical ideological and philosophical issue that require a different and full 

discussion addressed elsewhere by this present writer (see website here). 
Therefore, their concepts are presented thematically (not chronologically) and 

assessed in the light of our more modern understanding of biological 
complexity. This should give you a background and provide a scientific 

underpinning to the emerging alternative synthesis. It will also provide the basis 

to apply these alternatives directly to the fossil record and what we have 
subsequently discovered regarding the evolutionary past.  

Some of the older alternative models discuss, using mathematical and 
knowledge from universal principles that are well-established within fields of 

science such as physics, the application of universal laws of growth and form to 
biological systems. For instance, just as much as gravitational forces have shaped 

our world (and yet we cannot see or touch it, we know it is there by its effects), 
biological life has seemingly been shaped, formed and made possible by a 

similar unseen, but measurable force. We can then use this measurement to 
assess things we cannot measure directly. For instance, we don’t go up with a 

massive measuring tape and wrap it around planets and a giant ruler to measure 
the distance between the planets, we can extrapolate from things that we can 

measure here on earth and calculated their distance and size.  

We are discovering day by day, just how finely tuned and predictable the 

patterns embedded in our known universe actually are. Any 
physicist/cosmologist would agree who have assessed the calculations and 

therefore, it is very difficult to ignore the seemingly Goldie Locks nature of it all 
(as in the famous children’s’ story of the little girl with golden hair and the three 

bears:  ‘Everything is just right’). In other words, scientists have found that even a 
slight variation in any of the distances of objects, speeds, quantities or chemical 

composition and matter would mean that there would be no universe, and of 
course, life as we know it would not have evolved either. Although the data is 

culminating to the point where it no longer can be dismissed, it now comes down 
to what this implies which, certainly opens up a whole philosophical discussion. 

However, leaving the philosophical issues aside, we can begin to identify the 
calculable proportions, principles, laws and concepts – the universals, as they 

relate to biological life. For instance, as biophysicist Stuart Kauffman reve als in 
his book At Home in the Universe:  The Search for the Laws of Self-Organization 

and Complexity 
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 “...A few dee p and beautiful laws may govern t he emergence of life and t he po pulation 

of the bios phere”  

 

—Kauffman (1996, 23)  

Link 

 

As indicated above, just as a cosmologist can find out things from knowing 
‘knowable’ things, scientists in the past working in developmental/evolutionary 

biology and those applying such observations to these disciplines were 
beginning to do the  same thing by scaling up or down, the ‘knowable’ aspects of 

life and find out otherwise ‘unknowable’ things, until our Modern Synthesis era 
took biology in an entirely different direction and dismissed all other 

alternatives.  

Now that we are beginning to understand that our current standard model 

of evolution is entirely inadequate as a means of describing the deeper 
complexities of life (see links to publications), we can perhaps begin to revisit 

the more traditional methods and apply our more recent understanding to old, 
as yet, unanswered mysteries about evolution. This is a powerful tool, once you 

begin to ask the right questions. This effectively gives us a virtual time machine 
(which will have to do until we invent a real one) and allows us to get a glimpse 

into a large spectrum of life and assess (or reassess), just how it might have 
evolved until the present day if it wasn’t by Darwinian means.  

I should note however, that this current assessment of the science behind 
this distinct approach, doesn’t specifically address the origins of life itself (but 

neither did On the Origin of Species, but a warm pond was noted at some point, 
and neither does our current model offer a plausible explanation, although it 

has certainly tried very hard).  The reason why I haven’t presented the vast 
amount of updated research in this area here, is because, it would appear that 

biological origins is actually governed by the principles of a very different and 
somewhat weird tiny (nano-particle) world that can only be described by 

quantum theory and this would take another book to deal with this topic. It has 

its own rules and they are more like what Einstein once described as ‘spooky 
action at a distance’.  

https://books.google.ie/books?id=FxvENHL0qzYC&pg=PA23&lpg=PA23&dq=A+few+deep+and+beautiful+laws+may+govern+the+emergence+of+life+and+the+population+of+the+biosphere&source=bl&ots=7nTHlQ_WV2&sig=DgmwMExkQg0nue7Dt937Nj52RUU&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CB8Q6AEwAGoVChMIge


Therefore, I will review the most recent evidence on this topic in a later 

publication entitled ‘The Quantum Butterfly Effect and the  origins of life” 
(check out http://diggingupthefuture.com for updates on its progress). Yes, for 

some reason or other, our known universe would appear to have rules and laws 
which apply universally. Whence and why these universal arise is perhaps a 

matter of philosophical discussion and I don’t believe that what comes out of 
such discussion, should inform the way we pursue the science itself. Look where 

it got us before? 

Returning to the bigger world that we can seemingly, see, touch, smell and 
taste, I believe that all we have to do, is simply follow the rules that apply to 

these scales of existence, the universals as they have been revealed via the 
research of many different scientists (present day and historical). This is what I 

have attempted to do here. I have also followed a diverse range of disciplines 
that have addressed the deeper issues of biological complexity which seem to 

all have different, but interlocking pieces of the same evolutionary puzzle. It is 
only when you bring the seemingly disparate parts together that a whole theory 

emerges.  

Historically, scientists often used a multi-disciplinary approach and 

sometimes it seems that they had a more overarching view and larger pieces of 
the puzzle because of their broad approach. However, for the most part, 

biologists, particularly in our more reductionist era, do not generally appreciate 
their field being invaded by physicists or mathematicians or any of this type of 

whole-system and universals type thinking. This is acknowledged by Geoffrey 
West (a physicist working on biological problems) who highlights the different 

mindset between biologists for the most part and physicist. It is taken from an 
interview entitled: ‘Yeah, but what about the crayfish?’ (...Where, the title is a 

reference within the article to how some biologists still show concern about 
details of animals such as crayfish even after being presented with the deeper 

complexities of scaling laws and universals within biological systems. In other 
words, they really are not getting the bigger picture by asking this question). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://diggingupthefuture.com/
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A different mind set 

" In general,"  ... " although t his was not true of my collaborators, biology tends to be 

dominated by a certain type of person in t he opposite way to physics. They are always 
looking at t he particular, and everyt hing is an exce ption."  ... [West] does not understand 

how s uch peo ple can work in s cience if the y do not believe there are such t hings as 
universal laws. " If you had biologists working, for example, in nuclear physics you woul d 

have someone working on deuterium and then someone else working on helium and 
they would not realize they were working in t he same field."  

 

―Cartlidge (2001 – Phys ics world)  

Link 

 

West and his collaborator Brown are quoted as follows: This is taken from 

another interview entitled: Of Mice and Elephants:  A Matter of Scale: 

''Physicists tend to look for universals and invariants whereas biologists  often get 

preoccupied wit h all the variations  in nature,'' Dr. Brown said... Dr. West liked to joke 
that if Galileo had been a biologist, he woul d have written volumes cat aloging ho w 

objects of different shapes fall from the Leaning To wer of Pisa at slightly different 
velocities. He would not have seen thro ugh the distracting details to the underlying 
truth: if you ignore air res istance, all objects  fall at the same rate regardless of their 

weight.  

Link 

 

And finally, continuing on in the same interview article, below is West’s 

concluding remark on some of the criticisms of this type  of research which seeks 
to identify universals within biological systems as well as other man-made 

systems: 

 

 

 

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/2001/jul/01/yeah-but-what-about-the-crayfish
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/01/12/science/of-mice-and-elephants-a-matter-of-scale.html?pagewanted=2


Dr. West is not too bothere d by t hese seeming exceptions. T he history of physics is 

replete wit h cases where an elegant mo del came up against some recalcitrant  data,  and 
the model eventually won.  

 —Johnson (New York Times Jan 12th 1999)  

Link 

 

The older and more recent studies of universals as they apply to biology 
demonstrate that biological systems cannot be reduced to their constituent 

parts in a Newtonian mechanical and linear way. I should also mention that life 
has seemingly found a way to beat the second law of thermodynamics making it 

an open system.  

What I mean by this is that the law states that everything (matter) will tend 

to disorder – you know everything wears out eventually, mountains wear down 
via weathering etc, we eventually die (or at least the matter body does); socks 

get holes; cars rust etc. Well plants and everything else living (cellular life) have 
evolved to convert the otherwise disordered stuff into ordered stuff.  

Solar energy gets converted and stored and used to produce  fuel and the 
dirt (disorder) is also taken up as nutrients by the plants; plants complete their 

life-cycle, but typically reproduce themselves beforehand, and their little 
bodies become disordered again and reordered as nutrients take up by their 

offspring and so the cycle continues.  

As biological life is an open system, it therefore has somehow learned to 

evolve in a feedback exchange with its environment. This as you will see, forms 
another major part of this present re-energised (or not so new) evolutionary 

synthesis. So rather than see it as an abstraction, try and think of it as a powerful 
explanatory tool and by using it,  we can begin to peer into the otherwise 

unknowable such as our evolutionary past.  

Returning to the important principle of:  whole system thinking, this is 

perhaps best understood by asking the question: Why does a flower not put on 
one petal at a time? The best answer I can give is in the form of an analogy. For 

instance, it would be  like you or me building a solar panel with only one cell. 

Nature is seemingly much more efficient than that.   

By applying the universal principles of growth and form and therefore infer 

how the larger scaled up patterns of evolution may have proceeded, we can say 
that Nature would at first build a whole system – an array of cells (being an 

organic one in this scenario) and become a highly efficient and adaptable 

http://www.nytimes.com/1999/01/12/science/of-mice-and-elephants-a-matter-of-scale.html?pagewanted=3
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electron munching converter of solar energy into fuel), even if it was a very tiny 

array, unfurling when the time was right into a symmetrical pattern both 
internally and externally conforming to the rules and laws of fractal-like 

systems of self-similar and repeating patterns so that it could collect the most 
solar energy and conserving as much of this energy as possible. The whole 

system continues to grow and develop proportionately to itself and its 
environment and continues to follow these same fractal rules of growth.  

So, one could say that a flower will not put on one petal at a time as it 

wouldn’t be an efficient way of distributing resources  and besides, Nature 
doesn’t put all her flowers in one basket, so if all plants and flowers are following 

these rules, then diversity and adaptability is ensured. If resources are abundant 
or somewhat lacking, the same system can grow and expand, or shrink and 

decrease its output accordingly while still keeping the proportions of its energy 
collecting system intact. In other words, Nature cuts her clothe to her measure (a 

tailor’s axiom) and in many ways we are beginning to understand her measure. 

In a nutshell:  there are predictable patterns of growth that the petals on the 

flower and indeed, every living thing as they all follow broadly similar rules of 
size, proportion, growth and form and these are universals. Therefore we can 

begin to apply these rules to assess how plant systems might have evolved in the 
first place and later became complex flowering plants. Regarding animals for 

instance, (ok it isn’t petals in animals, but the same principle applies), there is for 
example a space-filling (fractal) reason why you have two arms and two legs 

and five digits at the end of them.  

Even seemingly non-living things such as snowflakes follow these 

geometric rules and under a microscope display amazing symmetry obeying the 
rules of temperature and water bonding crystallization and growth. They, like 

the flower (perhaps it is a snow flower?), don’t put on one arm at a time either. 
However, the snowflake didn’t evolve a means to beat the second law of 

thermodynamics, whereas, the snow flower did. 

Using these non-linear principles, we can begin to apply these rules of 

growth and form and patterning to find out the otherwise unknowable such as 
how evolution unfolded in the first place to form these symmetrical bodies and 

evolve the complex fractal networks that it did, which supplied the energy to 
the cells/cellular in a feedback loop from the environment and allowed them to 

build upon these fundamental forms and systems to reach their ultimate 
complexity.  As life is an open system, this suggests that life is self-evolving and 

it should be said that none of the models used in this alternative are slow or 
gradual.  



Evolution, by extrapolation of these established principles has been rapid, 

profound and erupts seemingly from nothing, (unless you understand that these 
principles work at every scale and some scales are too small and quiet to notice). 

These universals (i.e. they apply to any natural system that has been observed 
and studied and can be applied to large and tiny scales that we are unable to 

measure directly) when applied to say: the fossil record, things begin to make a 
lot more sense. In turn, as a result of a deeper understanding of the genomes of 

living organisms, these principles are again clearly in evidence. 

By applying these principles of growth and development (and therefore 
their application to evolutionary processes) as supported by a great deal of more 

recent evidence, we can begin to say that Nature doesn’t put one species at a 
time on the evolutionary stage any more than she doesn’t put a single pe tal on a 

flower or a single arm on a snow crystal.  

Nature doesn’t reinvent the wheel, as once an organism and its fundamental 

system has been established (efficient and space-filling), it will continue to 
build fractally upon these forms (biological systems). Fractal networks or 

systems or fractal equations can be used to describe almost anything in nature. 
Like the repeating patterns of the snow flake six-sided symmetry of the crystals 

and their growth patterns, there is more complex fractal patterns of s imilar 
repeating patterns on decreasing/increasing scales of complexity found 

everywhere we look. It is all scales within scales of complexity just like a set of 
nested Matryoshka (Russian) Dolls.  

Obviously there is more to this brief sketch and analogies given above, but I 
will fill out the detail as we go along as well as the scientific support for such 

reasoning or some might at this stage feel, wild speculation and dramatic 
extrapolations. Bear with me and you will be able to come to a better assessment 

of the facts afterwards. Contrary to popular belief, Nature is not actually about 
vying for top-dog position as we have been told. A tree growing in the forest 

doesn’t get too big for its boots and says:  “move over buddy! There’s not enough 
light”. A snowflake or snow flower doesn’t put on one ice-crystal or petal at a 

time or vie for Top-Dog position. Everything in nature, no matter how complex, 
that has been studied thus far, show surprisingly similar scales of underlying 

simplicity - universalities, following predictable patterns and comply with 
universal laws. Now let us see what the historically obscured scientists thought 

about it all. 
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PART ONE 
 

NON-DARWINIAN THEORIES 

SEEN IN A NEW LIGHT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER ONE 
UNIVERSAL PATTERNS OF LIFE 

 

  

 

D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson 
(1860 – 1948) 

Fig. 1: Photograph of D’Arcy Thompson the Scottish biologist, mathematician and classics scholar and 
pioneer of mathematical biology(Source: http://www-gap.dcs.st-
and.ac.uk/~history/PictDisplay/Thompson_D'Arcy.html) 

 

Thompson was born the year after Darwin published his famous book on 
‘On the Origin of Species’. D’Arcy Thompson published ‘On the Growth and 

Form’ 1917 [Link]. He uses the known processes and principles of the physical 

http://books.google.ie/books/about/On_Growth_and_Form.html?id=7_F4OUJmLFcC&redir_esc=y
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sciences of his own era and their tools of explanation to attempt to explain 

biological processes of development as they may relate to evolution, 
particularly within one chapter entitled:  the theory of transformations. This 

shows the simple geometrical equations that underlay even the most complex 
patterns and demonstrates how these diverse formations may be commonly 

connected, not so much via Darwinian linear descent, but by laws of growth and 
form. Essentially, he observed the principles of self similar repeating patterns on 

different scales of magnitude (we would describe these today as fractal) and he 

measured them and found that they had predictive and quantifiable 
proportions which for any mathematician or physicist, is a joy to behold. 

Moreover, he recognised the universality of these simple constants or invariant 
qualities throughout the natural world. 

Therefore, it wasn’t just about pretty patterns and interesting mathematical 
abstractions, but these had very real applications. It meant that predictions 

about otherwise unknowable biological complexity could be discovered. 
Indeed, Thompson’s observations have been picked up by NASA scientists who 

are using his book of life to find extraterrestrial life as seen below. On the NASA 
website the article is entitled: ‘Who Wrote The Book of Life? Picking Up Where 

D'Arcy Thompson Left Off’ 

 

NASA scient ists are using T hompson's  

biomat hematical studies of life forms on Earth to postulate about life forms thro ughout 
the universe. There are certain universal condit ions that will always affect the s hape of a 

life form, wherever that life may be.  

" Everywhere Nature works t rue to s cale, and everything has a pro per size accordingly,"  
wrote Thompson. " Cell and tissue, s hell and bo ne, leaf and flower are so many portions of 
matter, and it is  in o bedience to t he laws of phys ics t hat t heir particles have been moved, 
moulded and conforme d."  ... Gravity, for instance, acts on all particles and affects matter 

cohesion, chemical affinit y and body volume. Other influences t hat are consistent 
throughout t he universe are temperat ure, pressure, electrical charge and chemistry.  

Link 

 

Yes, I noticed that they weren’t following Darwin’s ‘On the Origin of 

Species’ on their cosmic missions. Anyway, D’Arcy Thompson’s ideas and 
concepts are definitely finding more recent scientific verification. Obviously, 

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/1999/ast28may99_1/
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these universals of growth and form that Thompson and others proposed are 

powerful generalisations as they can allow us to effectively see into the 
otherwise unknown. These bigger principles highlight the underlying 

properties or biological organisms, which can explain in more simple te rms, 
otherwise, seemingly inexplicable complexity. 

For instance, he was impressed by the fact that although biological forms 
differ widely, that the mathematics to describe them remains the same. Does this 

not give us another means of understanding evolutionary complexity? 

Thompson didn’t just describe and catalogue all the natural patters seen in 
nature, but explained their simple underlying properties that linked and was 

common to all. He even had a mathematical description for certain spirals (self-
similar patterns) as seen in the form of many shells and applied what he called a 

logarithmic spiral to these predicable forms. These and many other shapes in 
nature had the property of never changing its essential shape no matter how 

large or small, the equation was scaled up or down and still applied.  Thompson 
went further – as these were scalable principles, and from his observations and 

mathematical descriptions, applied these rules of growth and form to the species 
and evolutionary complexity.  

For instance, he states the following regarding this proposition which he 
offers as an alternative to the Darwinian view, which at that time was certainly 

not accepted as dogmatically as it is today. Remember this is the early 20th 
century prior to the reinstatement of Darwinian theory in its current genetically 

driven form: (note that protozoa refers to the entire kingdom of animals, and 
quadrupeds are four-limbed animals).  

...for eighty years’ study of Darwinian evolut ion has not taught  us how birds descend 
from reptiles, mammals from earlier quadrupeds, quadrupe ds from fis hes, nor 

vertebrates from the invertebrate sto ck... Our geometrical analogies weigh heavily 
against Darwin’s concept ion of endless small cont inuo us variations; ...Our argument 

indicates, if it does not prove, t hat ... the “higher” protozoa, for instance, may have sprung 
not from, or through o ne another, but severally from t he simpler forms; or that the worm-

type, to take another example, may have come into be ing again and again.  

—D'Arcy Thompson ‘ O n Growt h and Form’ (1917, 1093-1095).  

Link 

 

 

http://archive.org/stream/ongrowthform00thom/ongrowthform00thom_djvu.txt
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Further reading See: Thompson, D'Arcy Wentworth (1894). "Some 

Difficulties of Darwinism". Nature 50: 435 (Link). This type of statement may be 
the reason why in more recent studies, which actually support many of 

Thompson’s concepts as they apply to biological growth and form, appear to be 
missing the fundamentals of his theory and its deeper implications. This is 

exemplified in a recent Harvard paper entitled: ‘Scaling and shear 
transformations capture beak shape variation in Darwin’s finches ’ [Link]. To 

summarise this article, although they accept his principles of scaling etc to 

account for as the basis shape and form of beak development in Darwin’s 
finches, but then they proceed to point out that as he obviously didn’t 

understand genetics and his data didn’t fit their genetic model, they went on to 
discuss the evolution of the bird itself by Darwinian means. Throwing out the 

baby with the bath water comes to mind at this point. What if Thompson’s 
scaling laws were correct and their genetic model wrong? As you will see 

further on, their genetic models is indeed incorrect. 

Now returning to NASA, obviously they don’t hold the  same views as the 

Harvard study and now returning to terra firma from his missions in space, let us 
apply Thompson’s concepts fully to evolutionary development and not just to 

explain something like the beaks of finches, just as Thompson proposed the 
principles of scull or facial formations of the jaws and ridges, or the shells of 

marine creatures (spirals) that conformed to the governing principles (universal 
patterning) of spatial proportion as they could be plotted according to 

mathematical equations (reproducible by using fractal patterning and ratio 
equations for spatial arrangements and patterning today), we could perhaps 

project these principles of growth and form back in time to  establish how whole 
species formed. They are after all, predictable and hold at every scale. Speaking 

of scales, below is a really simplified illustration of one of Thompson’s principal 
concepts. 

Knowing the coordinates on two axes, Thompson was able to work out the 
third axes as it was on a predictable pattern. In many ways, he was working in 

3D space and bending and stretching the flexible grids that always scaled up or 
down or as he said could be distorted in any number of ways, but the relative 

order, spatial arrangement and magnitudes would keeps it relative proportions. 
Since Thompson’s time, much research has taken place, particularly within 

embryological studies, that lend much support to his observations of shape and 
formation of an organism and how this can be applied to describing species 

development. For example, the way that these formations of patterns come to be 
is perhaps best described like a bar magnet can form fields of attraction, or 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v50/n1296/pdf/050433b0.pdf#close
http://www.oeb.harvard.edu/faculty/abzhanov/pubs/Campas_et_al_2010_PNAS.pdf
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repulsion. We can’t see the field, but we know 

it is there from its effects on iron filings for 
example.  

Indeed, if we had enough iron filings and 
moved these bar magnets around at different 

points, we could change, and sculpt these into 
many different forms, but in the case of 

biological systems, Nature is the sculptor and 

she follows predictable universal rules, which 
are scalable patterns of symmetry and spatial 

proportions and are all involved in the 
outcome. The equivalent to the magnetic 

field in biology is known by its effects, as it 
cannot be directly seen, is the morphic field 

and it guides, the patterning and spatial 
layout of bodies during development.  

 

Fig. 2: Transformation of coordinates in ape compared to 
human skull. Source:  ‘About D’Arcy’ Web site Link 

 
 

As illustrated above, by transforming the sae basic forms on a highly 
flexible sheet that stretches and skews in all directions proportionately, this 

example can emphasise the jaw area in an ape and shrink the brain case, 
whereas, in a human skull the jaw and front facial region are flattened and 

miniaturised and the human skull case is enlarged proportionately in 
comparison. Overall, the difference is superficial and can be explained via a 

type of morphic field that build up the contours during development. 

 

On Growth & 
Form 

From this comparison of the 

gorilla’s or chimpanzee’s with the 
human skull we realise that an 

inherent weakness underlies the 

anthropologist’s method of 
comparing skulls by reference to 

a small number of axes...But it is, 
in the first place, evident that 

these axes are merely the 
principal axes of a system of 

coordinates, and that their 
restricted and isolated use 

neglects all that can be learned 
from the filling in of the rest of 

the coordinate network”  

 

―D’Arcy T hompson (1917,. 1084) 

Link 

 

 

http://www.darcythompson.org/about.html
http://archive.org/stream/ongrowthform00thom/ongrowthform00thom_djvu.txt
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 Fig. 3: Transformation of coordinates change the 
basic shape in every direction proportionally to itself 
(after D’Arcy Thompson 1917, figs 525-526). Link 

 

Another important aspect of 
Thompson’s observations of growth and 

form was the concept that:  a small change 
at the  beginning can lead to a  very big 

change further down the line.  This is a 

well established observation of 
evolutionary developmental studies 

which I will review further on. It is also a 
well known principle in the Chaos theory 

branch of physics that tries to understand 
the tendency of systems to become 

disordered or chaotic and conversely, 
systems that seem disordered initial, tend 

to organise themselves. You may have 
heard of it – it is called the butterfly 

effect.  

 

This concept came about as a result of 
trying to study the very unpredictable 

pattern of the weather. The problem was 
that when numbers were rounded off and 

put into a computation machine to project 
the outcome of the weather, the actual 

rounding up of numbers rather than using 

On Growth & 
Form 

After easily transforming 

our coordinate diagram of the 
human skull into a corresponding 

diagram of ape or of baboon, we 
may effect a further 

transformation of man or monkey 
into dog no less easily; and  we 

are thereby encouraged to 
believe that any two mammalian 

skulls may be compared with, or 
transformed into, one another by 

this method. There is something, 
an essential and indispensable 

something, which is common to 
them all,  something which is the 

subject of all our transformations, 
and remains invariant (as the 

mathematicians say) under them 
all. In these transformations of 

ours every point may change its 
place, every line its curvature, 

every area its magnitude: but on 
the other hand every point and 

every line continues to exist, and 
keeps its relative order and 

position throughout all 
distortions and transformations. 

 

―D’Arcy Thompson (1945, . 1085) 

Link  

http://archive.org/stream/ongrowthform00thom/ongrowthform00thom_djvu.txt
http://archive.org/stream/ongrowthform00thom/ongrowthform00thom_djvu.txt
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all the smaller numbers after the decimal place was believed to have no effect 

or a very minimal one to the end result. However, this very minuscule change at 
the beginning led to wildly different results depending upon the starting 

conditions. Therefore, it was given the analogy of a butterfly flapping its wings 
on one continent could have the potential to create a hurricane in another 

continent further down the line and coined the butterfly effect. This is a 
fundamental principle of this current synthesis presented here. This concept 

applied, means that even a minor change in the conditions of a developing 

species may and indeed, seems to have had a profound effect upon how it 
evolves and what it evolves into in the end. This aspect of D’Arcy Thompson’s 

research as well as his general principles regarding growth and development as 
it relates to an alternative form of evolution of the species is summarised below 

on the website dedicated to the man and his research: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About D’Arcy 

... the dynamic influence of starting conditions lies in the morphology of shells 
and horns. These are the permanent, non-living, three-dimensional record of a 
temporary, two-dimensional living state – the base of the horn,  or the mantle 
of the shellfish. D’Arcy Thompson showed that all horn and shell morphologies 
could be described in simple mathematical terms readily derived from the 
incremental nature of growth.  

... For instance, geometrical rules of packing determine cell arrangements. These 
need not be specified, but can arise spontaneously. Yet the packing arrangement 
may be “useful” in minimising the space occupied by the cells, by maximizing 
cell-cell contacts, by establishing different categories of cells (“inside” versus 
“outside”), and so on... 

 Perhaps the most famous images from 'On Growth and Form' are the 
transformations. D’Arcy showed that gross variation in form between related 
species could be modeled by the consistent deformation of a sheet.  

The consistency of the deformation is the crucial point here: it is obvious that 
any fish form could be made to look like any other fish form, if it were sketched 
on a perfectly deformable elastic sheet, and stretched in many directions at 
once. But D’Arcy Thompson showed that if the sheet were stretched in one 
particular pattern, then a new species form would be generated. This 
remarkable and curious observation has not been fully explained even today. 

Link 

 

http://www.darcythompson.org/about.html
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One possible explanation of this profound observation (and in some ways 

one could say that D’Arcy Thompson anticipated this important concept 
employed by evolutionary developmental studies today and the fact that his 

perfectly deformable elastic-type sheet concept is reminiscent of how cells 
remember surface tension – a memory foam type concept which I will discuss in 

the following chapter), and that is:  an organism appears to develop within a 
patterning field which shapes and forms the cellular order and timing and 

ultimate growth according to available resources; resources being in the case of 

a developing organism, everything that it will ever need to breakdown, process, 
synthesis and maintain its energy and growth requirements over the course its 

life time. If there are more resources to draw upon, then a whole new scale or 
level of complexity will be initiated following the same process as before, but on 

a larger scale of size and related complexity. These whole modules of growth 
and development are predictably scalable ratios corresponding to distribution 

networks (fractal-like) and their efficiency if we employ some important 
findings relating to energy use and biological systems carried out more recently 

as you will see below.  

 

Something Universal is Going on... and D’Arcy Thompson may 
have been right 

D’Arcy Thompson’s identification of the simple mathematical equations 
that underpin the outward complexity of biological life and its scaling 

principles that somehow shape and form life itself, comes down to ‘whole system 
thinking’. That a change in one part of the system effects the whole, where 

everything is context dependent. These are common approaches taken within 
the natural physical sciences where a physicists and/or mathematician’s  

attempts to solve problems of complexity would typically look for the 
‘invariants’ the certainties and measurable properties that can be explained by 

equations and as these work at every level, they are what is referred to as 
universals or laws of scale. Thompson pondered this seemingly strange order of 

nature and noted that the underlying principles of order – were somehow 
universal and somehow managed to shape and keeps everything as it grew and 

developed in perfect proportion to itself. This led him to state as detailed above:  

“There is something, an essential and indispensable something, which is common 
to them all”. (Link). 

 

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/1999/ast28may99_1/
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Or as we are beginning to establish in more modern times, as stated in an 

article entitled: ‘Of Mice and Elephants:  a Matter of Scale’ Geoffrey West (the 
physicist applying his discipline to answer problems regarding biological 

complexity and like Thompson, finding  amazing simplicity and universals 
common to it all) is quoted as follows: 

 

''Everything around us is scale dependent,’’... 

 

''It's woven into the fabric of the universe.''... 

 

''It is truly amazing be cause life is eas ily the most complex of complex systems,' .... 'But in 
spite of this, it has t his absurdly s imple scaling law. Something universal is going on.'' ...  

—Johnso n (New York Times Jan 12t h 1999)  

Link 

 

 Now although West et al do not question the fundamentals of our current 
theory of evolution, as they probably, like many don’t actually realise there are 

serious flaws within it, however, the nature of their research certainly lends 
further support to the older historically obscured concepts of universals and 

fractal-like systems of growth on every scale of complexity proposed by 
scientists such as D’Arcy Thompson.  

Like the more recent research on scaling laws and universals as highlighted 
above, D’Arcy Thompson established, as the pioneer of mathematical biology , 

universals and predictable properties embedded in nature. However, due to 
historical reasons as noted previously and as I will outline as appropriate to the 

topic of discussion, as you are well aware of by now, our modern synthesis does 
not currently approach evolutionary issues from the whole-system perspective. 

Mainly this is due to the fact that they don’t yet realise, for the most part, but this 
is finally changing some quarters, that as Thompson and many others before and 

after him point out:  the question to how evolutionary unfolded or erupted, and 
the species arose, is still unanswered.  

http://www.nytimes.com/1999/01/12/science/of-mice-and-elephants-a-matter-of-scale.html?pagewanted=2
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Furthermore, if the research to try and understand EVOLUTIONARY 

complexity and origins of the species is not assumed to be underpinned by 
selection and driven by genetics (mutations for the most part which I will discuss 

further on), then it is generally not permitted within our current era of biological 
study. However, if the research is not questioning evolutionary complexity itself 

and certainly not offering another means to how it occurred, as Tho mpson, and 
as you will see further on, others have, and one excepts the basic tenet of 

Darwinism, then biological complexity is itself allowed to be addressed via 

other approaches.  

This latter situation is therefore exemplified in the research of Geoffrey 

West and others, as although they are finding amazing universals and scaling 
laws and are even finding support from people like Richard Dawkins as can be 

seen in a number of article interviews with West, they naturally default to 
assuming that this emergent behavior is somehow acted upon by selection etc 

and of course genetics would have to be defaulted to as well as the principal 
driver of this evolutionary complexity and finally, they would never think for 

one moment that there is anything wrong with our current model of direct 
genetic, mutating basis of common descent.  

However, as the record shows, there is a great deal wrong with it which I 
will certainly address further on as appropriate, which is exactly why we are 

trying to find alternative in the first place. The principles presented in this part 
form an important aspect of the newish synthesis. Or I should say:  the synthesis 

that may have emerged naturally if other unfortunate claims had not been so 
forcibly reinstated. Claims that were never scientifically founded in the first 

place (see ebook link or paperback link for ‘Lamarck and the Sad Tale of the 
Blind Cave Fish’ for more background on this issue). 

Anyway, this does not take away from the great research that is emerging 
in this exciting field of universals, scaling laws, fractal-like networks and 

explanations for biological complexity that might come down to simple 
mathematical equations to describe them. However, for the purposes of this 

present discussion, I am going to scale up and down to the evolutionary level of 
species formation the findings from the more recent studies by West and others, 

so as to point to alternative principles for a distinctly different means of 
developmental evolutionary transformations similar to that proposed by 

Thompson.  

I will therefore attempt to apply the more recent research on scaling laws, 

invariants and universals to see where it begins to take us. This will only make 
full sense once I have reviewed all of the other main alternatives for this form of 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/524805
http://www.amazon.com/Lamarck-And-Tale-Blind-Cave-Fish/dp/178280465X
http://www.amazon.com/Lamarck-And-Tale-Blind-Cave-Fish/dp/178280465X
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evolutionary development. For instance, Thompson is not alone in his concept of 

several forms of worms-types that may have emerged repeatedly and the fact 
that his research clearly indicated that forms emerged (diversified) into many 

variations from simpler common forms and that all development thereafter, was 
predicable at every scale if we understood the fundamental type (form) of the 

earlier (starter) formation.  

As I noted above, thanks to the work of physicists like Geoffrey West and 

others and the application of scaling laws to biological systems and complex 

systems in general (the physicist applying principles to biological problems) 
answers many mysteries about otherwise, seemingly mind-boggling aspects of 

biological complexity, and at the same time points to the surprisingly simple 
universal principles that underpin such complexity.  

 

It’s  Litqerarily a Matter of Scale 

The clear identification of the scaling principle as applied to biological 

metabolism is traditionally associated with Kleiber’s law which relates to the 
seeming universality of metabolism rate to mass of an organism. [ Link] It would 

appear that biological complexity really does have a simple underlying 
principle within otherwise, seemingly complex organisms and it is just a matter 

of scale as noted above by West. Kleiber's  law, which dates back to the 1930s 
and the observation that almost universally for animals studied, their metabolic 

rate broadly scales to the ¾ power of the animals’ mass. Max Kleiber (1932). 
‘Body size and metabolism’. [Link]  

 

http://ucanr.edu/repository/fileaccess.cfm?article=152052&p=VOWQRB
file:///D:/biology.unm.edu/jhbrown/Miami/Kleiber1932.pdf
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Fig. 4:  Idealised metabolic rate to mass/surface area based upon Kleiber’s ¾ scaling law. As mammal 
mass/surface area increases: so does its metabolic rate increase on a scalable gradient slope. 

 

Applying Kleiber’s laws in a more modern era has proved rather fruitful 

and more researchers have added on anything from amoebas to antelopes since 
his original proposal. Everything really would appear to scale in terms of 

metabolic rate to mass by factors of predictable magnitude, just as Thompson 
recognised when he assessed the development patterns of shape and form in a 

large range of organisms. It is also interesting that Thompson sometimes 
encountered problems when it came to comparing fundamentally different 

species and this led him to suggest that there may have been fundamentally 
different templates, which conformed to their own universal patterning, but 

these distinct systems could still be understood by more general principles. 
West and Brown encountered a similar problem which arose when they 

attempted to apply the same ¾ scaling law established across many animal 
species to the very different world of plants. But as you will see below, in this 

case when physicists get it wrong, as they occasionally do: they admit it. In the 
interview article:  ‘Of Mice and Elephants:  a Matter of Scale ’, published in the 

New York Times, the following journey of discovery is described according to 
the team of physicists/biologists attempting to apply the quarter scaling law : 
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What emerge d closely approximate d a so -called fractal net work, in which each tiny 

part is  a re plica of the whole. Magnify t he network of blood vessels in a hand and the 
image resembles one of an entire circulatory s ystem. And to be as efficient as possible, 

the network also had to be ''area-preserv ing.'' If a branch s plit into three daughter 
branches, the ir cross-sect ional areas had to add up to t hat of the parent branch. T his 

would insure that blood or sap would continue to move at t he same s peed t hrou gho ut 
the organism. T he scient ists were delighted to see that t he model gave rise to t hree -

quarter-po wer scaling between metabolic rate and bo dy mass. But the s ystem worke d 
only for plants.  

''We worked through t he model and made clear pre dict ions about mammals,'' Dr. Brown 
said, ''every single one of which was wrong.''  

In making t he model as s imple as possible, the scientists had ho ped t hey could igno re 
the fact that  blood is pumped by t he heart in pulses and t reat mam mals as tho ugh the y 
were trees. After studying hydro dynamics, the y realized t hey needed a way to slow t he 
pulsing blood as the vessels got t inier and tinier. These finer parts  of the network would 
not be area-preserving but area-increas ing: t he cross se ctions of the daughter branches 

would add up to a s um greater than t he pare nt branch, spreading t he blood over a larger 
area. After adding t hese and other complications, they found t hat t he mo del also 

predicte d three-quarter-power s caling in mammals. Ot her quarter -po wer scaling laws  
also emerged nat urally from the e quat ions. Evolution, it  seemed, has overcome t he 
natural limitations of simple geometric scaling by developing t hese very efficient 

fractal-like webs.  

—Johnston (The Ne w Yo rk T imes dated to Jan 12t h 1999)  

Link 

 

The nature of fractal-like patterning and the rules of growth and 
development reflect the scaling concepts of D’Arcy Thompson’s research. There 

is seemingly, a common underlying (universal) principle that guides growth and 
development, no matter what the species (See article outline below): 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/1999/01/12/science/of-mice-and-elephants-a-matter-of-scale.html?pagewanted=all
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Mammals have richly branche d air tubes, but  they are confined to s pecial organs, t he 

lungs. Fis h do a similar thing with gills. Trees use the ir richly dividing branches to supply 
their leaves with water and pump s ugars back from the leaves to the trunk. The 3/4 -

power law is derive d in part from the as sumption t hat mammalian distribut ion net works 
are " fractal like" ...  

Link 

This begins to reflect Thompson’s concept of self-similar and repeating 

patterns at all scales of complexity and the way that shape and form and 
patterning and systems – he called networks which appeared to be space filling 

in a predictable way. This dovetails with Thompson’s concept of principles of 
scale and size correspondences which never changed fundamentally no matter 

what the size, proportions, plain or scale. Everything remained in proportion to 
itself and contained the properties of the whole within it. For instance, the 

following explanation of the above graphic is taken from a paper entitled: ‘The 
origin of allometric scaling laws in biology from genomes to ecosystems: towards 

a quantitative unifying theory of biological structure and organization ’ by 
Geoffrey B. West and James H. Brown.  

Introduction 

.., all organisms share a common structural and funct ional bas is of metabolism at the 

molecular level. The basic enz ymes and reactions are universal, at least across t he 
aerobic e ukaryotes. Additio nal general rules based o n first principles determine ho w 

this molecular-level metabolism is s upplied and regulated at higher levels of 
organizat ion: from organelles, to cells, to organisms, to ecos ystems. The most important of 

these rules are those relating to t he size of the s ystems, including the body size of the 
individual organis ms, and the temperat ure at which they operate. O ur theory of 

quarter-po wer scaling offers a unifie d conceptual explanation, based on first principles 
of geometry, biology, physics and chemistry for t he size-dependence of the metabolic 

process. The t heory is based on generic propert ies of the metabolic distribution net works  
in simplifie d, idealized organis ms.  

Link 

And continuing on in the interview with West in the New York Times:  ‘Of 
Mice and Elephants:  a Matter of Scale ’...  

https://universe-review.ca/R10-35-metabolic.htm
http://jeb.biologists.org/content/208/9/1575.full
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This relations hip seems to hold across the animal kingdom, from shre w to bl ue whale, 

and it has  since been extende d all the way down to single-celled organisms, and 
possibly within the cells themselves to the internal struct ures called mitochondria t hat 

turn nutrients  into energy.  

Link 

 

 

There are several charts in these articles that plot metabolic rate to mass for 
mammals, and on closer inspection of these and the metabolic rate to 

mass/surface area from cellular life to primitive amoebas follow this slope (3/4 
scaling law) all the way down to the most minuscule animal life forms. It is 

interesting as everything really does appear to scale in proportion to itself and 
everything else at predictable factors of magnitude, just as Thompson 

established the mathematical equations for shape and form, but it is also 
interesting on its finer grades of scaling, not just the coarse gradient slope of the 

¾ power law, even within the same class of animals, show that there is a slightly 
different scale plotted between male and females of species as seen on some 

charts.  

           Furthermore, as noted above, West and others have established these 

scaling laws for a wide range of phenomenon, from the growth of cities to the 
fractal-like nature of the communication networks and the growth of 

corporations; just about anything and everything systems. According to these 
researchers, it is all about distribution of resources which by their very nature 

form fractal-like (space-filling) networks. There is definitely something 
universal going on if, as these scaling factors apply to not just biological systems, 

but to systems involving anything biological. From small business to big 
corporate entities and from the rail network to the whole infrastructure that 

supports big cities that started out as a one horse town, there is a universal 
growth/evolutionary pattern emerging. And of course biological systems are 

not that different as they are all about distribution of resources as well.  

(See  articles worth reviewing to get a feel for this whole concept can be found at:  following 

links, http: //jeb.biologists.org/content/208/9/1575.full, 

http://www.cs.unm.edu/~forrest/classes/cs365/readings/Life%27sUniversalScalingLa
ws.pdf  Video on you tube where West explains a great deal on You Tube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoHD1ROPiUc&w=420&h=315) 

http://courses.missouristate.edu/chrisbarnhart/bio121/lab/respiration/of_mice_and_elephants.htm
http://jeb.biologists.org/content/208/9/1575.full
http://www.cs.unm.edu/~forrest/classes/cs365/readings/Life%27sUniversalScalingLaws.pdf
http://www.cs.unm.edu/~forrest/classes/cs365/readings/Life%27sUniversalScalingLaws.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoHD1ROPiUc&w=420&h=315
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It is however, important to recognise that these scaling factors are idealised. 

Real life is a little messier than these charts reflect. D’Arcy Thompson also 
pointed to this fact, but still the underlying principles and patterns and the 

fundamental mathematics remain the same no matter how different something 
might look on the outside. But as noted earlier by West, biologists have all too 

often missed the bigger picture and  underlying and unifying patterns in nature 
due to getting stuck on the details and mass of variations. These universals 

therefore begin to give us a great opportunity to apply laws in principle and 

find out things about Nature’s processes that we wouldn’t otherwise be able to 
do.  

There is a real potential here to project back in time by applying these 
scaling principles and try to begin understanding the growth patterns that 

evolution itself might have followed. For instance, mass of an organism and its 
relation to everything else would appear to be a fundamental. Mass to 

metabolic rate is or example one of many aspects of other scalable biological 
phenomena.  

Other predictable scales complying with power laws are heart beats on 
average throughout the life cycle of an average mouse with scale in the same 

ratio to that of an elephant. The smaller animal has faster beats, but the  scale 
according to their mass as pointed out in ‘Allometric Relations and Scaling Laws 

for the Cardiovascular System of Mammals’ by Thomas H. Dawson Link (see 
chart plotting heart rates in mammals. Again, this shows the ¾ power law of 

scaling. 

These charts are beginning to show patterns, not unlike the principle of the 

pattern embedded in the ‘Matryoshka, nested scales of complexity concept of 
another scaling factor in terms of intrinsic rate, which is really the measurable, 

predictable and scalable ratio of size/mass of organism in relation to its 
population growth rate.  

In essence, the concept is that small organisms reproduce 
(multiply/replicate) much faster than larger organisms. Basically, as most of 

know from common knowledge, a small species like a mouse reproduce very fast 
compared to larger mammals such as elephants. The intrinsic differences 

between fundamental species groups of say a large mammal (self-regulating 
metabolic animals homeothermic) and a virus could be 100,000 times greater in 

the viruses! Essentially, as we know the rate and mass/size of one organism, we 
can predict according to size, the proportions or intrinsic rate in this case of any 

organism.  See chart below: 

http://www.mdpi.com/2079-8954/2/2/168
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Fig.  5:  Idealised chart based upon rate of increase in relation to mass/weight of organism. Note the 
discrete groupings of fundamental forms/types with only a slight overlap between the more complex animal 
groups (Diagram based upon figure 11.21 Body size and intrinsic rate of increase - data from Fenchel 1974, 
Link) 

Again, the scaling is very clear where all organisms tend to fall within the 

predictable slope (gradient) according to their mass/size (fundamental 
metabolic type) and rate of increase in this case.  These are discrete groups of 

organism where the bacteria are quite distinct from virus organisms and 
protozoa (small animals that we can’t see for the most part) are a whole 

metabolically distinct group that in turn only overlap slightly with cold-
blooded animals such as fish, amphibians, reptiles and these are a discrete, and 

only slightly overlapping group/type with the warm-blooded mammals and 
birds.  Another simplified chart which plots metabolic rate to  mass is illustrated 

below. Here the discrete groupings of very different organisms are clear as well 
as the fundamental leaps (discontinuous lines) of metabolic complexity. 

http://sky.scnu.edu.cn/life/class/ecology/chapter/Chapter11.htm
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Fig.  6:  Simplified chart based upon metabolic rate to mass for diverse organisms ranging from 
unicellular to cold-blooded invertebrates and vertebrates and from warm-blooded vertebrates. Again note 
the discrete groupings of fundamental forms/types seemingly nested in scales of complexity.(Chart based 
upon data from  Link and Tatsuo Motokawa, "Elephant's Time, Rat's Time"  Link 

 

Recalling that ‘type’ is the important concept in D’Arcy Thompson’s 

framework, where fundamental forms could diverge into many different 
varieties leading to what we would call a species, the charts for intrinsic rate for 

groups of major life-forms from single celled organisms, to cold-blooded and 
warm-blooded species, clearly cluster into discrete metabolic groups and the 

leaps of metabolic complexity between each group is worth drawing attention 
to.  

In other words, the neat continuous grade seen exclusively for mammals is 
not the case when we plot these ratios for organisms with distinct metabolic 

systems, beyond warm-blooded mammalian forms. This might not seem that 
amazing at this stage, but it does give us a big clue to evolutionary development. 

You might notice that if we apply our conventional thinking, for some reason, 
suddenly and for no apparent reason, species that descended directly from cold-

blooded animals that became more mammalian for example (and for some 
reason, some animals remained cold-blooded) would have to fundamentally 

https://universe-review.ca/R10-35-metabolic.htm
https://www.env.go.jp/en/wpaper/1995/eae240000000000.html
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change their whole metabolic system, or is this just a pattern of self similarity on 

different scales of complexity that diverged from a common system of 
metabolism?   

For instance, by employing the power laws of metabolism to mass, intrinsic 
rate to mass and other things such as heart rate to mass, we wouldn’t be top of 

this evolutionary tree metabolically speaking – elephants and whales are 
because they are bigger mammals than ourselves. Their mass and the fractal-

like networks (space-filling needs) would be scaled up proportionately to make 

the metabolic system (the heat/energy exchange between the organism and its 
environment) work at optimum level. But as mammals, we out-rank in 

complexity of our warm-blooded metabolic system, the cold-blooded (simpler) 
vertebrates such as lizards and amphibians and in turn they out rank fish and 

fish outrank insects and so on and so forth, if you want to talk in competitive 
terms. But, Nature would not appear to be this linearly hierarchical – it is fractal 

and each part is related to the whole on self-similar scales of complexity and 
therefore the relationship between the different species may be less literal and 

not so much about direct common ancestral descent as to do with their use of the 
same common system (metabolic in this case) in relation to their mass.  

Just to reiterate the importance of the discrete fundamental types of species 
are trying to tell us about evolution, I do find it interesting that a mouse-sized 

lizard cannot be plotted within the higher scale of metabolism with a 
mammalian mouse of the same size, but remains fundamentally at the level of 

metabolic complexity seen in present-day lizard species. Does this mean an 
invariant? In other words, it is fundamental fixed. Perhaps once a species has 

become efficient metabolically in that form it can’t then do a leap-frog act and 
fundamentally become a mammalian mouse-sized frog. Maybe this metabolic 

complexity is a clue to the origin of the level and scale of species complexity in 
the first place. 

I will present one more idealised chart (greatly simplified) to illustrate this 
idea further. This chart is based again, upon ratios of mass to metabolism. It is 

prompted by a study of:  scaling exponents of fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and 
mammals and the results are described by the author’s as “significantly 

heterogeneous” White et al (Abstract 2006). Interestingly, this study disputes 
the scaling laws as they sometimes show non-universals and it is these 

differences that are actually quite revealing from the perspective taken here. 
(Note that West and others have adequately addressed such criticisms of these 

proposed heterogeneous scales or scales that don’t exactly conform to the ¾ 
power rule).  
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 Fig. 7:  Idealised chart of the fundamental ‘types’ of species that scale according to radically distinct 
metabolism according to their mass within discrete groups. ( chart is based on figure 1 from White et al 2006, 

http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/2/1/125#T1 ) 

 

 

Note that birds and mammals are discrete groups that have their own slope 

distinct from cold-blooded animals as they are more akin based upon warm-
blooded metabolism. However, although all the groups follow a scaled slope 

according to mass and rate of metabolism, each group or type: fish, amphibian, 
reptile, bird and mammal, can be seen as discrete groups and only overlap 

slightly with each plotted gradient within their overall group . 

In combination, these charts and the scaling principles in general, strongly 

suggest that the name of the evolutionary game is growth according to 
resources. It is seemingly about space filling and efficiency at the end of the day.  

This common metabolic system to mass in exchange with its  environment would 
allow growth on every scale of complexity, providing there would be enough 

resources to expand the whole system (organisms and their environment). In 
other words, some organisms would perhaps grow quite large in size compared to 

say: the microbial level of life, as they developed (their body mass increased 

http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/2/1/125#T1
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perhaps as they could eat more food and gain more energy) and this would in 

turn increase the complexity of the metabolic system as the space filling 
requirements (fractal growth) required.  

This would work in what is called a positive feedback loop, as the more 
complex a species would become: the greater degrees of freedom it would have 

to experience more diverse environments, encounter more exotic experiences 
and expand and develop further. Growing organisms, like undifferentiated cells, 

may have developed in different temperatures and chemically distinct 

environments compared to others and their entire evolutionary trajectory 
thereafter may have been set in motion just by this slight variation in the early 

stages. 

It could be as Thompson proposes:  divergence from fundamental types into 

all various on the basic theme, always following the spatial proportional rules of 
that form, only on different scales of complexity and much diversity could come 

about by a simple variation at the beginning of growth and development. This 
scenario of course also reflects the concept of a small change at the beginning 

can cause a widely different outcome in the end. Recall that an organism’s shape 
and form and now seemingly its metabolic system in relation to its mass, can 

grow and develop, but it will always retain the essential properties and spatial 
proportions no matter what its size and will always follow the principles of scale. 

In a sense, species could be similar. They may have arisen and diversified 
according to these scaling rules and laws of growth and form and space filling 

and efficiency contingencies may have led to eventually filling every available 
niche on, in and around, our planet. 

We could even begin to talk about metabolic speciation according to and 
in response to accessible resources and conditions of existence in general as 

metabolism itself may have evolved in response to growing bodies and 
obviously other complex cross species interactions and environmental factors 

such as temperature and chemical interactions of molecules etc. This may have 
led to species diversification   resulting ultimately in an array of life-forms 

reflecting every level of metabolic complexity and eventually, even to the most 
sophisticated of them all – the whales, dolphins and elephants, and of course 

even ourselves. Obviously there is more to evolution than this, but this is our 
starting principle from which the detail will be filled in. 

Recall that flowers don’t put on one petal at a time, but whole arrays and 
then expands according to resources. Imagine a telescope where every part fits 

neatly into the other part, but all the parts work together to form a whole 
workable telescope. Well does it not look like Nature operates in a seemingly 
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similar way? Perhaps another way to perhaps think of this over arching scales 

within scales of complexity, each building upon the same fundamental principle 
on the previous form, is to try and see it as a whole system, in much the  way that 

Nature actually appears to work.  

Evolutionary development therefore, could be described as nested scales of 

complexity and as a whole system on different levels (akin to the Russian Doll/ 
Matryoshka Principle). It might help to think more in terms of systems evolving 

(in this case metabolism) and this allows more advanced forms of life to diverge 

from this common type or form from which others emerged (think fractal-
systems and space-filling concerns – if an organism has reached the full extent 

of its carrying capacity or its resource distribution networks). This concept is 
actually supported both in the fossil record and within the most current 

experimental data as you will see later on in this book when we begin to apply 
these scaling principles in full, and once we have reviewed all the main 

alternatives as proposed by several other farsighted scientists (akin to D’Arcy 
Thompson’s approach), the fossil record will start to make a great deal more 

sense. 

Just before moving unto other major players in this emerging and rather 

un-Darwinian, synthesis, I would like to introduce you to a related aspect of the 
principle of proportional and predictable scaling at all levels of developmental 

complexity in general.  It is mentioned here as it is actually another scaling law 
– a repeating pattern on every scale of growth and development and seemingly, 

it may be applicable (as it is a universal, at least from everything that we have 
observed growing and developing thus far) to evolutionary 

development/growth of the species on a much larger scale. Indeed, this 
proposition encapsulates another important alternative evolutionary model 

which became historically obscured, that I will discuss in more detail in chapter 
three. Essentially, this other scaling nested complexity concept is yet another 

demonstration that:  ‘something universal going on...’ and supports in principle 
D’Arcy Thompson’s recognition of the same. 

 

 

The Universal Growth/Evolution Curve 

West draws attention to yet another fundamental invariant – the universal 
(or almost universal) growth curve in the following: 
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 ...Still largely missing, however, is a t heoretical frame work for unde rstanding the 

mechanisms t hat affect whole-organism growt h traje ctories. So questions s uch as why 
growt h curves are almost universally s igmoidal, what controls the final or mature body 

size, and what affects the allocation of energy and materials to gro wth and development 
remain largely unanswere d.  

http: //onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.0269-8463.2004.00857.x/full  

 

Fig. 8:  Idealised chart showing the Sigmoidal growth/evolution over time curve. Left-hand section 
shows typical ‘Lag Phase’, the centre section where ‘S’ (Sigmoidal curve) rises rapidly and is sometimes referred 
to as the ‘Exponential Phase’ and finally, the third section (right) is the slow growth/evolutionary stage at the 
top of the ‘S-Curve’ which could be described as the ‘Stablisation Phase’.  

 

This is seemingly the pattern followed by everything that we have 
observed and recorded growing or developing, colonising or multiplying in the 

natural world or systems created by us, follow the Sigmoidal growth pattern as 

seen in the evolution of internet, computer technology and even social media 
platform such as Facebook as presented in simplified (idealised) form in the 

diagrams below.  Therefore, it is seemingly - universal and we should therefore 
pay attention to this pattern to see if we can establish how evolution itself 

evolved (growth and development at another scale and level of complexity. For 
instance, the things that we can observe and study in real time where , the 

Signoidal growth pattern is clearly the pattern commencing with a lag phase 
(fairly slow coalescence of all the necessary aspects needed to create the next 

level of the whole system), followed by an explosion of growth (an exponential 
phase) and finally a leveling out of growth and stability with further 

refinements of the existing system (or organism) – filling out the detail.  

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.0269-8463.2004.00857.x/full
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This Sigmoidal growth pattern can be seen in the slow development of a 

woodland, to later (exponential) colonisation of an area and finally, stability  

 

Fig. 9: Sigmoidal growth/evolution over time curve applies to the growth of a seed to a sapling to 

maturity. Plant biomass is Sigmoidal (See: http://apps.cdfa.ca.gov/frep/docs/N_Uptake.ht ml). 

 

. 

Fig.10:  Sigmoidal growth/evolution over time curve applies to the growth of an entire woodland. (See 
figure 11.5  Exponentlal growth of a colonizing population of Scots pine. Pinus sylvestris. Data from Bennen 
1983. http://sky.scnu.edu.cn/life/class/ecology/chapter/Chapter11.htm).  

 

From the seed to the sapling and from the mature plant to the entire 

colonisation and biomass, follow the same Sigmoidal growth pattern from a lag, 

http://apps.cdfa.ca.gov/frep/docs/N_Uptake.html
http://sky.scnu.edu.cn/life/class/ecology/chapter/Chapter11.htm
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exponential and stabilisation stage. The growth of yeast populations and their 

colonisation are no different, their growth rate is much faster, but this is relative 
to and proportional to their scale (size).  

 

Fig.11:  Sigmoidal growth/evolution over time curve applies to the growth of colonies of yeast.  as seen in: 
figure 11.8 Sigmoidal growth by a population of the yeast Saccharomyoces cercvisiac . Data from Gause 1934  
http://sky.scnu.edu.cn/life/class/ecology/chapter/Chapter11.htm ). Or bacterial colonies is also Sigmoidal, 
but will rapidly decline in closed system such as a Petrie Dish (See: 
https://www.premedhq.com/exponential-growth).  

 

Embryological development has a lag phase, quickly followed by an 

exponential growth phase and stabilisation – it is one again Sigmoidal. And I 
could fill a page with all the other instances, in other words, biological growth 

and development and even evolution is predictably Sigmoidal. Basically, as 
Thompson proposed: at every scale and level, things grow proportionally and in 

a predictable manner and can therefore be used to calculate otherwise 
unknown things in nature. This is the beauty of the mathematical formula. 

 

 

 

http://sky.scnu.edu.cn/life/class/ecology/chapter/Chapter11.htm
https://www.premedhq.com/exponential-growth
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Fig.12:  Sigmoidal growth/evolution over time curve applies to the development and growth of an 
embryo. Then the embryos grew up to develop social media and the internet that also followed a lag phase, an 
exponential phase and finally reached maturity and stablisation. 

 

Fig.13:  Sigmoidal growth/evolution over time curve applies to the growth of social media: facebook 
being one well-known example. 

 

What makes the Sigmoidal curve, not only important as a model for 
seemingly all natural systems that grow and evolve, from the internet, to cities 

and from broccoli to bacteria, is that is it may give us a very large piece of the 
evolutionary puzzle, a clue the tempo and pattern of how evolution itself may 

have occurred, if it wasn’t by Darwinian means. I will discuss this application 
further on in part two in relation to the Cambrian period (the first exponential 

explosion of complexity as seen in the fossil record). However, just to introduce 
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you to how the Sigmoid growth pattern it corresponds to the fossil record, it is of 

interest to note that the eruption of complex life (the Cambrian) with little in 
the way of predecessors (the Pre-Cambrian), but even this is explicable if we 

apply older obscured theories of evolutionary development as it reflects the Lag 
Phase, the Exponential Phase and the Stabilisation Phase of the Sigoidal growth 

curve.   

The Sigmoidal curve, as noted above, may also be applied to the individual 

species types and their evolutionary (development) formation. In other words, 

scaling laws may apply to the development of organisms in real time just as 
much as they apply to species evolutionary development in much greater scales 

of time.   The fact that the  Sigmoid growth/evolutionary curve is a universal (or 
almost universal as noted above by West) and as a universal, it is therefore not 

perhaps surprising that it can be used to predict otherwise unknowns in nature.  

The possible reason for all Natural things (and systems created by Natural 

things) being Sigmoidal, with an initial lag phase, followed by an exponential 
phase and then stabalisation, may be that Nature is all about efficiency and 

adaptability according to area/space filling rules in relation to energy 
concerns and available resources (which is fractally definable/measurable), as 

the work of West and others suggests,  then it could be said that metabolism to 
mass being in a scalable ratio in relation to each other, directs growth and 

development in a predicable Sigmoidal pattern because of these concerns.   

This also begins to give us an insight into why D’Arcy Thompson discovered 

and proposed what he did when he began to see evolutionary development and 
complexity in a very un-Darwinian light. In the light of mathematics, 

predictable patterns and revealed some of its astonishing simplicity and beauty; 
following predictable patterns that can be explained with equations showing 

that each portion of the organism/system is a reflection of the greater whole on 
another scale.  
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On growth and form 

And while I have sought  to she w the naturalist how a few mat hemat ical concepts and 
dynamical principles may help and guide him, I have tried to s hew t he mat hematician a 

field for his labo ur- a field which few have e ntered and no man has explored...For the 
harmony of the wo rld is made manifest in Form and N umber, and the heart and so ul and 

all the poetry of Natural Philosophy are embodie d in the conce pt of mathematical 
beauty.  

Wentworth-T hompson (1917 E pilogue)  

Link 

 

 

 

 

http://archive.org/stream/ongrowthform00thom/ongrowthform00thom_djvu.txt
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE TURING ENIGMA 

 

Alan Mathison Turing 
(1912- 1954) 

Fig. 14:  British pioneering computer scientist, mathematician, logician and theoretical biologist 
amongst many other things. Image Source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-
news/9093910/How-did-the-leopard-get-its-spots-Codebreaker-Alan-Turing-was-right-all-along.html 

 

“Codebreaker Alan Turing was right all along” 

A. M. Turing (1952) (perhaps better known for his pioneering code cracking 

abilities during World War II using the ENIGMA), in his publication entitled: 
The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis [Link]. I feel that Turing was somehow 

inspired by Thompson’s research and certainly taken by the mathematical 
beauty of the underlying simplicity of Nature. Where Thompson, explained the 

underlying simplicity and universality of shape and form –  transformations and 

scaled principles of the formation of the species, Turing showed how cells create 
these meaningful shapes, forms and transformations of structures in the first 

place.  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/9093910/How-did-the-leopard-get-its-spots-Codebreaker-Alan-Turing-was-right-all-along.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/9093910/How-did-the-leopard-get-its-spots-Codebreaker-Alan-Turing-was-right-all-along.html
http://www.dna.caltech.edu/courses/cs191/paperscs191/turing.pdf
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Turing’s applications to growth and development and variation within 

biological organisms explores, using theoretical mathematics for example, a 
model based upon reaction/diffusion of natural chemical/reactions between 

and within molecules during development and how formula and equations can 
be used to not only account for many patterns seen in the natural world and 

cause of their cellular formation, but predict it as well.  

Turing’s mathematical prediction of chemical signals (morphogens) 

triggering either an activation signal (diffusion) or a deactivation signal (like a 

chemical off switch) set up development patterns are finally beginning to find 
support, particularly as we are refining our means of peering deeper into 

biological and development processes. His equations therefore, were not just 
mathematical abstractions, but could help explain the natural development 

processes that led, for example, to patterning in animals – how the leopard got 
its spots and how the tiger got its stripes (See article in the Telegraph: How did 

the leopard get its spots? Codebreaker Alan Turing was right all along) Link 

Turing’s theory of morphogenesis validated  

Scientists  from Brandeis  Univers ity and t he Univers ity of Pittsburgh s how how identical 
cells differentiate 

 

Alan Turing’s accomplis hments in computer science are well kno wn, but  lesser kno wn is 
his impact on biology and chemistry. In his  only publishe d paper on biology, Turing 

propose d a t heory of morphogenes is, the process by which ident ical cells differentiate, 
for example, into an organism wit h arms and legs, a head and tail.. . 

Turing was the first to offer an explanation of morpho genesis t hrough chemistry.  He 
theorized t hat ident ical biological cells differentiate and change shape through a 

process called intercellular reaction-diffus ion. In this model, a s ystem of chemicals react 
wit h each other and diffuse across a s pace — say bet ween cells in an embryo. These 

chemical react ions need an inhibitory agent, to suppress the reaction, and an excit atory 
agent, to activ ate the reaction. T his chemical react ion, diffused across an embryo, will 

create patterns of chemically different cells.  

 

—Burrows (2014)  

Link 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/9093910/How-did-the-leopard-get-its-spots-Codebreaker-Alan-Turing-was-right-all-along.html
http://www.brandeis.edu/now/2014/march/turingpnas.htm
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For Video presentation of Turing’s theory and how it is being supported 

today see: Prof. Philip Maini:  Turing's Theory of Developmental Pattern 
Formation Link. For example, Turing’s model helps to explain why cells (that 

don’t know what they are going to be when they grow up), with the identical 
genes, can differentiate and become all manner of bone, skin, organ cells. Below 

is a recent example of an experiment and its results which the researchers found 
rather puzzling, but by understanding that development and its context is 

inseparable it would be perfectly explicable. In the excerpt below, you will not 

only see why environment is so important during early cellular development, 
but it also illustrates how we need to start thinking beyond the Petrie dish and 

begin applying models such as developed by Turing. The study is taken from the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison News website and article entitled:  ‘In 

directing stem cells, study shows context matters ’: 

Figuring out how blank slate stem cells decide  

which kind of cell they want to be whe n they gro w up —  a muscle cell, a bone cell, a 
neuron —  

has been no small task for s cience. H uman pluripotent stem cells, the undifferentiate d 
cells that have t he potential to become any of the 220 t ypes  of cells in the body, are 

influenced in t he lab dis h by t he cocktail of chemical factors and proteins upon which 
they are grown and nurture d. Depending on t he combination of factors used in a culture, 

the cells can be coaxed to become s pecific types of cells.... To fully explore the idea t hat 
surface matters to a stem cell, Kiessling’s gro up create d gels of different hardness to 

mimic muscle, liver and brain t issues. T he study so ught to test whether t he surface alone, 
absent any adde d soluble factors to influence cell fate decisions, can have an effect on 

differentiation.  

Results, according to Kiessling, s howed that a soft, brain tiss ue -like s urface, inde pendent 
of any soluble factors, was catalyst  enough to dire ct cells to become ne urons, the large 

elaborate cells that make up the central nervous  system. Stiffer surfaces favored t he 
stem cell state. “We didn’t change anyt hing but s wit ch from a hard s urface to a soft 

surface,” Kiessling says. “The y all started looking like neurons. It was st unning to me that 
the surface had such a profound effect.”  

- Devitt (Sept. 8, 2014)   

Link 

 

The key to understanding the above experiment is that cells actually have 
memory. Think of memory foam; at a nano-scale cells can do something similar. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN8tVldm6QY%20https://youtu.be/pN8tVldm6QY
http://www.news.wisc.edu/23113
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It is an inherited memory that is carried within your cells and operates above 

the genes – hence, it is referred to as ‘epi’ meaning above, followed by ‘genetics’, 
which should be self explanatory. For instance, on the Genetic Science Learning 

Centre website, under the heading: The Epigenome learns from its experiences, 
they state the following: 

Epigenet ic tags act as a kind of cellular memory. A cell's epigenetic profile -- a 

collection of tags that tell genes whether to be on or off -- is t he sum of the signals it has 
received during its lifetime.  

Link 

 

Furthermore, these markers or tags are bio-chemical. Now when you add 

the soluble chemical switches externally to the cells environment, which Turing 
identified and are normally within the development environment of these 

differentiating cells (or Petrie dish) then you would trigger the sensible 
assembly of a whole organism, not just cells that would act like other particular 

cells because of the hardness of softness of the surface they differentiate in. You 
can perhaps begin to imagine how cells have learned from their environments 

throughout their evolutionary experience and indeed become very adept at 
remembering what to be when they grow up into bigger species.  

Epigenetics is very profound when applied to evolutionary processes, but it 
is no less profound than what Turing’s research. As you can imagine, epigenetics 

and environment are intimately linked, but the chemistry involved and its 
mathematical equations that Turing provided that cracked the real code that 

has helped us to decipher actual biological complexity. This code can help us 
understand evolution itself.  As Turing’s theory relates to the patterning and 

formation of cells, and as everything ‘living’ is made up of cells, perhaps 
therefore it would make sense to pay more attention to his theory and begin 

applying these mathematically predictable ordering patterns of cells, 
particularly in the light of our emerging understanding of epigenetics and then 

we may start understanding another integral piece of the evolutionary puzzle. 

 

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/epi_learns/
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CHAPTER THREE 

EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT EQUALS 
EVOLUTION – PRINCIPLES OF SHAPE 

AND FORM 
 

 

Fig. 15:  Source:  Wikimedia CC. 

Von Baer 
(1792 – 1876) 

Karl Ernst, Ritter von Baer -Prussian-Estonian embryologist 

 

Von Baer proposed a theory regarding cellular organisms (embryos) and by 

rewinding its developmental stages, their evolutionary species developmental 
stages could be inferred. Obviously, Von Baer’s research was in a pre-genetic 

era, but his principles are highly pertinent nevertheless to our current 

discussion.  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Karl_Ernst_von_Baer.jpg
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1828 

- Von Baer - 

- Embryo Project Encyclopedia - 'Karl Ernst von Baer's Laws of 

Embryology' 

In 1828, while working at t he Univers ity of Kö nigs berg in Königsberg, Germany, Karl 
Ernst von Baer pro posed four laws of animal development, von Baer discusses the 

embryos of humans, fish and chicks, all of which look similar to each other in t he early 
stages of their development.  

As the y gro w, ho wever, they look increasingly different from one anothe r. The embryo 
of one species never resembles the adult of another species. Instead of recapit ulating 

other animals' adult forms, von Baer's third law theorized t hat animal embryos diverge 
from one or a few shared embryo nic forms. T he fourt h law states t hat t he stages of 

development in more complex animals never re present t he adult stages of less complex 
animals; the y resemble only t he embryos of less complex animals. 

...Von Baer's second law st ates that embryos develop from a uniform and nonco mplex 
struct ure into an increas ingly complicated and diverse organism. For example, a 

defining and general characteristic of vertebrates is  the vertebral column.  

This feature appears early in t he embryonic development of vertebrates. However, ot her 
features that are more specific to groups wit hin verte brates, such as fur on mamm als or 

scales on reptiles, form in a later developmental stage. Von Baer argued t hat t his 
evidence s upport ing e pigenetic development rather t han development from preformed 

struct ures.  

He concluded from t he first t wo laws t hat development occurs t hrough e pigenesis, when 
the complex form of an animal arises gradually from unforme d material during 

development. 

 

— Barnes (2013) Intro duction  

Link 

 

For example, as discussed above, just as the cells know what to be when they 
grow up (differentiate) into bone, skin, tissue cells etc, cannot be explained via 

genetics alone, as the cells contain the same genetic code (they would all be the 
same – clones of each other), well, similarly, as all organisms (plants and animals) 

are essentially highly coordinated colony of cells, genetics cannot explain the 

http://embryo.asu.edu/pages/karl-ernst-von-baers-laws-embryology
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differentiation of the same genetic species looking and acting very differently 

depending upon its development stage as exemplified in metamorphosing 
animals. Take for example, a butterfly/moth (a flying insect) and its primitive or 

developmentally immature form – a caterpillar.  

See author’s publication ‘The Epigenetic Caterpillar:  An Alternative to the 

Neo-Darwinian view of the Peppered Moth Phenomenon’ or the e-book  version  
The book should help explain how the same organism/species with the same 

genome and genes that code for proteins can look and act so differently 

according to its developmental stage. This book therefore uses the analogy of 
the caterpillar (juvenile form) and a butterfly or moth (its adult form) with the 

same genome/genes that look completely different depending upon their 
developmental stage to illustrate this very important evolutionary concept 

involving epigenetics (which operate above the genes but ultimately control 
the expression of existing genes and is essentially an environmentally-driving 

adaptation process inbuilt within all organisms) – hence, the main title of the 
book is the Epigenetic Caterpillar.  

It is all about how these genes are expressed or not, and to what degree 
(epigenetically), that makes the difference to whether an insect looks and acts 

like a sluggy creature (a caterpillar) or looks and acts like a flying insect. This 
book also presents the evidence for epigenetic speciation (how species change 

in real time to adapt to their conditions and environment which is not explicable 
by Neo-Darwinian/genetic mutation and selection means and therefore offers 

an alternative interpretation (an epigenetic one) to the famous peppered moths 
story – a much cited case of apparently Darwinian evolution in action – but it 

on closer investigation, the science is sadly lacking to support this claim.  

Therefore, we have to reflect upon the previous discussion about the 

epigenetic memory and environment/surface that cells develop in directs and 
controls the variation of form bounded by the conditions of growth and form 

(universal scaling principles) and this principle also directs, shapes and form 
multicellular organisms and is fully applicable (on a more complex scale) to 

species formation in the past. Cellular, embryological and species development 
are in principle the same processes, only on different scales of complexity and 

from cellular and embryological processes that we can observe in real-time, we 
can infer how evolution of the species may have occurred. This is in essence, 

what Von Baer suggested. Below is an excerpt regarding Von Baer ’s Laws: 

Von Baer described his laws of embryology in both editions of his book 

‘Über Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere ’ [On the Development of Animals], 
published in 1828 and 1837. In this work, von Baer reviewed existing 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Epigenetic-Caterpillar-Alternative-Phenomenon-ebook/dp/B00OE16P46
http://www.amazon.com/The-Epigenetic-Caterpillar-Alternative-Phenomenon-ebook/dp/B00OE16P46
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/485914
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information on the development of vertebrates. He used the information in this 

review to extrapolate his laws. These laws, translated by Thomas Henry Huxley 
in Scientific Memoirs are verbatim as follows: 

... the more general characters  of a large gro up appear earlier in t he embryo than the 

more special characters. From the most general forms the less general are developed, 
and so on, until finally the most s pecial arises. Every embryo of a given animal form, 

instead of passing t hrough t he other forms, rather becomes se parated from them. 
Fundamentally, therefore, the embryo of a higher form never resembles any other form, 

but only its embryo.  

Link 

You might recall that this differentiation of forms from generalist (generic) 
types was also noted by D’Arcy Thompson who viewed evolution from several 

distinct forms rather than a single common ancestral position. According to the 
research of Elizabeth Barnes (2014) from the Arizona State University, Center 

for Biology and Society working on the Embryo Project Encyclopedia, Von 
Baer’s pre-Darwinian theory was taken seriously before and during Darwin’s 

own time and indeed, was considered pertinent by Darwin himself. Von Baer 
did not adhere to direct linear common descent and instead believed that there 

may have been several independent origins and that the species went from the 
generalist (shared common condition) to more divergent and specialised forms 

as they were shaped by their environments (as a developing organism is shaped 
by its internal environment) during species development. In essence, Von Baer’s 

laws attempted to scale up developmental processes of an organism (from egg to 
cells to embryo to full development) as a way to explain deve lopment of the 

species – evolution. 

 Again, according to Barnes’ (2014) assessment of the history, Von Baer’s 

model was somewhat misunderstood in its finer details and became historically 
obscured, in large part due to the fact that it became overshadowed by 

Haeckel’s embryonic similarity charts across many different species – this 
ended up being abandoned as they were just a bit exaggerated and the result is 

that Von Baer’s more subtle and less direct common descent model from several 

different origins fell into obscurity. Most of us have heard of Ernst Haeckel and 
his famous – now infamous, drawings of different animal embryo drawings, still 

used in some biology text books today? Well, only seven years after Darwin 
wrote ‘Origin of Species’, as noted on the Embryo Project Encyclopedia website, 

Von Baer’s laws ran into Haeckel’s recapitulation theory  known as biogenetic 

https://embryo.asu.edu/pages/karl-ernst-von-baers-laws-embryology#sthash.9o6GySax.dpuf
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law. Ernst Haeckel's Biogenetic Law (1866) and below is an excerpt which 

should give you some historical context: 

The bio genetic law is  a theory of development and evolut ion proposed by Ernst Hae ckel 

in Germany in the 1860s. It is o ne of several recapit ulation t heories, which posit  that t he 
stages of development for an animal embryo are the same as other animals' adult stages 

or forms. Commonly stated as  ontogeny recapit ulates phylogeny, t he biogenetic law 
theorizes that t he stages an animal embryo undergoes during development are a 

chronological replay of that s pecies' past evolutionary forms.   

Link 

 

— " the Biogenetic Law"  " Ontogeny recapit ulates phylogeny." 

...von Baer did not acce pt that  all species s hare d a common ancestor. Despite von Baer's 
objections to H aeckel's biogenetic law and re capitulation in general, the biogenet ic law 
persiste d in biology unt il the t urn of the t wentiet h cent ury when new experiment al and 

comparative evidence rendere d it untenable.  

Link 

 

Basically, even though Haeckel’s theory was dismissed, his concept that 
was fundamentally distinct from Von Baer’s, was more akin in principle to the 

newer modified version of the Darwinian model. This model, instead of saying 

that we descended directly from fish, now stated that we descended from fish-
like (fishy-pod) ancestors. And all other ancestors are perceived in this linear 

pattern like a tree and the tree has become molecular and presumes a 
branching off into lineages to form the different species by passing on only their 

genetics and acted upon by natural conditions of existence (selection), where 
the less weak varieties of gene-pools (modelled in hyperspace) tend to be the 

best survivors. So it didn’t matter that Haeckel was a little over artistic in his 
representations or literal in his concept of linear descent, for by this time, the 

Neo-Darwinists had their own version of linear descent which was very far 
removed from Von Baer’s laws.  

Below is a brief overview of how De Baer’s laws are becoming more 
relevant in the light of our more modern understanding. 

https://embryo.asu.edu/search?text=biogenetic%20law#sthash.MGv8FPpQ.dpuf
https://embryo.asu.edu/pages/karl-ernst-von-baers-laws-embryology#sthash.9o6GySax.dpuf
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With advances in multiple fields, including paleontology, cladistics, phylogenetics, 

genomics, and cell and developmental biology, it is no w poss ible to examine carefully 
the significance of von Baer's law and its  pre dictions...185 years after von Baer's law was 

first formulated, its main concepts after proper refurbishing remain surprisingly relevant 
in revealing the fundame ntals of the evolution–development connect ion, and suggest 

that the ir explanatio n sho uld become the focus of renewe d research.  

Link 

 

Another notable aspect of Von Baer’s theory that is beginning to receive 
scientific support is the idea of going from the more primitive and undeveloped 

generalist organism to the more specialist species form. This concept is given 
clear support when we review for instance, the research carried out such as those 

studying brain development in vertebrates as highlighted in the work of A.B. 
Butler, a Professor Emerita (retired) in the Molecular Neuroscience Department 

in the Krasnow Institute for Advanced Study. The quotes below are taken from 
'Evolution of Vertebrate Brains': 

 

‘EVOLUTION OF VERTEBRATE  BRAINS’  

....The simplistic ... conce pt of evolution ranks organisms on an ascending s cale that is 
presume d to reflect evolutionary history ... as in fis h-to-frog-to -rat-to-cat-to mo nkey-

to-human. While this conce pt is unfortunately widely and deeply e mbe dde d in the 
public conscio usness, it  is completely uns upporte d by the massive amount of data on 

evolution, not only for the brain but for all characters across the board. 

...That brain enlargement  and elaboration has o ccurred four times independently 
presents a very different reality of ho w brain evolutio n has  operate d than is perceived in 

the widely held folk-belief... 

 

Butler (2009, 57)   

Link 

 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168952513001649
http://brain.phgy.queensu.ca/pare/assets/Evolution2.pdf
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… rept iles did not give rise to mammals any more t han mammals gave rise to re ptiles. In 

regard to embryological development, it likewise generally proceeds  from the ge neral 
(common ancestral features) to t he spe cific (spe cializatio ns of the taxon) ... What is 

clearly establishe d is  that all taxa have their own specializations. Each taxon has a mix 
of primit ive features.  

 

Butler (2009, 64)   

Link 

 

Basically, this brain study, and indeed many other studies, strongly 
supports the concept that species converge on ancestral features (shared 

ancestral condition) and then, later become specialists. This begins to give us an 
alternative, less literal form of evolutionary development. Further support for 

Von Baer’s laws can be seen below in the form of a more recent model employed 
by the EVO-DEVO field of research. To help visualise this model below is an 

illustration, and although it is rather cartoonish and over idealised to say the 
least, it does illustrate the principle very well. The hourglass model clearly 

shows a convergence on a shared ancestral condition and later a diversity of 
many forms from a similar developmental (or ancestral) condition; going from 

the generalist to the specialist via diversification from a common body plan.  

 

 

Fig. 16:  Source: cartoon illustration of the hourglass developmental model from Richardson et al. 1998 

 

The following abstract from an evolutionary developmental science paper 

discusses the hourglass model and how more recent support for it corresponds 

http://brain.phgy.queensu.ca/pare/assets/Evolution2.pdf
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well with aspects of Von-Baer’s principles. (embryogenesis means the origin of the 

embryo and phylotypic means the phylo type where phylo refers to the shape and form of an 
organism): 

Abstract 

The " developmental hourglass'' describes a pattern of increasing morphological 
diverge nce towards earlier and later embryonic development, separated by a period of 

significant conservat ion across  distant s pecies (the " phylotypic stage'')  

 

Introduction 

The evolutionary mechanism of conservat ion during embryogenesis, and its connection 
to the gene regulatory net works  that control development, are fundamental questions in 

systems biology... Several models have been presente d in the context of morphological, 
molecular, and genetic development al patterns. T he most widely discussed model is t he 
“developmental ho urglass ”, which places t he strongest conservation across s pecies in t he 
“phylotypic stage”. T he first observations s upporting t he ho urglass mo del go back to von 
Baer when he notice d t hat there exists a mid-developmental stage in which embryos of 
different animals look similar. On the ot her hand, the “developmental funnel” model of 

conservation pre dicts  increasing divers ificatio n as development progresses...  

Link 

 

The divergent characters and variation of these species are the distracting 

details that most of us get bogged down with. Recall that if we view these 
organisms as fundamental types (generic forms) as seen in their underlying 

metabolic complexity to mass according to their major groupings (unicellular 
organisms, amoeba-types, invertebrates of cold-blooded types and warm-

blooded mammalians and birds etc) then, we can try and identify the unifying 
principles that guide their development and form during embryological 

development and try and apply this principle to their evolutionary (species) 
development. We could therefore infer that evolutionary development of the 

species went through a similar (bottleneck) hourglass type of development as 
they were going from the diverse generalists to the more specialised and varied 

forms.   

As discussed in chapter one, the concept of the  underlying similarity of 
forms as being nested scales of complexity where, the great variations expressed 

http://f1000research.com/articles/3-156/v1
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outwardly by these forms, is analogous to the Matryoshka dolls. And as these 

nested sets are often painted colourfully in varying detail as their surface area 
increases, underneath this thin veneer they are all fundamentally sculpted into 

the same shape and form on graded scales from the same material - wood. It is 
just that with natural systems, Nature is the sculptor.  You will hopefully begin 

to see how Nature does this as these chapters unfold.   

This concept of environment shaping the species has  unfortunately been 

overshadowed by the gene-driven view of evolutionary change ever since the 

Neo-Darwinists came to promote this view in the earlier part of the 20 th 
century. This ultimately impacted upon the whole field of embryological 

evolutionary development studies carried on after Von Baer’s time. This more 
modern field is often referred to as EVO-DEVO. This field became heavily 

marginalised within the framework of our modern evolutionary synthesis. But 
today we do know that environmental conditions, whether this be the internal 

environment of a developing organism, or the proposed evolutionary 
environment of a developing species, these overriding forces do appear to 

ultimately drive, shape, and, form biological complexity and evolution itself.  

The following article summarises the importance of environment during 

development below, but unfortunately, as much as this more modern theory of 
synergy promotes and supports the more traditional application of principles of 

the more physical sciences and deals with whole systems thinking (the whole 
organism within the context of its evolutionary environment) – hence the 

concept of synergy, it still defaults to the assumption of linear descent and the 
old selection basis of evolution.  

 

THE ROLE OF SYNERG Y IN THE EVOLUTION OF L IVING SYSTEMS  

... the “ghost in t he machine” --to borro w t he term po pularized by t he 
novelist/polymat h Arthur Koestler (1967) – is t hat much of the work in the s ystems 

sciences over t he years, es pecially wit h re gard to living systems, has lacke d an 
evolutionary perspe ctive. For instance, it is well understood in evolutionary biology t hat 
the interactions between an organism and its env ironment(s ) shape t he very character of 

the “system” over time, including its development, its v iability, it s longevity and its 
reproduct ive success, and t hat biological causat ion is inescapably interactio nal. 

Corning (2014, 6)  
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This environmental driver of evolutionary/developmental processes and its 

principles which Von Baer certainly adhered to was further developed by 
embryologists, but this field of evolutionary development did not play a 

significant role in our modern evolutionary thinking, and maybe this is why the 
synergy theory points out that systems science have lacked an evolutionary 

perspective. In other words, there was no modern theory of evolutionary 
development to work with for historical reasons gone into elsewhere, which was 

not seen to be exclusively genetically-driven. This is due to the fact that genes 

and genetics became the all-encompassing explanation for all variation and 
adaptation as highlighted by Gilbert et al 1996 (Link) 

However, the environmentally-driven thinking, beyond the genetically-
driven view of evolution (our modern synthesis) and its application has been 

well understood for many decades now, particularly as a result of study 
embryological development as you are perhaps beginning to see. For instance, 

below is a quote which should give you a little historical insight into how 
embryologists viewed the gene-centred form of Neo-Darwinian evolution the 

time of the formation of the Modern Synthesis. It is taken from a paper entitled: 
‘Resynthesizing Evolutionary and Developmental Biology’ byScott F. Gilbert et 

al.  

" Embryologists... saw genetics as " no more intellectual t han...a game of cards."  Certainly, 

most embryologists did not feel that they neede d to take genes serio usly...Genes are not 
mentioned in most of t he contemporary embryology texts (including Spemann, 1938), 

and Harrison (1937) co uld as k how t he geneticists could possibly say that genes 
controlled development when t hey could not explain how identical genes in each cell 

created different cell types and when the y co uld not point to any examples of genes 
being active in early development. Genes could determine the number of bristles on a 

fly's back, but t hey could not determine ho w a fly co nstructed its back in t he first place...  

 

Gilbert et al (1996, 361)  

http: //www.evolbiol.ru/large_files/gilbert. pdf  

 

These more embryonic and non-genetic based insights into evolutionary 

development were definitely going in the right direction in their thinking and 

that was within a genetic era when genes and inheritance were relatively well 
understood. These embryologists, just as Von Baer’s laws and principles were 
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based upon observed phenomenon, clearly understood that organisms were not 

genetically pre-formed as they developed according to their internal bio -
chemical environment. The organisms/species were not pre-programmed from 

the beginning in a preformed way and then simply grew into whatever they are 
to become, no more than cells containing the same genetics in their nucleus 

differentiate into completely different organs and systems within the body. 

‘Does evolutionary theory need a rethink?’ 

We hold that organisms are constructed in development, not s imply ‘pro gramme d’ to 
develop by genes. Liv ing t hings do not evolve to fit into pre-existing env ironments, but 

co-construct and coevolve with their environments, in the process changing t he 
struct ure of ecosystems. T he number of biologists calling for change in how evolutio n is 

concept ualized is growing rapidly. Stro ng s upport comes from allied disciplines, 
particularly developmental biology, but also genomics, e pigenet ics, ecology and social 

science...  

Laland et al. in (‘Nat ure’ 8th O ctober 2014)  

Link 

 

 In modern terms, the Neo-Darwinian model adheres to pre-formation in 
terms of believing that all an organism requires throughout its life and during 

development, is coded within the genes. Epigenetics/morphogenesis is the 
exact opposite to this concept. Many scientists, like Von Baer, even the later 

ones who also had an understanding of genetics, (mostly due to their own 
experimental observations) believed that an organism develops accor ding to 

environmentally driven epigenetic/epigenesis processes during development.  

Employing De Baer’s principles and laws, therefore, De Baer specifically 

proposed that these epigenetic processes would also apply to evolutionary 
development of a species, where organisms were shaped as they developed 

according to their environmental experience. De Baer stressed the importance 
of the environment as a driver of evolutionary change and also rejected the 

strict sense of common ancestry as seen in the article below. Again, this 
information is taken from the Embryo Project Website which reiterates the 

concept of going from the generalist to the specialist as proposed from the data 

gleaned from the vertebrate brain study by Butler above and embedded within 
Von Baer’s laws: 

http://www.nature.com/news/does-evolutionary-theory-need-a-rethink-1.16080
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Von Baer's first law states t hat t he general characters of an animal group appear earlier 

in the embryo t han the s pecialize d characters do, which contradicte d preformationist 
theories. Von Baer's second law states that  embryos develop from a unif orm and 
noncomplex structure into an increasingly co mplicated and diverse organism. ...  

Von Baer argued that t his  evidence support epigenetic developme nt rathe r than 
development from preformed struct ures. He concl ude d from the first two laws that  
development occurs t hrough e pigenesis, when t he complex form of an animal arises 

gradually from unformed material during development.  

Von Baer use d the t hird and fourth laws to co unter the recapitulat ion theories of 
[others] which became increasingly po pular in E urope t hroughout  the eighteent h and 

nineteenth centuries.  

Von Baer's second law states t hat embryos develop from a uniform and noncomplex 
struct ure into an increas ingly complicated and diverse organism.  

 

https: //embryo.as u.edu/pages /karl-ernst-von-baers -laws-
embryology#st hash.9o6GySax.dpuf  

 

Von Baer’s laws along with the whole field of environmentally-driven 
evolutionary development (epigenetics) is finding very strong support in the 

scientific literature and when we apply Von Baer’s laws to the actual fossil 
record, it really does begin to make a lot more sense. This gains even more 

explanatory power when we combine the concepts of growth and scaling laws, 
and alternative views of evolution held by D’Arcy Thompson and supported by 

Alan Turing’s concept of morphogenesis.  

By reviewing these theories collectively, it does indeed seem that evolution 

has gone from the primitive (less-defined and almost experimental, to the more 
complex and diverse) via natural environmental and molecular processes of 

increased specialist adaptations to dynamic environments, each stage builds 
upon the earlier systems of life and later refines them. The only way this can 

happen is via subtle molecular forces that shape and form organisms at a 
cellular/molecular level during development, and as the record clearly shows, 

and as you will see after further reading, epigenetic systems do indeed have the 

power to change organisms in response to their environment, rather 
dramatically and rapidly.  

https://embryo.asu.edu/pages/karl-ernst-von-baers-laws-embryology#sthash.9o6GySax.dpuf
https://embryo.asu.edu/pages/karl-ernst-von-baers-laws-embryology#sthash.9o6GySax.dpuf
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This brings us to name that is synonymous with epigenetics:  Jean Baptiste 

Lamarck, but again like Von Baer’s concepts of evolution, these were developed 
within a pre-genetic age, but are being confirmed and supported by our most up 

to date studies that have explored the nature of genetics and molecular biology 
in general.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

EPIGENETIC EVOLUTION 

 

 
Fig. 17: Portrait by Jules Pizzetta (1893) [Public Domain via Wikimedia Common] 

 

Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
(1744-1829) 

 

The history of the concept of epigenetics (non-preformation) really begins, 
in a pre-genetic age and was formulated into a comprehensive evolutionary 

theory by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, perhaps best known for his concept of 
acquired characteristics, but there is more to his theory and even this concept 

has been frequently misunderstood. Lamarck’s theory goes back to over 200 
years and even Charles Darwin began to take seriously, eventually as you will 

see below.  Lamarck’s evolutionary principles have virtually become 

synonymous with epigenetic inheritance (acquired characteristics) which is 
revealed in a number of recent studies and the growing realisation amongst 

many scientists that epigenetic processes triggered by environmental factors 
can, do, and have in the past, had a profound impact upon the formation of the 
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species itself is beginning to mirror quite closely what Lamarck had proposed 

over two centuries earlier within a pre-genetic age.   

Lamarckian principles were updated sometime later and several very 

interesting studies began to emerge demonstrating epigenetic type evolution. 
Lamarckian principles and the term epigenetics is first used in 1907 in a 

publication by Jordan (ref). Therefore, epigenetics is not a new concept or field 
of research, but many mainstream articles believe it is a new concept. Again this 

is to do with historical issues that need to be readdressed which I have dealt 

with elsewhere (See below). 

These epigenetic principles of evolution and the extrapolation of present 

day development to evolution of the species on different scales are essentially 
non-preformationist view of evolution (everything required for an organism’s or 

a species development, is not preformed in the genes). This  concept is of course 
the model that Von Baer was essentially using as discussed above. Epigenetics is 

synonymous with environmentally-driven evolution Lamarckian type acquired 
characteristics and the story of how he got written out of the history books is  a 

whole topic in itself.  You can read more about Lamarck, Darwin’s own 
Lamarckian views on evolution and the very different version used by our 

modern synthesis by checking out these author links Lamarckian (epigenetic) 
type evolution is being vindicated as seen in the following article entitled: 

Lamarckian Evolution confirmed 200 years later in Epigenetic studies in:  MIT 
Technology Review: ‘A Comeback for Lamarckian Evolution?’  

 Two new studies s how t hat t he effects of a mother’s early env ironment can be pas sed on 
to the next generation. T he findings provide support for a 200-year-old t heory of 

evolution that has been largely dismissed: Lamarckian evolution, which states that  
acquire d characteristics can be passe d on to offspring.  M IT art icle on Lamarckian 

Evolution’s comeback continue d...In contrast to nat ural selection, in which organisms 
that are born well adapte d to the ir environment s urvive and repro duce, pass ing do wn 

those successful traits, Lamarckian evolution s uggests that animals can develop 
adaptive traits, such as  better memory, during t heir lifetimes, and pass o n those traits to 

their offspring. T he latter theory was largely abandone d as Darwin’s, and later Mendel’s, 
theories took hold. But the conce pt of Lamarckian inheritance has made a comeback in 

recent years, as  scie ntists learn more about  epigenetics. 

Singer (Fe b 4t h 2009)  

Link 

 

http://www.amazon.com/author/mariaohare%20or%20specifically%20to%20‘Lamarck%20and%20the%20Sad%20Tale%20of%20the%20Blind%20Cave-Fish’%20http:/www.amazon.com/Lamarck-And-Tale-Blind-Cave-Fish/dp/178280465X
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The Guardian 

The Epigenetics Revolution by Nessa Carey – review  

“A book that would have had Darwin swooning”  

So far, this is inst ruct ive and highly promis ing for medical research, but e pigenet ics 
finally reaches t hat " everything you've been told is wrong"  moment when it claims  that 

some epigenet ic changes are so long -lasting they cover several generat ions: the y can be 
inherited. T his flouts one of biology's most cheris hed dogmas – taught to all students – 

namely that changes acquire d during life cannot be passe d on – t he heres y of 
Lamarckism. But t he evidence t hat this can occur in some cases appears to be growing.  

Peter Forbes  

Friday 19 August  2011  

Link  

 

Below are a couple of very helpful video links which should help explain 
the misconceptions surrounding Lamarckian type evolution and the profound 

implications for evolution when we apply Lamarckian/epigenetic or non-
gene-centred thinking to evolution. 

 

‘Who was Lamarck? And what did he think?’ on Turner channel at YOU TUBE 
(a short and to the point myth-dispelling video presented by a scientist looking at 
what Lamarck actually proposed as opposed to what we think he actually 
proposed)  

‘Epigenetics in Evolution’ (short video interview with Dr Eva Ja blonka on 
epigenetics and Lamarck  and implications for our current model of evolution). 

 

Lamarck proposed a fully comprehensive theory of evolution, (and as noted 
also by Darwin, Lamarck did not invoke supernatural forces to explain his form 

of evolution. He relied instead on the natural laws and forces that drive the 
order of the cosmos as much as the higher organised matter of biological life as 

discussed above in relation to principles of form and growth.  Lamarck also 
explored various modes of relatedness, such as hybridisation as also noted by 

Darwin.  Genetic exchange at all levels of life, which as you will see further on, is 

actually turning out to be a significant contributor to evolutionary complexity.   
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And again, as noted by Darwin, Lamarck fully recognised the possibility of 

descent from other species, but not as simplistic as the literal model we employ 
today.  An in-depth review of Lamarck’s writings reveals a similar concept of 

distinct origins with differentiation from more generalist forms akin to Von Baer 
and D’Arcy Thompson’s views on evolutionary development of the  species. Like 

Von Baer, Lamarck understood that species were shaped and formed during 
development by their environments and interactions with fluids and substances 

– now described as epigenetic processes as revealed throughout a collection of 

excellent essays on Lamarck and his unrecognised contributions to evolutionary 
thought prior to his enforced dismissal by the Neo-Darwinists as seen in: 

TRANSFORMATIONS OF LAMARCKISM – from Subtle Fluids to Molecular 
Biology (2011) Link  

Returning to the epigenetic type concept of the same genome, with 
different expressions of those genes at different times, as exemplified in the 

Epigenetic Caterpillar noted earlier, I have also dealt with the specific 
epigenetic effect of loss or gain of traits, features, even limbs and organs of 

species according to environmental triggers – a key concept within Lamarck’s 
evolutionary theory, in Lamarck and the Sad Tale of the Blind Cave -Fish.  

As will be seen from a very important collection of epigenetic studies 
discussed below, essentially, genetic change (via mutations) is not actually the 

cause of blindness and even loss of eyes (physical cellular features that are not 
produced during developed as they are no longer required) in fish living in dark 

caves, it is seemingly epigenetic as the studies clearly indicate as seen below: 
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Chapter Fifteen taken from Epigenetic Principles of evolution  

EVOLUTION BY LOSS  

The neoDarwinian paradigm sees no other so urce of t hat informat ion except  mutat ions 
affecting the functio n of genes involved in t he development  of eyes in t he fish, or the 

increase of the fre quency of a preexisting allele (in such a case no ne w information 
would be necessary). But t here is no ev idence for relevant mutat ions to have occurred in 

genes related with e ye development  and there is no evidence t hat any allele for 
“eyelessness” existed in e pigean forms of Ast yanax.   

On the co ntrary, ex perimental evidence sho ws that all of these genes are funct ionally 
normal in both t he blind cave fish and its conspe cific eyed form.  A number of 

investigators  have argued against genetic mechanisms of the loss of eyes in cave fis h: 
…..The fact that  the evolutionary change leading to e yelessness in A. me xicanus implies 
no changes in genes unequivo cally tells us that t he evolutionary change is transmitte d 

to the offspring by nonge netic  means.  

Cabej (2008-2012a)  

Link  

 

Evolution by Loss cont.., 

What clearly have occurre d in some experiment ally determined cases of the loss of 

struct ures (loss of limbs in tetrapods, loss of eyes in A. mexicanus, loss of teeth in birds, 
etc.) are epigenetic changes in expression patterns of s pecific gene s and gene regulatory 

networks...  

As an inherited character, t he evolutionary loss of eyes … is not genet ic, i.e. no changes in 
genes are involved .., t he remaining alternative is that the information for t his radical 

change in morphology is epigenetic. ...  

Cabej (2008-2012a)  

Link  

 

Now moving unto how Lamarck seen the fossil record and applied his 
theory to account for evolutionary adaptation. Recall that the epigenetic 

principle of evolution based on epigenetic developmental embryological 
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observation by De Baer, is akin, as noted above, to Lamarck’s views on the 

matter as seen in his most pertinent views on the matter:  They are all taken from 
his 1809   'Zoological Philosophy...' (Translation by Hugh Elliot 1914) 

... I shall show t hat nature, by giving existence in t he course of long periods of time to all 

the animals and plants, has really formed a true s cale in each of t hese kingdoms as 
regards  the increas ing complexity of organisation; but t hat t he gradatio ns in this scale, 
which we are bound to recognise when we deal with objects according to t heir natural 
affinities, are only perce ptible in t he main gro ups of t he general series, and not in t he 

species or even in t he genera.  

 

— Lamarck (1809, 58) 

https: //archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_L
ak_506pgs51391278#page /n129/mo de/2up  

 

The above quote reflects Von Baer’s proposal of increasing scales and 

graduations of complexity within broad groups only. Lamarck seen species as 
adaptations from generalist forms, going from the less defined to the  more 

specialised, but not necessarily from a single progressive origin. This generally 
reflects Von Baer and Thompson’s concepts of generic forms being shaped by 

their experience and conditions of existence (environment) to form many 
variations of the same fundamental forms. Furthermore, in the broad reading of 

Lamarck’s comprehensive theory, he continually refers to the dangers of over -
classification of species and imposing our definitions too stringently. As it turns 

out, his warnings were well justified as it would seem that we have been too 
specific about species and their classification.  

We have got distracted with all the detail and variation on the outside, the 
distracting details as pointed out by West for example and noted in the 

introduction. We tend to view the great variations that the fundamental themes 
display such as colours, the size and dimensions of birds’ beaks or the 

arrangement of teeth and declare it a distinct species. Yet, epigenetics tells us 
that the colour, the size and the arrangement of teeth are adaptations to 

particular environments and conditions of existence (climate, resources, diet and 

interactions with other organisms), just as Lamarck proposed via deep and 
intensive study of actual specimens and his attention to the processes of Nature 

itself. Indeed, Lamarck viewed the fossil record, not so much as showing great 
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extinctions, but of demonstrating the variation, the adaptation to different 

conditions and the so-called distinct species that seemed to appear after the 
demise of earlier fossils are actually the modified descendents of their ancestral 

(non-adapted) forms.   

In the s ame climate, s ignificantly different situat ions and expos ures at first  simply 

induce changes in the individuals who find themselves confronte d with t hem. But as 
time passes, t he cont inual difference in the s ituat ion of the individuals I'm talking about, 

who live and re pro duce s uccessively in the s ame circumstances, leads to changes in 
them which become, in some way, essential to their being, so that  after many 

generations, following o ne after the other, t hese indiv iduals, belonging originally to 
another s pecies, find t hemselves at last transformed into a new s pecies, dist inct  from the 

other. For example, if the seeds  of a grass or of any ot her plant common to a humid 
prairie are transporte d, by some circumstance or ot her, at first to t he slope of a 

neighbouring hill, where t he soil, although at a higher altitude, is st ill sufficiently damp 
to allow the plant to cont inue living, if then, after living there and re pro ducing many 
times in t hat s pot, the plant little by little reaches t he almost arid soil of the mo untain 

slope and s ucceeds in subsist ing there and perpetuates itself thro ugh a sequence of 
generations, it will then be so changed that botanists who come across it  there will 

create a spe cial s pecies for it.  

— Lamarck (1809, 39)  

https: //archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_L
ak_506pgs51391278#page /n129/mo de/2up 

 

   ... among the fossil remains found of animals which existed in the past, t here are a very 
large number belonging to animals of which no living and exactly similar analogue is 

known; and among these t he majority belong to molluscs wit h shells, since it is o nly the 
shells of these animals which remain to us.     Now, if a quantit y of these fossil shells 
exhibit differences which prevent us, in accordance wit h prevailing o pinion, from 
regarding them as the re presentatives of similar s pecies t hat we know, does it not 

necessarily follow that t hese shells belong to s pecies actually lost?      Why, moreover, 
should t hey be lost, since man cannot have encompasse d the ir dest ruct ion?  May it not 

be possible on the ot her hand, t hat t he fossils in quest ion belonge d to spe cies still 
existing, but which have change d since that time and become converted into the s imilar 

species t hat we now actually find.  

 — Lamarck (1809, 45-46)  

https: //archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_L
ak_506pgs51391278#page /n129/mo de/2up  

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up
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Lamarck’s ideas were essentially synonymous with epigenetics and his 

concepts were updated and investigated around the turn of 20th century within 
an age of genetics, at least until the suppression of all things Lamarckian by the 

philosophically-driven gene-centred form of Neo-Darwinism. Now, finally, the 
epigenetic scientific findings can no longer be ignored and studies such as those 

presented by Cabej above, clearly show how  the Neo-Darwinian genetic 
mutation form of evolutionary change cannot explain real-time changes in 

species such as loss or gain of limbs, teeth, organs etc, but epigenetic studies can 

and show categorically that these changes are non-genetic (i.e., the genes don’t 
change to effect these radical trait differences, but epigenetics – the change of 

gene expression can).  

I will give you a few examples further on, after first reviewing just some of 

the major issues arising in more recent years with the fundamental assumptions 
embedded in the Neo-Darwinian model of evolution from direct genetic 

common ancestors. As you might imagine, our evolving and deeper 
understanding of the genome/epigenome leading to a scenario of descent with 

epigenetic/environmentally-driven formation of the species according to 
scaling/growth laws, will have profound implications for how we have 

historically viewed evolution.  

 

‘TRANSGENERAT IONAL E PIGENETIC INHERIT ANCE: PREV ALENCE, 

MECHANISMS, AND IMPL ICAT IONS FO R THE STUD Y OF HE REDITY AND 

EVOLUTION’  

The impact of e pigenet ics and e pigenetic inheritance on evolutionary t heory and t he 
philosophy of biology will be profound.  

Jablonka and Raz (2009)  T heoretical and Practical Implicat ions  

Link  

 

And as noted in the preface of the book entitled: ‘Building the most 
Complex Structure on Earth: An Epigenetic Narrative of Development and 

Evolution of Animals’ by Nelson R. Cabej: 
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I include in e pige netics t he vast areas  of the nonge netic me chanisms  of reproduct ion, 

growt h, cell differentiatio n, development, and evolutio n. It is in t his  broader co ntext that 
epigenet ics promises to be the genetics of the twent y-first  cent ury.... 

- Cabej (2013, preface). 

 

This impact upon our current gene-centred model of evolutionary thinking 
is causing us to entirely rethink evolutionary processes in the light of not only 

non-genetic changes such as the epigenetic expression of genes, but in the light 
of genome remodeling – the changes that are quite rapid and profound which 

occur within the genes themselves (which is nothing to do with genetic 
mutations as described by our Modern Synthesis which I will touch on further 

on). But for now we will review just one of the evolutionary assumptions that our 
current conventional Neo-Darwinian model has run into.  

For instance, there is an assumption that the more genetically similar a 
species:  the more closely related it is on the evolutionary tree. Take for example, 

broccoli and cabbage. These are assumed to be more closely related based on 
their shared genes that code for proteins. We are told that as we share 75% of 

our genes with broccoli and a cabbage (of the 2% that code for proteins) 
according to our conventional wisdom, that this demonstrates our distance of 

relatedness on the branches of the Evolutionary (molecular) tree. These 
branches represent lineage splits from a common ancestor, and when these splits 

happened are supposed to be measurable using a molecular clock based upo n 
genetic mutations.  

The rate of DNA evolution: Effects of body size and temperature on the 

molecular clock 

Observations t hat rates of molecular evolution vary widely wit hin and among lineages 
have cast doubts on t he existence of a single ‘‘molecular cloc k.’’ Differences in t he timing 

of evolutionary events estimate d from ge netic and fossil evidence have raised further 
questions  abo ut the accuracy of molecular clocks...  

(Gillooly, Allen, West and Brown 2004, Abstract)  

Link  
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You know, chimp/human split about 5/6 million years ago and out of 

Africa when Eve was our Mother and when, because of this clock ticking and 
her mitochondria DNA (which is only passed on along the female line). Then 

you might ask where does Adam come in? You find him some time later and 
then it gets really confusing as you probably imagine that Eve must have had 

virgin births and who begot EVE? The old chicken and egg problem arises. 
Well, it would appear that the molecular clock is running into some serious 

issues also as you will see below, with all its crazy fluctuations, it is leaving many 

more geneticists scratching their heads in puzzlement.  

 

‘DNA mutat ion clock proves tough to set’  

Geneticists meet to work out why the rate of change in the genome is so hard to pin 
down.  

In the past s ix years, more -direct meas urements using ‘next-ge neration’ DN A 
sequencing have come up with quite different estimates. A number of st udies have 

compare d entire genomes of parents and t heir children — and calculated a mutat ion 
rate that co nsistently comes to abo ut half that  of the last-common-ancestor metho d.  

A slower molecular clock worked well to harmonize genetic and archaeological 
estimates for dates of ke y events in human evolut ion, such as migrations out of Africa 

and around the rest of the worl d1. But calculations us ing the slow clock gave nonsens ical 
results whe n extended further back in time — positing, for example, that  the most 
recent common ancestor of apes and monkeys could have encountere d dinosaurs. 

Reluctant to abandon t he older numbers completely, many researche rs have st arted 
hedging their bets in papers, present ing multiple dates for evolutionary events 

depending on whet her mutation is ass umed to be fast, slow or some where in between.  

—Callaway (2015, in Nat ure 10th March)  

Link  

 

As we are beginning to realise it is increasingly difficult to show that the 
genetic similarity of different species can be accurately plotted and pinned onto 

the molecular tree according to the Neo-Darwinian assumption that evolution 
happened via genetic mutations – that could only be handed down directly – 

 

NO LAMARCKY MALARKY 
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But, as genetic mutations don’t actually account for adaptations-  

 

‘EVOLUTION OF DRUG-RESIST ANT BACTE RIA’  

  

Bacteria in nature do evolve resistance to antibiotics faster than mutation and selection 
allow... “                                

 — Campbell and Scho pf (1994, 95)  

 Link  

 

Imagine if evolution had happened according to Lamarckian and other 
non-Darwinian principles... You would be able to explain the seemingly 

miraculous transformation from a sluggy-type creature into an elegant flying 
insect. Environmentally-driven adaptive evolution via epigenetic modification 

without changing the code itself (how genes are expressed differently) is enough 
to make us re-evaluate the entire way life may have become so complex and 

diverse. Below are a few epigenetic studies that demonstrate quite radical and 
rapid changes in real-time and present day species that are not related to the 

change of the genes themselves, just its expression. Epigenetics works like 
chemical switches and can turn genes on or off or regulate expression much like 

a dimmer switch as well as effect changes to genes (expression) according to how 
tightly or loosely your chromosomes are packaged in your cells.  

If we consider something like the epigenetic caterpillar analogy (i.e. a 
caterpillar and its adult form - a moth or butterfly), now, if we didn’t know any 

better and we found these two organisms in the fossil record (slug-like creatures 
near the bottom) and nothing environmentally changes and then, suddenly 

everything changes and we see just above this level a fully-formed flying insect 
(albeit a little spindly and primitive looking – we actually see this in the fossil 

record if you look closely and apply Von Baer’s laws), might you not perceive 
these creatures as entirely distinct from one another? Anyway, that is just a 

thought experiment for now and I will present the supporting evidence to go 
along with it. But, it is interesting don’t you think? 

Epigenetics can also explain the loss of limbs as in lizards becoming snakes, 

eggs coding for male or female depending upon the temperature as you will see 
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below. Below are some recent epigenetic studies that demonstrate large and 

rapid changes within existing species that are affected without changing the 
genes themselves, just how they are expressed epigenetically. Note that these 

experiment do not change one species into another, just their traits and the 
reason for this is presumably due to  the fact that all life on earth has  reached 

that metabolic equilibrium in tune with its environmental niche and therefore 
has become stabilised as a species – or as Von Baer predicted, they have 

reached their species maturity (adult) form. However, the epigenetic changes 

can still be profound and can activate or reactivate earlier ancestral features as 
you will see further on. 

 

Honey, I shrunk the ants: How environment controls size  

By increas ing t he degree of DNA met hylation (a bioche mical process t hat co ntrols the 
expression of certain genes -- a bit like a dimmer can turn a light up o r do wn) of a gene 
involved in controlling growt h ... they were able to create a s pectrum of worker ant s izes 

despite the lack of genetic difference between o ne ant and t he next. Essentially, the 
researchers found t hat t he more met hylated t he gene, t he larger t he size of the ants...  

" We were working with ants, but it was a bit like dis covering that  we could create 
shorter or taller human beings."   

(source: Mc Gill Universit y, March 11, 2015)  

http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/2015 /03/150311081258.htm   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150311081258.htm
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Molecular mechanism links temperature with sex determination in some 

fish species  

A study led by the CSIC's Inst itute of Marine Sciences, in collaborat ion with researchers 
from the Centre for Genomic Re gulation (CRG), has found t he epigenetic mechanism 

that links temperature and gonadal sex in fis h. High temperat ure increases DNA 
methylation of t he gonadal aromatase promoter in f emale.  

The environmental temperat ure has effects on sex determination. T here are s pecies, s uch 
as the Atlant ic s ilverside fish, whose sex determinat ion depends mainly on temperat ure. 
And there are other s pecies whose sex determination is written wit hin its DNA but still 

temperature can override t his  genetic 'instruct ion'.  

Centre for Genomic Regulat ion, ( Jan  2nd  2012)  

Link 

 

Well if epigenetic methalation has the ability to override chromosomes or 
their equivalent that make you male or female and temperature is the driving 

force, what else did  epigenetic and environmentally-driven factors do to 
change the traits and characters of an evolving species? The mind boggles at the 

possibilities. Hopefully you are beginning to see Nature’s powerful ability to 
adapt her species to whatever the weather; and cut her clothe to her measure. 

Adaptation depending upon which way the wind is blowing, especially when 
the species is developing in evolutionary time-scales. 

Now can you see how a big fish in a small pond may not do very well, but if 
its eggs spawn a new generation of fish, nature just might shrink them so that 

they not only survive, but thrive in that same pond as it can do it really quickly. 
Nature has developed a fairly ingenious way of operating whole swathes  of 

genes during development that works a bit like a master switch. 

For instance, as reported in Science Daily, with the heading:  ‘Millions of 

DNA switches that power human genome's operating system are discovered’ 
(2012) sourced from the University of Washington, the summary explains the 

role and discovery of these Hox Gene complexes and how they were, until 
recently, hidden within the genome (within the so-called junk regions again) in 

the following: 
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Genes make up only 2 percent of the human ge nome and are eas y to spot, but t he on/off 

switches cont rolling those genes were encrypte d within t he remaining 98 percent of the 
genome. Without  these s witches, called re gulatory DN A, genes are inert …  

 

http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/2012 /09/120905135326.htm  

 

So it isn’t just a case of your genes being unpacked and read and the 
proteins built according to a fixed set of instructions, but rather a fairly flexible 

set of instructions that are open to interpretation (epigenetic memory) according 
to environmental cues. These Hox master gene switches and epigenetic factors 

are specifically noted in the article relating to the NOVA channel: ‘Ghosts in 
your genes’ just below and I have referenced a few other articles that clearly 

show the importance of the role of epigenetics in how, what, when and to what 
degree these genetic master switches are deployed: 

 

...Gene switches such as U bx make the initial decisions of which genes to t urn on or off in 

different bo dy re gions and cell types. .. This highly evolved, highly orchestrated abilit y 
to make genes active or inactive—both genetically and e pigenetically— is t he key to 

the success of multicellular plants and animals, including the most complex and 
mysterious  of all, us. 

http: //www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/genes/fate-nf.html  

 

And the epigenetic aspect of Hox-gene activation and its rapidity and 
importance during development is highlighted in the few article excerpts such 

as:  in the journal of Science (2009) entitled: Epigenetic temporal control of 
mouse Hox genes in vivo http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19498168 is 

one of many linking the Hox gene complexes to epigenetic control and others 
include:  
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Epigenetic mechanism for fast-tracking evolution 

The outcome is profoundly influence d by t he role of epigenetics t hrough transcr ipt ional 
regulation of ke y developmental genes. Epigenetics refer to changes in gene expression 

that are inherited t hrough mechanis ms other t han t he underlying DNA se quence, 
which control cellular morphology and identit y. It is currently well accepte d that  

epigenet ics play ce ntral roles in regulating mam malian development and cellular 
differentiation by dictat ing cell fate decisions  via re gulation of specific ge nes.  

Among these genes are the Hox family members, which are master regulators of 
embryonic development and stem cell differentiation ... Hox gene expression during 
development is t ightly regulated in a s patiotemporal manner, partly by chromat in 

struct ure and epigenetic mo difications. Here, we review the impact of different 
epigenet ic me chanisms in development and stem cell differentiation wit h a clear focus 

on the regulation of Hox genes. 

Ann Anat. 2010  Sep 20; 192(5):261-74. doi: 10.1016/j.aanat.2010.07.009. E pub 2010 
Aug 6. htt p://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubme d/20739155 

 

 

Epigenetic regulation of vertebrate Hox genes: a dynamic equilibrium. 

Temporal and spatial control of Hox gene express ion is essent ial for correct patterning of 
many animals.  

Epigenet ics. 2009 Nov 16;4(8):537-40. E pub 2009 Nov 21  

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubmed/19923920  

 

Another science paper entitled: Epigenetic control of Hox genes during 
neurogenesis, development, and disease (2010) 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20739155 outlines some of these 
epigenetic mechanisms and their role in the  activation of Hox genes. Another 

paper which outlines the following:  

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20739155
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the pro cess of mammalian development is establishe d through multiple complex 

molecular pat hways acting in harmony at the genomic, proteomic, and epigenomic 
levels. The outcome is profoundly influence d by t he role of epigenetics through 

transcript ional regulat ion of key developmental genes. E pige netics refer to changes in 
gene expression t hat are inherited thro ugh mechanisms other than the underlying DNA 
sequence, which cont rol cellular morphology and ident ity. It is currently well acce pted 
that epigenetics play central roles in regulating mamm alian development and cellular 

differentiation by dictat ing cell fate decisions  via re gulation of specific ge nes.  

Among these genes are the Hox family members, which are master regulators of 
embryonic development and stem cell differentiation ... Hox gene expression during 
development is t ightly regulated in a s patiotemporal manner, partly by chromat in 

struct ure and epigenetic mo difications.  

Ann Anat. 2010  Sep 20;192(5):261-74. doi: 10.1016/j.aanat.2010.07.009. Epub 2010 
Aug 6. htt p://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubme d/20739155  

 

The epigenetic differential expression of genes and particularly early on as 
they are being activated or not activated/expressed or not-expressed, when 

and to what degree, can have a big impact on what an organism ends up looking 
like in the end and indeed can shape its  entire evolutionary trajectory. 

For instance, in a paper by Gilbert S. F.  in Developmental Bio logy (2000) 
entitled: Hox Genes:  Descent with Modification as the title implies, Gilbert 

views evolution as being driven in part by a commonly shared 
process/mechanism, a tool-kit, if you like, by which basic body-plans of 

organisms such as animals can be laid out (built) according to a specific set of 
instructions as Gilbert states:  “This means that the enormous variation of 

morphological form in the animal kingdom is underlain by a common set of 
instructions” Link. 

Well, perhaps, but these instructions are open to epigenetic interpretation. 
These instructions are not fixed – it just saves Nature a great deal of time in 

doing the initial body printout, not having to reinvent the wheel every time. The 
summary of Cabej’s book, ‘Building the most complex  structures on Earth’ 

describes the epigenetic role in this genetic toolkit as follows: 

 

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK9978/
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This is a novel theory that describes t he epigenet ic me chanisms of t he development and 

evolution of animals and explains the colossal evolution and diversification of animals 
from a new post-genet ic perspe ctive. Mode rn biology has demonstrate d the existence of 

a common genetic toolkit in the animal kingdom, but  neit her the number of genes nor 
the evolution of new genes is respons ible for the development and evolution of animals. 

The failure to underst and ho w the same genetic toolkit is use d to produce millions of 
widely different animal forms remains a perplexing conundrum in mo dern biology. T he 

novel theory sho ws that the development and evolution of t he animal kingdom are 
functions of epigenet ic me chanisms, which are t he competent users  of the genetic 

toolkit. 

http: //store.elsevier.com/Building-t he-Most-Complex-Structure-on-Eart h/Nelson-
Cabej/isbn -9780124016675 / 

The hox complexes are genetic switches and are essential for the activation 

of the initial body patterns during development. These are ultimately controlled 
and guided via epigenetic processes operating above the genes themselves, and 

act as controllers of the master genetic switches.  

Gilbert gives a very solid example of just what these Hox complexes can 

end up expressing or not, in the following interesting example of the 
evolutionary history of how the snake lost its legs: 

 

One of the most radical alterations of the vertebrate bo dy plan is seen in t he snakes. 

Snakes evolved from lizards, and t hey appear to have lost the ir legs in a t wo -step 
process. Bot h paleontological and embryological evidence s upports t he vie w that  

snakes first lost t heir forelimbs  and later lost their hindlimbs ... Fossil snakes with 
hindlimbs, but no forelimbs, have been found. Mo reover, while the most derive d snakes 

(such as v ipers) are completely limbless, more primitive snakes (s uch as boas and 
pyt hons) have pelvic girdles and rudimentary femurs. T he missing forelimbs can be 

explained by t he Hox expression pattern in t he anterior port ion of the snake. In most 
vertebrates, the forelimb forms just anterior to t he most anterior expressio n domain of 

Hoxc-6 ... 

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /boo ks/NBK99 78/ 

 

Epigenetics processes acting upon the genomes of various organisms, not 
only begins to account for the dramatic and rapid formation of fundamental 
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‘principal types’, epigenetic evolution also appears to be responsible for the 

great variation of forms of these fundamental themes, as it acts via differential 
genetic expression of these fundamental forms throughout the life span of a 

species, albeit in a less dramatic way as the species become more mature and 
reach their adult form. The continuation and fine-tuning (at a micro-

evolutionary level of development)   of all this epigenetic variation in gene 
expression is clearly seen as ongoing, as exemplified within to-day's species.  

In other words, genes don’t run the evolutionary show, although they 

provide the raw genetic material for other processes to operate upon. It how 
these genes are expressed epigenetically that makes sense of all this genetic 

novelty. It is how nature uses the genetic code and produces ‘intelligent designs’ 
that would seem, according to the evidence that produces specialist species that 

are perfectly adapted to their environmental niches.  

Now are you beginning to see how switches according to environmental 

needs and adaptations while an organism was developing as a species, if we 
literally apply Von Baer’s laws, the earlier and more primitive forms have 

shorter evolutionary gestation periods and the later and more complex forms 
have longer evolutionary gestation periods – all start out as generalists and via 

epigenetic environmental changes, become more defined and more diverse from 
each other.  

And don’t forget of course, all the genetic novelty that some organisms had 
to play within their tool-kit for adaptations and how ultimate evolutionary 

trajectory of the species was directed by their inherent molecular complexity 
according to scaling laws of growth/development and efficiency to being all it 

could be from all that it had picked up and experienced in its environment on its 
evolutionary journey. This brings us to the many ways that organisms 

incorporated new and novel genetics into their genomes and how these genes 
themselves can be edited and moved around. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

JUMPING GENETICS 

 

 Fig. 18: Photo of Barbara McClintock taken at Caltech [Public Domain via Wikimedia Common] 

Barbara McClintock 

The discovery of jumping genes 

 

Jumping genes can go between species (HGT – horizontal gene transfer 

which I will discuss further on) creating genetic novelty and can jump around 
within genomes. Barbara Mc Clintock discovered genes that jump around 

genomes and made some pretty profound changes along the way.  

Now if we consider epigenetic factors have shaped and molded species 

according to their needs, inherent metabolic complexity within evolutionary 
timescales. And we consider that these factors operate above the genes and 

changes their expression via environmental conditions and is implicated in 
remodeling species via epigenetic differences of genetic expression (recall the 

same genome in identical twins and or, a caterpillar and flying insect with the 
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same genome but differently expressed epigenome), well you might begin to 

imagine how mobile elements or transposable elements, also known as jumping 
genes, can remodel existing genes and when this is combined with epigene tics 

(the expression of those genes according to experience which can be inherited), 
then we are beginning to see a very dynamic means of changing species in the 

evolutionary past.  

Furthermore, when we bring scaling laws and growth laws into the equation 

(relating to metabolic development in tune with resources and the conditions of 

existence – the environment), we can see that species development is a highly 
orchestrated natural process, not a randomly-driven one as our current model of 

evolution proposes . Returning now to McClintock’s discovery, the following 
biography reveals the historical context of her discovery:  by Sandeep 

Ravindran, Science Writer. 

Muted Reaction 

For much of the 20t h cent ury, genes were considere d to be stable entities arranged in an 
orderly linear pattern on chromosomes, like beads on a string (1). In the late 1940s, 

Barbara McClintock challenged existing concepts of what genes were capable of when 
she discovered that some genes co uld be mobile...  

By the 1970s t he great  strides made in molecular biology led to t he discovery of 
transposons in ot her organisms, starting with v iruses and bacteria. We no w know t hat 

transposons constit ute more than 65% of our genomes and approximately 85% of the 
maize genome.... 

Confirmation t hat transposons were widespread amo ng eukaryotes eventually led to 
the wider appreciation of her original discovery. McClinto ck received a number of 

prestigious awards, including t he 1970 N ational Me dal of Science and culminating in 
an uns hare d Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1983...McClintock describe d the 

initial reaction to her dis covery as “puzzlement, even hostilit y” .. . Speaking of the 
scientific community at  large she s aid “I was  startled when I found t hey didn’t 

underst and it; didn’t take it seriously” ... The concept of transposit ion did not fit eas ily 
wit hin t he framework of genetics at t he time... These pioneering st udies foreshadowe d 

later work s howing t he importance of epigenetics, heritable changes not caused by 
changes to the DN A sequence, in development. 

http: //www.pnas.org/content /109/50 /20198.full  

 

http: //www.nobelprize.org/mediaplayer/index.php?id=1617  
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In her paper presented during her Nobel award in 1983, entitled: THE 

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESPONSES OF THE GENOME TO CHALLENGE she 
writes: 

It is t he purpose of this dis cuss ion to cons ider some observat ions from my early st udies 

that revealed programmed responses to t hreats t hat are init iated wit hin the genome 
itself, as well as others  similarly initiate d, that  lead to new and irreversible geno mic 

modifications. T hese latter responses, no w known to occur in many organis ms, are 
significant for appreciating ho w a genome may reorganize itself whe n faced wit h a 

difficulty for which it is unprepared. Conditio ns known to provoke s uch res ponses are 
many. A few of these will be cons idere d, along wit h several examples from nat ure 

implying t hat rapid reorganizations of genomes may underlie some s pecies format ions.  

… 

In the fut ure attent ion undo ubte dly will be centere d on the genome, and with greater 
appreciat ion of its s ignificance as a highly sensitive organ of t he cell, monitoring 

genomic activ ities and correct ing common errors, sensing t he unusual and unexpecte d 
events, and res ponding to them, often by restruct uring t he genome.  

http: //www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes /medicine/laureates/1983/mcclintock-
lecture.pdf  

 

James A Shapiro refers to nature’s molecular mechanism for rearranging 

genomes or, the role of jumping genes as established by McClintock, as natural 
genetic engineering (NGE) as an alternative and much more dynamic and 

explanatory process for how species may have evolved. In other words, Shapiro 
proposes that it is neither slow or gradual and therefore quite contrary to the 

more traditional view of genetic based population models with their accidental 
mutations being naturally selected, environmentally, giving a creature 

adaptive traits and therefore a better chance of survival. NGE is a dynamic, 
rapid response system that reprograms genes via responsive cellular 

mechanisms according to environmental challenges.  

These mobile (genetic) elements that move around the genome, cut, paste, 

delete and re-arrange existing DNA are sometimes called Jumping genes and 
are also referred to as transposons creating insertions and deletions within the 

genome. James Shapiro’s research in our present time has always acknowledged 

McClintock’s discoveries as highly significant. Below Shapiro discusses the type 
of flexibility of the genome alluded to by Barbara McClintock: 
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Natural genetic engineering in evolution J.A. Shapiro 

In other words, it can be argued t hat much of genome change in evolution res ults from a 
genetic engineering process  utiliz ing t he biochemical systems for mo bilizing and 

reorganiz ing DN A str uctures present  in liv ing cells. 

 

Genetica 86: 99 -111, 1992.  

http: //s hapiro.bs d.uchicago.edu/Shapiro.1992.Gentica.NatGenEngInEvo.pdf  

 

Bearing this natural genetic engineering process in mind, the following 
study is of some interest and might give us an insight into this natural genetic 

engineering in action. One fairly drastic way of re-modelling genomes (ala:  Prof. 
James A. Shapiro’s natural genetic engineering as discussed above), is to relax 

the epigenetic control of gene expression and trigger mobile genetic elements 
(TEs) or jumping genes into action. For instance, regarding epigenetics and 

jumping genes as an evolutionary mechanism in the science journal Gene, by 
Rita Rebolloa et al (2010) state the following in their article entitled: ‘Jumping 

genes and epigenetics:  Towards new species ’: 

Transposable elements (TEs) are respo nsible for rapid geno me remodeling by the 

creation of new regulatory gene networks and chromosome restruct uring. TEs are often 
regulated by t he host t hrough epigenetic systems, but env ironment al changes can lead 
to physiological and, t herefore, epigenetic st ress, which disrupt the t ight control of TEs. 
The resulting TE mobilization drives genome restruct uring t hat may sometimes prov ide 
the host wit h an innovat ive genetic escape route. We suggest t hat macroevolution and 
speciat ion might therefore originate whe n the host relaxes its epigenetic control of TEs.  

http: //www.scie ncedirect.co m/s cience /art icle/pii/S0378111910000296  

 

In other words as much as epigenetics is the guiding force to adapt the 
species, sometimes those jumping genes come to the rescue when something 

more radical is called for and when they do, it is like  a rapid response system, an 
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SOS type of mechanism that Nature has developed within each and every 

organism. How else do you think bacteria adapt so rapidly to a new antibiotic?  

Essentially, Nature has not created slavishly-driven robotic gene carriers as 

postulated by Richard Dawkins and others, but instead it is all about 
adaptability and this of course has significance for how evolutionary 

development of the species occurred in response to environmental upheavals 
and dramatic changes. It is important to also bear in mind that as the species 

(like an embryo) is highly susceptible to change prior to becoming more fixed as 

a species (akin to Von-Baer’s adult species forms), that mobile elements in 
conjunction with epigenetic factors, ultimately driven by natural forces of shape 

and form according to available resources, must have impacted significantly 
upon early species development.  

Jumping genes are proving in more recent times to be evolutionary 
significant across the board and found to have impacted greatly even on our 

own evolutionary development. This flexibility of the organism’s geneome and 
its ability to be remodeled (reprogrammed) according to adaptive needs and 

seemingly triggered by environmental cues, reveals a distinctly different 
evolutionary scenario to the fixed and predetermined form proposed by our 

standard evolutionary model.  Again Shapiro summarises this as follows: 

- James A. Shapiro - 

HOW LIFE CHANGES ITSELF: THE RE AD-W RITE (RW) GENOME  

The genome has tradit ionally been treate d as a Read-O nly Memory (ROM) s ubject  to 
change by co pying errors and accidents. In this revie w, I pro pose that we need to change 

that pers pect ive and understand t he geno me as an intricately f ormatte d Read–Write 
(RW) data storage system constantly s ubje ct to cellular modificat ions and inscriptions.  

Cells operate under changing conditions and are cont inually modifying themselves by 
genome ins criptions. T hese ins criptio ns occur over t hree distin ct time-scales (cell 

reproduct ion, multicellular development and evolutio nary change) and involve a 
variety of different processes at each time s cale (forming nucleoprotein complexes, 

epigenet ic formatting and changes in DNA sequence struct ure)  

... This conceptual change to active cell ins criptions controlling RW genome f unct ions 
has profound implicat ions for all areas of the life sciences.  

             — Shapiro (2013) Abst ract  
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For instance, in another science journal (2002) entitled: ‘Transposable 

Elements and Eukaryotic Complexity’ by Nathan J. Bowen and I. King Jordan 
outline the importance of TEs (Jumping genes) make up a very large part of our 

genome and appear to have played a major role in evolution (complex cellular 
life making up plants and animals are Eukaryotes)  

Eukaryotic t rans posable elements are ubiquitous and widespread mobile genet ic 

entities. These elements often make up a substant ial fraction of the host genomes in 
which they reside. For example, approximately 1/2 of the human genome was recently 

shown to consist of transposable element sequences. There is a gro wing bo dy of evidence 
that de monstrates that trans posable elements have been major players  in genome 

evolution. A sample of this evidence is rev iewed here wit h an emphasis on the ro le that 
transposable elements may have playe d in driving t he evolution of eukaryot ic 

complexity. A number of s pecific scenarios are presente d that  implicate transposable 
elements in the evolution of t he complex molecular and cellular machinery t hat are 

characterist ic of the e ukaryotic domain of life. 

http: //www.horizonpress. com/cimb/v /v4/07. pdf  

 

-Oliver & Green - 

'JUMPING GENES D RIVE EVOLUTION'  

Orthodox evolutionary t heory does not tally with t he fossil record, but a ne w school of 
thought points to wards ’jumping genes‘ as essential agents of periodic changes in the 

rate of evolution … Punct uated equilibrium is rapid evolution followed by slow 
evolution, or a stoppage in evolution, as  is o bserved in t he fossil record.  

This can be explaine d by the fact  that jumping ge ne activ ity does not occur at a low and 
uniform rate over time. Instead, it sporadically occurs in s udden bursts  resulting in rapid 
evolution, followed by decreasing activ ity and slowing evolution. These rapid bursts of 
evolution can happen when a ne w type of jumping gene is s uddenly transferred into a 

lineage from some other lineage, or when a new t ype of jumping gene nat urally emerges 
from wit hin a genome.  

— Oliver & Greene (2009) 'Aust ralasian Science' September Edition  

http: //researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/6496/1/jumping_genes. pdf  
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-Oliver & Green - 

'How Jumping Genes Drove Primate Evolution' 

Jumping genes have been important in t he evolution of higher primates, leading to 
faster brain funct ion, improve d foetal nouris hment, useful re d-green colour 

dis criminatio n and greater resistance to disease-caus ing microbes – and even t he loss of 
fat storage genes in gibbons. 

http: //www.australasians cience.com.au/article/iss ue -january-and-february-
2012/ho w-jumping-genes-drove-primate-evolut ion.html  

— Oliver & Greene (2012 ) 'Australasian Scie nce'  

Jan / Feb E dition  

http: //www.australasians cience.com.au/article/iss ue -january-and-february-
2012/ho w-jumping-genes-drove-primate-evolut ion.html  

 

Here is an example of how important transposable elements are seen in 

terms of larger evolutionary adaptations and how jumping genes are not 
confined to the world of plants, as one science paper by John McDonald, 

professor in the department of genetics at the University of Georgia, in a science 
paper entitled: Transposable Elements May Have Had A Major Role In The 

Evolution Of Higher Organisms (1998) shows: 

It now appears t hat at least some transposable elements may be essent ial to the 

organis ms in which t hey res ide. Even more interesting is t he growing likelihoo d that 
transposable elements have playe d an essential role in t he evolution of higher 

organis ms, including humans.  

http: //www.eure kalert.org/pub_releases/1998 -02/UoG-TEMH-090 298.php 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE WEB-LIKE TREE OF LIFE 

 
 Fig. 19: Photo of Carl Woese [Public Domain via Wikimedia Common] 

 Carl Woese 

(1928 –2012) 

American microbiologist and biophysicist.  

The Man who rewrote the tree of life  

Carl Woese may be the greatest scientist you’ve never heard of. “Woese is to biology 
what E instein is to physics,” says Norman  Pace, a microbiologist at t he Univers ity of 

Colorado, Boulder. A phys icist-turned-microbiologist, Woese specialized in the 
fundament al molecules of life—nucleic acids—but his ambitions were hardl y 

micros copic. He wanted to create a family tree of all life  on Earth. 

Carey 2014  

http: //www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/next/evolut ion/carl -woese/ 
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Woese is famous for defining a new domain of life known as Archaea. In the 

1970s, he pioneered a technique that revolutionised the field of microbiology. 
But most importantly, he redefined the tree of life as a web showing that 

genetically, domains of microbial life was teeming with little hybrids. Or what 
has been referred to as genetic material transferred across all domains of fungi, 

bacteria etc known as HGT (horizontal gene transfer). 

Essentially, what Woese discovered was that early life was a web full of 

horizontal gene transfer (HGT) which is a direct way of more primitive life -forms 

exchanging genetics akin to hybridation between distinct species, but a more 
direct way of exchanging genetics across whole domains of life and diverse 

species types. Jumping genes have been referred to as a type of HGT within 
species, but Woese’s research was within the tiny world of microbes where HGT 

was seemingly a common occurrence.  

As you will see below, HGT goes on and has been part of the evolution of 

the larger world of plants and animals and ourselves. HGT is essentially a very 
fast-track way of making a rather radical genetic change and we can see its 

evidence as it has left its footprints all over the genomes of even the more 
complex animals. 

The exchange of genetics via horizontal gene transfer, reflects a more direct 
and rapid form of genetic exchange that most of us are more familiar with – 

hybridization. This latter form, is as most of know, particularly regarding plants, 
is a fast-track means of creating a new and novel form of variation and even 

distinct species even today. As you will see further on, hybridization was 
actually much more common in the evolutionary past and crossed many species 

boundaries that we believed to be impassable. This form of novel gene exchange 
is known as vertical gene transfer, whereas, horizontal gene transfer is much 

more direct and was seemingly rampant between vastly different species as the 
following articles reveals. It is now known to be an important aspect of 

eukaryote (animals and plants of multicellular life) as well.  
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'HORIZONT AL GENE ACQU ISIT IONS BY EU KARYOTES AS DRIVERS OF 

ADAPTIVE EVOLUTION'  

In cont rast to vertical gene transfer from parent to offspring, horizontal (or lateral) gene 
transfer moves genetic informat ion bet ween different species. Bacteria and archaea 

often adapt t hrough horizont al gene transfer. Recent analyses indicate that  eukaryot ic 
genomes, too, have acquired numerous genes via horizontal transfer from pro karyotes 
and ot her lineages. Based on this we raise the hypothes is that horizontally acquired 

genes may have contribute d more to adapt ive evolution of eukaryotes t han previo usly 
assumed. C urrent candidate sets of horizontally acquired e ukaryotic genes may just be 

the tip of an iceberg.  

— Schönknecht et al (20 13) Abst ract  

http: //onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.201300095 /abstract;jsess ionid=2
B28066CC31570B158F2D72C1550CE91.f01t03 

 

 ‘COWS ARE 25 PERCENT SN AKE’  

You vaguely know ho w DNA works, right ? Yo u get it from yo ur parents. Well, hold 
onto your brit ches, because s cient ists from down under are about to t urn your world 

ups ide down. A st udy by Australia's Adelaide and Flinders Univers ities and t he Sout h 
Australian M useum has found t hat in complex organisms, DNA is not only t ransferred 
from a parent to its offspring like your science book told you, but can also be " laterally"  
transferred between s pecies. T he research, publishe d in t he peer-revie wed Proceedings 

of the National Academy of Sciences in the US, involved comparing dozens of DNA 
sequences from different species. It found that cows inherite d up to a quarter their genes 

from reptiles ... 

— Eichelberger (2013) 'Mother Jones.com', 3rd January E dition  

http: //www.motherjo nes.com/blue-marble/2013/01/dna-cows-s nakes -adelaide-
flinders-study 
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Space Invader DNA jumped across mammalian genomes 

Genomes are often describe d as re cipe books  for living things. If that’s t he case, many of 
them badly nee d an e ditor. For example, around half of the human ge nome is made up of 

bits of DNA t hat have co pied themselves and jumpe d aro und, creating vast  tracts of 
repetitive se quences. The same is true for the co w genome, where one part icular piece of 

DNA, kno wn as BovB, has run amo k. It’s t here in its t housands. Around a quarter of a 
cow’s DNA is made of BovB se quences or t heir descendants.  

BovB isn’t restricte d to co ws. If yo u look for it in other animals, as Ali Morton Walsh from 
the Univers ity of Adelaide did, you’ll find it in elephants, horses, and platypuses. It lurks 

among t he DNA of skinks and ge ckos, pyt hons and seas nakes. It’s there in purple sea 
urchin, t he silkworm and the zebrafish.  

The obvio us interpretat ion is t hat BovB was present in t he ancestor of all of these 
animals, and stayed in t heir genomes as t hey diversifie d. If t hat’s the case, then closely 
related species sho uld have more similar versio ns of BovB. The cow vers ion s hould be 
very similar to that in s heep, slightly less similar to t hose in elephants and plat ypuses, 

and much less similar to those in snakes and lizards.  

But not so. If you draw BovB’s family tree, it looks like yo u’ve entered a bizarre parallel 
universe where cows are more closely related to snakes t han to elephants, and where 

one gecko is more closely related to horses than to other lizards.  

This is be cause Bov B is n’t neatly passed do wn from parent to offspring, as most pieces of 
animal DNA are. This jumping gene not only hops  around genomes, but bet ween them.  

This t ype of “horizontal gene t ransfer” (HGT) is  an everyday event for bacteria, which 
can quickly pick up important abilities from each ot her by swapping DN A. Such trades 

are supposedly much rarer amo ng more complex living things, but  every passing year 
brings ne w examples of HGT among animals. For example, in 2008, Ce dric Feschotte 

(now at t he Univers ity of Utah) discovere d a group of sequences that  have jumped 
between several mam mals, an anole lizard, and a frog. He called them Space Invaders.  

(Yong - In Phenomena: ‘Natio nal Geographic’ November 3, 2008)  

http: //phenome na.nationalgeo graphic.com/2008/11/03/space -invader-dna-
jumpe d-across-mammalian-geno mes/ 
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- SCIENTIF IC AMERICA - 

'The Human Genome Race  

A tale of the Tortoise and t he Hare... and the fly and t he worm and the mo use'  

Soon after the Human Genome Project publishe d its  preliminary results in 2001, a group 
of scientists announced t hat a handful of human genes—t he consens us today is around 

40—appear to be bacterial in origin. T he question t hat remains, however, is how exactly 
they got t here. Some scientists argue t hat t he genes must have been transferred to 

humans from bacteria fairly re cently in evolutionary history, because the ge nes aren't 
found in our closest animal ancestors.  

— Karo w (2000) 'Scientific America' April 24t h E dition 

http: //www.scie ntificamerican.com/art icle/the -human-genome-race / 

 

So you try deciphering where we come in the family tree and how related 
to snakes are we really? This great web of life, seemingly extends all the way 

down to the roots of the so-called family tree. Now if you take adaptive and 
environmentally-driven epigenetics (remodeling of species via genetic 

expression), jumping genes (rapid adaptive remodeling of existing genomes) and 
novel genetic exchange into the equation, we are beginning to see a means of 

species change and adaptation that doesn’t require genetic mutations of slow 
and gradual and random-type evolution proposed by the Neo-Darwinists. 

Indeed, as you are hopefully starting to see and will see more evidence further 
on, this later form of evolutionary change via genetic mutations doesn’t actually 

account for change in real terms; whereas, epigenetics and jumping genetics 
does.  

Also, as highlighted earlir, the whole genetic mutation assumption upon 
which we build our molecular trees and use to determine relatedness in genetic 

terms (the closer the genetic similarity:  the closer the evolutionary relatedness), 
doesn’t work in real terms either. Woese and others have assessed the earlier 

tree of life concept and tested it and found that essentially it is a misnomer. It is a 
bush, a web and may involve many origins and divergences. 
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- Carl Woese - 

'THE UNIVERSAL ANCESTOR'  

 

The universal ancestor is not an entit y, not a t hing.  

It is a process  characteristic of a particular evolutionary stage.  

 

 

                                          — Woese (1998) Conclusion  

 

'A FUNDAMENTALL Y NEW PE RSPECT IVE ON THE O RIG IN AND EVOLUTION'  

 

      Darwin’s hypothes is that all extant life forms are descendants of a last co mmon 
ancestor cell and diversification of life forms results from gradual mutat ion plus nat ural 
selection represents a mainstream vie w t hat has influenced biology and even societ y for 

over a century. However, t his Darwinian view on life is cont radicte d by many 
observations and lacks a plaus ible physico -chemical explanation. Strong evidence 
suggests t hat t he common ancestor cell hypothesis is t he most fundamental flaw of 

Darwinism…  

 

 

                                                      — Liu (2008) Abstract  
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'PATTERN PLURALISM AND THE TREE OF L IFE HYPOTHESIS'  

 

Darwin claime d that a unique inclus ively hierarchical pattern of relationships between 
all organisms based o n their similarit ies and differences [the Tree of Life (TOL)] was a 

fact of nature, for which evolution, and in part icular a branching process of descent wit h 
modification, was t he explanation. Ho wever, there is no inde pende nt evidence that the 
natural order is an inclusive hierarchy, and incorporat ion of pro karyotes into the T OL is 

especially problematic…  

 

 

       — Doolittle and Bapteste (2007) Abstract 

 

‘THE CONCEPT OF MONOPH YL Y: A SPECULAT IVE ESSAY’  

 

Recent research results make it seem improbable that t here could have been single 
basal forms for many of the highest categories of evolutionary differentiation (kingdoms, 

phyla, classes). The universal tree of life probably had many roots.  

 

                                              — Gordon (1999, 331) Abstract  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

EVOLUTION BY MERGERS (WHOLE 

GENEOME EXCHANGE): NOT VIA 
MUTATIONS 

  

  
Fig. 20: Photo of Lynn Margulis [Public Domain via Wikimedia Common] 

 

Lynn Margulis 
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Whole Organism Mergers & Mating Rituals in the 

Microbial World 

In Margulis’ article, entitled: The Phylogenetic Tree Topples (2006) and an 

another publication: Acquiring Genomes: A Theory of the Origins of the 
Species, microbial life is described as having evolved by fairly opportunistic and 

unusual methods, such as:  genome stealing, symbiosis and entire microbial 
worlds merging to become whole new kingdoms/classes of life may begin to 

explain the distinct origins and rather web-like pattern of the earlier 

evolutionary record as  described above. The following interview article 
explains Margulis’ theory of how complex life may have come about via mergers 

of microbial life: 

Evolutionist Lynn Margulis s howe d t hat a major organizational event in t he history of 

life probably involved t he merging of two or more lineages thro ugh symbiosis.  

Symbiotic microbes = eukaryote cells? 

In the late 1960s  Margulis st udied t he structure of cells. Mitochondria, f or example, are 
wriggly bodies that generate the e nergy require d for metabolism. To Margulis, the y 

looked remarkably like bacteria. She knew that s cient ists had been struck by the 
similarit y ever since t he discovery of mitocho ndria at t he end of the 1800s.  Some even 
suggeste d that  mitochondria began from bacteria that live d in a permanent  symbiosis 
wit hin t he cells of animals and plants. There were parallel examples in all plant cells. 

Algae and plant cells have a seco nd set of bo dies t hat t hey use to carry out 
photosynthesis. Kno wn as chloroplasts, t hey capt ure incoming s unlight energy. T he 
energy drives biochemical react ions including t he combinat ion of water and carbon 

dioxide to make organic matter. Chloroplasts, like mitochondria, bear a st riking 
resemblance to bacteria. Scient ists be came co nvinced t hat chloroplasts ...like 

mitocho ndria, evolved from symbiot ic bacteria — s pecifically, that they desce nde d 
from cyano bacteria ... the light-harness ing s mall organis ms that  abo und in o ceans and 

fresh water.  

When one of her professors saw DN A inside chloroplasts, Margulis was not s urprise d. 
After all, that's just what you'd expect from a s ymbiotic partner. Margulis s pent much of 

the rest of the 1960s honing her argume nt that s ymbiosis ... was an unre cognize d but  
major force in t he evolution of cells. In 1970 s he publis hed her argument in The O rigin of 

Eukaryotic Cells. http: //evolut ion.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/history_24  
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We can infer that bacteria from the research of Margulis for instance, that 

some bacteria adapted after mergers with certain cellular life and formed a 
whole domain of scaled up complexity known as eukaryotes – that’s you and me 

as well as all the plants  and animals. We can propose that other forms of 
bacteria remained as bacteria once they became stabilised and began 

specialising as free-living bacteria that we know exist today. There were other 
bacterial life-forms that are symbiotic (as in the bacteria that keeps us alive and 

lives in our guts), they apparently co-evolved with other species and got pretty 

smart by hitching a ride within other complex organisms. So in a sense, although 
they are still bacteria, (and they are not all bad), they have continued to evolve 

and adapt according to many different conditions and environments and modes 
of existence.  

For instance, the mergers of simple organisms to form much more complex 
ones like the eukaryotes (ourselves, including other multi-cellular organisms - 

animals and plants), as proposed by Margulis could be viewed as a type of 
evolutionary replay of how more primitive organisms evolved if we observe 

present day organisms such as yeast and bacteria who use fission/fusion, not 
unlike how sperm with tails enter eggs for example in the initial stages of 

forming a more complex organism such as ourselves. Margulis suggests that this 
was the origin of the fertilisation of the egg by symbiotic sperms, but seemingly 

in the early days of evolutionary development (and used as a mode of 
reproduction today by many simpler. Yes, the thought of yeast and bacteria 

acting out a primitive sex act under the right environmental conditions (perhaps 
an ambient mood and lighting) by giving off signals to attract mates do not fully 

merge, but transfer their genetics via a little tail.  Rather dramatic don’t you 
think? See article excerpt below for what mating yeast get up to. 

Mate and fuse: how yeast cells do it. 

Many cells are able to orient themselves in a non -uniform environment by res ponding to 
localized cues. T his leads to a polarized cellular response, where the cell can eit her gro w 

or move towards the cue so urce. Fungal haploid cells secrete pheromones to signal 
mating, and respond by growing a mating project ion towards a potent ial mate. Upon 

contact of the t wo partner cells, these fuse to form a diploid zygote .  

-(Merlini et al Abstract)  

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubmed/23466674  
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Sponge animals and jelly fish are relatively simple animals compared to 

other animal forms such as invertebrate (animals with exo -skeleton on the 
outside) of which group the insects are the most complex, or the vertebrate 

animals (with a back bone and interior skeleton) and remain as such to -day. 
However, some soft-bodied animals went on to become mollusks and grow 

protective shells of every shape, size, colour and hue and patterning, but still 
remain as mollusks. Obviously, embryonic soft-bodied animals also floating 

about in the primordial pond had much more hidden evolutionary potential 

and it could be  that they simply hadn't expressed all that they were going to be 
in the future - as yet. The fossil record clearly shows such creatures and I will 

discuss these in more detail in part two. In the meantime, below are several 
quotes describing the many varied ways in which modern day microbial life -

forms behave, which might just give us an insight into how these comparatively 
primitive organisms became majorly complex forms akin to, but no less 

dramatic, as Margulis’s micro-mergers. 

 

SYNERG Y AND THE EVOLUTION OF CO MPLEX SYSTEMS  

An illustrat ion of the role of synergy in the evolut ion of complex systems can be found in 
sponges, one of the s implest multi - cellular organisms in the natural world... Altho ugh 
sponges come in many different sizes and shapes, the " model"  sponge looks more like an 

urn or a vase than yo ur typical kitche n sponge. Sponges are also the most rudimentary of 
all animals in terms  of complexity. Indee d, the y are often confuse d wit h plants because 
they are immobile and have no internal organs, no mouth, no gut, no sensory apparat us 

nor even a nervous  system. T hey are more like a colony of cooperat ing independent 
cells. Sponges even have t heir o wn se parate classificat ion (Porifera, or " pore - bearers" ), 

and t hey may have evolved separately from other animals.  

- (Corning 2013,  15).  

http: //jo urnals.isss.org/index.php/proceedings56t h/article/vie wFile/1932/658  

 

The point about the above quote is that sponges are more like a colony of 
cooperating cells and may have evolved separately from other animals. 

Furthermore, they are actually so primitive that they have similar attributes to a 

complex, but still rudimentary form of organism – plants. Rudimentary animals 
don’t even require features that we would presume were required to make it an 

animal. Could sponges represent an ancestral condition in the process becoming 
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more complex? And that some rudimentary animals just had more 

genetic/metabolic in-built complexity that allowed them to go further on their 
evolutionary development? Now returning to the colony of cooperative cells, for 

example, a recent study shows that some slime-moulds can complete a maze in 
record time, yet it has no brain, no mouth, or specific body form. 

Slime Mold Smarts  

The slime mold Physarum polycephalum is a s ingle cell without  a brain, yet it can make 
surprisingly complicated decisions. .. slime mold navigates through a maze and solves a 

civil engineering problem.  

- (Rot hschild &  Jabr 2012, Nova Science). 

 

Meet the Microbes 

 “During good times, they live as inde pendent, amoeba-like cells, dining on fungi and 
bacteria. But if condit ions be come uncomfortable — not eno ugh food available, the 

temperature isn't right, et c. — individual cells begin gathering together to form a single 
struct ure. This happens when t he cells give off a chemical signal that tells all of them to 
gather toget her. The new communal structure produces a slimy covering and is called a 

slug because it  so closely resembles the animal you sometimes see gliding across 
side walks. The sl ug oozes toward light.  

When the communal cells sense that t hey've come across more food or better conditio ns, 
the slug sto ps. It t hen slowly does a kind of headstand. Cells in the slug no w begin to do 

different things. Some of the cells form an anchor for the upe nde d slug.  

Others in the middle of the slug begin making a st alk and some at t he tip t urn into 
what's called a spore cap and others become s pores in that cap. When a dro p of rain or 

strong wind knocks the s pore cap hard enough, t he spo res go flying out. T hese spores are 
like plant see ds. Each of them becomes a ne w amoeba-like cell when t hey land and 

each goes off on its merry way”  

 (American Societ y for Microbiology 2006).  

http: //archives.microbeworl d.org/microbes /prot ista/slimemolds.aspx.  
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Can Answers to Evolution Be Found in Slime? 

Some experiments s how complex choreography of signals in some s pecies that allow 
20,000 individuals to form a s ingle slug-like bo dy. Some s pecies gather by the 

thousands to form multicellular bo dies t hat can crawl. Others  develop into gigant ic, 
pulsating net works  of protoplasm.  

(Zimmer 2011  New York Times O ctober 3rd)  

http: //fiss ion.sas.upenn.edu/caterpillar/index.php?action=retrieve&art icle=Slime
%20Molds%20-%20Ancient %2C%20 Alien%20and% 20Sophist icate d%20-

%20NYTimes.com.pdf 

 

 This reminds me of Hebb’s law, which would begin to account for the way in 
which cellular colonies communicate and don’t forget the property of 

undifferentiated cells that act like memory foam when working and resonating 
together. For instance, in Science Daily an article entitled: ‘Scientists control 

rapid re-wiring of brain circuits using patterned visual stimulation’ outline the 
following regarding Hebb’s law: 

" Hebbian T heory,"  named after t he McG ill University ps ychologist Donald Ol ding 
Hebb who first  pro posed it in 1949 has been confirmed in real -t ime experiments as 

reported in a s cience paper on neurology (2014) and confirme d the axiom: “Cells that 
fire together, wire toget her. Cells that fire out of sync, lose their link.”  

- (Science Daily May 28, 2014)  

http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/2014 /05/140528104953.htm  

 

In other words, there were potentially an awful lot of quiet eruptions of new 

and novel forms even before the eruption of more complex life are recognisable 
in the fossil record which is particularly obvious during the first major epoch 

known as the Cambrian explosion dating to almost half a billion years ago, 
which I will discuss and attempt to explain in the light of the above in part two.  

The research of Margulis and others therefore helps us understand the 
ancestral conditions and means of speciation in the earlier stages of 

evolutionary complexity in combination with the epigenetic species 
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adaptations according to environmental triggers, orchestrated according to 

universal growth laws guiding the growth and development of the organism via 
its developmental context (morphic field) or external environment in the  case of 

cooperating colonies of cells. 

Margulis is also famous for her criticism of the rather rigid proclamations of 

our Modern Synthesis:  Furthermore, mutations don’t appear to bring about a 
new species, just deformed or dead things and population modelling used by the 

Neo-Darwinists has been described as numerology as seen in the following 

quotes by  LYNN MARGULIS. But before going there, perhaps I should 
highlight what Richard Dawkins' views are on her scientific contributions: 

 

I greatly admire Lynn Margulis's s heer co urage and st amina ... This is one of the great 

achievements of twentiet h-cent ury evolutionary biology... 

                             

—  Brockman (1995) C hapter Seven  

________________________________________ 

 

QUOTES BY - LYNN MARGULIS - 

 

      ...When evolutionary biologists use computer modeling to find out how many 

mutations you need to get from o ne species to anot her, it’s not mathemat ics —it’s 
numerology.  

                           

  —         Teresi (2011, 71) ‘Discover Magazine’ April E dition*  

 

*This is slightly different to the online vers ion linked above - original online source link 
at dis cover.cloverleaf.com now defunct.  
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  Neo-Darwinists say t hat new species emerge whe n mut ations occur and mo dify an 

organis m. I was taught  over and over again t hat t he accumulation of random mutations  
led to evolutionary change [ which] led to new spe cies. I believed it  unt il I looked for 

evidence.  

 

 — Teresi (2011, 68)  ‘Discover Magazine’ April Edit ion*  

 

 

    Mutat ions, in summary, ten d to induce s ickness, death, or deficiencies. No evidence in 
the vast literature of heredity changes s hows unambiguous  evide nce that random 

mutation itself, even with geographical isolation of po pulations, leads to spe ciatio n.  

 

                                    —   Margulis & Sagan (2008, 29) ‘Acquiring Genomes: A Theory of the 
Origins of the Species’  

 

         

      ... Then how did one s pecies evolve into another? This profound research question is 
assiduously undermined by t he he gemony who flaunt the ir corre ct solution. Es pecially 

dogmat ic are those molecular modelers of the tree of life who, ignorant of alternat ive 
topologies (such as we bs), do n't study ancestors.., they correlate computer co de with 
names give n by aut horit ies to organisms t hey never see! Our zealous research, ever 

faithful to the go d who dwells in t he details, openly challenges s uch do gmatic certainty.  

 

                               —  Margulis (2006, 1) ‘T he Phylogenetic Tree Topples’  
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 Darwin’s big mystery was why t here was  no record at all before a s pecific po int [ dated 

to 542 million years ago by mo dern researchers], and then all of a sudden in the fossil 
record you get nearly all the major types of animals. The paleontologists Niles Eldre dge 
and Ste phen Jay Gould st udied lakes in East Africa and on Caribbean islands looking 

for Darwin’s gradual change from one s pecies of trilobite or snail to another. W hat the y 
found was lots of back-and-forth variation in t he po pulation and then —whoop—a 

whole new s pecies. There is  no gradualism in t he fossil record.  

 

                                                 —    Teresi (2011, 68) ‘Discover Magazine’ April E dition*  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

MUTATIONS BY ANOTHER MEANS? 
 

 

Fig. 21: Portrait of Hugo De Vries [Public Domain via Wikimedia Common] 

 

Hugo De Vries 

(1848 – 1935) 
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Dutch botanist and one of the first geneticists. 

 

Hugo De Vries (a Dutch Botanist and early geneticist) proposed a very 

different form of mutation or whole species remodeling in one fell-swoop. His  
research and Mutation model of evolution (not as the meaning of genetic 

mutation we use today), was based upon years of experimentation with hybrid 
plant species, and observations of:   “..., spontaneous alterations of genes that yield 
large modifications of the organism and give rise to new species. According to 
de Vries, a new species originates suddenly, produced by the existing one 
without any visible preparation and without transition”. (Ayala and Fitch 1997, 

7692). http://www.pnas.org/content/94/15/7691.full.pdf 

In a nut shell:  De Vries’ theory and several other distinctly different 

theories, rejected gradualism and the idea of selection. For De Vries, gradualism 
was certainly not the way nature produced species, as borne out by his years of 

studies and experiments. The Modern Synthesis (Neo-Darwinian version) 
meaning of genetic mutations came to mean something entirely different to 

what De Vries had originally proposed. Furthermore, he argued that natural 
selection did not have the power to produce new and novel variations and in 

some cases was actually detrimental to evolving a new species. This is clearly 
documented in the review of De Vries’ Mutation Theory in the journal 

SCIENCE dating back to 1910: 

It has long been re cognized t hat nat ural selection really explains, not the origin of 

species, nor even the origin of adaptatio ns, but the eliminatio n of the unfit, and the 
persistence of adaptations; t he fact t hat characters, bot h adapt ive and non -adaptive, 

specific or not s pecific, must exist before the y can be selected was previo usly well nigh 
lost sight of. The mutation -theory, then, see ks to account for " the origin of s pecific 

characters"  (p. 211). In the se cond place, " Spontaneo us variations are the facts on which 
this explanat ion is  base d"  (p. 45), or, " We may express the essence of the mutation t heory 
in the words: 'Species have arisen after t he manner of so-called spo ntaneous variat ions'"  
(p. 165). T his marks t he fundament al dist inct ion between Darwinism and de Vriesism. ... 
from the standpoint of the theory of mutat ion it is clear t hat t he role played by nat ural 

selection in t he origin of s pecies is a destructive, and not a constructive one."  ... Mutations 
are characterized first, by being entirely new features, " In contradist inct ion to 

fluctuating variations which are merely of a plus or minus character (p. 213); se cond, by 
the abrupt ness with which t hey appear, and third, by being transmitte d by inheritance' 

wit hout selection. T hey arise suddenly and' w itho ut any obvio us cause; the y increase 
and multipl y because t he new characters are inherite d"  

                                                    ------   ‘Science’, (May 13t h 1910, p. 741)  

http://www.pnas.org/content/94/15/7691.full.pdf
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http: //www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/1634773.pdf?acce ptTC=true  

Our modern synthesis has consistently rejected leaps in complexity as a 

real fact of the fossil record. And Darwin’s species problem (how one species 
changes into another), remains unresolved as noted in ‘Resynthesizing 

Evolutionary and Developmental Biology’:  "The origin of species — Darwin’s 
problem — remains unsolved" -  Gilbert, Opitz, and Raff (1996, 361),  

http://www.evolbiol.ru/large_files/gilbert.pdf 

Even after the well-founded rejections of gradualism and selection in 

relation to speciation by De Vries and other geneticists, botanists, embryologists 
and via experimental work in general around the turn of the 20th century, the 

modern synthesis eventually came to reject all things non-selection-based and 
certainly would not tolerate anything that suggested leaps of speciation, or 

anything that was environmentally determined (Lamarckian type acquired 
characteristics known as acquired characteristics and becoming widely 

accepted in modern science under the broad label of epigenetics as discussed 
earlier. 

De Vries and many others before and after his time, had problems with the 
Darwinian concept of gradualism and selection,  and indeed, even within the 

ranks of true Darwinians (adhering to Darwin’s original concepts that are 
perceived as less rigid than the gene-centred model upheld by ALA: Richard 

Dawkins), there has been some controversy regarding gradualism and even the 
strictest form of selection (see quote books for issues with the entire modern 

synthesis and natural selection and gradualism in particular). For instance, 
attempts to address the obvious gaps and lack of transitional forms and sudden 

eruption of new and novel forms of species within the fossil record, led to a 
theory based around stasis (meaning stability, presumably as an attempt to keep 

it broadly within the Darwinian tradition) with the occasionally leaps 
(punctuated parts) proposed in the 1970s Gould and Eldredge known as the 

punctuated equilibria model of evolution where environmental factors were 
considered important to these occasional punctuated parts. This was and still is, 

a seriously tame version of De Vriesian evolution, but just to give you an insight 

into the manner in which this was considered as part of the Neo -Darwinian 
synthesis, which it was, but it was referred to by Richard Dawkins as “a minor 
wrinkle on the surface of the neo-Darwinian theory” (Dawkins 1986, 254). 
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The theory of punctuated e quilibrium will come to be seen in pro portion, as  an 

interesting but minor wrinkle on the s urface of neo-Darwinian t heory. It certainly 
provides no basis for any 'lapse in neo-Darwinian morale', and no basis  whatever for 

Gould to claim that t he synthetic theory (anot her name for neo-Darwinism) 'is 
effectively dead'. It is as if t he discovery that t he Eart h is not a perfect s phere but a 

slightly flattened s phero id were given banner treat ment  

under the headline: COPERN ICUS WRONG. FL AT E ARTH T HEORY VIND ICATED.  

 

-   (Dawkins 1986, 254 -255) ‘The Blind Wat chmaker: W hy t he Evidence of Evolution 
Reveals a Universe wit hout Design’  

http: //bikerman.co. uk/images/audio /scie nce/Blindwat chmaker/files/basic -
html/page255.html  

 

This rejection of gradualism is somewhat irrational, I believe, in the light of 
the well established arguments for the leaping nature of the fossil record and 

from what could be observed via embryological studies; these giant leaps in 
whole complexity are certainly more than a wrinkle and these major 

monumental speciation events had been long understood by many evolutionary 
scientists, especially anyone working on hybridation with plants  and anyone 

working in embryology in particular, if they were paying attention. 
Furthermore, our present emerging understanding of the molecular mechanisms 

that can bring about profound leaps of complexity that have been identified via 
many recent studies can no longer be ignored.  

All of this of course supports the main tenet of De Vries’s concept of leaping 
evolutionary complexity is much better supported than the selection or 

gradualistic model. As it turns out however, although De Vries did not fully 
understand what was causing all of this leaping, he did what any good scientist 

does:  he observed and studied and set up experiments that could reveal the 
unknown aspects of evolution itself. It perhaps didn’t fundamentally matter that 

unbeknownst to himself, what he was observing was another form of genetic 
exchange that is perhaps more familiar to most of us than the means described 

above regarding horizontal gene transfer and microbial mergers and the mating 

rituals of yeast or jumping genes that do their own genetic engineering. This is 
hybridisation which is more common than you might have imagined between 

even unrelated species and must have contributed significantly to evolutionary 
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complexity in the  past. As the article below outlines, De Vries actually had 

come inadvertently to discover hybridisation as an important factor in 
speciation: 

In the history of evolutionary biology, Hugo de Vries is kno wn as a pro ponent of the 

mutation t heory of evolution, in which new species are believed to arise by single 
mutational events ... This theory is base d on t he bree ding experiment he conducte d for 13 
years with t he evening primrose Oenothera lamarckiana and its  mutant des cendants. In 

this experiment, he discovered a number of phenot ypic variants, which bred true o r 
segregated v ariant types in addit ion to the parent al type...he unknowingly found t he 

importance of polyploidy and chromosomal rearrangeme nts in plant s peciation.  

 

http: //gbe.oxfordjournals.org/conte nt/3/812.full.  

 

Yes, isn’t interesting that the plant species he was working on was called 

after Lamarck. The concept of hybridisation is not seriously considered within 
the Neo-Darwinian synthesis as one means of speciation and not thought to be 

of any great significant in the context of natural selection by Darwin as 
discussed in a recent science paper highlighting the influence of one of the 

leading lights of our modern synthesis:  Ernst Mayr. As the paper outlines: 

Mayr ... rejected any idea that hybridization might cont ribute to adapt ive evolution, 

especially hybrid s peciat ion. Furt hermore, because in 1942 he was concerne d only wit h 
animal s peciat ion, and animal chromosomes were still poorly known, he was able to 
argue t hat s peciat ion by any sort of polyploidy was in essence absent (Mallet .p. 13. 

Mallet on Mayr and Darwin  

http: //www.ucl.ac.uk/taxome/jim/pap/Mallet_on_Mayr%26Darwin08.pdf  
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But these days we know better as seen below. Even as far back as over 200 years 

ago and indeed before this time, hybridisation and its role in creating new 
species was discussed and observed in nature and had begun to be explored as a 

means of evolutionary change. For instance below is a quote relating to the 
importance of hybridisation as a means of evolutionary change by Jean 

Baptiste Lamarck, who I mentioned earlier regarding our modern concept of 
epigenetic evolution and whose theory clearly proposed a naturalistic 

mechanism and an obvious relationship between higher primates and humans: 

1809 

- Jean-Bapt iste Lamarck - 

'Zoological Philosophy...'  

Translation by H ugh Elliot 1914  

(first trans., from French into Englis h)  

The idea of bringing to gether under the name of species a collection of like individuals, 
which perpetuate t hemselves unchanged by repro duction and are as old as nat ure, 

involved the ass umption t hat t he indiv iduals of one species co uld not unite in 
reproduct ive acts wit h individuals of another species. Unfortunately, o bservation has 
proved and continues every day to prove that t his assumption is unwarrante d; for the 

hybrids so common among plants, and the cop ulations so often noticed between animals 
of very different spe cies, disclose the fact that t he bo undaries between t hese alleged 

constant s pecies are not so impassable as had been imagined.  

— Lamarck (1809, 39)  

https: //archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosop hy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_L
ak_506pgs51391278#page /n129/mo de/2up  
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- New York T imes - 

'HYBRIDS M AY THRIVE WHERE PARENTS FEAR TO TRE AD'  

 

DNA analys is is now allowing biologists to better de cipher t he histories of s pecies and to 
detect past hybridisatio n events that  have contribute d new genes and capabilities to 

various kinds of organisms  including, it no w appears, o urselves...The dis covery of hybrid 
species and t he detection of past hybridizations  are forcing biologists to reshape their 

pict ure of spe cies as independent units. T he barriers between s pecies are not ne cessarily 
vast, unbridgeable chasms; sometimes t hey get crossed wit h marvelous results.  

— Carroll (2010) 'New York T imes' 13th September Iss ue  

http: //www.nyt imes.com/2010/0 9/14 /science /14c reatures.ht ml?_r=0 

'ORIGIN &  EVOLUTION of AN IMAL  HYBRID SPEC IES'  

The increasing number of hybrid s pecies, dis covered in both vertebrates and 
invertebrates ..., calls for a reevaluation of hybrid s peciat ion and ret iculate evolution in 

animals... Unexpected s imilarities are now apparent in hybrid evolution of animals as 
varied as inse cts, snails, fis h, frogs and lizards.  

— Bullini (1994 ) Abstract  

http: //www.scie ncedirect.co m/s cience /art icle/pii/01695 34794901244  

 

Caterpillars evolved from onychophorans by hybridogenesis 

I reject t he Darwinian ass umption t hat larvae and t heir adults evolved from a s ingle 
common ancestor. Rat her I pos it that, in animals t hat metamorphose, t he bas ic t ypes of 

larvae originated as  adults of different lineages, i.e., larvae were transferre d when, 
through hybridizat ion, the ir genomes were acquire d by distantly related animals.     

- (Williamson 1990 )  

http: //www.pnas.org/content /106/47/19901.full.pdf  
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 Yes, well you can imagine what sort of trouble this scientist got into for that 

proposition. Not all scientists rejected it – it is pretty interesting though. 
Margulis noted earlier, was instrumental in even letting him offer it as a 

hypothesis based upon a life-time of research. I thought it might be interesting 
to review Williamson’s proposal in the light of more recent studies in 

epigenetics.  

As the except below explains, metamorphosis reflects the differential 

expression (different programs activated at different times) – it is an epigenetic 

phenomenon - of the same genes at different times and metamorphosis could 
have indeed been an important means of becoming entirely different looking 

organisms during their species development in the evolutionary past if we 
follow Von Baer’s laws of different expressions of forms according to 

environmental and adaptive needs, then Williamson may have been unto 
something, but that this genetic novel exchange (HGT, mergers and/or some 

type of hybridisation) may have occurred long before the larvae -like organisms 
had reached their full adult species form. They don’t have to express their adult 

potential until the conditions are just right – i.e., there is no point in becoming a 
flying insect if the flowering plants haven’t evolved from plant life in general 

that had colonised the land and it is really all timed according to adaptive 
needs.  

Evolution, would appear to be all about co-evolution as plants need insects 
and insects need plants. Perhaps the slug-like creatures were fed up eating 

algae and decided that moving unto land and eventually expressing genes 
differently to make wing fibres would be a great way of flitting from flower to 

flower, eventually, when some slug-like colony of cooperating cells that finally 
decided to wire together and become more than it could be  as a loose collection 

of bits and bobs of microbial life had grown up to be fully-fledged species and 
when they reproduced, their larvae would go through the old ancestral 

programs or perhaps skip these altogether or revert to them again if the need 
arose as pointed out within the quote below: 
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Metamorphosis is  an amazing example of the dexterity of animals to swit ch to different 

development programs. T his  certainly cont radicts t he prevailing opinion that an egg or 
a zygote  provided wit h a program that determines development up to t he adult stage. 

This gains  more significance when one remembers the ease wit h which some 
metamorphosizing amphibians can s wit ch to a direct mo de of development, or even s kip 

metamorphosis altogether. It is possible that t he same egg/z ygote cont ains t he 
programs for two different Bauplans, and so metimes even a program for s kipping its 

species -specific Bauplan? Metamorphosiz ing species, bes ides t heir o wn developmental 
program, have incorporate d and execute d ancestral developmental programs.  

Amazingly, like biological Houdinis, t hey s hift the gears of development both forward 
(insects and amphibians) and backward (ascidians).  

Cabej (2013, 179)  

 

The vast genetic exchange across all domains of life, whether via HGT, 
mergers, mating microbial life, or hybridization as seen in the eukaryote forms of 

life (plants and animals) are in a sense hybridization at all scales of life. The 
result is the same: rapid and profound speciation in one fell swoop, just as De 

Vries had inadvertently observed. When we add into this genetic novelty mix, 
the rearrangement of existing genes (via jumping genes – which can remodel 

the organism’s genome) and the epigenetic programs that operate those genes, 
the concept of cells firing together and communicating and the idea of cellular 

memory and their growing/development environment, all ultimately guided 
by laws of growth and form – thereby, generating meaningful adaptations in 

accordance with environmental conditions, begins to give us an alternative 
means of species change.  

This is a much more dynamic form of evolutionary development than our 
conventional model of selection and genetic mutations allows. It also gives us a 

means of adaptive differentiation from a common ancestral condition (a shared 
body plan that can be  expressed in many different ways) that diverge over time 

according to their experience as proposed by such people as:  Lamarck, Von 
Baer and D’Arcy Thompson, which is gaining increasing support in the light of 

our more modern understanding of biological complexity.   

All in all, the  ancestor may not have been an actual tangible entity, but 
rather a process, a shared ancestral condition that coordinated itself into 

meaningful cellular life as seen in the colony of synchronised cells, and as others 
have suggested, the tree may have had many roots and its branches are more 
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web-like than we could imagine. It seems that epigenetics in its ability to turn 

genes on or off, silence or activate ancestral programs or regulate the degree of 
genetic expression according to chemical cues which are environmentally-

triggered, has a great deal to do with how all the genetic novelty (via HGT, 
mergers and/or hybridization) provides the mechanism for meaningful 

adaptations.  

How else does a flower know not to bloom in winter? Species formation 

would have been no different. A fully adapted (blossoming) species would not 

display all its genetic potential until the conditions were just right. Do these 
seasonal programs give us an insight to their evolutionary programs activated 

according to major environmental shifts (seasons on a much grander 
evolutionary timescale)? If so, a flowering plant is perhaps displaying its grand 

ancestral stages of evolving on a condensed scale of development within its own 
life-time. A more complex organism such as you or I may also be replaying (on a 

miniature scale within our own life-time), our ancestral modes of evolutionary 
development; going from our cellular, embryonic, fetal, infant, adolescent and 

finally, our fully matured adult form. This is of course, is the pattern one would 
expect if we were following Von Baer’s laws of development. This is applied 

here and as you will see in part two, it really does correspond well with what we 
see in the fossil record. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
BIOLOGY’S SILENT BIG BANG 

 

Now that we are beginning to see how critical the role that 

environmentally-driven epigenetic evolution plays in forming and shaping the 
species and the great genetic diversity that would have been exchanged across 

many levels of life, we have a means of explaining the principle of 
embryological or larval development as it might apply to the specific stages of 

species development in the evolution past as proposed by Von Baer.  

We might begin to see how species types were shaped and formed into a 

great diversity of cellular life and we can begin to imagine that initial starting 
conditions may have made a great difference to what a species may become in 

the end. Primitive cellular-life could have easily established in the earliest 

phases of evolutionary development all of the great potential diversity of 
fundamental forms that seemingly sprung into life in the Cambrian period from 

no apparent ancestors.  I can’t stress enough how, as many studies carried out in 
embryology have shown, how initial starting conditions, even a slight change at 

the beginning between two identical cells and the context of their environment 
impacts upon great diversification further down the line. You can imagine  how 

the temperature, minerals, nutrients etc in the primordial pond would have had 
baring on the future evolutionary trajectory of many undeveloped species.  

I am literally following Von Baer’s laws to assess the fossil record in this 
light and applying the principles of cellular differentiation of becoming bone, 

tissue, skin, organs etc according to metabolic resources/environment (bio -
chemical) to the primitive formation of multi-cellular species differentiation 

and diversification and proposing a many origins hypothesis from a common 
ancestral CONDITION to the following scenario, where epigenetic evolution 

ultimately appears to have guided, according to natural laws, the meaningful 
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adaptive traits and ultimately the formation of the species. This informs how we 

will assess the evidence presented by the fossil record and the corresponding 
evidence for major changes in the environment that may have 

triggered/stimulated major speciation events and ultimately helped shape and 
form the major species types.   

Which came first the chicken or the 
embryonic Egg cell?  

Just think. You start off as a speck and develop into a whole human being in 

just nine-months. So although you can’t see you in that speck, nevertheless, you 
are there in the potential of what you are to become. Could evolutionary 

development be many potential levels of complexity yet to be realised? 
Remember that just because the embryos or larval forms of species doesn’t look 

anything like its adult self, this species in the making, may  not have activated 
or expressed genetically via environmentally-driven epigenetic processes, all 

that it had the potential to be when it grew up. All specks would look much the 
same at this stage.  

Only as cellular colonies became perhaps more efficient as long terms 
buddies who hung out together so often, they were like peas in a pod, did this 

symbiosis become a permanent feature making all manner of primitive looking 
(slug-like) critters? Just as a caterpillar looks nothing like its adult form (a 

butterfly or moth or general flying insect), yet it has the same genes and Hox 
Gene tool-kit, in evolutionary developmental terms, the same could be implied 

only on a much longer timescale, but presumably no less dramatic than a 
caterpillar changing into an entirely different looking adult form, but only 

when the time is just right of course.  

For instance, we could never explain the predecessors of this great explosion 

of complex life, and indeed, still cannot. However, back in the late 90s, Stephen 
Gould got very excited and wrote in a paper entitled: Fossils of tiny embryos 

570 million years old may well be the greatest palaeontological discovery of 
our time (1998) Link all about the fossil embryos found in this layer that might 

just begin to shed light on the next stage. He even went to great lengths to 
explain what had happened to their mothers in terms of a unique preservation 

process that happens only to tiny things.  

Subsequently, in a more recent article entitled: Precambrian fossils, once 

thought to be embryos, reinterpreted as… something else (2011), CAT scans now 
show that “they most certainly aren’t bacteria…but it’s not actually clear what 

http://www.neuroblast.net/team/ze/PDFs/gouldart.htm
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they are.” They go on to say that most likely these are “a relative of the first 

metazoans” (Link).  

The answer to the Cambrian explosion seemingly from no particular or 

obvious predecessors may be to go  back to Gould’s original premise and see 
these ‘relatives of the first metazoans’ of animal life as embryos of what they 

were to eventually become but, without their mothers or their eggs. This brings 
us of course to the chicken and egg dilemma. Which came first? Well, as I have 

suggested in the title and other articles, it wasn’t really an egg at this early stage 

of evolution (this is a later developmental strategy – things are much more 
direct, radical and primitive in these evolutionary times), but an embryo or 

larval form of undifferentiated species prior to metamorphosis. These metazoan 
embryo-like or larval forms of life, therefore technically could not have had 

mothers as their adult forms were not around yet. It may have been a tiny damp-
squishy- squid-like blob that got it all going or more to the point a squishy-

squid-like shared ancestral CONDITION. 

By taking this line of reasoning to its natural origins, or conclusion, we may 

not be looking at embryo-like or larval forms of organisms requiring an adult to 
make their existence possible. It doesn’t even matter at this stage of evolution or, 

at this point in the discussion, whether the embryo is packaged in an egg (spawn 
or otherwise), a pouch or within a womb.  

As the cells in any organism are at their most essential, organised colonies of 
well-coordinated networks and metabolic and molecular systems and we know 

that cells differentiate and become specialist cells epigenetically to form an 
organism, then once again, we don’t need to  worry about the egg bit or the 

chicken for that matter – it is the collection of cells that make up an organism 
that we are interested in for the purposes of this discussion and it doesn’t have to 

originate with a specific ancestor or even a mother, altho ugh budding (a cell 
becoming a clone and growing up to be a large and epigenetically 

differentiated single-celled organisms is most certainly how simpler organisms 
reproduced themselves leading up to the Cambrian period. 

The ancestral condition therefore may lie in the concept of embryo-like 
species being a highly coordinated colony of cellular life is exemplified in the 

cellular networks discussed previously where: cells that fire together:  wire 
together as noted above (Hebb’s law) and conversely, those ce lls that don’t 

resonate with each other don’t make communication pathways. To apply this to 
a possible scenario of the early phases of formation of complex cellular life prior 

to the Cambrian explosion of life, that may, have culminated in these so -called 

http://arstechnica.com/science/2011/12/precambrian-fossils-once-thought-to-be-embryos-reinterpreted-as-somethign-else/
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embryonic forms, we could perhaps replay the co-evolution of colonies of 

cellular-life such as slime-mould as outlined earlier.  

Remember that these slime-moulds begin to form slug-like pulsating, 

cellular colonies, working and co-operating together when certain 
circumstances prevail. In-deed, they approximate slug-like organisms in the 

making. They can take on all manner of plant-like, fungal-like and blobby 
simple-looking life-forms, doing hand-stands and twisting and turning 

according to environmental cues. They could have come together to co-ordinate 

their activities as this is a much better way to source fuel and therefore energy 
and further develop.  

Basically, via their cooperative encounters and the ability to chemically 
remember their past experiences (memory foam behavior), much like epigenetic 

markers imprinted on the epigenome act (Lamarckian-type acquired 
characteristics that can be inherited over and above the genes) within 

established mature species such as ourselves, organisms learned via expe rience 
the most efficient pathways to evolutionary complexity according to their 

inherent evolutionary potential.  

In effect, with this memory component, organisms and the entire ecological 

system could become greater than the sum of their individual parts . Like a 
feedback mechanism, by learning to cooperate and work together as a whole 

organism, even some primitive colonies of cells could have evolved into 
something as complex as you or I.  

Another key aspect of this alternative evolutionary scenario is the fact that 
we can begin to explain why every domain of life still exists to -day and lives 

symbiotically with everything else (as a whole system of organisms and the eco -
system), from Nature’s bottom feeders to bacteria maintaining our atmosphere 

and from fungi co-evolving with trees and woodland and the microbes breaking 
down the soil to make it all work), whereas, in the Darwinian model there is no 

reason why bacteria remained as bacteria, or sponges are still sponges, or some 
fishy ancestor types learned to walk – apparently, while others stayed behind to 

fill the seas, oceans, ponds, rivers and streams with every shape and form of fish 
we see today.  

Now, if we bring all the genetic exchange across all domains of life into the 
equation, along with the microbial mergers or once independent organisms and 

horizontal gene transfer, jumping genes between even disparate forms of life 
and jumping genes operating within and between different species where they 

have the ability to remodel entire genomes as the record shows, you can perhaps 
begin to see the almost imperceptible foundations being laid for embryonic-
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like/larval forms identified in the late Pre-Cambrian and its subsequent leap of 

developmental speciation in the Cambrian.   

And as discussed earlier, we know that Hox gene complexes began to 

evolve as noted by Gilbert (2010) Link (presumably in a quiet way within these 
blobby slug-like organisms of co-ordinated cellular networks) and provided in 

the end, a tool-kit - a short-cut means to rapidly express, and to actualise all this 
stored genetic novelty and epigenetic memory gleaned from the experiences 

and interactions in the primordial pond thus far, all that it could be - but only 

when the time was ripe. 

By the time of the late Pre-Cambrian period there were only a few obvious 

sponge animals floating about and the odd worm-like creature, whom we know 
existed from their borrowing activities etc; goodness knows what some of these 

that didn't rapidly become simple worms, had the potential to morph into. And 
don't forget the abundant and diverse microbial life-forms still with us today. 

And of course we have those, embryo-like organism, which we can only imagine 
how much genetic novelty they have accumulated in their sojourn in their 

primordial pond. In their undeveloped form, there is basically no way of 
knowing what was stored within some of these embryos or larval miniature 

blobs, which palaeontogists aren't even sure what to call them or what they are 
exactly. That is a clue in itself.  

I would suggest that they are ‘species in the making’, an embryonic/larval 
form of their potential adult selves. In other words, they were like the 

differentiating stem-cells, that had not yet differentiated and still in their 
pluripotent state. We could call these proto-embryos of the Pre-Cambrian, 

Pluripotent Species perhaps? And to answer the chicken and egg (embryo) 
conundrum, we can see from this proposed scenario that the embryo didn’t need 

an egg or a mother or father chicken (adult species) yet to come into being. As 
Von Baer proposed, an embryo never goes through the adult stage of another 

species during development. Therefore, we may be dealing with non-matured 
juvenile or embryonic-type species before they even become their more 

juvenile form.  

Just like modern day larvae and embryonic forms (albeit originating from 

eggs with mothers and fathers for the most part), if we didn't know any better 
from seeing this scenario repeated in predictable ways, we would not be able to 

say what the larvae, metamorphosing or embryonic form would be when it 
matured into its adult or even juvenile form. Remember, the fossil record clearly 

shows that sexual reproduction such as eggs and mothers that carry eggs, have 
not evolved yet. Reproduction is much more direct and akin to cellular cloning.  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK9978/
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We might be looking at how the first animals, plants, and their eggs, spawn 

and seed came into being in the first place, as these systems of reproduction had 
to also learn to evolve. On another level of complexity and scale, an egg or seed 

is simply a more complex cell and a more sophisticated and more efficient way 
of reproducing oneself. Spawning, budding or cloning your protégé directly 

(like a literal chip of the old block) was seemingly the way it was done in the 
evolutionary past if we follow Von Baer’s principles of present day species 

development modes and stages reflect past evolutionary modes and stages of 

development of becoming a species in the first place.  

In a sense, more complex species like ourselves; mirror on another scale 

these primitive forms of cellular building of our bodies. First our parents merge 
their egg and sperm (Margulis’ micro-mergers?). Then cells divide and multiply 

taking the genetic code (chromosomes from our parents) along with all those 
epigenetic imprints from ancestral experiences impressed upon the epigenome 

and start building via proteins all that is required. This is the cell differentiation 
part (they remember what to be – presumably the genetic code just provided a 

more efficient fast-track means of memorising stuff. Not to mention the 
epigenome imprints. The HGT between cells would presumable also pass on 

their impressionable epigenomes and it wouldn’t take much more remodeling of 
genomes to start growing into something as recognisable as a vertebrate type 

species and ultimately to a more sophisticated mammalian form.  

So returning to these embryo-like or larval blobs (of the late Pre-

Cambrian), these may therefore be much more sophisticated free -living, 
diversified, multi-cellular life (species in the making), poised on the threshold of 

epigenetic expression, not yet actualised as the particular environmental 
conditions to make this explosive leap in complexity may not have been present 

in the Pre-Cambrian. These generic forms (they are all blobs and look much the 
same, but it is the potential locked inside that might make the difference to 

what they grow up to be – diversify into – in the end), would seemingly 
correspond well with the Hour-Glass model of evolutionary development 

discussed earlier. These embryo-like undeveloped animals could be simply 
represent the developmental larval/embryo stage of their yet to be expressed 

speciated (adult) forms.  

Following this pattern would therefore suggest that what is to come in the 

Cambrian period is the differential explosion of all the fundamental body forms 
of everything that follows thereafter. Furthermore, as discussed in chapter one, 

regarding the intrinsic rate of development seen in present-day species 
(ultimately controlled by metabolic complexity), the rate of speciation should 

also be predictable.  
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You might recall that a mammal reproduces much more slowly and has less 

offspring compared to egg-layers and even within these broader groups, 
according to size, there will be grades of intrinsic rates. For instance, mice tend to 

have much more offspring and reproduce faster than elephants, yet both are 
mammals. It is size/mass to metabolic complexity dependent. And of course 

compared to bacteria or yeast, these reproduce much more rapidly and 
reproduce millions of themselves compared to mammals or indeed any of the 

higher organisms including plants and primitive animal forms.  

This pattern (intrinsic rate according to the size) being a universal, should 
therefore apply to the rate of evolutionary development. A mammal is going to 

take much longer to specialise as a species and reproduce itself much more 
slowly than say a less metabolically complex vertebrate such as an amphibian.  

In the Cambrian period the environment changes dramatically, and 
seemingly, so does life and this may have been the trigger for the staged 

activation of these ancestral programs locked inside these otherwise non-
descript blobs of primitive animals. I call the Cambrian eruption of life, a 

controlled explosion and it definitely had an environmental triggering 
mechanism as you will see below, because, it is perfectly timed and orchestrated 

according to changing environmental opportunities. I believe it is highly 
controlled and orchestrated because it seems that Nature had already in place, 

the means (via its Hox complex respective tool-kits) for these embryonic species 
to evolve later according to their innate (built-in) complexity, and to take full 

advantage of the environmental changes when they did arrive.  

As noted earlier, although the genes and epigenetic markers exchanged 

within a developing cellular colony now contained within a blobby organism 
can create vast variations of form, it is how these genes and their switches are 

expressed, when and where and to what degree that can make a huge difference 
in the end as to what evolutionary journey a developing embryo-like organism 

might ultimately take. Moreover, their developmental context (their 
environment) has seemingly an awful lot to do with when, how and to what 

degree these epigenetic switches are operated. 

 

The atmosphere evolved & so did 
everything else  

 The environment is intrinsic to how species seem to have evolved. It is a 
type of co-evolutionary process judging by the research carried out on this 
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topic. For instance, below is an article titled: Oxygen and Evolution by Berner et 

al summarises the situation as follows: 

The rise of atmos pheric oxygen (O2) concent ration during the Precambrian eon (~4500 

to ~550 million years ago) was closely tied to biological evolution. Addit ional changes 
in atmos pheric O2 conce ntrations over t he past ~550 million years (t he Phanerozoic 

eon) have probably also been intertwine d with biological evolution. Here we examine 
the evidence for changes in O2 conce ntrations  and their biological causes and effects 

during the Phane rozoic.  

Science 27 April 2007 

Link  

 

More detail is given in a similar article entitled: ‘Ancient Atmospheres and 
the Evolution of Oxygen Sensing Via the Hypoxia-Inducible Factor in 

Metazoans’  by Taylor and McElwain 

 

Although photos ynthes is in the oceans likely began ∼3,000 million years  ago ..., it was 
not until ∼1,500 million years ago, when photosynt hesis-derive d oxygen began to 

accumulate to significant levels in t he atmosphere. While atmos pheric oxygen levels 
continued to increase over t he following 1,000 million years, t he existing life on Earth 

during this time remaine d as s imple single-cell organisms ... However, when atmospheric 
oxygen levels reached between 15 and 20% between 550 and 600 million years ago, 

the first animal bo dy plans developed, and t he evolution of metazoans starte d in earnest 
... During t he following ∼550 million years  of metazoan evolution, oxygen levels in t he 
atmosphere have been estimate d to have fluctuate d bet ween lows of ∼15% and highs  

of >30% ... During t his perio d, metazoan evolutio n pro gressed from simple aquatic 
species s uch as sea s ponges an d corals to a dramatic array of marine and terrestrial 

species including Homo s apiens (H. sapiens )...  

... How the fluctuat ing levels of atmospheric oxygen over t he last ∼550 million years 

impacted on evolution of metazoans is  an area in need of furt her invest igat ion ... 
However, existing phys iological studies indicate that fluctuat ions in atmospheric 

oxygen may have had a significant role to play in helping to s hape evolution.  

Physiology 1 October 2010  

Link 

http://uahost.uantwerpen.be/funmorph/raoul/fylsyst/Berner2006.pdf
http://physiologyonline.physiology.org/content/25/5/272
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 For instance, we can begin to see that bacteria were critical in building the 
atmosphere for aquatic which directly led to land-based life to form in the first 

place. The transition from soft-bodied embryo-like forms (I like to refer to these 
as species in the making which are not quite sure what they are going to be 

when they grow up), is also explicable when we consider all these mechanisms 
together and within the context of the prevailing environmental conditions. 

Remember evolutionary complexity appears to be fundamentally linked to an 

organism's innate metabolic potential. As the studies above suggest, oxygen 
levels and the atmosphere  itself impacted upon evolution of the species and as 

oxygen levels or intrinsic to metabolism, (it is about the  exchange of heat and 
energy between the organism and its environment), the idea that environment 

helped to shape and form the species types should begin to make more sense.  

If a simpler organism or level of cellular complexity reaches full efficiency, 

(having a much simpler metabolic system), then, Nature appears to stabilise that 
system/organism at a macro-level (via genome silencing perhaps?) allowing for 

continued refinement of all variations on that theme. Therefore, organisms and 
systems that have much greater evolutionary potential will presumably 

specialise and become stabilised later than their more primitive counterparts 
who stablised (metabolically) became as efficient as they were ever going to be.  

Therefore, we are beginning to set the scene for the type of conditions of life 
in the Pre-Cambrian leading to the Cambrian. Now that we have an 

atmosphere and plants and fungi, the time is perhaps right for the silent 
eruption of complexity and cellular networking to co-evolve more complex 

animal forms. A new fundamental transfer system of exchange between the 
atmosphere and organisms begins in the Pre-Cambrian as noted in the 

environmental studies of the period above. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
THE CAMBRIAN EXPLOSION OF LIFE 

FOLLOWS A UNIVERSAL GROWTH LAW 

& SO DOES EVERYTHING ELSE 

 

Epigenetic Evolution and Biology’s Big 
Bang 

 

From an article in Discovery Magazine ‘Mysteries of the Orient’ the 
following description reveals the nature of the Cambrian explosion: 

Thousands of exquisitely preserved fossils ...offer a glimpse back to a pivotal event in the 

history of life. This moment, right at t he start of Earth’s C ambrian Perio d, some 550 
million years ago, marks the evolut ionary explosion that  filled the seas wit h the world’s 

first complex creat ures. In a blink of geologic time a planet dominated by s imple 
sponge-like animals gave way to one ruled by a vast variety of sophist icate d beasts, 

animals whose relatives still inhabit t he worl d today. This biological big bang 
reverberated t hrough all facets of existence, altering not only t he shape of animals but 

also the way they live d toget her.    

- Monasters ky (APRIL 1993 iss ue of Discover magazine)  

http: //dis covermagaz ine.com/1993/apr/mysteriesoftheor200 

 

Leading on from the embryonic-like/ larval forms of pre-Cambrian life 

that may have been the embryonic/larval cellular life-forms, that ultimately 
spawned everything that came after as seen in the Cambrian explosion of all the 

diversity of fundamental body-plans we see today in the multi-cellular 
organisms, the following may explain the trigger for their rather dramatic 

remodeling into the diversity of life that arrived exponentially within the 
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Cambrian period. The clue lies in the following article entitled: ‘Evidence for a 

geologic trigger of the Cambrian explosion’ dated to April 18, 2012 by Jill Saka 

 The oceans teeme d with life 600 million years  ago, but t he simple, soft-bodied 

creatures would have been hardly recognizable as t he ancestors  of nearly all animals on 
Earth today... 

Then something happe ned. Over several tens of millions of years — a relative blink of 
an eye in geologic terms — a  burst of evolution led to a flurry of diversification and 
increas ing complexity, including t he expansion of multicellular organisms and t he 

appearance of the first shells and skeletons... 

The results of this  Cambrian explosion are well documente d in the fossil reco rd, but its 
cause —  why and when it happene d, and perhaps why not hing similar has happened 

since —  has been a mystery... " The Great Unconformity is a ver y prominent  geomorphic 
surface and t here's nothing else like it  in t he entire rock record,"  says Shanan Peters, a 
geoscience professor at t he Univers ity of Wiscons in-Madison who led t he ne w work.  

Occurring worldwide, t he Great Unconformit y juxtaposes old rocks, formed billions of 
years ago deep wit hin the Eart h's crust, with relatively young Cambrian se dimentary 

rock forme d from de posits left by shallow ancient seas  that covered t he cont inents just a 
half billion years  ago... " We're proposing a triggering me chanism for t he Cambrian 

explosion,"  says Peters. " Our hypothesis  is t hat biomineralization evolved as  a 
biogeochemical response to an increase d influx of continental weat hering products 

during the last stages in t he formation of t he Great Unco nformity" .  

http: //www.news. wis c.edu/20576  

 

So what if we do a thought experiment and imagine what a trilobite might 
look like naked and very tiny; an embryo-type blob perhaps? As it turns out 

trilobites did turn up naked. Perhaps it wasn’t quite its adult self yet. For 
instance, an un-named "soft-bodied trilobite" from the Flinders site in Australia 

... also might seem a reasonable Precambrian candidate antecedent to true 
trilobites ..." Link 

And guess where the more complex invertebrates got their exoskeletons 
from and all those mollusks built all their nice colourful mineralized shells or , 

the fish got their cartilage to build rudimentary skeletons and the more complex 
vertebrates got their sturdier skeletons with limbs that could support their 

bodies? Yes, perhaps the above study regarding the timing of the great 

Unconformity and the evolution of biomineralisation are unto something.  And 
as we know from the above discussion, genetic exchange across seemingly un-

http://www.trilobites.info/origins.htm
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penetrable species barriers and the genetic engineering of genomes via mobile 

jumping genes, whole genome double events and mergers in the past, would 
have provided the genetic novelty for many of these blobby critters to make 

good use of all this new material that could be converted into usable products 
such as skeletons both inside and out.  

The conce pt ‘that epigenetic mechanisms are t he generat ive agents  of body plan and 

morphological character originat ion helps to explain findings  that are difficult to 
reconcile with the standard neo -Darwinian mo del, e.g., the burst of body plans in t he 

early Cambrian, t he origins of morphological innovation, homology, and rapid change 
of form. 

Abstract NEWMAN  & MÜLLER 

https: //www.nymc.edu/s anewman/PDFs/E pigenetic%20mechanisms%20MDE. pdf  

 

This is where, I believe, the specific genetic mechanism for expressing the 

variations of these generic (embryonic) forms comes into play and becomes a 
more efficient system for laying out established body-plans, which takes 

evolution to a whole new level of sophistication compared to the rather 
experimental forms of life of slug-like, pulsating cellular colonies proposed 

(based upon the behavior of present-day primitive cellular colonies such as 
slime-moulds and their ability to complete mazes). This much more 

sophisticated form of highly orchestrated and controlled cellular formation into 
body-plans itself evolved according to Gilbert (2000) in his paper entitled: ‘Hox 

Genes:  Descent with Modification – Developmental’ as noted previously. 
Gilbert writes: 

The number of Hox genes may play a role in permitting t he evolution of complex 

struct ures. All inverte brates have a single Hox complex per haploid genome. In t he most 
simple invertebrates—s uch as s ponges —there appear to be only one or two Hox ge nes 
in this complex … In the more complex inverte brates, such as inse cts, there are numerous 

Hox genes in t his complex. … By the t ime the earliest verte brates (agnat han fis hes) 
evolved, there were at least four Hox complexes… 

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /boo ks/NBK99 78/  

The Hox gene complexes and their ability to build whole organisms rapidly 
and in a highly coordinated fashion, helps resolve much of our evolutionary 
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conundrum. Although the Hox genes (that work like master switches for all the 

other genes) presumably evolved as a more efficient system – a short-cut means, 
to activate the vast array of novel genetics exchanged amongst many different 

forms of earlier life – judging by the results of this process during development 
(and by inference – evolutionary development of the species), these are 

meaningful adaptations of the same fundamental body-plan. Presumably, these 
are ultimately laid out according to patterns as described by D’Arcy Thompson, 

according to relative scales and proportions in every dimension of space.  

Recall that Nature builds whole systems on different scales of complexity 
drawing from the previous system and therefore, it would seem that organisms 

could only evolve and become as complex as their whole molecular system 
would allow. Nature appears to be all about efficiency of resources and the 

space-filling fractal-like networks and their carrying capacity discussed in 
chapter one, would appear to be the ultimate expression of this efficiency. 

Therefore, no doubt, metabolic rate established within organisms at this stage or, 
their evolutionary metabolic potential, has a very important bearing on the 

level to which these body-plans are expressed genetically via the Hox gene 
complexes that are ultimately controlled via epigenetic processes – the 

competent user of this genetic tool-kit.  

The genetic expression of this efficiency is clearly seen in the Hox gene 

complex system, which is, according to an increasing body of research, highly 
regulated and controlled according to the environment itself via epigenetic 

processes and mobile genetics (jumping genes) which would appear to be 
Nature’s emergency response system that can rapidly spring into action and 

remodel entire genomes if something rather dramatic happens or changes in the 
environment. And we certainly know that during earlier epochs, the earth was 

anything but stable and unchanging. Whole continents were shifting and 
forming and the chemistry of the whole biosphere, as noted above, was radically 

changing. Indeed, one could say that the earth itself was also evolving and there 
was a co-evolution between it and the organisms that came to reside in, on and 

around, the planet.  

Seemingly, Nature has a means of not only responding and adapting to 

great change and new opportunities that open up, by remembering and 
learning from those experiences. It does this via cellular networks (operating 

like memory foam) what, when and how to build organisms (cellular networks), 
what to edit, paste, copy, delete etc and it seems that even this syste m of cellular 

memory became more efficient (evolved via ancestral experience) by 
imprinting these adaptations chemically unto the epigenome to be further 

edited and changed and adjusted according to the needs of the organism within 
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its own life-time, even going back to its ancestral origins. No wonder humans 

have so much junk DNA, as much of the genome that doesn’t code for proteins 
(genes), represents these vast deserts of past modifications and adaptations and 

are apparently kept lying around just in case they are needed some day; a bit 
like most peoples’ attics.  

All of this could be referred to as a form of Natural Correction and would 
override the concept of Natural Selection as the Neo-Darwinists employ to 

explain speciation success, as Natural Correction can explain how Nature has 

given all the species a means to not only survive, but to actually thrive. It is not 
survival of the fittest, but the thrival of the most adaptable and evolution via 

epigenetic means is inherently adaptable. It is this epigenetic flexibility for 
differential expression, of otherwise conserved genes, along with genome 

remodelling that seemingly have played a major role in sculpting the species 
into perfectly adapted forms, via epigenetic mechanisms, which ultimately 

control the Hox genes or complexes. The Cambrian explosion is definitely an 
epigenetic leap in the complexity and sophistication of the novel genetic tool-

kit and it would also appear to abide by Sigmoidal scaling laws of growth and 
development and seemingly, we can apply this same growth pattern on every 

scale to the differential scales of species complexity also as seen below.  

 

Biology’s Big Bangs and the application of 
universal scaling laws to speciation 

As seen below, Eugene Koonin’s research (2007, Abstract) Link proposes 
that it is this genetic novelty that caused this giant evolutionary leap of 

complexity of fundamental forms of the Cambrian period. His summary 
highlights the particularly rapid and profound nature of biological evolution 

without seeming transitions or gaps in its complexity, and offers some solutions 
as to how this may have come about (via horizontal gene transfer, microbial 

mergers and genome remodelling etc) as seen in the abstract of his paper on 
Biology's Big Bang with particular reference to the Cambrian eruption of life: 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17708768
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BACKGROUND  

Major trans itions in biological evolution sho w the s ame pattern of sudden emergence of 
diverse forms at a new level of complexity. T he relationships  between major groups 

wit hin an emergent  new class of biological entities are hard to decipher and do not seem 
to fit the tree pattern that, following Darwin's original proposal, remains t he do minant 

descript ion of biological evolution. The cases in po int i nclude the origin of complex 
RNA molecules and protein folds; major groups of viruses; archaea and bacteria, and t he 

principal lineages wit hin each of these prokaryotic domains; eukaryotic supergro ups; 
and animal phyla. In each of these pivotal nexuses in life's history, the principal " types"  

seem to appear rapidly and fully equippe d wit h the s ignat ure features of t he respect ive 
new level of biological organization. No interme diate " grades"  or interme diate forms  

between different types are detect able. 

HYPOT HESIS:  

I pro pose that  most or all major evolutionary transit ions that  sho w the " explosive"  
pattern of emergence of new types of biological entit ies corres pond to a boundary 

between two qualitatively dist inct evolut ionary phases. The first, inflationary phase is 
characterize d by extremely rapid evolution driven by vario us processes of genetic 

information exchange, such as horizontal gene transfer, recombination, fus ion, fission, 
and s pread of mobile elements. These processes give rise to a v ast diversit y of forms from 
which the main classes of entities at t he new level of complexity emerge indepe ndently, 
through a s ampling process. In t he second phase, evolution dramatically slows do wn, the 
respective process of genet ic information exchange tapers  off, and multiple lineages of 
the new t ype of entit ies emerge, each of them evolving in a tree-like fashion from that  

point on.  

(Koonin 2007) article link 

 

These ‘types’ in turn reflect D’Arcy Thompson’s views of differentiating 
species into diverse forms from similar morphological templates. Koonin is 

simply giving some explanations as to how the rapid emergence of fully formed 
fundamental types may have erupted so rapidly and fully within the fossil 

record. He offers the genetic means, in terms DNA, RNA, molecules, proteins 
known to be exchanged across many forms of cellular life via horizontal gene 

transfer (HGT) and mergers as some of the means for this eruption. You should 

recognise these from the above discussions on the many ways to exchange 
genetics and other forms or genome and epigenome remodelling. This novel 

genetic exchange seemingly bringing profoundly different species into being 
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that never existed before is only part of the big evolutionary story, but it 

certainly might have helped to bring it about rather rapidly.  

The other interesting aspect of Koonin’s hypothesis as it relates to the 

Cambrian eruption of complexity, is that it follows the predictable pattern of 
growth of any complex and organised system, that of a lag phase (the pre -

Cambrian period where the groundwork for what comes after has been laid), an 
exponential phase (the seeming spontaneous eruption of complexity to all the 

fundamental forms) and a stabilisation phase (I would say the period we have 

been in for millions of years – where the species have become adapted and fine-
tuned to their environments and fulfilled all of their evolutionary potential).  

As indicated in part one, Biology’s Big Bang can be represented by a 
Sigmoidal growth curve which is clearly demonstrated in Eugene Koonin’s 

hypothesis above. Therefore, the Sigmoidal growth pattern may go some way to 
predict the pattern of evolution itself. The Pre-Cambrian would represent the 

Lag Phase. The exponential explosion of complex life represents the Exponential 
Phase, followed by stabilisation of those fundamental species forms, perhaps 

representing a phase when all the morphing of rampant genetic exchange and 
mergers had settled down somewhat. This is presumably due to Nature’s 

underlying orchestrating mechanism to make fully adapted species fully 
efficient within their environments and/or ecological niche. 

Koonin’s use of the term, Big Bang, is of course with reference to the 
cosmological big bang and the analogy as applied to the Cambrian period of 

evolution follows the pattern of rapid early (inflationary) phase (think in terms 
of blowing up a big balloon), followed by a rapid slowing down, or stable phase. 

The fossil record for this period therefore follows the almost universal Sigmoidal 
principle and therefore the principle of scaling laws as it conforms to the typical 

format of:  a slow build until all the resources are in place (lag phase), the base of 
the elongated ‘s’ represents the system taking a quantum growth spurt (the 

sinuous length of the ‘s’) as it scales up to an entirely new level of complexity and 
then stabilisation of the overall system as it has reached its full potential of 

complexity or growth capacity.  

All of these considerations begin to give us an insight into the means by 

which rapid speciation (novel genetic exchange across all domains of life) 
provided the genetic complexity (How gene complexes) operated and adapted 

according to environmental conditions and in response to naturally triggered 
chemical/physio changes – culminated in the Cambrian, producing a quantum 

leap in genetic expression of complexity - which we could call a profound 
growth spurt corresponding to the exponential phase of the seemingly 
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'universal' growth and/or evolutionary development pattern represented by a 

Sigmoidal growth equation and ultimately driven to complexity by metabolic 
fractal-like systems of evolutionary growth and development. 

It would seem reasonable to therefore apply this Sigmoidal growth pattern 
that reflects the pattern of species silent development in the pre -Cambrian (the 

Lag Phase) which seems to set the scene for what is to come in the Cambrian 
explosion of life and complexity (the Exponential Phase), to the Stabalisation 

Phase of the main body forms to speciation itself. As discussed above in relation 

to the staged emergence of species employing the intrinsic rate principle 
(another universal), we could suggest that speciation also follows a Sigmoidal 

growth pattern.  

In other words, as we know that bacterial colonies, yeast, woodlands, the 

saplings within the woodland and embryos all follow a Sigmoidal growth 
pattern (a universal), then the pattern of evolutionary development of these 

species would presumably have followed this Sigmoidal pattern also. We can 
then find out something from what we do know. A species prior to it’s the 

fulfillment of its fullest species (matured/adult) form would therefore go 
through a lag phase when all that the organism required for its future 

development would be accumulated (memorised and stored) until the 
opportunity arose to express all that it could be at any given time in its 

development.  

When this opportunity arose, presumably the growth/evolutionary 

pattern would be an exponential one (i.e. the individual species in the making 
seen within the first major explosion of life would each go through the same 

stages of developmental evolution as the pre-Cambrian, the Cambrian and the 
post-Cambrian period itself). The species would then start to refine and 

stabalise according to its innate in-built complexity (recall that this is a 
resource-driven whole system type of evolution and therefore, an organism once 

stabalised metabolically would refine that system, not suddenly leap to a 
fundamentally different one once it used up all its inherent resources).  

This pattern of speciation – divergence from fundamental types or forms 
according to starting conditions and subsequent conditions of existence, reflects 

Lamarck, Thompson and Von Baer’s concept of going from the 
generic/generalist forms to more diversified variations building upon the same 

fundamental themes and supported by more recent molecular studies. As the 
Sigmoid curve is scaled at every level of growth and evolutionary development, 

then it follows that everything is time dependent according to the size/scale of 
complexity of the organism being measured. Recall that bacteria will 
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populate/colonise much more rapidly than a garden full of broccoli, but both 

follow the Sigmoidal pattern of population growth. Individually, an embryo 
carried internally will grow much slower than one formed in an egg, yet both 

follow the same Sigmoidal growth pattern.  

Therefore, I have extrapolated this universal principle and applied it to the 

evolutionary development of the species. Based upon this principle, we could 
propose that bacteria would speciate (stabilise as a fundamental species form) 

sooner than a corral animal or floating sponge or jelly-fish. Similarly, we could 

suggest that it took much longer for an invertebrate insect to stabilise and refine 
its form of species than these simple animal forms and in turn, an insect in its 

larval form (leaving aside full metamorphosis to its adult form which we will get 
to soon), would speciate much sooner than a vertebrate animal such as a fish and 

amphibians would take longer than a fish to begin stabilising and other walking 
vertebrates, right up to warm-blooded mammals who would take much longer 

to specialise/speciate and reach their full species potential than any of the 
other vertebrate animals that are metabolically simpler (cold-blooded types).  

Although, the fossil record is limited in the detail that it can reveal as 
essentially only fossilised structures survive (the shared common body-plan) 

and lacks more revealing details that would indicate whether we are looking at 
a juvenile species (primitive form that is on its  way to maturing as a species) or a 

more adult species form, there are hints in the record of such grades of speciation 
where many fossils are described in a way that indicates that they are highly 

primitive forms, or are referred to as very primitive and showing a mix of more 
modern and ancient features. Furthermore, molecular studies as discussed 

earlier and which I will outline in more detail further on and, of course our 
deeper understanding of embryological and cellular development as applied to 

evolution, supports this view.  

These Sigmoidal growth patterns according to definable scales of 

complexity are also reflected in the Matryoshka principle of nested complexity 
as presumably evolutionary innovations must have occurred at every 

conceivable scale from the molecular to the macro-world of the species. For 
instance, we can begin to detect that at the thresholds of leaping speciation such 

as the Cambrian exponential phase, preceded by a lag (coalescence of events) 
phase and into a stablisation (refining and specialisation) phase, is also, on 

another scale,  applicable to the growth rate of the individual organism as it 
grows from a seed to sapling into flowering plant or a fertilised egg into a 

embryo from a colony of cells that coordinate their activities, then into a mature 
organism with all its detail and variations on the basic underlying form.  
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Therefore, these principles should apply at earlier scales of evolutionary 

leaps of complexity, such as the threshold between simple-celled organisms and 
the silent explosion of cellular diversity seen in eukaryotic world and there is 

good evidence for this. For instance, according to studies by Adrian P. Bird from 
the Institute of Cell and Molecular Biology, University of Edinburgh, the 

following abstract regarding gene activity at these fundamental (macro -
evolutionary) boundaries is clearly seen:  

  Preliminary estimates s uggest that gene number, and hence biological complexity, 

increase d suddenly at t wo periods of macroevolutionary change (the origin of 
eukaryotes and the origin of vertebrates), but ot herwise remained relatively constant. 

As the genome is in constant flux, what normally constrains t he number of different 
genes that an organism can retain? Here, I s uggest that  an important l imit ation on gene 
numbe r is t he efficiency of mechanisms t hat reduce transcript ional background noise. 
The appearance of both e ukaryotes and verte brates coincide d with novel mechanisms 

of noise reduction.  

http: //www.scie ncedirect.co m/s cience /art icle/pii/S0168952500890095  

 

Taking this to yet another scale, we could propose that  the Sigmoidal 

growth pattern should be nested within the Matryoshka principle at a very 
small molecular scale (macro-molecules) and we could predict from the known, 

that  molecular bonds that form meaningful connections via their chemically 
signaling networks that generate firing sequences would have evolved in a 

similar pattern of evolutionary growth following a Sigmoidal curve with a lag 
phase (exploring, learning and making different formations), an exponential 

phase (once meaningful bonds were established – things took off rapidly), 
followed by a stabalisation phase (perfecting the form). 

DNA being meaningfully bonded structures bonded in highly efficient 
ways, itself and the protein networks etc could have evolved (co-evolved) as 

macro-molecules into meaningful patterns and connective networks, much like 
the cellular colonies and their chemical wiring and firing. It would therefore not 

be surprising that the smaller scales of development (the unseen molecular 
world) followed the same fundamental Sigmoidal evolutionary growth pattern 

as organisms that are highly organised cellular colonies (organisms and 

definable species) follow as reflected in their present-day developmental 
patterns from seeds and eggs to full adult species. This is the nested scales of 

complexity model best conceptualised by thinking about the Matryoshka dolls.  
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WHY FISH COULDN’T WALK & LEAP-

FROG LAND-WALKERS COULD 

 

Using the particular conventions and terminology for classifying species, 
we run into many issues with the molecular clocks assumed to be measures of 

our ancestral splits etc. However, hopefully by now you can see the need to look 
at the fossil record in an entirely different light as our conventional tree of life is 

in quite a mess. The tree of life was built upon assumptions in the first place that 
did not include, for various historical reasons alluded to earlier, any other means 

of speciation. They had lost sight of the research of early embryologists such as 
Von Baer and his principles of evolutionary development. They had certainly 

quite deliberately lost sight of all things leaping and Lamarckian (epigenetic) 
and ignored the rich means of speciation via hybridisation and took some time 

coming to terms with other means of genetic exchange and really had some 
difficulty with natural genetic editing via jumping genetics.  

 Therefore, now having gotten walking fishy-pods out of the way, we will 
start with the reconstruction of the fossil record as these first tetrapods emerged 

and then assess this evidence against skull morphology (shape and 
characteristics) and deal with one of the main historically entrenched concepts 

which defines the main species of reptiles, mammals, amphibians etc that are 
typically interpreted on the basis of assumed direct common ancestry from one 

species type to another. You will hopefully come to see, that much of our 
interpretations regarding how evolution occurred may be misguided as they 

were built upon misplaced terminology and misclassifications which were 
themselves built upon unfounded assumptions that the Darwinian model was 

correct.  

You might also come to see that by resolving these classification issues in 

the light of more recent and a deeper understanding of speciation, that the 
alternative model (the non-Darwinian one) offered here, begins to emerge as 

much more testable hypothesis. It is exciting, as this opens up a whole new field 

of research for the future and many ways to test and set up useful experiments 
that can truly go way beyond mere speculation of how evolutionary may have 

played out in the past.  

Do bear in mind that we are probably presently looking at the final act in 

the Greatest Show on Earth and by following the scaling laws applied here, we 
can make more than an educated guess that evolution went in great leaps of 
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macro-speciation and the refinement and smaller, micro-adaptations are still 

going on, but that the big, macro-adaptations (just like a growing embryo will 
do much of its fundamental formation and development even before it is born or 

emerges from the egg with the details and general enlargement of the whole 
organism to follow), so seemingly, this is the pattern followed by the formation of 

the species itself. The big stuff is over for the most part and as noted above, 
according to Adrian Bird’s study, once a fundamental leap of complexity has 

been reached, organisms rapidly become genomically more silent. 

Think of a scrawny hatched chick, well it doesn’t come out looking all cute 
and covered with fluffy yellow feathers, but it soon will transform and when it 

becomes an adult, it will look entirely distinct (apart from size) to its juvenile 
form.  Just as we may have seriously misclassified species, based upon thinking 

them a different species because of their primitive condition, so as the story goes 
within the Ugly Duckling proverbial tale, this misidentified bird may actually 

transform into something as beautiful and graceful as a highly adapted swan.  

Also bear in mind that if we studied these present-day species as fossils in 

these different development modes, we might believe them to be distinct 
species if we didn’t know any better. Furthermore, the situation becomes even 

more acute when you consider metamorphic transformation of the species such 
as the caterpillar and its adult flying insect form. Can you imagine how 

different these fossils would be interpreted? Can you imagine if we found a 
tadpole developmental phase of a tetrapod (a frog or salamander type 

amphibian species) embedded in the fossil record as a clear imprint (there 
would be no bones) and then find a four-legged creature with digits and a full 

skeleton further up in the strata? Would we, if we didn’t know any better, 
classify these as two different species? Indeed, would we refer to the lower tad-

pole-like form as an invertebrate species and the tetrapod creature from the 
upper layers as the first vertebrates? 

Now returning to the topic of non-walking fish and the walking tetrapod 
via a type of leap-frog metamorphosis hypothesis which, as you might have 

guessed from the above analogies, I am proposing here as an alternative to the 
walking-fish hypothesis, is based upon the  fact that this alternative view would 

correspond much more closely with what we actually see in the fossil record and 
which is also well-supported by other lines of evidence.   Moreover, 

metamorphosis is well testified as a mode of development that can be 
reactivated in living fish and chordates today and is therefore not just confined 

to living amphibian species today. I will discuss this evidence further on.  
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Furthermore, if we apply this mode of development to the first vertebrates 

as an ancestral mode of speciation to the most basal and primitive generalist 
land-walkers and not just present day amphibians, (inferred by applying Von 

Baer’s laws that developmental modes of present species reflects ancestral 
evolutionary modes of speciation), then, if we understand that metamorphosis is 

just a more dramatic form of development within an egg or a womb – it’s all 
metamorphic transformations in the early stages of development, then we begin 

to find a more realistic means of making it out of the old primordial pond to 

become land-walkers, then, this seems like a much more Occam’s razor 
approach (simplest solution is usually the right one) than the walking fishy-pod 

scenario proposed by our conventional model.  

Therefore, this leap-frog type hypothesis I believe begins to offer a much 

realistic way for vertebrates of the four-limbed variety to get easily unto land to 
become land-dwelling, air-breathing, specialist egg-laying, walking animals. It 

begins to give us an insight into how tetrapod (generalist – not yet defined and 
specialised as you will see further on) diversified into increasingly specialised 

and less primitive forms, ultimately reaching speciation in their more 
modernised and recognisable forms. And the fact that more recent molecular 

studies demonstrate that although fish had the (Hox-gene) tool-kit to express 
limbs and digits, just like other vertebrates do, that in these real-time 

experiments, they were unable to actualise firm limbs and the building of actual 
digits as I will outline further on. 

All in all, this alternative scenario could be referred to as a type of leap-
frog type hypothesis and I believe it offers a much simpler way for vertebrates of 

the four-limbed variety to get easily unto land to become land-dwelling, air-
breathing, specialist egg-laying, walking animals. It begins to give us an insight 

into how tetrapod (generalist – not yet defined and specialised as you will see 
further on) diversified into increasingly specialised and less primitive forms, 

ultimately reaching speciation in their more recognisable modern-day form. 
This latter point I will also discuss further on. 

Therefore, this chapter will focus on the alternative hypothesis to actual 
walking fishy ancestors, and propose instead: the alternative principles and 

evidence employed thus far. This present interpretation of the fossil record is 
based upon the direct application of the concept that current modes of species 

development, reflects the evolutionary species developmental modes of the past 
as proposed in Von Baer’s laws. Taken to its logical conclusion, Von Baer’s laws 

implies that walking vertebrates could never have passed through an actual 
adult species stage of fish even if it is proposed as an elusive fishy-pod primitive 

ancestor.  
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Therefore, we need to go back to a more primitive time when species were 

developing (more developed embryonic-like forms) when all vertebrates, 
including fish, shared a more common condition (pre-divergence or 

diversification away from ancestral forms/conditions such as post-embryonic 
primitive organisms) and assess their ancestral mode of development and 

therefore find clues to their evolutionary development. Indeed, this line of 
reasoning is well supported by the fossil evidence and other molecular studies as 

you will see shortly 

We can now begin to apply the concept of going from the generalist species 
to specialised form according to environmental conditions (from a common 

ancestral condition) and apply the universal scaling laws to speciation and its 
timing, to FISH (scaling pun not intended). Fish, as the fossil record and 

molecular studies show: are the first vertebrates of the Cambrian. But as the 
record also clearly shows: they quickly become all varieties of primitive and 

more advanced fish and continue to evolve into all manner of fish species 
thereafter.  

Again, apart from the obvious features of having a jaw and teeth o r not, 
there is not a lot of detail that we can glean from the fossil record of these fish, 

other than to say that some are primitive, remain so, while others seem to 
develop more variations on the theme of fish. We can’t see how colourful they 

are, but at this early stage most fish seem only one step away from their 
ancestral form, a metamorphing chordate (I’ll discuss these further on). It is only 

later in the next epochs that we begin to see positively monstrous fish with 
armor in some cases and massive jaws and teeth. Perhaps Nature enriched the 

watery environments with some extra ingredients to spice things up a bit and 
the oxygen levels were at a tremendous high. This is at a time when things are 

really getting going on land as the tropical climbs are souring with the oxygen 
levels which triggers the mass colonisation of land by lush vegetation and even 

some of the insects (dragon flies) are giants.  

But as the leaves were gigantic also, this is perhaps not that surprising. 

Recall from earlier the discussion under epigenetic evolution about the ants 
that were shrunk simply because of the amount of methylation of their genes 

and the effects of temperature determining whether an embryo becomes a girl 
or boy in some fish species and it is a well-known phenomenon in some lizard 

and amphibian species also.  

Anyway, I’m getting ahead of myself. Returning to the first vertebrates of 

the Cambrian period when everything is really beginning to take off, as fish 
would appear to be the simplest – (metabolically speaking) vertebrate form, it is 
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therefore argued here that they evolved to their fullest evolutionary potential 

at a macro-level and became speciated sooner than other vertebrates with more 
evolutionary potential possibly due to a more complex metabolism. I am 

proposing that the non-fish vertebrates that would begin speciation into their 
more recognisable specie forms, would come later as they were inherently more 

complex at a metabolic level, and unlike fish, were still in their undeveloped 
more fetal-like (post-embryonic) stage.  

The fossil record supports this proposition as the first vertebrates were very 

primitive fish and appear much like a primitive fish would appear. This might 
be because they haven’t fully refined their features as yet, but nevertheless , as 

they are beginning to look like fish and therefore present their more mature 
species form, they are probably now for ever consigned to being all variations on 

the theme of fish.  

All the while, also within this rapidly changing big pond, some other 

organisms are floating around and don’t quite resemble anything in particular, 
but we do know that they could be vertebrates when they mature as they have 

a rudimentary notch-chord, but they aren’t actually fish. Perhaps only time will 
reveal what these, as yet undefined species will become in the end. In a way, we 

are only aware of the finale of the evolutionary show; the part when all its 
players (perhaps even those characters that went extinct during the show) take 

their bows to the rapturous applause of its audience. But we can make a guess as 
to what some of these grew up to be. 

 

Fish – the Vertebrates and then everything 
else... 

The fish of the Cambrian (the first vertebrates) were primitive forms. It 

could be said that they were not yet defined fully adult species forms in 
evolutionary developmental terms. They were dated to over half a billion years 

ago with no pre-fish or evidence of a non-fish becoming a fish. The simple 
organisms that existed before this layer show no resemblance to all the diversity 

of life that exploded into being in the lowest Cambrian, and scientists have 
looked really, really hard. 

 

Lower Cambrian verte brates from So uth C hina  
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D-G. Shu*, H -L. Luo†, S. Conway Morris §, X -L. Zhang*, S-X. Hu†,  

-Z. C hen†  

Fossil chordates first appear in the Cambrian (545-490 Myr BP), but the ir earliest 
record is except ionally sporadic and is often controversial. Accordingly a cohere nt 

phylogenetic s ynt hesis for the basal chordates remains problematic. To date t he 
available soft-bodied remains  have consiste d almost entirely of ce phalochordate -like 

animals from Burgess Shale-type faunas. Definite examples of agnathan fish do not 
occur unt il the Lower O rdov ician, with a more questionable record extending into the 

Cambrian.  

The discovery of two distinct types of agnat han from the Lower Cambrian Chengjiang 
fossil-Lagerstätte is, therefore, a very significant extension of the ir range. One form is 

lamprey-like, whereas t he other is somewhat closer to t he more primitive hagfis h. These 
finds imply that t he first agnat hans may have evolved in the earliest Cambrian, with the 

chordates arising from more primitive deuterostomes in Ediacaran t imes (latest 
Neoproterozoic, c. 555 Myr BP), if not earlier...  

These discoveries s ignificantly pre date previously publis hed reports, but t hey also 
imply t hat yet more primitive vertebrates had evolved prior to t he mid-Lo wer 

Cambrian.  

www.nature.com/nature /journal/v402/n6757/extref/402042a0 -s 2.doc 

 

The first vertebrates had a cartilaginous spine (not a fully hardened bone 
material) and everything about them is primitive – even if some remain in that 

primitive specialised form. In the living waters of the Lower Cambrian, these 
‘two distinct types of agnathan were tiny primitive fish. They had no jaws, but 

they did have the all important notochord (a primitive backbone spine). Even 
today, lampreys (a possible living fossil of an epigenetically modified form?) do 

not have jaws. And as the article above noted: we still have a lot to learn about 
these primitive creatures. And interestingly, the article also noted a great many 

really primitive chordate (soft-bodied) forms and suggested that many more 
vertebrate types may have existed, even deep into the Cambrian period itself.  

To tie this into the massive influx of calcium into the shallow seas as 
discussed earlier (a possible environmental trigger for radical remodeling due to 

new resources becoming available) and recall that the soft-bodied trilobites 

may have evolved a harder exoskeleton due to these new available resources, it 
shouldn’t take a stretch of the imagination to see how chordates with a notch-
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chord could build an actual backbone beyond cartilage and jaws and teeth etc 

from this same newly available resource.  

Returning to Von Baer’s laws and principles of evolutionary development, 

the above scenario fits much better than our current view that each species had 
to evolve directly from earlier forms. Remember it is an ancestral condition that 

we are attempting to understand and the Hox gene complexes (master switches) 
that are environmentally triggered and epigenetically orchestrated that 

ultimately results in what these shared body plans activate or not that is the 

underlying mechanism for these divergent variations on the theme of 
vertebrate. You don’t have larval invertebrates developing exoskeletons until 

their more mature form. So it follows that we start off similarly to basal 
chordates with a notch-chord prior to developing a full internal skeleton as a 

developing embryo. We are not looking for actual ancestors, just a shared type 
of ancestral condition. 

For example, the following article relates to the Middle Cambrian period of 
approximately 505 million years ago and is of interest, firstly as it proposes that 

these Middle Cambrian fossils are the earliest known vertebrate, which as you 
can tell from the above article – there are much earlier vertebrates, and because 

the article also proposes in the title that ‘Man's earliest ancestor looked like a n 
eel’. It is taken from NewsCore March 07, 2012, sub-title:  ‘HUMANS and other 

vertebrates evolved from a tiny sea creature resembling an eel, British and 
Canadian experts have confirmed’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Researchers from the U niversit y of Cambridge and t he Univers ity of Toronto said to day 

that the extinct 505 million-year-old Pikaia gracilens is the most primit ive known 
vertebrate - making it the oldest ancestor of humans. Paleontologists analyse d 114 

specimens and discovere d the presence of myomeres - blocks  of skeletal tissue found in 
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chordates, which is the group of animals that to day includes fis h, amphibians, birds, 
reptiles and mam mals. 

The study, publishe d in the jo urnal Biological Reviews, proves t hat the ancient creat ure 
is the earliest ident ified member of the chordate family. 

Lead aut hor, Professor Simon Conway Morris, from Cambridge Univers ity, said, " The 
dis covery of myomeres is the s moking gun that we have long been see king."  

He added, " Now wit h myomeres, a nerve cord, a notochord and a vascular syste m all 
ident ified, t his st udy clearly places Pikaia as  the planet's most primit ive chordate."  

Measuring about five centimeters long, wit h a s ide ways -flattened bo dy, t he Pikaia 
gracilens is found only in t he Burgess Shale fossil beds in Canada's Yoho Nat ional  Park.  

It was first discovere d in 1911 by American paleontologist Charles Doolittle Walcott, 
who believed the Pakaia was related to leeches and eart hworms.  

However, scient ists have long spe culated t hat t he creat ure belonge d to the chordate 
family because it appeared to have a very primitive noto chord - a flexible rod found in 

the embryos of all chordates, which advances to become part of t he backbone in 
vertebrates. 

The Pikaia's bo dy is divided into a series of segmented mus cle blocks t hat lay on eit her 
side of the notochord and s cientists  believe that it s wam above the sea floor by moving 

its bo dy in a series of side -to-side curves.  

Co-author, Jean-Bernard Caron, s aid, " It's very humbling to know t hat s wans, s nakes, 
bears, zebras and, incredibly, humans all  share a dee p history wit h t his tiny creature no 

longer than my t humb."  

http: //www.dailytelegraph.com.au/mans-earliest -ancestor-looked-like-an-eel-uk-
and-canadian-experts -say/story-e6freuyi-

1226291259153?nk=2f8c01930522adb91b0 d0fe930382bb1  

 

Although I’m not specifically proposing that this is the actual ancestor of 

every living and seemingly extinct walking vertebrate, (as you know this 
alternative view of evolutionary development attempts to establish the 

ancestral primitive condition prior to speciation - possibly via metamorphosis, 
rather than literal ancestor), but I thought it was an interesting article to 

highlight the chordate ancestral form (type of ancestral condition that all 
vertebrate forms may have initially shared) and the fact that other chordate 

primitive species of vertebrates had emerged significantly earlier than hitherto 
realised which ties in very well with the environmental record of the same 

period. 
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Essentially, it seems that as fish are well-established even in the early 

Cambrian as essentially a species of fish, irrespective of their primitive form and 
variations on this theme. But it is interesting that some fish stabilise as primitive 

forms from the outset of the Cambrian period, while others seem to go on 
evolving as fish long after this period into the next major epoch of time, but they 

still remain fish. Some just get more sophisticated hardware such as jaws and a 
more robust skeleton structure. Obviously they had more calcium intake when 

they were developing and some of those more primitive invertebrates did 

something different with their own intake, they made exoskeletons, but only 
later when they had matured. They were  born that way – in fact, they may not 

have been born, but cloned or cleaved directly from their Mother. This is  all 
before anything colonised land, not even the plants or soils or the insects or first 

tetrapods (walking four-limbed creatures). Therefore, it seems only logical to 
look for potential ancestral condition of all vertebrates as implied by more 

recent molecular studies and Von-Baer’s laws as applied to evolutionary 
development. 

For instance, as the earlier article ‘Lower Cambrian vertebrates from South 
China’ discussing the really primitive chordate indicates, there were many soft-

bodied or basal/stem-chordata floating around in the Cambrian and 
contenders for basal position in the Pre-Cambrian. Many of these could have 

been the ancestral condition prior to and during the specialisation of some 
primitive vertebrate fish.  

Furthermore, others of this primitive ancestral condition may have not 
expressed all their evolutionary potential until later. Basal chordate may 

simply be more complex vertebrates in the making (possibly prior to 
metamorphosis into their more defined walking vertebrate form?). These are 

essentially floating, pooping, filter-feeding body parts with all their essential 
organs. For them to do this neat Houdini reprogramming, they certainly have 

the necessary tool-kit using the most sophisticated Hox gene complexes of them 
all. And so do fish, but by applying our evolutionary principles of once a species 

begins specialising as a species, it appears to remain fundamentally of that kind, 
then this is perhaps why fish didn’t leave their watery worlds and learn to walk 

– they had become speciated as FISH.  

Further support for this proposition is discussed further on and it also 

involves the expression of Hox genes and explains why fish didn’t have the 
means to use this sophisticated tool-kit to produce more complex parts such as 

connected strong limbs and digits like other vertebrate species that came after. 
And just to remind you about the Hox gene complexes shared by all vertebrates 

including fish, Gilbert states: 
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By the t ime t he earliest vertebrates (agnat han fis hes) evolved, t here were at least fo ur 

Hox complexes. The transit ion from amphioxus to early fis h is believed to be one of the 
major leaps in complexity during evolut ion... This t ransit ion involved the evolution of 

the head, the ne ural crest, new cell types (such as osteoblasts and odo ntoblasts), the 
brain, and the s pinal cord...  

article link 

http: //ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books /NBK9978 /  

 

For example, a fish wouldn’t need feet because fins are more efficient for its 
watery niche. So this begs the question: if chordate was the ancestral condition 

for all vertebrates including fish, how did some of the inherently more complex 
chordates make it unto land, if the fish were already specialising (speciated) as 

fish? In an attempt to answer this, I am proposing metamorphosis for the initial 
means of rapid speciation from primitive (juvenile) to more complex vertebrate 

forms that may have been the developmental mode for all early (primitive) 
vertebrate speciation prior to the more sophisticated form of egg embryo form of 

development. This metamorphic form of early evolutionary development for 
vertebrates is supported by the evidence presented below:  

 

Leap Frog-type Evolution? 
Moreover, again based on sound evidence, I will argue that this miraculous 

transition to land is explicable via metamorphosis (a tadpole-like primitive 
ancestral condition), similar to how some modern-day primitive land-walking 

vertebrates use as a means to get out of the water and easily begin walking on 
land and breathing air. It seems a much simpler means of walking to land from 

water than a poor fishy-pod having to flop its fins and grow digits and a new set 
of lungs and breathing apparatus, not to mention a new skin. 

This is essentially the approach taken here, where epigenetic 
(environmentally-triggered) metamorphosis is well supported in the scientific 

literature as an ancestral feature and means for primitive vertebrates to have 
emerged unto the world stage – but possibly not all at once – it would be rather 

too crowded perhaps. Anyway, Nature doesn’t appear to work like that.  
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As noted before, there is no point in a species changing its form (even if it is 

very primitive such as an algae munching sluggy-creature and becoming a 
flying insect unless it is worth leaving the old primodial pond for). At this stage, 

according to the fossil record, the land has not been colonised by anything 
interesting to eat. Plants actually need to do their own evolving first and they 

certainly do as noted above, and this environmental change corresponds 
perfectly with the emergence of the first land-walking tetrapods. Perhaps, it 

was worth metamorphing into something much more adapted to land now that 

there was much more interesting things to eat. 

Like the insect species that commonly use metamorphosis, complex animals 

such as vertebrates with a much more sophisticated genetic toolkit (Hox gene 
master switches that are operated via environmental epigenetic controllers), 

can seemingly also transform themselves from a tadpole-like soft-bodied form 
that is confined to water until the time is right for it to get out of its pond (or 

primal pond in this analogy to earlier evolutionary development) and walk for 
the first time on land in its almost adult form (it has to mature and grow and 

develop more defined features in this form).  

If more primitive forms of vertebrate walking tetrapods can regenerate 

entire new limbs and body parts and lizards can lose their legs simply by not 
activating limb production during development, as discussed earlier via 

activation of some Hox gene complexes that are epigenetically guided, well, it is 
not that strange I believe to propose that metamorphosis in vertebrates during 

evolutionary development could bring about equally dramatic changes to 
actually form a previously primitive generalist into what would seem to us an 

entirely new species.  

For example, Cabej highlights the epigenetic basis for many of these 

processes of non-genetically driven evolutionary adaptation including 
metamorphosis. This is taken from ‘Building the Most Complex Structure on 

Earth: An Epigenetic Narrative of ...’ 

 

 

Genome sequencing of various spe cies of unicellular and multicellular organisms, 

conservation of the genetic toolkit, biological phenome na such as development al 
plasticity (intragenerational developmental plasticit y and es pecially transgenerat ion 

plasticity), revers ion of ancestral morphological characters, metamorphos is in 
invertebrates and verte brates, cell differentiation, loss of morphological characters, etc., 
suggest t hat it is not changes in genes o r DNA, but e pige netically determine d change in 
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patterns of gene expression in the process of individual development t hat may be 
responsible for evolution of struct ure and morphology. ..  

Cabej (2013, 7)  

 

Link  

  

This metamorphic means of speciation, what Cabej described earlier in the 
same publication as the activation of or reversion to ancestral modes of 

metamorphosis seen in some present-day species of fish and amphibians, he 

refers to as epigenetic developmental programs that some species have the 
ability to switch on or off. These ancestral modes of metamorphosis are 

applicable at the fundamental boundary stage between invertebrate and 
vertebrate evolution and the all important event of turning some vertebrates 

into limbed forms.  

For instance, we could say: the tadpole-like ancestral condition of primitive 

basal chordates that hadn’t yet expressed (epigenetically) all that they had the 
potential to be, (unlike fish perhaps who had already began to specialise and 

stabilise as fundamental full-time aquatic vertebrates), would not morph into a 
tetrapod (limbed and air-breathing animal) until the time was right and not 

until there was very good reason to get out of the primordial pond in the first 
place (perhaps there were too many fish?). Plus, they would need a very good 

reason to want to expand their evolutionary horizons unto land in the first place. 
And of course, they would need to have the in-built complexity of perhaps 

metabolic complexity potential to achieve this quantum leap frog-type 
evolution in the first place.  

For example the articles below demonstrate and confirm this idea of 
metamorphosis activation across all chordate and most importantly, it seems to 

have occurred several times independently in different lineages. Furthermore, 
do bear in mind that all vertebrate animals, including ourselves, do go through 

the essential stages of being a chordate with a notch-chord and a primitive tube 
for a spine, but it isn’t a spine and full skeleton until later and we certainly don’t 

go through an actual matured and recognisable (adult species) fish stage. 
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The history of a developmental stage: metamorphosis in 

chordates. 

Abstract 

Metamorphosis dis plays a st riking diversit y in chordates... This wide diversit y has  led to 
the pro posal that metamorphosis evolved several times independently in t he diff erent 
chordate lineages during evolution. Ho wever, the molecular mechanisms  involved in 
metamorphosis are largely unkno wn outs ide amphibians and teleost fishes, in which 

metamorphosis is regulated by t he thyroid hormones... According to t his definition, al l 
chordates (if not, all de uterostomes) have a homologous metamorphosis  stage during 
their postembryonic development. T he intensit y and the nature of t he morphological 

remodeling varies extensively amo ng taxa, from drastic remo deling like in some 
ascidians  or amphibians to more s ubtle events, as in mammals.  

Paris & L audet (2008)  

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubmed/18932261  

Volume 21, Issue 18, 27 September 2011, Pages R726–R737 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Origins and Evolution of Vertebrate Metamorphosis by 

Vincent Laudet 
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Introduction 

Metamorphosis is  classically define d as a spect acular and us ually abrupt post-
embryonic transformation of a larva into a juvenile... It is a very wides pread life history 

transition: indeed, most animals undergo metamorphosis...Even in verteb rates, 
metamorphosis is frequent...: in addit ion to amphibians, most teleost fish, representing 

half of all vertebrate species, undergo metamorphos is ... This post-embryo nic trans ition 
also occurs in basal vertebrates, s uch as lampreys. In the v arious classes of vertebrates, 

these metamorphoses are morphologically very diverse; ho wever, there are some 
common principles in all these transformations ....  

...metamorphosis is triggere d in close conne ction to t he environment: in most spe cies, 
environmental cues play an important role in pushing t he larvae to transform to an 

adult... Both in insects and in amphibians, hormonal s ystems play a very important role 
in these processes, and in both cases nuclear hormo ne receptors  and neuroendocrine 
signalling are use d to translate environmental cues into a coordinated program t hat 

remodels the organism  

.... The first data on t he origins of vertebrate metamorphos is came from lampre ys... In 
these species, the larva, known as an ammocoete, is  a filter-feeding organism that, after 

several years of larval life, can be transforme d into an adult. This metamorphosis 
involves a significant reorganizatio n of the bo dy, including of the t hyroid gland itself. ..  

The data on lampreys nevert heless suggest an ancient associat ion between t hyroid 
hormones and metamorphosis, and t his has prompted a study of invertebrate chordates. 
.... This allows us to propose a new, molecular definition of ‘metamorphos is’, according to 
which it is vie wed as a post -embryonic remo delling period t hat is controlled by t hyro id 

hormones and t heir re ceptors, and t hat is shared by most, if not all, chordates and t hat 
was present in the ancestral chordate ... The alternative would be that  the s pectacular 
metamorphosis observe d in many amphibians  and teleost fishes e volved secondarily 

and convergently; however, t hat basal chordates undergo a s pectacular metamorphosis, 
and t he existence of shared features between t he molecular cascades controlling 

metamorphosis in amphioxus, teleost fishes and amphibians, argue for metamorphosis 
being an ancestral feature of chordates.  

http: //www.scie ncedirect.co m/s cience /art icle/pii/S0960 982211008311  

 

The Origins and Evolution of Vertebrate Metamorphosis 
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Metamorphosis, class ically defined as  a spe ctacular post -embryonic trans ition, is well 

exemplified by the t ransformatio n of a tadpole into a frog. It implies t he appearance of 
new bo dy parts (such as  the limbs), t he resorpt ion of larval features (such as  the tail) and 

the remodelling of many organs (s uch as t he s kin or the intestine).. .Metamorphosis  is 
actually widespread in the verte brates, tho ugh quite diverse in t he way it manifests in a 

particular s pecies. Furt hermore, evolutionary and ecological variat ions of this ke y 
event, from paedomorphos is to direct development, provide an excellent illustration of 
how tinkering with a control pat hway can lead to divergent life histories. T he study of 

invertebrate chordates has also she d light on t he origin of metamorphosis. The available 
data s uggest t hat post-embryonic remo delling governed by t hyroid hormo nes is an 

ancestral feature of cho rdates. According to t his v iew, metamorphosis of t he anurans is 
an extreme example of a widespread life history t ransit ion.   

 

www.sciencedirect.com/science /.../S0960982211008311  

ScienceDirect by V Laudet -  2011 

 

 

 And finally, another except about vertebrate metamorphosis: 

 

Chordate Metamorphosis: Ancient Control by Io dothyronines by Ro bert J. Denver 

doi:10.1016/j.cub.2008.05.024 

A complex life cycle, where an animal be gins life as a larva then undergoes a 
metamorphosis to t he juvenile adult form, is a widespread and ancient  life history 

strategy ... Larvae generally exploit different ecological niches from adults, t hus 
avoiding compet ition for resources. There is cons ide rable morphological diversity 

among larvae and t he transformat ions t hat the y undergo during metamo rphosis ... which 
raises the quest ion whether the complex life cycles of extant species reflect an ancestral 

or a derived state.  

http: //www.scie ncedirect.co m/s cience /art icle/pii/S0960 982208006611  

These articles strongly point to the universality of metamorphosis within 
vertebrate forms. Now, one could say, but mammals and lizards don’t use 

metamorphosis to develop their offspring. But in a sense they do. The 
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developing embryo to a post-embryonic stage inside and egg or a womb, are 

metamorphic in nature. Any embryologist would confirm this. The main 
difference between the modes of development up to  the species level of 

amphibian that we know of in modern species, is the more sophisticated mode of 
amniotic eggs built for the long haul with lots of nutrients which do not dry out 

when laid on land. Again, this mode of development is well-known in our 
modern species and may give us a clue to how these major lineages evolved 

developmentally in the past. The retaining of this very special egg internally is 

what mammals, including ourselves do.  

These are more sophisticated (evolved) modes of development that seem to 

come later in the fossil record, but in principle, this developmental mode is still 
metamorphic irrespective of the way it is contained. For now, it may be 

metamorphosis – leap-frog type evolutionary development at this stage of 
speciation. Interestingly, the above articles indicate that metamorphosis was 

even an ancestral and current mode for some chordates and fish today.  Yet, for 
the most part present-day fish tend to spawn eggs, as do some modern species of 

amphibians. This doesn’t mean that in their ancestral condition that they didn’t 
initially become speciated and later evolve the mode of egg spawning as 

efficient containers to protect and provide nutrients from the surround 
environment to the developing embryo. Similarly, the initial development of 

walking vertebrates did not have to involve egg laying or the retaining of eggs, 
this may have been a later innovation.  

In other words, irrespective of the environmental container (womb, egg or 
primordial pond), metamorphosis is just a rather rapid and profound means of 

remodelling an organism in order to adapt it to its more expansive habitat. 
Another interesting thing about metamorphosis, is that the larval (juvenile) 

stage or even embryonic-like stage involves a mobile, living, nutrient absorbing 
and waste producing species that can be effectively a free-living entity in the 

primal pond. So it can have as long a gestation period (a whole epoch of time or 
more instead of months or days or hours as in its present developmental mode) as 

an actual organism and only transform when the evolutionary season is right 
and in evolutionary timescales – this might take some time. Remember the eco-

system and atmosphere itself is actually evolving.  

For instance, as also highlighted above, simple environmental factors can 

trigger the secretion of a hormone, influencing metabolism and induce 
metamorphosis in young larvae forms. Ancestrally, something similar may have 

triggered chordate to metamorphosis at different times and according to 
environmental cues into a much more mature species form. And to confirm what 

I just discussed above, these studies also show that prior to this metamorphosis 
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within modern species, chordate or any primitive condition prior to 

metamorphosis, shows that larval or immature forms are actually free -living 
and can feed in different environments to their matured (metamorphosed) form.  

Furthermore, it can be inferred from many studies that developmental 
stages in the form of polyps, medusa and cloning and segmentation as used by 

present-day primitive type species, may have been a means of simple 
reproduction prior to a metamorphic leap to specialist speciation. In other 

words, primitive or larval type ancestral forms may have sustained and 

reproduced themselves indefinitely until the time was right for making the 
evolutionary leap and expressing all their accumulated diversity. 

The independent larval stage in different environments may point to 
evolutionary timescales of primitive reproduction via epigenetic 

cloning/budding to reproduce these primitive and differentiated life -forms 
that could have remained in this stage of development indefinitely (a few 

million years even after the first diversification of primitive fish) or until new 
ecological niches opened up such as the possibility of a changing the chemical 

composition of the shallow water perhaps, triggered by a significant increase of 
iodine (sea weed) and causing a cascade effect of many varied free -living 

organisms that munched on primitive algae and seaweeds of the shallow seas in 
the Cambrian. This iodine component is highly pertinent as you will see below: 

... the main triggers of metamorphosis are the t hyro id hormones, iodinated derivatives of 
the amino acid t yrosine, pro duce d by t he thyroid gland. 

http: //www.scie ncedirect.co m/s cience /art icle/pii/S0960 982211008311  

  

For instance on a fossil site in the UK, the  following description sets the 
scene as well as revealing where that extra iodine might have come from and 

why metamorphosis for land-dwelling vertebrates and indeed, invertebrates, 
may not have happened until after the Cambrian period (see link to timeline 

here): 

 

 

The Cambrian period lasted from abo ut 545 up to abo ut 495 million years ago. The 
start of the Cambrian period was more active t han at t he end. Mount ains were still being 
created but only in a few parts of the world. By the end everyt hing had quietened do wn 

http://www.ukfossils.co.uk/timeline/Cambrian.html
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somewhat and was much calmer. Land was  being gently erode d by s hallow seas, leaving 
most of what is now the Britis h Isles, under water. Certain t ypes of s ponges t hat are no w 
found in the rocks  all around the world, seem to s uggest t hat t he climate was very likely 

quite warm. 

Animals and plants were still confine d to t he water so no life existed on dry land. At the 
beginning of the Cambrian period, many types of invertebrates were existing in t he 
waters and seas. Brachio pods and t rilobites evolved. T he trilobites too k over the seas 
and developed into many forms and soon began to outnumber the over invertebrates. 

Sponges, worms and jellyfis h evolved along with molluscs and early e chinoderms. Plant 
life was pro bably a lot slower to evolve, but this is difficult to kno w wit h any certainty as 
the only recorded plant remains found in ro cks from t his  period to day are of calcareous  

algae (a type of seaweed).  

GEOGRAPH Y AND CL IM ATE: Sea level rise, sandstone and li mestone de posited, 
Atmospheric levels of oxygen rise, North America and E urasia separate.  

TERREST RIAL ANIM AL LIFE: No life on land.  

PLANT L IFE: No plant life. 

SEA LIFE: Primitive algae and seaweeds, Jellyfish, Spo nges, Starfis h  

Worms, Velvet worms, Shelled animals appear, Trilobites and 

Brachiopo ds dominant, Reefs built archaeocyat hids.  

 

Who knows, it may all be down to a thyroid hormone and according to 

environmental cues that triggered chordates to morph into fish and in time for a 
whole new eruption of complex vertebrate tetrapods (land walking vertebrates) 

which ultimately led to ourselves and every non-fish vertebrate on the planet? 
Well you were, in your current life, once not unlike an elongated tadpole and 

then you grew into a recognisable embryo of vertebrate form with a notch-
chord and basic filtering system.  

Metamorphosis is simply direct development speeded up a little and the 
remodelling is just a tad more radical. It shouldn’t really matter that we might 

have started out as a swimming tadpole-like slender worm in the primitive 
Cambrian seas; do you not start out as a speck and grow to a embryo in fluids of 

another sort? As you become more definable, first as a limbed vertebrate, you 
are not that different to all the other limbed and backboned fo rms, (except fish 

perhaps as they don’t have limbs with digits) it is only later after you leave your 
watery environment do you crawl about on all fours before, finally standing on 

your own two feet. 
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These studies begin to really open up the whole issue of how common was 

this metamorphic developmental – speciation process back in the primordial 
pond and provide a sound basis for proposing that the shared ancestral 

condition of all vertebrates (including fish) was embodied in a chordate 
primitive form which used metamorphosis to make a quantum leap to its next 

level of complexity – whether it be to specialise as a fish, or to simply grow limbs 
and digits and develop a whole new breathing apparatus to walk on land as a 

vertebrate tetrapods of all varieties of primitive wan’a-be - amphibians, lizards, 

and mammalian forms in the making.  

Remember, like the fish, there would appear to be many variations on the 

theme of walking tetrapod until further specialisation and therefore speciation 
becomes established. Metabolic complexity (inherent) in these tetrapods would 

appear to be the main driving force that ultimately determines their actual 
species specialism. Don’t forget the importance (as the record clearly shows) of 

continued genetic exchange and particularly hybridisation as a means of 
genetic novelty directed by environmental epigenetic factors of expression, as a 

means of continuing to shape and mould these species in the making into many 
varied and diversified forms. 

 

Could Fishy-pod ancestors walk? 
I strongly believe based on sound supporting evidence which you will see 

below, that fishy vertebrates could never have walked – they simply didn’t 

have the means to build strong limbs and develop digits, whereas other 
primitive pre-fish (soft-bodied floating basal chordate) did. An article on a 

popular science website discusses an interesting experiment relating to the  Hox 
family of genes (that act like master switches during development and turn 

other gene sequences on or not). It is entitled: ‘How the genetic blueprints for 
limbs came from fish...’ 

 

 

 

... the transitional pat h bet ween fin struct ural elements in fis h and limbs in tetrapods 

remains elus ive. Both fis h and land animals possess clusters of Hoxa and Hoxd genes, 
which are necessary for both fin and limb formation during embryonic development. 
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Scientists  compared the struct ure and behavior of these gene cl usters in embryos from 
mice and zebrafish. T he researchers dis covered s imilar 3-dimens ional DNA 

organizat ion of the fis h and mouse clusters, which indicates that the main mechanism 
used to pattern tetrapod limbs was already present in fis h...  

Does this imply t hat digits are homologous to distal fin structures in fis h? To answer this 
question, t he genet icists  inserte d into mice embryos the genomic regions that regulate 

Hox gene expression in fish fins. 'As another s urprise, re gulatory regions from fish 
triggere d Hox gene expression predominantly in t he arm and not in the digits...  

Fin radials are not homologous to tetrapo d digits.The researchers conclude th at, 
although fish possess t he Hox regulatory toolkit to produce digits, this potential is not 

utilized as it is in tetrapo ds. Therefore, the y pro pose that  fin radials, t he bony elements of 
fins, are not homologous to tetrapo d digits, although they rely in part  on a s hared 

regulatory strategy.  

http: //s cience dail y.com/releases/2014/01/140121183412.htm  

 

The key phrase in this article in my opinion is ...fin radials, the bony 

elements of fins, are not homologous to tetrapod digits, “although they rely in 
part on a shared regulatory strategy”. The other important part of the above 

article is that the fact that the fish Hox complex was not able to activate digits in 
the mouse and only activated a slight development in the arm region. 

Furthermore, there is complimentary evidence for fish remaining fish as the 
fossil record does not present any convincing evidence for the transition 

between certain types of lobbed-finned fish and walking tetrapods either. I will 
discuss this evidence below. All in all, it would appear that reason why fish 

cannot make fishy fingers, but other vertebrates with the  same tool-kit can, is 
because fish began to specialise earlier that their more complexly endowed 

counterparts. For example, feet are no good to fish, but fins are very useful to 
vertebrates that live in water and Mother Nature would appear to be very 

efficient at stabalising a species once it starts to become metabolically efficient 
and used up all its inherent complexity picked up in its primordial environment. 

Returning to the fossil record, I will now review some of the conventional 
interpretations in the light of some recent studies addressing the so -called 

transition of fin to foot - Walking Fishy-pod hypothesis. According to 
conventional thinking it took almost 200 million years for this fishy-pod to 

evolve limbs that could walk and a whole breathing apparatus and many, other 
things that allow a fish to live in water rather than land. Yet we have no 

evidence of this great feat of biological engineering, at least not using o ur 
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conventional understanding of this scenario. For instance, below is a typical 

outline of the conventional scenario, followed by the usual puzzlement when 
trying to reconcile the evidence with the Neo-Darwinian version of events. 

“Our first  four-legge d land ancestor came o ut of the sea some 350 million years  ago. 

Watching a lungfis h, our closest living fish relative, crawl on its four pointe d fins gives us 
an idea of what the first  evolutionary steps on land pro bably looke d like. Ho wever, the 
transitional pat h bet ween fin struct ural elements in fis h and limbs in tetrapods remains  

elusive... 

article link htt p://pnas.org/content /97/9/4430.full.pdf  

Millions of dollars later and with much concerted effort in 2004, they found 
it:  a real contender for the walking tetrapod was an early lobe-finned fish, 

which propped itself up in shallow fresh water known as tiktaalik. The only 
problem was the more recent discovery of fossilized tetrapod tracks, which are 

dated to  some 18 million years before the tiktaalik fossil, and actually several 
million years before the time that lobe-finned fish were believed to be paddling 

about in muddy water trying to grow some walking limbs. The following article 
explains: 

The fossil record of the earliest tetrapo ds (verte brates with limbs rather than paired fins) 
consists of bo dy fossils and trackways. The earliest body fossils of tetrapo ds date to the 

Late Devonian period ... and are prece ded by trans itional elpistoste gids such as 

Panderichthys and T iktaalik t hat st ill have paired fins.  Claims of tetrapo d trackways 
predat ing these bo dy fossils have remained controvers ial wit h re gard to both age and 
the identity of the track makers. Here we present well -preserve d and securely dated 

tetrapod t racks from Polis h marine tidal flat sediments of early Middle Devonian 
(Eifelian stage) age that are approximately 18 million years  older than the earliest 

tetrapod body fossils and 10 million years earlier than the oldest elpistostegids. The y 
force a radical reassessment  of the timing, e cology and environmental setting of the 

fish–tetrapo d trans ition, as well as the completeness of the bo dy fossil record.  

(In Nat ure by Nie dźwiedz ki et al, 2010 
Abstract)http: //nature.com/nat ure/journal /v463/n7277/abs /nat ure08623.ht ml  

Maybe we really do need another way of non-vertebrate tetrapods to 
become land-walkers. How about Leap-frog evolution as discussed above via 

metamorphosing primitive basal chordate? 
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I also think that it is worth taking a look at the rest of the fossil record for 

fish and ask ourselves:  why would some fishy-pods learn to walk and all the rest 
of that complex stuff,  while all the rest of them stayed essentially as fish? We 

will now look at one famous so-called living-fossil and let you decide and do 
recall the earlier article in this series that discusses genome silencing when a 

certain level of evolutionary complexity has been reached: In an article in 
Science Now, the title reads:  “Living Fossil” Gets its genome sequenced (2013) 

and states the following: 

 The coelacant h is n't called a [" living fossil" ] for nothing. T he 2-meter-long, 90 kg fis h 
was tho ught to have gone extinct  70 million years ago—until a fis herman caught one in 
1938—and the animal looks a lot like its fossil ancestors dat ing back 300 million years. 

Now, the first analysis of t he coelacant h's genome reveals why t he fis h may have 
changed so little over the ages. It also may help explain how f ish like it moved onto land 

long ago. 

. 

Then, the same article goes on to explain what the y found after sequencing its genome.  
They calculated t he number of estimated changes t hat occurre d in the genes over the 

time since the coelacanth is propose d as having branche d off from other vertebrates on 
the animal family tree. Finally, t hey co mpare d t hose data with t he corres ponding rates 

of genetic change in various  mamm als, lizards, birds, and fis h and an excerpt of the 
results are as follows: 

" The coelacanth genes change d at a [" marke dly" ] slower rate than those from other 
animals,... The genes of lizards and mammals evolved at least twice as quickly as t hose of 

the coelacant h, the team reports online today in Nature. T hat co uld explain,... why the 
fish has change d so little in 300 million years. ”  

article link 

http: //ne ws.scie ncemag.org/plants-animals/2013/04/living-fossil-gets-its-
genome-sequence d 

 

Obviously, my point being that it seems that fish remained as fish and I am 
proposing, even by using our conventional means of measuring assumed 

ancestral lineage splits, that these fish later expressed all levels (scales) of 
refinement of this particular species according to their particular micro -

environmental niches. For instance, a primitive jawed fish such as the 

Coelacanth had fully adapted on a macro-scale early on in the speciation of 
fish and therefore did not need to fundamentally change and therefore, this 
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might be the reason why we call it a living fossil as it is still happily swimming 

around and reproducing itself many millions of years later. 

Indeed, the Coelacanth, is only the tip of the iceberg when we review the 

fossil record and see how other more complex species, even of fish, may have 
made further modifications to their adaptive forms and may at one point in the 

fossil record appear (prior to full macro-modification or refinement of adaptive 
features) as a different species (as we assume it is:  not necessarily because it is a 

different species), but in fact it may simply be a more primitive version of the 

same species and at a later point in the fossil record, this species may have 
become further modified – adapted, and again, we might call it a different 

species when in fact it is the same with more advanced modifications.  

However, fundamentally, fish may never have metamorphosed into 

walking fishy-pods but some more tad-pole-like and potentially more complex 
primitive chordate forms did sprout limbs, could express digits and whole 

skeletons that could support their weight on land.  

Moreover, these early tetrapods (non-fish vertebrates) would have had the 

ability via metamorphosis to rapidly transform their organs into an air -
breathing animal and grow a new skin that would not dry out when out of water. 

Our present-day species of amphibians do such wondrous transformations as 
part of their developmental mode; why could it not be their evolutionary 

developmental mode of speciation also?  

Furthermore, if we found the fossil tracks of such primitive land-walkers 

and or their fossilised skeletons, how would we know it was an amphibian versus 
a generalist tetrapod on its way to becoming a more specialised reptile, lizard, 

amphibian or mammal if it hadn’t expressed all it could be when it grew up as 
yet? And, as the next chapter will reveal, these early tetrapods were  a very 

experimental and interesting bunch and when we reassess the fossil record in 
the light of this alternative view, these truly appear to represent the very first 

land-walkers or even water paddlers in their most bazaar and primitive form. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
ONE SMALL STEP FOR A SALAMANDER 

AND ONE GIANT LEAP FOR MANKIND 

  

Experimental newcomers to land? 
The following science paper sets the scene for the earliest tetrapods (limbed 

vertebrates) and also reviews our rather naïve notion regarding the transition 
from water to land. Although, the paper is not proclaiming that the hypothesis 

of descent from a fishy ancestor is wrong – as no one general does question this 
unquestionable doctrine, or even think to question it, it does point to evidence 

throughout the study that suggests that tetrapods may have paddled and lived 
initially in and around water before walking full-time on land. The paper is 

entitled: ‘The Fish–Tetrapod Transition: New Fossils and Interpretations’ by 
Jennifer A. Clack, published online: 17 March 2009: 
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Introduct ion 

The idea that, once upon a t ime, creatures wit h fins left the water and crawled up onto 
the land is one that has  prett y wide currency among the general public. It is recognized 
in many a cartoon, as well as being referred to in some form in a wide variety of media, 

and is often featured in books on pre historic animals. However, t he details are often only 
vaguely understoo d and often originate in ideas about t he s ubject t hat were put forward 
in the early years of t he twent ieth ce ntury, base d on very little in t he way of hard facts.... 

In a nutshell, the “fis h–tetrapo d transition” usually refers to the origin, from the ir fis hy 
ancestors, of creatures with four legs bearing digits (fingers and toes), and with jo ints t hat 

permit t he animals to wal k on land. This event took place bet ween about 385 and 360 
million years ago toward t he end of the period of time kno wn as  the Devonian. The 

Devonian is often referred to as the “Age of Fishes,” as fis h form the bulk of the 
vertebrate fossil record for this t ime. Today, the term tetrapo d includes all those animals 

that have legs, as  well as those whose ancestors had t hem but which have since 
abandoned or modified t hem..,  

Glack (2009, 213)  

Link 

A clear example of the experimental nature of some of the earliest 

tetrapods as seen from their fossils is described in the same paper and I have 
given one example below under the discussion of the early multi-digited 

tetrapod: Acanthostega gunnari. I have abbreviated it to the main pertinent 
points below followed by an image of the multiple digits exhibited by 

Acanthostega: 

Some excellent specimens s howe d that it had e ight digits on t he forearm...and almost 

certainly e ight (or maybe mo re) on the hind limb. T hat the y are so neatly laid o ut in the 
fossil may be because they were enveloped in a we b of skin...Similarly, altho ugh the 

ankle bones are well ossified, t hey do not sho w an obvio us joint  surface along which t he 
limb co uld be nd. Again, t he limb seems  to have been a paddle. From that  evidence, it 

was suggeste d that limbs wit h digits first evolved not for walking o n land but  for 
swimming or wading t hrough .... In the braincase and ear region, Acant hostega s howe d 

features in which it was dist inct ively more tetrapod-like than fis h-like. 

 

Glack (2009, 219)  

http://www.rpgroup.caltech.edu/courses/Evolution_GIST_2014/files_2014/articles/ClackFishTetrapod.pdf
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Fig. 22: After Clack, fig. 5 (2009): Drawing representing the eight digits found on the fossil foot of 
Acanthostega (early tetrapod) 

 

An interesting article below explains, better than I could as I am not a 
palaeontologist or dinosaur expert as the writer of this article is, the range of 

tetrapods and their curious features. I should mention that the article starts off 
with the usual assumption that some lopped fish were the ancestors of these 

tetrapods – this is normal for these types of articles, however, it is what the 

science writer on an educational site says regarding the characteristics of this 
rather experimental bunch of first tetrapods that is of interest here: 

As is often t he case in evolutionary history, it's impossible to pinpoint the exact moment 
when t he first tetrapods (the four -legge d fish t hat crawled out of the s hallow seas 400 
million years ago and s wallowed gulps of air with primit ive lungs) turne d into the first  

true amphibians. In fact, until recently, it was  fashionable to des cribe these tetrapods as 
amphibians, until it occurre d to experts t hat most tetrapods didn't s hare t he full 

spectrum of amphibian characterist ics. For example, three important genera of the early 
Carboniferous perio d--Eucritta, Crass igyrinus and G reererpeton--can be variously 

(and fairly) describe d as eit her tetrapods or amphibians, de pending on which features 
are being cons idere d.  

It's only in t he late Carboniferous period, from about  310 to 300 million years  ago, t hat 
we can comfortably refer to the first true amphibians. By this time, some genera had 

attained relatively monstrous sizes--a goo d example being Eogyrinus (" dawn tadpole" ), 
a slender, cro codile-like creat ure that measured 15 feet from head to tail. (Interestingly, 
the skin of Eogyrinus  was scaly rather t han moist, evidence t hat the earliest amphibians 

needed to protect t hemselves from dehydration.)  

Bob Straus htt p://dinosaurs.about.com/od/otherprehistoriclife/a/tetrapo ds.htm  
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  By looking at the prehistoric timescale above we can see that many phases 

of life (periods) continued to evolve such as plant life, and then the really 
primitive swamp-like conditions of the Devonian setting the scene of the rich 

forests and vegetation and giant flying insects of the Carboniferous period. The 
era of the “dawn tadpole” and it’s loosely (or web-like) related kin or shared 

ancestral condition (showing mixed features of non-amphibian and amphibian 
primitive features) while being a generalist tetrapod perhaps, emerges unto the 

scene somewhere between the period when swamps are giving way to great 

forests (which themselves evolved) and only begin to be confidently identified 
as particular amphibian types during the Carboniferous and as the  article 

continues to point out below: these amphibious monsters are nothing like their 
supposed amphibian successors. 

Now having set the scene, the key aspect of the above excerpt is that these 
fossils are not – seemingly, speciated amphibians as yet. The dawn tadpole is of 

particularly interest in the light of the alternative evolutionary interpretation 
which would view these pre-amphibians a generalist tetrapods (walking 

animals that breathed air for the first time – but if they had a tadpole stage – 
they wouldn’t have gulped at all, just got out of there as fast as possible so that 

they didn’t drown). Furthermore, I reviewed the reconstruction of the dawn 
tadpole and it looks just like a developed and more elongated tadpole with only 

two legs at the  rear and the little fins like tadpoles have at the front, along with 
the big tail that they lose later.  

They don’t call it the dawn tadpole for nothing and also, as the article 
explains, the first tetrapods aren’t quite as amphibian as we think. Bear in mind 

how a modern-day tadpole looks (perhaps a little fatter) and the way that Hox 
gene complexes and ancestral programs can activate or not, limb development. 

Obviously this critter had the means to go beyond the fish species form as it has 
digits. And finally, the other thing to observe is the rather experimental look of 

this creature. Seemingly, in this early stage of the first tetrapods breathing air 
and learning to walk on their new strong limbs with digits was in the process of 

refining the forms.   
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 Fig . 23:  Artist reconstruction of Eogyrinus 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/11/Eogyrinus

_BW.jpg/250px-Eogyrinus_BW.jpg 

 

The article continues: 

Another late Carboniferous /early Permian genus, Eryo ps, was much shorter t han 

Eogyrinus but more st urdily built, wit h mass ive, tooth-st udded jaws  and strong legs. At 
this point, it's wort h noting a rather frustrating fact about amphibian evolution: mo dern 

amphibians (which are technically kno wn as " lissamphibians" ) are only remotely related 
to these early monsters. Liss amphibians (which include frogs, toads, salamanders, newts 
and rare, earthworm-like amphibians called " caecilians" ) are believe d to have radiated 
from a common ancestor t hat lived in t he middle Permian or early T riass ic perio ds, and 

it's unclear what  relationship this commo n ancestor may have had to late Carboniferous  
amphibians like Eryo ps and Eogyrinus. (It's possible that modern lis samphibians 

branche d off from the late Carboniferous  Amphibamus, but  not everyone s ubs cribes to 
this t heory.)  

http: //dinosaurs.about.com/od/otherprehistoriclife/a/pre historic-amphibians.htm  

 

 In other words, they don’t know. So what do you think? Is the first tadpole 
with little developing limbs and digits representative of the common ancestral 

condition shared amongst all non-fish vertebrates who are not quite sure what 
sort of species they are going to specialise in as yet? Recall from the earlier 

discussion above, on the experimental, not fully defined tetrapods that “it is only 
in the late Carboniferous period, from about 310 to 300 million years ago, that 

we can comfortably refer to the first true amphibians”.  
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Therefore, even the most primitive and simplest land-dwelling or semi-

aquatic amphibians take some time to become a little more defined as a species 
and recognisable – sort of, as an actual amphibian. And don’t forget, even these 

specialising tetrapods are very different to our modern species of amphibians. I 
thought the except of a recent study that identified evolution in action as the 

little legs were identified using x-ray within a fossilised snake. Hopefully, this 
demonstrates that when we classify a snake as such, it is really just the  end 

speciation event of a stabalised specialising species. Therefore, if we classify 

these fossils in their primitive developing stages of becoming more refined as a 
species, then we may be confusing the issue. 

 

X-rays Reveal Ancient Snake's Hidden Leg 

by Ste phanie Pappas, Live Science Contributor   |   February 08, 2011  

A new look at a 95-million-year-old fossilize d snake reveals two tiny leg bones 
attache d to the slit hery creature's pelvis. A t hree-dime nsional reco nstruction of the 

bones coul d help researchers understand how snakes evolved to lose their legs.  

The fossil, found in Lebanon, is from an era when snakes had not yet completely lost the 
hind limbs left by t heir lizard ancestors. A much -de bated question among 

paleontologists is whet her these leggy ancestors were o cean-liv ing s wimmers or land-
dwelling burrowing lizards.  

http: //www.livescience.com/11816-rays-reveal-snake-hidden-legx-rays-reveal-
snake-hidden-leg.html?li_source=LI&li_medium=most-po pular 

 

The above excerpt should, I hope, remind you of the way that hox gene 

complexes are activated during development and orchestrated via epigenetic 
systems. If we apply this principle to the activation or non-activation of 

programs for limb making to evolutionary development, then we begin to get a 
window on a speciation event in the making.  

Now bearing in mind our assumption that everything primitive after the 
amphibians finally become proper amphibians, is referred to as reptile, and 

consider this in the light of Nature’s ability to activate or deactivate ancestral 

programs for limb making or limb reducing (loss or acquired characters 
according to adaptive needs), it’s time to meet the so-called lizard-like reptiles 

of the late Carboniferous period. The following article explains:  ‘Hylonomus: The 
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Earliest Reptile’. [Online]. Natural History Notebooks. Canadian Museum of 

Nature.  Last updated 2015-04-28. (Web site consulted 2015-09-12).  

 

The earliest known reptile is  Hylonomus  lyelli. It is also the first animal kno wn to have 

fully adapte d to life on land. H ylonomus live d about 315 million years ago, during the 
time we call the Late Carboniferous Period. .. Hylonomus were about  20 cm (8 in.) long, 

counting t he tail. These lizard-like re ptiles were primarily insect ivores, pro bably 
feeding on millipe des, inse cts and land snails. (At this ti me, plant-eat ing, backboned 

animals had not yet appeared). Females probably deposite d eggs on land in moist, 
sheltered areas...The genus name, Hylonomus, comes from a combination of the Greek 

word for " wood"  and t he Latin word for " forest mouse" . 

http: //nature.ca/noteboo ks/english/coalre p.htm  

 

So there you have it, it is not apparently an amphibian, but would seem to 

be contemporary with them as you will work out if you review the dates given 
above. It is lizard-like and given the classification of reptilian for reasons we will 

discuss in more detail later. But the interesting Greek and Latin combination of 
its name, “forest mouse” is worth reiterating. We are after all, reconstructing 

fossil bones and early and primitive anything at this stage will not be that 
different to one another and it is only later when we can begin to indentify more 

specialist features such as scales, smooth or haired skin etc that we can see these 
generic tetrapods specialising in their forms.  

Note, as the article mentioned, the vegetarians haven’t arrived on land yet 
and this is presumably because there is nothing suitable for them to eat – only 

inedible big trees that don’t even produce tasty morsels of seeds as yet (yes, 
plants used a mode of spawning much like fungi do today) and as there are 

obviously tetrapods to come that have specialised already in their watery 
environments and developed an ability to digest only algae type plankton up to 

this point and therefore there would be no reason to morph and join the 
carnivorous tetrapods until later.   

Recall that not all chordate organisms would begin their metamorphosis 
unto land at the same time and if we apply our developmental principles to 

evolutionary development of the primitive tetrapods, then it would make sense 

that more metamorphosis would not be triggered (presumably by hormone 
secretions) until the evolutionary season was just right. The next article is also 
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about the earliest reptiles:  Published online 24 October 2007 | Nature 449, 961 

(2007) | doi:10.1038/449961c 

 

Footprints reveal reptiles showing their age 

H. FALCON-L ANG  

A set of fossilized footprints found in the Grande Anse ro ck format ion in New 
Bruns wick, Canada, seems to nudge back t he date of t he earliest known reptiles. 

Previously, t he oldest evidence of rept iles was fossil s keletons of Hylonomus lyelli found 
in Nova Scot ia in 1859 and dated to about 315 million years ago. But a team led by 
Howard Falcon-Lang of the Universit y of Bristol, UK, has found re ptile footprints  a 
kilometre lower in the ro ck strata, indi cating t hat the y are between 1 million and 3 

million years older t han the previous  find (H. J. Falcon -Lang et al. J. Geol. Soc. 164, 1113–
1118; 2007)  

http: //www.nat ure.com/news /2007/0710 24/full/449961c. html  

 

So, the amphibians and lizard-like reptiles may not have a common 
ancestor after all as they are walking around at the same time (they are 

contemporary). Or another way of viewing the fossil evidence is that they are 
tetrapods in the process of diverging into rather distinct species of more 

advanced tetrapods and all the grades of complexity within these diverging 
groups.  

On the other hand, our traditional common descent model would propose 
that some fishy-pods learned to gulp air and grow digits and strong limbs by 

flopping in shallow mud flaps until they finally gave rise to amphibian types 
and these were the ancestors of later reptiles and these in turn shared a common 

ancestor with mammals etc.  

As you will see further on, mammals are another distinct lineage of 

tetrapods and indeed their diversification from an ancestral condition (stem 
amniote) occurred much earlier than did the divergence from the same 

ancestral condition into what we would call reptilia. Returning to the 
conventional interpretation, as I have highlighted above, amphibians and so -

called reptile-like lizards are contemporary if we use this type of classification 

system. These tetrapods are apparently now co-existing with no fossils showing 
a transition between them (the proposed ancestral link).  
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The alternative view would go something like this:  These earlier tetrapods 

that may have reproduced via amniotic eggs/sacks and are therefore referred 
to as stem-amniotes as indicated in Butler’s study on vertebrate study alluded 

to earlier. These generalist tetrapods may have begun to develo p a more 
sophisticated means of self-production - perhaps leaving that rather old-

fashioned mode of development behind – metamorphosis and having to be two 
completely different creatures in one life time. Does living on land full-time 

make the difference and stimulate further differentiation of the tetrapods 

according to their previously acquired metabolic levels of complexity?  

An egg, especially an amniotic one, would mean that these intrepid 

explorers of the new world were now free to move away from their watery 
confinement. They could take it with them in an egg and provide all the 

nutrients required for the development of their new protégé. Moreover, the 
environment could be controlled and some eggs may have contained some 

embryos that had longer gestation periods than others, meaning that some 
amniotic tetrapods may have had further to go on their evolutionary journey 

than other forms and this may have come down to something as simple as 
metabolism again. Perhaps some eggs were kept in warmer conditions for longer.  

However, with all the new and exciting mates to choose from (now that sex 
was presumably a more intimate affair – not like the old days of just waiting for 

the environment to change you from being just like all the other cellular clones), 
the hybridisation between these generalist amniotic tetrapods must have 

produced some fairly interesting and rapid new varieties, enough to make them 
into a new species perhaps?  

Add to  this mix, the remodelling and reprogramming of the developing 
organism as it develops in the egg as seen in the studies noted earlier of the 

epigenetic processes of temperature determining the sex of your little embryo 
and the length of gestation, we can only begin to imagine the diversity of 

tetrapod forms that may have begun colonising the land in these early days of 
evolution. However, in order to reinterpret the fossil record in this new light, we 

need to clear some of the deadwood of the evolutionary tree away first. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
HOW REPTILIAN ARE WE? 

 

 

Fig . 24:   Author’s reconstruction of a reptilian suited man 

 

I would just like to address the evidence to why we are not descended from 
an actual reptilian anything, but I am not denying that these fundamental 

tetrapod forms at some stage shared an ancestral condition as a stem-amniotes 
as the evidence strongly suggests. Before proceeding any further in this 

discussion, I would like to dispel the widely accepted myth, that we all have a 
reptilian part in our brain – the R-Complex – You don’t. Nor do reptiles.  
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This is a misnomer and in fact as the evidence clearly shows: in vertebrates – 

which means any animal with a backbone and internal skeleton, the brain 
evolved independently at least four times, and brain studies in vertebrates point 

to evolution from a common ancestral condition to more specialised forms and 
essentially evolved in size relative to an organism and complexity according to 

environmental conditions showing metabolic/temperature dependent growth.  

Hence brain development has nothing to do with how reptilian your brain 

is or is not, but seemingly, it has more to do with the temperature of the 

primordial pond an organism developed/evolved in, which established its 
fundamental level of metabolic (brain building) complexity which ultimately 

led to specialising as a vertebrate fish, amphibian, lizard, mammal or man type 
species. This of course has implications for how Fish-like are You also? 

 

How Reptilian are YOU? 
I am sure we have often heard the expression that you have a reptilian 

brain. This comes from a literal interpretation of a theoretic concept developed 
in the 60s by American physician and neuroscientist Paul D. MacLean and 

as Wikipedia state:  he "propounded it at length in his 1990 book The Triune 

Brain in Evolution' "  If you look it up, you will see why he has a lot to answer for 
in mythologising this meme as it was he, who coined the terms 'R'-

complex/reptilian complex. This is a misnomer and only reinforces the concept 
that we descended directly from some reptilian stock. 

The real issue is our over simplified idea of linear and direct common 
descent. For instance, below is an article that explains the misconception of 

direct evolution from reptiles and it also highlights the problem of terminology 
as to when mammals became mammals and I would just like to say: WHY DO 

WE KEEP CALLING THESE PRIMITIVE MAMMALS - MAMMAL-LIKE-
REPTILES??? 

...That brain enlargement  and elaboration has o ccurred four times independently 
presents a very different reality of ho w brain evolutio n has  operate d than is perceived in 

the widely held folk-belief... 

Butler (2009, 57)  

http: //brain.phgy. queens u.ca/pare/assets /Evolution2.pdf  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroscience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_D._MacLean
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The structure of the brain is essentially a colony of stem-cells that have 
been programmed according to environmental conditions during evolutionary 

development to differentiate into neuron cells and wire together because they 
fire together – as discussed earlier in relation to Hebb's law and form complex 

networks of chemical firing - think of the neural net.  

The brain itself appears to have evolved as a system for increased 

complexity and starts off as a bundle of nerve ends in a clump attached to a 

notch-chord - present in all vertebrate larval/embryonic forms (a basal 
chordate in its most primitive form). As development continues, the whole 

organism grows in relations to the whole system - it depends upon how much 
evolutionary complexity potential that organism has to begin with. 

The complexity comes from the connections and wiring of the neural 
network, which itself has itself seemingly evolved to different levels within 

vertebrate species. Think of the internet and all its hubs of communication. Well, 
the brain is all about how complex the wiring is. And, seemingly, the evolution 

of the universe isn't that different to the evolution of the galaxies and planets 
and life itself - including brains and the brains that created and now use the 

world-wide web - the internet. What I  believe is really interesting, is that the 
evolution of the brain, like everything else, is ultimately linked to metabolism 

and even the temperature of the environment that organisms developed in. 

The article excerpt below might give us an insight to how the brain may 

have came to evolve independently, at least four times, as noted within the 
brain study of vertebrates according to Butler’s study (2009). The development 

of the brain is probably related as much to metabolic evolution driven by 
natural laws of growth/form and as it is to what an organism ate during its 

evolutionary journey.  

The link between temperature (environment) and metabolism and 

therefore brain complexity and size helps explain how brains could have 
evolved independently in vertebrates without having to go through a literal 

descent from a reptilian ancestor, is indicated in the next study. It should help 
explain HOW EVOLUTION of the BRAIN may have happened if mammals 

didn't descend directly and linearly from a reptilian ancestor, but instead, from 
a common ancestral condition: 
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The brain size study and temperature: 

Abstract  

The tremendous variation in brain size among verte brates has long been thought to be 
related to differences in s pecies’ meta bolic rates. It is  thought t hat s pecies with higher 

metabolic rates can s upply more e nergy to support t he relatively high cost of brain 
tissue. And yet, while bo dy temperat ure is kno wn to be a major determinant of 

metabolic rate, t he poss ible effects of temperature on brain s ize have scarcely been 
explored. Thus, here we ex plore the effects of temperature on brain size among diverse 

vertebrates (fishes, amphibians, rept iles, birds and mammals). We find that, after 
controlling for bo dy s ize, brain size increases exponentially wit h temperature in much 

the same way as metabolic rate. These res ults suggest that temperat ure -dependent 
changes in aerobic capacit y, which have long been kno wn to affect physical 

performance, s imilarly affect brain size. The o bserved temperat ure-dependence of brain 
size may explain observe d gradients in brain s ize among bot h ectotherms and 

endotherms  across broad spatial and temporal scale.    

Link 

 

Now taking the brain study above and many other lines of investigation, to 

their rather different conclusion of:  going from an ancestral condition more than 
simplistic linear and direct descent, we should perhaps refer to ancestral 

features as common traits converging on an efficient specialism for  the 
fundamental forms of animals; primitive features that were once shared by all 

amniotes and independently evolved and diverged as vertebrate animals. 
When reviewing the fossil record in this different light, it is amazing how it all 

starts to make more sense.  

It really does look like generic generalist and primitive forms of land-

walkers (amniotes and tetrapod types) began to specialise and present less 
primitive and more defined features of mammalian, reptilian, lizard-type and 

avian species forms. This less literal form of common descent (not forgetting the 
great web of life via common evolutionary hybridisation/horizontal gene -

transfer/mobile genetic elements remodelling genomes, and microbial mergers 

of ways of producing genetic novel traits and orchestrated via epigenetic 
expression or differential expression of the same and existing genes as outlined 

above), can, I believe, be ultimately explained by bringing into the evolutionary 

https://peerj.com/articles/301/
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picture the fundamental metabolic form of fish, amphibian, reptile/lizard, bird, 

mammal from generic forms. 

Speciation may have therefore gone from an ancestral condition to more 

specialised species forms in a non-linear pattern of radiant diversification and 
specialisation according to fundamental forms of amphibian (stabilising earliest, 

quickly followed by simultaneous stabilisation of lizard, and both primitive 
fundamental types of reptile and mammalian forms. Later diversification of 

more complex warm-blooded and complexly wired brains of the reptile form 

may have led to avian (bird development of some). Similarly, some inherently 
more complex mammalian forms  may have had a much longer evolutionary 

path and only fully specialised after a developing and diversifying as generic 
higher primate forms as the ultimate refinement and complexity of the 

mammalian form.  

This form of evolution from fundamentally similar templates, within major 

groups such as vertebrate and invertebrates and the simpler animal forms prior 
to invertebrates into divergent forms and scales of complexity, reflects Lamarck, 

Von Baer and D’Arcy Thompson’s views on ever divergent forms from simpler 
types. Butler confirms in her brain study a similar pattern of divergence that is 

separate from the mammalian groups, the  sauropsids (Reptilia) that shared an 
ancestral common condition as stem amniotes: 

In a sense, the divergence into grades/scales of ever differentiating forms 
and variations on these themes is represented by stem (embryonic or larval) 

forms within the broader group of vertebrate. The tetrapods  that represent a 
group diverging and becoming more complex than fish vertebrates, developing 

into more complex forms of non-amphibian tetrapods – the amniotes and the 
divergence of varying grades of complexity (presumably driven by intrinsic 

metabolic potential) thereafter, into reptilian and all its scales of complexity 
and mammalian with all its grades of species complexity and variation within 

the main groups.  

It is as discussed previously, a bit like nested scales of complexity – or 

telescopic expansions operating as a whole system, where each level can evolve 
further into the next quantum leap, if resources allow. Each successive scale or 

level of biological system complexity leading to speciation, is built upon and 
improved and takes its cue from the preceding scale or level of speciation, 

Therefore, it would appear that these scales of speciation in the past are 
mirrored in present-day developmental modes.  

For instance, all vertebrates may have initially used metamorphosis to 
transform into a seemingly distinct species. Recall that initial starting conditions 
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are paramount to their future species trajectory. It would appear that once a 

fundamental species type is established, that it will continue to build upon this 
complexity until reaching a level of metabolic stability/efficiency in-tune with 

its habitat/ecological niche. In other words, fish don’t need feet because they 
are perfectly adapted to their watery environments.  

Also Nature needs the fish to specialise as fish, to reinvigorated and sustain 
the entire ecosystem of these water worlds, just as it needs its bottom-feeders to 

sustain these micro-eco-systems, if the opportunity arises for further complexity 

and expansion into new environments, then Nature seems to be able to fill these 
niches with the organisms that have not fully expressed all their potential 

evolutionary developmental capabilities.  

The next scale/level of complexity after the metamorphosis stage of major 

speciation would appear to be the amniotic egg stage, where a form of 
metamorphosis can take place. Even within the mode of speciation 

development, there are grades of complexity as seen in the fundamentally 
distinct behavior of laying eggs, or giving birth to live young. Some stem 

amniotes obviously went on to begin retaining their eggs (becoming live-
birthers, just like the primitive marine mammals perhaps?) and in turn may have 

become increasingly more metabolically complex organisms, which again, 
would help stimulate further evolution and development of the refinement of 

this metabolic system which was ultimately derived from basal amniotes (a 
positive feedback loop of complexity building a momentum towards further 

complexity) leading to many grades of the mammalian form.  

Within this diverse group, some mammals ultimately reached a metabolic 

complexity that resulted in something as sophisticated as higher primates and 
ourselves. Although, the  temperature of the primordial pond may have initially 

triggered the difference and independent modes of brain evolution, it is of 
course only one of many conditions that would have led to a fantastic array of 

variation of generic forms (shared ancestral condition) in the end. The wiring of 
the brain along with many other uniquely human characters – is what even 

made humans a very different species to the most clever of the higher primates 
as you will see further on.  
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When is a mammal not a mammal? When it 
is presumed to be a mammal-like reptile 

“Mammal-like Reptile” is simply wrong... Extinctions may be rarer than you 

think and marine “reptiles” may not be reptiles either... 

Below is a typical outline of how, what and when things occurred in terms 

of the evolution of the less primitive tetrapods of non-amphibian variety. This 

article highlights the main issue as I see it for our difficulties surrounding the 
problematic and illusive mammalian origins in relation to reptilian evolution in 

below. Interestingly, the article also highlights the environmental context for 
these tetrapods and it would seem that this would be a good time  for those 

vegetarian tetrapods to come unto land at about this time. Do bear in mind the 
intrinsic importance of environmental changes in the timing, shaping and 

forming the ultimate direction of these developing (species) forms. The article 
excerpt is taken from National Geographic: 

The lush s wamp forests of the Carboniferous were gradually replace d by conifers, seed 
ferns, and ot her drought-res istant plants. Early re ptiles were well placed to capitalize on 
the new env ironment. Shielde d by t heir t hicker, mo isture -retaining skins, the y moved in 
where amphibians  had previously held s way. Over time, t hey became ideally s uited to 

the desert-t ype habitats in which the y thrive today.  

Being cold-blooded, re ptiles had to find ways  to deal with big daily variat ions in 
temperature, from below freezing at  night to over 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees 
Celsius) during t he day. Some of the primitive pelycosaurs, which measure d up to ten 

feet (three meters) long, had sail-like struct ures on t heir backs t hat are t hought to have 
acted as heat exchangers, catching t he sun in t he morning to help warm the sluggis h 

creatures.  

Later, other mamm al-like re ptiles known as therapsids found an internal solution to 
keeping warm —scient ists s uspect  they eventually be came warm-blooded, conserving 

heat generate d through t he breakdo wn of food. These mo re metabolically active 
reptiles, which could s urvive t he harsh interior regions of Pangaea, be came the 

dominant land animals of the late Permian. 
http: //s cience.nat ionalgeographic. com/s cience/prehistoric-worl d/permian/ 

  

So what is the impression you get from reading that? I presume it is that 

mammals – even mammals in the making are nowhere to be seen, because they 
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are cold-blooded reptiles and some known as primitive pelycosaurs evolved a 

handy system of cooling itself down with a sail and became able to regulate – 
eventually, its body temperature and much later this creature’s offspring led to 

mammals of the true variety later on. Basically the article above suggests that 
some reptile-type, cold-blooded ancestors, after they took over the habitat of 

amphibians, spawned the significantly later mammalians. That is the 
conventional thinking, but it is not without its assumptions which are actually 

quite unfounded and simply built upon an idea of how things might have 

happened and remains a highly problematic area of research for 
palaeontologists.  

The reptilia to mammalian transition (or assumed linear descent model as 
assumed within our modern version of Darwinian theory) is, has been, and 

seemingly will remain problematic, unless we start viewing the fossil evidence 
in a different light. For instance, from the book by Nowak, R. M. 1999. Walker's 

mammals of the world. 6th ed. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, the 
author states: 

 There has  been intensive debate regarding t he morphological and temporal bo undary 
between re ptiles and the first mamm als. Recent fossil studies have revealed some 

specimens that  do not clearly fall into either group and have challenged t he 
significance of the direct articulation of the lower jaw and skull as the key indicator of 

mammalian o rigin.  

Nowak (1999, 1).  

link to boo k 

 

The above quote suggests primitive tetrapods who have not yet specialised 
and it also highlights the issues surrounded the so-called reptile to mammalian 

transition. Perhaps there never was a transition. Perhaps the problems arise from 
the assumptions embedded in the interpretation of the fossils and trying to make 

them fit a Darwinian model of evolution. Like most assumptions, they tend to 
have a history attached as to how these concepts became embedded in the 

public consciousness in the first place. Because they are there, doesn’t mean 

they are right or have any solid scientific basis.  

For instance, the article outlining the prehistoric animals and their 

metabolism according to conventional wisdom also uses the famous term of 
‘mammal-like reptile’. What does this mean exactly and where did the term and 
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its implications originate? Well, in a paper going back to the mid 1970s, the 

very issue of ‘the origin of the concept of mammal-like reptile’ as the title 
suggests states in the introduction: “Following the publication of Darwin's 
Origin of Species, in 1859, biologists were eager to apply the theory of evolution 
to the paleontological record.” Aulie (1975, 21). The American Biology Teacher 

© 1975 National Association of Biology Teachers Link 

Need I say more... and the rest is history and a very interesting one at that as 

they basically never resolved it and this has become a matter of strong debate 

not only back then, but increasingly so now in our modern era as indicated 
above. It really comes down to the term mammal-like reptile as used above and 

explained as originating as a means to fit the theory of evolution as proposed by 
Darwin.  

Think about it.  If you can only proceed and advance gradually from your 
ancestral state via a direct line of descent from your ancestors and by no other 

means - genetically, (apart from natural selection weeding out the weakest 
varieties), how else were mammals supposed to arise? It had to be from 

something more primitive. And of course, metabolically simpler, cold-blooded 
animals, thought to be earlier descendents of the amphibian line and ultimately 

all went back to fishy-pod ancestors, were a good candidate. Hence, mammal-
like reptile as we cannot have mammals – not even proto-mammals or stem 

mammals, at this early stage, as how else could they have evolved/emerged? 

Indeed, when we look at the early tetrapods they do really seem to be 

primitive generalists; even the amphibian-like types, before becoming more 
definable species of rather monstrous, never seen before:  amphibians. Perhaps 

we need to stop making the assumption that we descended directly from some 
common ancestor that was more primitive than its protégé and begin applying 

older principles and more recent understanding and start listening to what the 
fossil record is actually trying to tell us.  

Basically, all of these generalist tetrapods overlap chronologically and 
once we identify that they are becoming fundamental species ultimately 

leading to amphibian, mammalian and reptilia and their respective 
evolutionary trajectories being directly ultimately by their underlying 

(inherent) metabolic complexity, we begin to get a clearer picture of how these 
tetrapods began diversifying into many grades of complexity and variations 

along these species lines. I put mammal before reptile as the evidence actually 
shows this to be the case as you will discover further on. 

The alternative scenario that I am presenting doesn’t fit into the Neo -
Darwinian version of evolutionary events. Perhaps this is why there is still a 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/4445038?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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strong resistance to alternative theories and even stronger insistence upon us ing 

the term mammalian-like reptile. Indeed, as the article excerpt from Berkeley 
Education (University Museum of Palaeontology) below points out:  it is a 

misleading term and should not be used any longer. 

... pre-mammalian groups of synapsids have at times been called " mammal-like re ptiles" . 

This term is no w disco uraged because although many had characterist ics in common 
wit h mamm als, none of them were actually reptiles.  

http: //www.ucmp. berkeley.edu/s ynapsids /synaps ida. html  

Ben Waggoner 1997 

 

The excerpt from the same website is presented below and it discusses the 
mammalian lineage of synapsida which includes the earlier pelycosaurs. Recall 

the National Geographic article above that clearly lined the early pelycosaurs 
to the late Carboniferous and essentially referred to them as a form of reptilia 

(mammal-like reptiles)? The article below explains that these are actually a 
stem mammalian group with their distinct non-reptile features such as likely 

warm-blooded metabolism. This should make you rethink the above description 
of the assumed reptile pedigree of these species during and contemporary with 

distinct reptile species along with their side-lined amphibian types within the 
late Carboniferous period and as the article below also points out:  “by the 
beginning of the Permian, pelycosaur genera account for 70 percent of all the 
known amniotes, outnumbering the reptiles”. 

Below are a few useful terms to do with the all important metabolism, or 
what I would describe as the main driver of biological complexity as it relates to 

the energy exchange between the cellular organism and its environment: 

 
Endothermic: Generating internal heat to moderate body temperature, e.g., modern birds and mammals. 
Ectothermic: Relying on the environment and behavior to regulate body temperature, e.g., typical reptiles. 
Homeothermic: Maintaining a constant internal body temperature, e.g., modern mammals, birds, and some 
others. 
Poikilothermic: Having a fluctuating internal body temperature depending on the local environmental 
conditions, e.g., typical reptiles and actinopterygiian fish. 
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/diapsids/metabolism.html 
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Introduction to the Pelycosaurs 

Synapsids with attitude 

...pelycosaurs are not rept iles, since re ptiles have t wo s uch openings in t heir s kul ls. ... It is 
believed that  the pelycosaurs, like t heir liv ing mammal relatives, were endothermic, 

which means t hat t hey maintained a constant internal bo dy temperature. This is anot her 
characterist ic t hat sets pelycosaurs apart from t he reptiles. If t his v iew is corre ct, then 

pelycosaurs are one of the earliest examples of endothermic animals.  

...The " pelycosaurs"  are members of the Synapsida, a major branch of the Amniota. 
Pelycosaurs are the earliest, most primit ive synaps ids, a gro up characterized by a single 
dermal opening in t he skull permitting mus cle attachment to t he jaw. ...In fact, the only 

currently living synaps ids are the mammals. It is believe d that t he pelycosaurs, like t heir 
living mammal relatives, were e ndot hermic, which means that they maintaine d a 

constant internal bo dy temperat ure. This is another characteristic t hat sets pelycosaurs 
apart from t he rept iles. If this v iew is correct, then pelycosaurs are one of the earliest 

examples of endothermic animals.  

In many res pects, t he pelycosaurs are interme diate between t he rept iles and mamm als, 
and so t hey have commonly been referred to as " mammal -like rept iles" . The pelycosaurs 
indee d resemble large lizards in t heir overall appearance, but as we have seen, t his is a 

misnomer s ince pelycosaurs are not rept iles 

 ... Pelycosaurs first appeare d during t he upper Carbo niferous (Lo wer Pennsylvanian)  

...However, it must be noted t hat not all pelycosaurs had sails. Still, most pelycosaurs 
were similar to Dimetro don in that t hey also were carnivores wit h large, powerful jaws, 

and t wo types of teeth: sharp canines and shearing teeth...This  adaptat ion allowed 
pelycosaurs to flourish, and by the beginning of the Permian, pelycosaur genera acco unt 

for 70 perce nt of all the kno wn amniotes, outnumbering the re ptiles. 

...The pelycosaurs exhibit t he first s ubstantial progress of crawling to running. This 
evolution in t he extremities re quired a modificat ion of the metabolism in the mus cular 

system to prov ide t he energy re quired for more stre nuous  activ ity. T he resulting change 
in the ax ial system brought about endothermy. Supporting t his idea is the fact that as 

later pelycosaurs  and later synaps ids evolved, t he surface area of sail to bo dy mass rat io 
decrease d. This sho ws the t rend of re duced need for outs ide t hermoregulation, which 

would re quire an increased use of endot hermy, an important  characteristic today 
separating t he rept iles and mammals.  

http: //www.ucmp. berkeley.edu/s ynapsids /pelycos aurs. html  
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Brian R. Speer et al (2000)  

 Can you see the conventional model as presented in almost all timeline 

graphs, mammals are habitually shown to only emerge as primitive mammals at 
the dawn of the period that seen the demise of the great dinosaurs, who 

themselves are only thought to emerge very late in the fossil record and 
somehow evolve from the ancestral lineage of reptilia. What if, on the other 

hand, the earliest tetrapod were all generalists and rather experimental species 
in the making in the early days of the  Dawn Tadpole? What if,  some of these 

tetrapods began to fundamentally diverge as a result of their metabolic 
complexity possibly established by the temperature of their primordial pond in 

which they developed in? This may have led to further divergences resulting in 
unique species and specialisms that we could then begin classifying as the main 

species we recognise today, but first, we need to clear away the term mammal-
like reptile, and perhaps even reptile-like lizard and begin recognising these as 

distinct species in the making.  

We have really got to leave the old misleading presumption of non-

mammalian reptile behind and indeed, reptilian for nearly everything else 
aside (remember what Lamarck had warned about over 200 years ago – 

regarding imposing our rigid classifications upon what Nature was trying to 
show us?). If we do this, we can begin to read the fossil record with more clarity 

and watch out for the points of differential divergences as these fundamental 
forms of tetrapod begin to transform developmentally into actual recognisable 

species and all variations upon these themes thereafter until they reach their 
final specialised speciated form. And when we review the geological and 

climate record for these leaps of speciation and remodelling events, interesting 
correspondences emerge. 

I will now review the evidence for the morphological characters (the shape 
and formation and main characteristics) that are used to define the various 

types of early forms of vertebrate animals. This has led as much to the confusion 
regarding the classification and underlying assumptions of referring to stem 

amniotes as mammalian-like reptiles, inferring direct reptile ancestry and at 

the same time, it is the basis for re-interpreting the fossil record in light of more 
recent supportive evidence for non-Darwinian concepts of evolutionary 

development. 
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MODIFICATIONS as seen in the fossil 
record and clues to evolutionary 
development 

The earliest specialising species or most primitive (metabolically) simpler 

modern-day vertebrates such as fish, amphibians and turtles typically have one 
thing in common: their skulls have no fossa (hole). The holes in other species are 

called the Temporal Fossae. The holes are integrally related to function of the 
jaw and palate (roof of mouth) as you will see below, and could therefore be used 

to infer morphological changes due to adaptive needs.  

The middle ear bone is also a very important diagnostic of the transition 

from more primitive (skeletal) body-forms of some vertebrate tetrapods, 
reptilian and what they would call true mammalian. It is the se features that 

palaeontologists use to identify and classify species of vertebrates (fish, 
amphibians, turtles etc with no fossa); vertebrate reptilian according to number 

and position of holes other fossils such as so-called marine reptiles (which may 
be another misclassification as you will see below) and finally the number and 

position of holes is seen to indicate mammalian species in the fossil record. We 
will start with the holes in the skull. 

Vertebrata – diaps ids = The re ptiles (except t urtles)  

All members of the group called t he Re ptilia ... except for t he anapsids (t urtles and their 
ilk), and a few extinct groups, are diapsids.  

The main diagnostic physical character for a diapsid is t he presence of two o penings on 
each s ide of the s kull; the upper and lower temporal openings, i.e., the post -orbital 

fenestrae ... Even the birds are considered diaps ids (and hence rept iles), because the y are 
descended from certain dinosaurs (which are also diapsids), and ancestrally have t he 
paire d s kull openings along with ot her phys ical characterist ics t hat unite t hem with 

diapsids. Thus, t hey are considered diaps ids  by their ancestry, which is illuminate d by 
shared derived traits.  

What does t he word " reptile"  really mean?  

..." Reptile"  refers to the Reptilia, which i ncludes the e ctothermic snakes, lizards, 
crocodiles, turtles, and t he endothermic birds. Or, if you consider yourself in t he cladistic 
school of thought like most paleontologists, then if you say Re ptilia, you are referring to 
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all anapsids and diapsids (t he us ual snakes, lizards, croco diles, turtles, and t heir friends, 
including dinosaurs … and the ir descendants, t he birds ). ...  

The term " reptile"  may carry a lot of psychological baggage with it, conjuring up 
outmode d images of slow, stupid, inferior creat ures, but it is a valid term applied to t he 

group compris ing the first reptile and all of its descendants. By this convent ion, birds are 
considered Rept ilia, just like bats are mammals and snails are mollusks. Birds are 

certainly quite different from other living Rept ilia, but the traits t hat mo dern birds 
possess were acquire d gradually over many millions of years of evolution. The first  birds 

were quite different than modern birds, and looked much more like goo d traditio nal 
reptiles than hawks, doves, or t urke ys do. 

http: //www.ucmp. berkeley.edu/taxa/verts /diaps ida.php:  

 

Let us now look at some of the possible reasons for the holes in these skulls. 

The jaw relates to these holes and the relationship to the modification of the 
vertebrate palate as outlined below in an articles which points out some 

interesting and revealing elements of this vertebrate adaptation. For instance 
regarding modifications for breathing air, the Secondary Palate states: 

Fossae (cavities, pits, or holes), are mo difications of the s kull  that allow for more po werful 
jaws. The y provide more space in the s kull for the jaw muscles to expand during 

contract ion and t hey offer a more secure area for the mus cles to attach.  

Fish s kulls have no fossa and are therefore called anaps id.... The t urtle  skull, like the fis h 
skull, has no fossa and is anaps id... In rept iles (excluding t urtles), there evolved a pair of 

openings on eit her side of the s kull in t he temporal region, called the temporal fossa. 
..The presence of two temporal fossae is t he diapsi d condit ion and is found in some 

reptiles and birds.... 

http: //www.zoology.ubc.ca/~millen/verte brate/Bio204_Labs /Lab_3__Skull.html  

 

Modifications for breathing air: evolution of the secondary palate. The se condary palate 

separates the oral passageway from the nasal pas sageway. T here have been three stages 
in the evolutio n of the secondary palate:  

The fishes and amphibia have a complete roof to the mouth which is t he primary palate. 
..This was inconvenient when breathing while eating. ..  
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Reptiles s how a trend in t he evolution of a secondary palate. The turtle on 

demonstrat ion sho ws a development of the maxilla, premaxilla, which turn inward to 
form a shelf, and a new bone, the palatine, which provide d a part ial secondary palate.  

... The alligator is a further stage and s hows a complete bony seco ndary palate. 

... In order to save weight, birds have a totally fleshy secondary palate... 

Mammals (wolf, ox) have a functional complete secondary palate, t hough not t he 
complete bony palate of alligator, the posterior port ion being t he fleshy soft palate, with 

the hard palate in t he anterior.  

http: //www.zoology.ubc.ca/~millen/oldverte brate/lab6_frameset.htm  

 

Therefore, as the above outline of these holes or non-holes in the skulls of 
vertebrates relate to breathing, eating and functional and increasingly 

sophisticated modifications within more advanced species. There has been three 
stages of evolutionary development in the palate alone and this corresponds 

with species complexity, i.e. simpler and earlier vertebrates such as fish and 
amphibians with no opening in the skull have a primary basic palate and this 

develops in both reptilian (diapsids) to a secondary palate and adapted to birds 
and other species in different ways according to practical considerations such as 

weight and finally a tertiary palate within later and more advanced 
mammalian forms not specifically outlined above, but pertinent to the concept 

of going from the primitive features to the more refined at different scales and 
levels of complexity within the main species/groups and between 

fundamentally different levels of specialising forms (metabolically and other 
ways).  

This brings us to the surprising timing of these divergences and the 
ancestral conditions of the diapsid, anapsid and synapsid (mammalian type of 

skull with a single opening and in a different position compared to the two 
opening of the diapsid skull – so-called reptilia form). Recall that the synapsids 

is also the name given to the non-reptilia and oft referred to as the mammal-
like reptiles as discussed above, yet, they never had any link to reptilia except 

perhaps as sharing a common ancestral condition with the diapsid (reptilian-
type) in the form of being what Butler earlier referred to as stem-amniotes. 

Recall that this refers to the special egg (amniotes) and includes all vertebrate 

types that are not amphibian, fish or turtles etc (Anapsid). They are the more 
advanced tetrapods. The following study is rather revealing in its findings. The 
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ancestral condition shared by all tetrapods appears to be evident in their skulls 

as clearly illustrated in:  ‘Comparative Vertebrate Neuroanatomy: Evolution 
and Adaptation’ by Ann B Butler and William Hodos 

Box 4-2.  

The Early Divergence of Synapsids 

An idea t hat is  common among newcomers to the field  of vertebrate evolution is that t he 
earliest mammals evolved from rept ile ancestors. T his idea can lead to summary 

statements of tetrapod phylogeny a be ing somet hing along t he line of amphibians-
reptiles-birds and mammals. Unfortunately, t his se quence is not consistent wit h current  

data about t he times of divergence of various  tetrapo d lineages.  

Reptiles, which are diapsides (having two te poral fenestrae, ...), did not appear in t he 
fossil record until 10 million years after t he origin of the line leading to mo dern 
mammals. As s hown in Figure 1, approximately 350 million years ago, the stem 

tetrapods s plit into two lines, one leading to mo dern amphibian and a second line t hat 
became t he stem anapsids, which were t he ancestors of the amniotes. 320 million ye ars 

ago, the stem s ynapsids branched from the anaps id line.  

  

 

 

Main diagram taken from Fig. 1. 
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Main diagram taken from Fig. 2 

Butler and Hodos (2005, 81). 

http://samples.sainsburysebooks.co.uk/9780471733836_sample_379
611.pdf  

 

Figure 2 (top) sho ws the s kull of an anaps id, wit h no temporal opening, and t he s kull of a 
synapsid (middle) with a single temporal opening, s hown in dark gray. As indicate d in 
Figure 1, the s ynapsids eventually led to t he emergence of mammals. Ten million years 

after the appearance of the first s ynapsids, the anapsid lineage diverged again into two 
lines of diapsids, as s hown in F igure 2 ... Thus, the stem diaps ids  pro duced one branch that 
led to the modern lizards and snakes and a second branch the [ n?] led to croco diles and 

birds, turtles, and t uararas.  

 

Most species of advanced vertebrates (Anapsid – no fossa) interestingly 
appear in the fossil record the earliest and as suggested above, the divergence of 

the diapsid type skull from the anapsid condition occurs some 10 million years 
after the divergence of synapsid type skulls which is the main characteristic of 

http://samples.sainsburysebooks.co.uk/9780471733836_sample_379611.pdf
http://samples.sainsburysebooks.co.uk/9780471733836_sample_379611.pdf
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the mammalian forms. Does this suggest a common ancestral condition for all 

early vertebrates once they metamorphosed into true vertebrate species? Is this 
a common ancestral condition of all stem-vertebrates and isn’t the timing of the 

emergence of the mammalian ancestral form interesting compared to the 
lateness of the so-called reptilia (diapsid) divergence?  

Whatever way we look at it synapsid leading to mammalian forms should 
never have been discussed or classified in any way as relating to reptilia 

(diapsid) and the furthest we can go back to try and establish the ancestral 

origins is to say that they had a common mode of reproducing their young 
(amniotic) which is not actually a direct ancestor (as the record shows – it cannot 

be – the timing and fossil record would not support this), but instead: a common 
shared ancestral (primitive) condition.   

Even today, reptilia of the lizard form are fairly primitive looking, but 
imagine how this would not be reflected in the reconstruction of their fossil 

bones. Now they have their scales (made from available materials of slightly 
different chemical composition) and all manner of fancy camouflage – I’m sure 

in the early days when the lizards were becoming more like lizards, that they 
didn’t show all the refinement and adaptive features of their more modern 

counterparts, just as the really primitive mammals would not have refined and 
expressed all that it had the potential to be.  

This brings us to another development – more advanced, within 
mammalian forms that is often used as a diagnostic of so-called true mammals 

and separates this group from the reptilia group along with the skull openings 
and development of the palate and jaws. The educational website that discusses 

the functional aspect of the holes or non-holes of skulls also discussed the 
morphology of the jaw and its attachment to the skull and the key migration of 

this feature becoming a definitive feature of the mammalian species: 

Jaw Suspe nsion:  

.... In tetrapods, t he upper jaw alone sus pends the lower jaw. .. This frees the 
hyomandibular of the hyoid arch from jaw s uspens ion and it is inco rporate d into the ear. 

The number of upper and lower jawbo nes becomes reduced. Mammals have only one 
paire d bo ne, the dentary, in t he lower jaw. The articular and quadrate bones are jaw 

joints in most vertebrates but  are moved to the ear in mammals. The ent ire upper jaw is 
incorporated into t he baincase and jaw sus pension is craniostylic.  

http: //www.zoology.ubc.ca/~millen/verte brate/Bio204_Labs /Lab_3__Skull.html  
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This distinct feature of mammals, noted in the article above, is studied in 

some detail in the articles highlighted below. Interestingly, these articles have 
observed the formation or the migration of this middle ear bone from the jaw 

occurring during development. And as we have been doing throughout much of 
this discussion, we will apply Von Baer’s laws and this should reveal that the 

most primitive mammals – monotremes in our present era (egg-laying mammals 
that have been described as having reptilia features – or as I would like to 

rephrase: primitive features of the mammalian form) could reveal how the most 

primitive mammals began to diversify into their various grades and further 
specialisations as mammals. 

...the mammalian middle ear re presents one of the most f undamental morphological 
features that define this class of vertebrates. Its s keletal pattern differs conspicuously 
from those of other amniotes and has attracte d the attention of comparat ive zoologists 

for about 200 years. .. Mammalian middle ear evolution can no w be interpreted as a 
series of changes in the developmental pro gram of t he pharyngeal arches... We pro pose 

that to understand mammalian middle ear evolution, it is essential to ident ify the 
critical developmental events underlying the part icular mamm alian anatomy and to 

describe t he evolutionary sequence of changes in developmental and molecular terms. 
We also discuss the degree of cons istency bet ween the developmental explanation of 
the mammalian middle ear base d on molecular biology and morphological changes in 

the fossil record.  

J. Exp. Zool. (Mol. Dev. Evol.) 314B 2010 

http: //www.cdb.riken.jp/emo /old-japanese/pubj/pdf/Takechi_10314.pdf  

 

In summary, during development in a mammal, the ear bone goes through 
similar stages migrating to its definitively mammalian feature as development 

proceeds. This supports the evolutionary principles of development proposed in 
Von-Baer’s laws. Another science paper in SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org 

entitled: 'Independent Origins of Middle Ear Bones in Monotremes and 
Therians' by Thomas H. Rich et al, discusses in detail the evolution of the middle 

ear in as seen from the fossil record of mammalian species and how this relates to 
more recent studies of development of modern species and its implications and 

controversies this has raised as well as the evidence for independent origins in 

the more primitive types discussed earlier. 
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... bones retained attachment to t he lower jaw in a bas al monotreme indicates that the 

definit ive mammalian middle ear evolved independently in liv ing monotremes and 
therians  (mars upials and placentals). In t he evolutionary transitio n from primitive 

synapsids (the so -called mammal-like reptiles) to extant mammals, the dentary bo ne of 
the lower jaw establis hed a neomorphic art iculation with the s quamosal bone of the 

skull, and three of the accessory lower jaw bones... An additional synapsid element, the 
quadrate (which with the art icular forms the primit ive synapsid jaw jo int), be came t he 

mammalian incus.  

A controvers y exists as to whet her t he transformatio n of jaw bones to middle ear bones 
occurred inde pendently in the t wo clades  of living mammals: the Monotremata 

(platypuses and e chidnas) and T heria (mars upials and place ntals). In ot her words, did 
the accessory jaw bo nes that gave rise to t he ear oss icles and ectotympanic become 

detached from t he lower jaw only once ... in the common ancestry of monotremes and 
therians  (a mono phyletic origin), or did the y beco me detache d from the jaw 

inde pendently in the t wo living gro ups subseque nt to their evolutionary divergence 
from a common ancestor (a polyphyletic origin) ...?  

Assertions of fundame ntal differences in development and morphology bet ween 
monotreme and therian ears are no longer s upported .., so the primary argume nt for a 

polyphyletic origin lies in the existence of mammal -like de ntaries from t he Late Triassic 
to Early Cretaceous ... that s how evidence of a pers isting co ntact of putative ear bone 

homologs wit h t he lower jaw. 

Unfortunately, the co ntentious nature of the phylogenetic relations of Mesozoic 
mammals has  unt il now prevented the establishme nt of a reliable link bet ween fossil 

mammals with accessory jaw bones and living and fossil mam mals wit h true ear ossicles. 
Here we present  evidence of such a link between a fossil monotreme with accessory jaw 

bones ...and liv ing monotremes in which certain of those bones are e ntirely wit hin t he 
middle ear....One of the most compelling pieces of fossil evidence for the transformation 

of jaw to ear bones is seen in Morganucodon .., a Late Triass ic/Early Jurass ic near-
mammal (mam maliaform).  

 

Essentially, the next science paper, once again supports Von Baer’s 

principles of evolutionary development as reflected in embryological 

development, but do watch out for the trap of the article referring to the 
mandible as a reptilian one. The paper also discusses the Hox gene complex and 

its implications in other changes in mammal features such as the spine (lumber) 
– this is worth bearing in mind as this discussion unfolds. The article is entitled: 
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'A new eutriconodont mammal and evolutionary development in early 

mammals' by Zhe-Xi Luo et al in Nature  2007: 

 

Abstract  

Detachment of the t hree tiny middle ear bones from t he re ptilian mandible is an 
important innovation of mo dern mammals. Here we describe a Mesozoic eutricono dont 

nested within crown mammals t hat clearly illustrates this trans ition: t he middle ear 
bones are connected to t he mandible via an ossifie d Meckel’s cart ilage.  

The conne cted ear and jaw structure is similar to t he embryonic pattern in modern 
monotremes (egg-laying mammals) and placental mamm als, but is a paedo morphic 

feature retained in t he adult, unlike in monotreme and placental adults. T his s uggests 
that reversal to (or retentio n of) this  premammalian ancest ral condition is correlated 

wit h different developmental timing (heterochrony) in eutricono donts.  

This ne w eutricono dont adds to the evidence of homoplasy of vertebral characters  in t he 
thoraco-lumbar trans ition and unfuse d lumbar ribs among early mam mals. This  is 

similar to t he effect of homeobox gene patterning of vertebrae in modern mam mals, 
making it plausible to extrapolate the effects of Hox gene patterning to account for 

homoplastic evolution of vertebral characters in early mammals.  

http: //www.nat ure.com/nature /journal/v446/n7133/full/nature05627.html  

 

Therefore, in order to assess this very mammalian mode of speciation 

(retaining the amniotic egg within the body), which would be a one way of 
absolutely guaranteeing that your little embryo’s environment was kept warm 

and protected at all times, which in itself would create more complexity within 
the developing organism with now having longer gestation periods, we will look 

at the most primitive mammalian form – which superficially, if we didn’t know 
any better from modern species that show these primitive ancestral traits of 

becoming egg retainers, we would assume to be reptilian.  

Take for example, marsupial animals do a sort of in-between mode of 

development - they keep their young in a pocket/pouch for a while. So they 
are not quite egg-layers or live-birthers. All creatures with four legs and walk 

on land, whether upright or otherwise (tetrapods) seemed to have laid eggs at 

some point in their primitive evolutionary development. This is a very special 
egg (amniotic egg built for the long haul) and it can be  laid, kept inside forming 
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a placenta or kept in pouch as mentioned above and did you know, there is such 

a thing as an egg-laying mammal?  

Let us now look at a particularly strange mammal. These critters known as 

monotremes, are egg laying mammals. They are strange indeed, particularly the 
platypus types as it really doesn't look like it has made up its  mind what it is. 

These are very primitive types, as far as mammals go and have many features in 
common with reptile forms apparently. This is because of our terminology of 

using reptile anything as a reference to any primitive features.  

This is based upon a presumed common ancestor of mammals and reptiles. 
And as that ancestor is assumed to more reptilian in its primitive form (as of 

course mammals only evolved long after the reptiles as we are often told), then 
we are going to end up with everything that isn't fully specialised as a species - 

referred to as reptilian-like mammal or a mammalian-like reptile and we are 
left with an entirely false interpretation of the fossil evidence. 

What seems to be a fundamental distinction between reptiles and 
mammals is not that most mammals give birth to live young rather than lay 

eggs, except for those strange primitive type mammals such as monotremes, or 
the rearrangement of some bones (epigenetic re-coding would also cause such 

changes in bones, eggs, development, brains and just about everything else), it is 
their metabolism and energy exchange with the environment that would 

appear most fundamental. I.e., warm-blooded or cold-blooded are 
fundamentally different levels of metabolism. Their brain wiring is also 

fundamentally different which may be due to their less complex metabolism 
compared to even primitive mammal forms such as the monotreme types.  

Another feature that seems to have evolved at least to a more sophisticated 
level in mammals, is the mammalian mode of production. Again, this may be an 

adaptive and evolving trait which begins to show a further divergence away 
from the ancestral primitive form of stem-amniotes with their specific synapsid 

type skull. If you read the following article, keeping the concept of evolving 
primitive forms to more advanced features in some animals in your mind, then, 

evolutionary development may begin to make more sense. 
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Why Odd Egg-Laying Mammals Still Exist 

by C harles Q. Choi, L ive Science Contributor   |   Se ptember 21, 2009 11:06am  

 The platypus, found only in Australia is one of the five mammal s pecies of that  lay eggs 
instead of giving birt h to live young. T he other egg-laying mammals are four s pecies of 

echidna...The reason that o dd, egg-laying mammals still exist today may be because 
their ancestors took to t he water, scient ists no w suggest. T he egg -laying mam mals — 

the monotremes, including the platypus and spiny anteaters — are eccent ric relatives 
to the rest of mammals, which bear live young. In addit ion to laying eggs, other quirks 

make the m seem more like rept iles than o ur kin. T hey have a re ptilian gait  with legs on 
the sides rather than underneat h t he bo dy, for inst ance, and a single duct for urine, feces 

and sex instead of multiple openings.  

These oddballs are often cons idere d primitive " living fossils"  that she d light on what our 
distant  ancestors might have looked like.  

Australian invasion  

Long ago, monotremes and their close relatives were t he dominant  mamm als in t he 
whole of Aust ralia. Now only t wo kinds of monotremes are left on the planet — t he 
duck-billed platypuses and t he four s pecies of echidnas, or spiny anteaters. Like all 
mammals, they possess hair, milk, s weat glands, t hree middle ear bones and a brain 

region known as t he neocortex. 

The monotremes were almost totally swept aside when the ir pouch-bearing marsupial 
cousins  — mo dern examples of which include t he kangaroos — invade d Australia 71  

million to 54 million years ago. Marsupials appear to have a number of adv antages over 
monotremes — the ir bo dies seem more efficient at locomot ion, and the fact that t hey 

give birth to live offspring coul d provide better care of young.  

..." Platypus -like fossils are known from at least 61 million years ago. It was t hought t hat 
the much s horter fossil record for echidnas, from about 13 million years ago, was just due 

to the pat chy nat ure of the fossil record,"  Phillips  said. The ir new findings suggest " the 
lack of early echidna fossils was in fact be cause t hey s impl y had not evolve d yet." 

... 

Since a t rait often cons idere d primitive — egg-laying —  might actually have helpe d 
monotremes surv ive to the present day, fut ure research could investigate whether t he 
same holds for other characteristics of theirs. For instance, the ir rept ile -like s houlders  

are poor for running fast, but t hey provide strong bracing. This allows for huge s houlder 

and arm musculature for use in rapid maneuvering in t he water for t he platypus or 
digging for echidnas, Phillips said.  

http: //www.livescience.com/5 746 -odd-egg-laying-mamm als-exist.html  
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My favourite line in this whole article is:  " the lack of early echidna fossils 
was in fact because they simply had not evolved yet."  Perhaps now you can see 
why I used this particular example of really primitive egg-laying mammals in 

relation to their next evolutionary development – the marsupials, to illustrate 
the following point. If our modern species of monotremes specialised more 

rapidly, owing to their inherent complexity compared to their more complex 
counterparts, does this not indicate that the modes of development were 

actually evolving within the mammalian species as a whole? 

For instance, some mammals (primitive type – but not reptile in their 
features, just undeveloped) were able to become more advanced and 

experimented with pouch developmental modes and many more simply were 
able to eventually retain their special amniotic eggs internally in a womb? 

Can you see that if we stop referring to anything primitive in mammals as 
reptile features and assuming an ancestral link to  reptiles of some form or other, 

then a much clearer emerges? Monotremes and marsupial types are probably 
the ancestral representatives of monotreme or marsupial more primitive mode 

of development for warm-blooded mammalians. In many ways these ‘living 
fossils’ are captured in their primitive state like a snap shot in evolutionary 

history as once an  organism becomes stabilised, using up all of its inherent 
complexity accumulated thus far, it becomes a relatively fixed species 

thereafter. Meanwhile, other mammals continue to cross-breed presumably as 
the evidence for hybridisation events is more common than we once realised, 

which would begin to express different permutations of all this genetic novelty 
to eventually perfect their more advanced features.   

I’m not going to go through all the diversity of all the early synapsids (non-
reptilian ones that they like to refer to as mammal-like reptiles or the other way 

around, but are really referring to primitive features that superficially in fossil 
form as they only have bones to work from for the most part and a few tracks 

made by animals of multiple digits) leading to what could only be described as 
more mature developmental speciation in later epochs and finally up to what 

we would clearly refer to as a fur covered, four-legged, live-birthing (if female) 
and suckling, warm-blooded mammalian in no way resembling a reptile (which 

I think should be dropped as a term all together and instead use the term 
primitive features of divergent forms leading to more recognisable species 

which we could then begin to classify more accurately. 

I hope by now that you are familiar enough with the alternative principles 

of evolution and are well-warned about the traps of misapplied terminology 
and deeply embedded assumptions that have sent us on wild goose chases and 
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presented us with far too many red-herrings and all those proverbial phrases,  

and now have a key to unlock the seemingly unknowable by applying the 
knowable, and that it is actually much easier to look at the fossil record and just 

have a think about the current mode of development of a modern species and 
then rewind the evolutionary time machine back and see those developmental 

modes played out ancestrally and watch in wonder how rapidly a tiny speck 
can eventually end up as a whole human like ourselves; how the whole oak-tree 

is contained in a tiny acorn and looks nothing like what it will be when it finally 

grows up as a mature species.  

All of the above discussion relating to how reptilian are we, should now 

provide the definitive answer:  Not in the least. All in all, the discussion should 
support the idea that species features are adaptive and have themselves 

evolved in complexity within more complex and derived (diversified) animals.  
With this concept in mind, of even the simpler land-dwelling vertebrates going 

from the generalist to the specialist forms within their fundamental group of 
intrinsic metabolic complexity that would direct their future evolutionary level 

of speciation, it is possible that these levels of metabolism ultimately controlled 
how complex a species could become as the whole organism would begin 

specialising and become as efficient in its metabolic exchange with its 
environment as its in-built complexity would allow.  

Recall the gestation periods of different species and the grades of species 
within these main groups according to size/mass and metabolic rate (intrinsic 

rate) can be predicted on scales in terms of their type and size, just how fast and 
how many offspring or how big a colony will grow according to scaling laws. In a 

sense, on another scale, we could project back in time and suggest that the 
simpler metabolic species evolved, or began specialising quicker and earlier 

than the more complex species that had much further to go in their evolutionary 
development.  

This could be referred to as:  species gestation periods to full maturity in 
evolutionary timescales. If we then review the fossil record in this light, the final 

speciation refinements of the fundamental forms actually begins fairly late and 
therefore, not really that long ago in evolutionary timescales. It looks like the 

great transformations (seemingly triggered by environmental changes) 
occurred throughout the past at a fairly big (macro) level, but that it is only in 

the final stages of these great periods leading up to the Cretaceous and ending 
with the Tertiary (c. 140 – 65 million years ago – culminating in the great so-

called extinction of the really big reptilian – the Dinosaurs) that we see the final 
culmination and refinement of all that has gone before. 
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Therefore, if we replace our presumed ancestral linear descent model of 

being descended directly from a mammal-like reptile ancestor (the diapsids) 
and replace it with an ancestral condition common to both reptiles and 

(synapsid) mammals of tetrapod stem amniotes, then the fossil record and its 
interpretation makes much more sense. These two distinct groups appear to be 

proto-mammals and reptiles and all grades of complexity therein, in the 
making. And the fact that stem-amniotes began making it to primitive 

mammalian forms 10 million years BEFORE the reptilian form is of some interest 

don’t you think?  

Furthermore, I would also like to suggest that as mammals are the only 

living synapsids, it might be because they were always the only ever living 
synapsids. They were just primitive mammals in the making and the 

monotremes and marsupial types are just such so-called living fossil types that 
currently use primitive modes of developing their young that might reflect 

earlier mammalian modes of further species diversification and specialisations. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
MODIFIED DESCENDENTS OF THEIR 

FORMER MORE PRIMITIVE SELVES? 

  

The Ancient Marine Animals and their 
Modified Descendents – the Dolphin? 

One other group of note that I have not discussed as yet, is the euryapsids 

(proposed as being entirely extinct, like everything else that doesn’t now exist in 
its primitive form such as all the pelycosaurs). They include the ichthyosaurs and 

the plesiosaurs. (Note the end part of these terms have ‘saur’ in them which 
implies reptile origins). The ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs for example, also used 

to have one fenestra behind the eye, but its position differed from the synapsids 
in that was above the postorbital and not below.  

The ichthyosaurs/plesiosaurs are not classified as anything to do with 

modern marine mammals (dolphins, whales etc) and according to conventional 
Darwinian thinking, these aquatic mammals are supposed to have arisen via the 

land-dwelling mammals returning to the water fusing their toes and forming 
fins. Perhaps they just kept their paddle flippers after metamorphosis from their 

ancestral chordate condition and specialised as marine mammals? You may 
think this an outrageous of course, but it is not an unfounded proposition as you 

see when I briefly outline the evidence below. 

For instance, there is evidence that some of our so-called marine reptiles 

were actually warm-blooded, give birth to live-young; were air breathing, and 
bare an uncanny resemblance to our modern dolphins. Marine reptiles are 

conventionally presumed to be dead; an extinct species of uncertain 
classification and origin, yet, these aquatic animals (often called ‘dolphin-like 

marine reptiles) may be alive and well judging by some of the findings 
emerging within more recent studies of these creatures outline below.  
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'INTRODUCTION TO  THE ICHTH YOSAURIA'  

Icht hyosaurs were not dinosaurs, but re present a se parate group of marine vertebrates. 
Because ichthyosaurs were so s pecialize d and mo difie d for life in t he ocean, we don't 
really know which group of vertebrates were t heir closest relatives. They might have 

been an offshoot of the diapsids — t he great verte brate group that  includes t he 
dinosaurs and birds, t he pterosaurs, t he lizards  and snakes, and many other vertebrates. 
On the other hand, some have suggeste d that  the icht hyosaurs were des cended from a 

distant  relative of the turtles.  

— Waggoner (1995, Introduct ion) UCMP (Univers ity of California Mus uem of 
Palaeontology) Berkeley Education 

 Link 

 

- ICHTH YOSAURS - 

'Modern Interpretations' 

The exceptional level of preservation in German s pecime ns has  allowed highly accurate 
reconstructions of early Jurass ic ichthyosaurs. T his  has revealed a striking 

morphological similarit y to modern dol phins. ..  

— Universit y of Bristol (2002-2015) 'Palaeobiology Research Group' we bpage  

link 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/diapsids/ichthyosauria.html
http://www.palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk/Palaeofiles/Pictures/marine/Ichthyosaurs.html
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FOSSIL SAVED FROM MULE TRACK REVOLUTION IZES UNDERST ANDING OF 

ANCIENT DOLPH IN-L IKE M ARINE REPTILE  

Scientists  have revealed a new species of ichthyosaur (a dolphin-like marine re ptile 
from the age of dinosaurs) from Iraq, which revolutionizes our understanding of the 

evolution and extinctio n of these ancient marine re ptiles.....Fischer and his  colleagues 
retraced t he evolutionary history of Cretaceous icht hyosaurs. In fact, t he team was able 

to show t hat numerous ichthyosaur gro ups t hat appeared durin g the T riass ic and 
Jurass ic ichthyosaur s urv ived into the Cretaceous. It means t hat the s upposed end of 

Jurass ic extinction event did not ever o ccur for icht hyosaurs  

— Universit y of Sout hampton (2013)  'Scie nce Daily' publishe d May 14t h  

Link 

 

So, if ichthyosaurs didn’t go  extinct, where did they disappear to? And as 
you can see from the quotes above, they are not entirely sure how to classify 

these animals, nor can they determine their ancestral origins. Furthermore, as 
outlined below, these ancient marine animals have much more in common with 

modern dolphins than their uncanny resemblance. 

 

- NAT IONAL GEOG RAPH IC - 

'GIANT SE A RE PTILES WERE W ARM-BLO ODED?' 

Prehistoric pre dators co uld control their bo dy temperatures, study says.  

" These marine rept iles were able to maintain a high body temperature independently of 
the water temperat ure where the y lived, from t ropical to cold-temperate oceanic 

domains,"  said study co-autho r ...   

 

— Choi (2010) 'National Geographic News' publis hed June 12th  

Link 

 

' 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130514213154.htm
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2010/06/100610-giant-sea-reptiles-warm-blooded-science/
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OLDEST FOSSIL OF REPT ILE LIVE BIRTH  FOUND'  

Most air-breathing marine creat ures t hat bear live young, s uch as whales and dolphins, 
birt h the ir babies t ail-first, so t he newborns don't suffocate during labor. But  on land, 

babies tend to come out headfirst. And t he earliest whales, which also evolved from land 
mammals, birthe d the ir ne wborns  headfirst.  

The new fossil co nfirms t hat t he first icht hyosaur babies came o ut headfirst, t he study 
reports. The ichthyosaur mother die d with t hree yo ung: one o utside the mother, one 

half-emerged headfirst from her pelvis and o ne still inside, waiting to be born.  

 

— Oskin (2014) 'Live Science' publis hed Feb., 12th  

Link 

 

This is indeed a sad tale as mother and babies did not survive, but, it also 
reveals something more poignant and that is:  their species may have survived. 

Personally, I think reclassifying these as marine mammals as just that:  marine 
mammals with nothing whatsoever to do with reptiles, would be a radical but 

more scientific move on the part of palaeontologists, but you and I know, this is 
simply not going to happen (even if the science was beating us over the head to 

try and knock some sense into us), because our present natural science would not 
hear of such heresy. A shame, but the reality of the situation nevertheless I’m 

afraid. However, all is not lost as I do  believe that our great young and future 
minds in science will see sense and turn this around, but only if they can access 

the information for themselves and not rely on conventional thinking. I believe 
that this assumption, the marine reptiles being classified as such is ultimately a 

result of historical misclassification from the outset and a desire to make the 
evidence fit the theory as noted earlier.  

The alternative scenario, now having looked at the evidence, would 
strongly suggest that these ancient marine animals represent the ancestral and 

more primitive condition of our more modern and specialised marine mammals 
such as dolphins and should be reclassified as primitive marine mammals or 

proto marine, but certainly anything other than reptiles, as they are nothing to 
do with reptiles.   

 

http://www.livescience.com/43344-ichthyosaur-fossil-live-birth-found.html
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Is it a bird? It is a crane? Or is it a flying 
dinosaur? 

Now this next group of famous animals, known as dinosaurs, may actually 

be some sort of reptile, but not quite as clear-cut as the fossil record indicates. 
For instance, the fact that some dinos may have had many features in common 

with modern birds (in other words, they may have shared an ancestral condition 

with them) and one of the most fundamental characteristics of reptilia is cold-
blooded metabolism, and some dinosaurs had hollow legs, rudimentary downing 

(feathers in the making?) and may have been warm-blooded like birds, begins 
to throw yet another monkey wrench in the old classification scheme. 

Furthermore, not all dinosaurs classified as such fall into the bird-like attributes 
given above. Below is a conventional timeline and classification of the dinosaurs 

is given in brief below and it discusses several well-known extinction events 
(that should perhaps be reconsidered in the light of what I have discussed thus 

far), culminating in the most famous event of them all – the so-called mass 
dinosaur extinction. It is taken from a palaeo site at Bristol University, UK: 
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The Dinosaurs 

Amniote evolution followed a very new co urse during the Triassic. The devastation of 
the end-Permian mass extinct ion wiped o ut most of the dominant theraps id s ynapsids, 
and left an empty, bare worl d. Some therapsids s urvive d, and re-radiated (notably the 

plant-eating dicyno donts and t he flesh-eating cynodo nts). But  two ne w diapsid groups 
expande d to fill many niches: the rhynchosaurs  as herbivores and the archosaurs mainly 

as carnivores. The basal archosaurs diversifie d, and gave rise to one group that wo uld 
dominate for the rest of the Mesozoic era.Dinosaurs appeare d in the L ate Triass ic, and 
they dominate d t hrough t he Jurassic and Cretaceous. The first dinosaurs were s mall 

flesh-eating bipeds, s uch as Eoraptor and Herrerasaurus from Argent ina, and 
Coelophysis from Nort h America. The plant-eat ing prosauropo ds appeared early, 

including Sat urnalia from Brazil and t he 5-metre long Plateosaurus from Germany. T he 
first ornit hischian also appeare d at t his t ime, Pisanosaurus from Argentina,  but this 

group remained rare until the Jurass ic....The Jurass ic and Cretaceous perio ds were t he 
time of greatest rept ile divers ity. Dinosaur fossils have been uncovered all over the 

world. Pterosaurs of all sizes flappe d abo ut in the s ky, and plesiosaurs and icht hyosaurs 
swam in the seas. T his  all came to an end wit h the mass extinct ion at t he end of the 

Cretaceous, the KT event.  

Tertiary and Modern Re ptiles 
http: //www.ucmp. berkeley.edu/taxa/verts /diaps ida.php:  

 

With the extinction of the dinosaurs, pterosaurs, and great marine re ptile s, the Eart h was 
again an empty place. Re ptiles never again ruled, and t heir dominant places on land 

were taken by the mammals. Birds too k over as t he major group of flying animals, and 
sharks and whales took over some of the roles of the icht hyosaurs and plesiosaurs.  

Modern re ptile gro ups had appeare d mainly in t he Triass ic and Jurassic. The first t urtles, 
the first cro codilians, and t he first s pheno dontids are kno wn from t he Late Triassic, t he 
first lizards from t he M id Jurassic, and the first s nakes from  the Early Cretaceous. T hese 

groups all divers ified under the noses of the dinosaurs and pterosaurs, but  they never 
became hugely important. During the Tert iary, lizards  and snakes be came much more 
diverse, but t he turtles and crocodilians re maine d s pecial ize d and did not change the ir 

habits a great deal.  

http: //palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk/palaeofiles/fossilgroups/re ptilia/fossilrecord.html  

 

What if the devastation of the end-Permian mass extinction didn’t wipe out 

most of the dominant therapsid, synapsids leaving an empty, bare world as the 
above article discussing the conventional interpretation of the fossil record 
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outlined? What if the early primitive mammals due to the upheavals of the 

Permian were fast-tracked to rapidly adapt and become the modified 
descendents of their former developing selves? What if the marine animals had 

offspring that were radically and rapidly modified to adapt to all these great 
environmental upheavals and it was their modified descendents that took over 

the same ecological niches? What if,  the big dinos laid much smaller and 
radically modified eggs that produced young that could adapt dynamically to 

their dramatically changing environment? The fossil record wouldn’t look so 

bleak after all and we might start to really understand Nature’s ingenious 
strategies for adaptation and thrival. Nature doesn’t appear to produce all of 

this to go and lose it in one fell swoop in a random survival of the fittest game 
akin to Russian Roulette.   

For instance, even though some animals that have been described as ‘living 
fossils’ as discussed in relation to the coelacanth fish or the living-dinosaur (see 

below), don’t appear to have changed much over millions and millions of years, 
in more recent studies, it looks like they should be evolving more rapidly 

(genetically) than their looks reveal. This mismatch between outer appearance 
and molecular rate is seemingly another fall out of our misplaced assumptions. 

For example, the following article describes the results of a recent study of what 
has been described as a living dinosaur: 

Fastest Evolving Creature is 'Living Dinosaur' 

by Live Science Staff   |   March 25, 2008  

Scientists have pinned down the fastest-known evolving 
animal — a "living dinosaur" called a tuatara.  

 

The tuatara, Sphendon punctatus, resembles a lizard and is  found only in New Zealand. 
It is t he only surviving me mber of a re ptilian order Spheho dontia t hat live d alongside 
early dinosaurs  and separated from ot her rept iles 200 million years ago in t he Upper 

Triassic period.  

To make the est imate of evolutionary spee d, researchers re covered DNA sequences 

from the bones of ancient t uatara. T he team found t hat although t uatara have remaine d 
largely unchanged phys ically over very long periods of evolution, t hey are evolving — 

at a DNA level — faster than any other animal yet examined. T he results will be 
detailed in t he March issue of the jo urnal Trends in Genetics.  
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" What we found is that  the t uatara has t he highest molecular evolutionary rate t hat 

anyone has meas ured,"  said researcher Davi d Lambert from t he Allan Wilson Centre for 
Molecular Ecology and Evolution in Ne w Zealand.  

Many s cientists have t hought t hat molecular evolution wo uld be fastest in animals 
whose physical form, or morphology, also evolved swiftly. The tuatara finding s uggests 

otherwise, t hat t here is no relationship between t he two rates.  

http: //www.livescience.com/2396 -fastest-evolving-creature -living-dinostaur.ht ml 

 

Another way of understanding that molecular rate (DNA molecules)  
(genetic mutations don’t run the evolutionary show as they only produced 

deformed or dead things as Margulis pointed out above) doesn’t reflect the rate 
of change on the outside – the so-called living dinosaur probably looks and acts 

much the same as it did over 65 million years ago – or at least its ancestors 
looked somewhat similar – is that  there are many complex and interlinking 

aspects to evolutionary change in the outward appearance of a species  as 
discussed throughout this book thus far and we now are beginning to 

understand that species change is not just about changes in DNA itself or 
assumed rates of molecule change.  

The complex and inter-dependent processes seem more to do with fractal-
like networks, linked to metabolism of the organism and its developing 

environment, how proteins interact in their vast networks and much that goes on 
related to the way genes (sequences of DNA that code for proteins for the most 

part) are regulated/expressed (turned on or off). How tightly or loosely 
chromosomes are wound up in the nucleus of the cell (a type of epigenetic 

process that operates above the genes); how much genetic engineering has gone 
on in the genome itself (via jumping genes controlled via epigenetic processes); 

not to mention the new novel genes and even whole genomes donated and 
exchanged across all sorts of organisms via hybridisation, HGT and mergers of 

different cellular life and finally, the way that bio-chemical processes can 
trigger quite rapid and dramatic changes in response to environmental events. I 

know there are other processes that I have missed out, but, the point being that 

measuring the rate of molecular rate of a species is not actually going to explain 
much about a so-called living fossil’s evolutionary development.  

As I noted before, following the scaling principles, it would seem that all the 
big macro-evolution has significantly settled down to a slow trickle these days. 

In other words, if the organism suddenly makes its final evolutionary leap to 
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what it is ever going to be as a fundamental species (E.g., like the fish remaining 

forever fish and only evolving or shifting to new developmental programs as I 
have proposed above) with more superficial adaptations thereafter such as 

shrinking or growing, according to their environmental conditions to keep 
everything in-tune with their metabolism or fusing its digits to make hoofs to 

deal with new grasslands opening up etc, then that species is relatively fixed at 
the macro-evolutionary level.  

Although, as highlighted below in the case of the so-called living dinosaur, 

even modern species of some lizards/reptilia species become male or female 
according to temperature differences.  

 

Finding a Home for New Zealand's Living Dinosaurs 

in the Pacific St andard 

The sex of tuatara hatchlings  is determine d by temperature ... and t hus, rising 
temperatures due to climate change co uld wipe out female tuatara for good.  

 

http: //www.ps mag.com/nat ure-and-technology/finding-home-new-zealands-
living-dinosaurs -tuat ara-87986 

 

However, it would appear that in the evolutionary past, when a speci es 

made its final leap to its fundamental species form, it would have been directly 
related to its intrinsic metabolic complexity and no new programs would evolve 

as the species genome became genomically silenced. Only the reactivation or 
deactivation of old ancestral programs from its existing genome which is open to 

epigenetic expression of the existing genes could be triggered by environmental 
changes.  In other words, fish could only remain as fish and amphibians as 

amphibians, lizards as lizards etc, but when it comes to complex speciation of 
mammals and some more advance reptilia forms, these programs and their 

genetic silencing may have taken much longer.  

In other words, the species that have not yet made their final leap of species 

maturity are more than likely to be the ones that still have flexible programs 

that can be radically altered according to their environmental conditions on a 
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macro-evolutionary scale compared to those organisms that have already been 

fully activated at one time or another.  

Recall from chapter one the metabolic rate to mass charts that follow the 

scaling laws? As suggested then, the mammals (irrespective of being the same 
mass and size of non-mammalian) will be represented higher on the gradient 

slope (mass to metabolic rate). You cannot take a mouse-sized lizard and plot it 
on the metabolic rate to mass slope where the mouse is. Similarly, a mouse is 

going to occupy the lower end of the mammalian slope due to its size/mass. 

However, you could just make a mouse very large, elephant-size and it would be 
at its most fundamental level of metabolism – a giant ele-mouse.  

We do get very caught up in all the details and variation such as size and 
long and snouts and extended teeth and the like. Therefore, if the living 

dinosaur – Tuatara, is still around and not looking that different to what it would 
have looked millions and millions of years ago, perhaps this was the new 

suitable size that many modified descendents from the dinosauria form– the 
shrunken dinosaur – took as a radical adaptation to cope with the changing 

conditions around the time of the event that is referred to as the great dinosaur 
extinction event of 65/66 million years ago.  

As indicated before, using the principle of scaling and intrinsic rate (how 
quickly a species reproduces itself and its gestation time for developing its 

young scales predictably according to its mass and its metabolic rate), is applied 
to how quickly according to size and metabolic rate a species will take to reach 

full maturity as a relatively stabalised and developed specialising species (its 
evolutionary intrinsic rate or evolutionary gestation time). Applying this 

principle, we could consider the possibility that not all off-spring of the once 
larger type dinosaurs simply shrunk to survive the great upheavals, but instead 

were more radically modified in other ways as well, depending of course on how 
much further they had to go on their evolutionary journey. Some species 

classified as dinosaurs may have taken the  same primitive body form as our 
more specialist lizard-type dinos, sharing a common ancestral condition, but 

were due for a fast-track evolutionary make-over. This group of big-bird-like 
dinos may have been on their way to being something else; something 

fundamentally different – warm-blooded, but as events erupted in the 
environment:  this process may have been somewhat speedier than would have 

occurred otherwise.     

 

Dinosaurs Were Warm-Blooded, Scientist Suggests 
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May 29, 2015 by Editors  

In a 2014  study, a team of scient ists led by Dr John Grady of the Universit y of New 
Mexico suggested t hat non -avian dinosaur metabolism was neit her endothermic nor 
ectothermic (cold-bloode d) but an intermediate phys iology terme d ‘mesothermic.’  

Based on his  kno wledge of ho w dinosaurs grew, Dr D’Emic re -analyze d that st udy, 
which led him to t he strikingly different conclusion t hat dinosaurs were more like 

mammals than rept iles in t heir growt h and metabolism.  

“The study that I re-analyzed was remarkable for its breadt h – the aut hors compiled an 
unprecedente d dataset on growt h and metabolism from studies of hundre ds of living 
animals. Upon re-analys is, it was apparent t hat dinosaurs weren’t just somewhat like 

living mammals in their phys iology – the y fit right within our understanding of what it 
means to be a ‘ warm -bloode d’ mamm al,” Dr D’Emic said.  

He re-analyzed t he 2014 st udy from t wo as pects. First, t he study had scaled yearly 
growt h rates to daily ones in order to standardize comparisons.“T his  is problematic, 

because many animals do not grow continuously thro ughout t he year, generally slowing 
or paus ing gro wth during colder, drier, or otherwise more st ressful seasons,” said Dr 

D’Emic, aut hor on t he paper publis hed in t he journal Science.  

“Therefore, the previous st udy underest imate d dinosaur gro wth rate s by failing to 
account for their uneven growt h. Like most animals, dinosaurs slowed or pause d their 

growt h annually, as s hown by rings in their bones analogous to tree rings. ”  

“The gro wth rates were es pecially underestimate d for larger animals and animals  that 
live in very st ressful or seasonal environme nts – both of which characterize 

dinosaurs.”T he second as pect of the re-analys is with the original study takes into 
account that dinosaurs  sho uld be st atistically analyze d within t he same group as living 

birds, which are also warm-bloode d, be cause birds are desce ndants of Mesozoic 
dinosaurs.“Se parat ing what we commonly t hink of as ‘ dinosaurs’ from birds in a 

statistical analysis is generally inappropriate, because birds are dinosaurs – t hey’re just 
the dinosaurs that haven’t gone extinct. ”“Re-analyz ing t he data with birds  as dinosaurs 

lends more support that dinosaurs were warm -bloode d, not occupants of a s pecial, 
intermediate metabolic cate gory.”  

_____M. D. D’Emic. 2015. Comment on “Evidence for mesothermy in dinosaurs.” 
Science, vol. 348, no. 6238, p. 982; do i: 10.1126/s cience.1260061  

http: //www.sci-ne ws.com/paleontology/s cience-dinosaurs-warm -bloode d-

02857.html 

Therefore, it looks like the more sophisticated approach of understanding 
metabolic rate provides a more likely scenario of the relationship between 
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warm-blooded birds and their possible ancestral and primitive form – the non-

avian-type, as yet, dinosaurs that didn’t apparently become extinct as they 
somehow (but we might begin to see how) transformed into birds.  Again it looks 

like metabolic rate is intimately linked to environmental conditions and 
perhaps is a leading cause of speciation itself.  

You might then ask: well, birds don’t have teeth but big dinos by all 
accounts had and some had quite ferocious ones (at least the carnivorous types)? 

The recent study below should help answer this question. Furthermore, there is a 

lot of evidence for primitive downing or fluffy dinos and in the fossil record 
which you can look up yourself, but for now all I want you to do is re-imagine 

these giants – not with scales these are easily transformed into rudimentary 
quills, but looking fairly scrawny, not unlike how a chick might look when it first 

hatches. This reconstruction, may actually be a more realistic one of something 
like our giant T-Rex before its offspring were dramatically shrinking to avoid 

becoming stuck in the  mud due to their big size with the dramatically changing 
(wet and muddy) prevailing weather.  

 

As rare as hen's teeth? Not any more, say scientists  

Katherine Demopoulos 

Thursday 23 February 2006  

... the ancestors of today's birds lost the ir teeth about 80 million years ago, but not t he 
ability to gro w them. Dr Matthe w Harris, the lead researcher from Wis consin, told ho w 
scientists  were able to isolate the us ually latent genetic " pathway"  that leads  to tooth 

growt h - and create the " init iations  of early teeth" ."We turned on a gene that  is involved 
wit h the earliest ste ps of making organs from the s kin, like hairs  and glands and teeth.  

" We turned on this gene in t he oral cavit y and saw that the underlying tiss ue was able to 
respond to the signal." The work is a breakthro ugh, says  Dr Harris, be cause for t he first 
time, the teeth created in t he chicken are natural rather than imported from another 

animal.  

http: //www.theguardian.com/educatio n/2006/feb/23/research.highereducatio n  

 

Could it be that some animals (diapsids) classified as dinosaurs were not 
actually fully speciated animals as yet (they hadn’t reached their full 

evolutionary potential) and many of them were not giants, there were lots of 
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bird-like forms that had hollow bones and walked on two legs (I mean what is 

the point of T-Rex having such tiny misplaced upper limbs and claws?). It would 
fall flat on its face if it were pushed over. And if you took the fossil bones and put 

a different covering on it instead of presumed dino-skin, you would have a giant 
EMU type Big Bird. And why didn’t T-Rex have four proper limbs like so many 

of the other tetrapods?  

We know that Nature has a means of shrinking and growing organisms 

according to their environments. We also know from actual studies that the loss 

of limbs or the reactivation or deactivation of ancestral limb-making programs 
can also entirely remodel a lizard into a snake. Why else would gold fish born in 

a big pond be significantly bigger than those born in a small tank or fish bowl? 
Recall the discussion about the giant dragonflies of the lush vegetation and 

forests of Carboniferous period when all the tetrapods were roaming around 
and still maturing at an evolutionary level and how the weather had a lot to do 

with their size as the plants were also giants.  

Mother Nature seemingly has a way of cutting her cloth to her measure and 

these creatures – well, at least the mammals and non-lizard type such as big 
birds in the making (which may be rather mammalian–like in their metabolism), 

may have been presumed to be reptilian, when in fact they were avian all along 
and have gotten muddled up with the big dinos that did have four strong legs 

and look remarkably like elongated elephants. Alright, maybe I’m going too far, 
but there are living dinosaurs known to-day as discussed above, and as also 

outlined above, the sex of their offspring is determined by temperature, so it is 
not really beyond the realm of impossibility to speculate that because some 

species - Emu types and all the other big birds with stumpy, non flying featured 
limbs were modified versions of their former dino-selves. 

Therefore, did the KT event (the big asteroid that was supposed to hit the 
earth and wipe out the dinos and nothing else), cause these non-adult species to 

lay much smaller dino-eggs and did the eggs themselves produce much smaller 
and rather radically remodeled (genomically – remember the jumping genes?) 

embryos? We may have two different groups here: the non-avian with 
diminutive front limbs and ones more like birds but quite small already and 

those that are just big lizards. Out of big eggs come big birds, out of small eggs 
come small birds. The eggs would have to shrink, not the adult giant T-Rex.  

What I am suggesting is the big wasn’t best any more, but small was much 
more versatile and could hide up trees and then all the energy and resources 

that once went into making massive things, went into other refinements and 
tweaking of the system. As we know, this rapid adaptation in a developing 
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organism (species) is as discussed many times before, a very important and real 

aspect of evolutionary adaptation. It is all according to environmental cues and 
the more dramatic the upheavals:  the greater the modifications and radiations 

of distinct forms seen thereafter. 

Certainly we know that the period of the supposed mass extinction of 

dinosaurs would have again, possibly been a triggering mechanism for some 
more primitive tetrapods (in some cases with diminutive stumpy limbs on their 

way to becoming wings) that hadn’t quite decided to be when they grew up – to 

rapidly make up their minds as Nature’s Rapid Response (SOS) system of 
jumping genetics are let loose on those genomes to come up with something that 

could weather the storm much better than giant reptiles getting stuck in sticky 
mud caused by torrential rains like a nuclear winter from the fall-out of all that 

volcanic debris and besides, they were probably getting too big for their boots.  

Crazy I know, but humour me, anything is actually possible at this stage, if 

you apply the principle that none of these animals are fully established as adult 
and stabilised species, well at least not these more complex tetrapods – of 

species in the making, until after the big Dino proposed extinction event. 
Anyway, it is an interesting thought experiment and besides, it is good fun to 

play with the possibilities that come with this very different way of seeing the 
fossil record. Why don’t you do your own thought experiment and apply the 

evolutionary principles discussed throughout apart one of this book, concepts 
that have always been knocking around concurrently with the Darwinian 

evolutionary hypothesis, and you might discover possibilities that I  haven’t 
touched on here. As I said before, I am only the messenger; the dot-connected if 

you like and have simply followed the evidence and tried to assess the fossil 
record in this not so new light.   

Finally, we get to our more recognisable and uniquely human selves in the 
last chapter below. You may not agree with how I have followed the evidence 

here, it is after all, a touchy subject. However, I have attempted to bring to  life a 
possible scenario of how it may have happened, if it wasn’t by Darwinian means. 

By now, you can probably guess that the main principles as applied throughout 
this alternative evolutionary scenario can be applied to our own evolutionary 

development. Indeed, one does have to ponder in amazement the incredible 
processes that have shaped and sculpted all of this (including ourselves) into 

such perfectly adapted forms and variations. I really don’t think we can say that 
it is all random and meaningless any longer and the universal and deeply 

embedded patterning in Nature does require serious consideration. Now with 
all that out of the way, we will dive into the idea that we ourselves may be the 

modified descendents of our former undifferentiated primitive selves. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
WILL OUR REAL ANCESTOR PLEASE 

STAND UP 
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Have you ever wondered how/why we humans are the only primates that 

habitually walk/run on two legs; have brains three times bigger in relation to 
our bodies than any other primate; have a unique voice box that allows most of 

us to use verbal language, and we also have exceptional dexterity with our 
hands and thus, we make rather sophisticated tools and other nifty technology? 

And of course, we are the only naked ape! 

 

 

Chimp: the great thinker 

   ...And how come we are the only primate that went from crossing the vast 
prairies of America in a canvas-topped wagon to flying aircraft, and finishing 

off by being launched into space in a rocket and landing on the moon in just 
three short generations as Edgar Mitchell (the sixth man on the moon) once 

pointed out in a documentary interview regarding his own family history back 
to the time of his Grandfather? 
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The Monkey Wrench in the primate family 
Tree 

One of the most definitive traits of being human is upright walking 

(bipedalism) and seemingly, this novel innovation occurred much, much, earlier 
than you might imagine as documented in great detail in the book: ‘The Upright 

Ape: A New Origin of the Species” by Aaron G. Filler (2007). Now, I don’t 

actually believe that Filler has provided a comprehensive alternative to 
explain the origin of the species, although, regarding our species, he is certainly 

unto something, but this has to be seen in the broader context of other lines of 
evidence, such as the evidence presented above for speciation in general and in 

the light of some specific aspects of our rather unique evolutionary 
development which I will discuss further on. First we will assess some of the 

evidence for very early upright walking capabilities:  In Filler’s book, under the 
heading of ‘Foundation and Fate:  Anomaly at Moroto ’, the author introduces us 

to the following anomaly in the fossil record: 

Introduct ion – A Revolution in O rigins  

In the o pening s cene of the Stanley Kubrick/Arthur C. Clarke masterpiece, 2001: A 
Space O dys sey, a totally incongruous  black obelis k appears  in t he gro und of an ancient 
African plain millions of years in the past. Its s udden arriv al changes everyt hing. Before 
it appears, t he apes liv ing nearby are mere animals. Afterward, however, altho ugh they 

have change d little in o utward appearance, the apes that  find the obelis k are 
transformed in a way t hat seems to make t hem human. In t his  artist ic context, the obelis k 
symbolizes our des ire for a discrete and definitive dividing line between what is human 

and what  is a nimal.  

The discovery of a single, ancient lumbar vertebra near the slo pes of the Moroto volcano 
in East Africa bears many of the hallmarks of that o belisk. It  is almost co mpletely 

incongruo us. Nearby, palaeontologists have found the remains of numero us spe cies of 
the early apes that differed little in appearance from monkeys. T hat vertebra, ho wever, 
bore an amazingly similar appearance to a lumbar vertebra of a human. That vertebra 

changes everyt hing. 

In fact, t he Moroto vertebra is a s urprise only because of our existing t heories and mo dels 
of human evolut ion. As we know, t he vertebra itself cannot be out of place; t herefore, it 

represents unalterable trut h. What must be incorrect is our expectatio n of what the 
struct ure of the spine of an ancestral ape of the African Mioce ne era sho uld be.  

A New Body Plan for a Ne w Type of Primate  
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It is no w clear t hat 21 million years  ago, in what is now equatorial Africa, a  mutat ion 

occurred t hat created a new t ype of bo dy plan: the hominoid bo dy plan.  

Filler (2007, 191).  

  

 

 

Filler goes on to discuss the Hox complex and as you should be familiar by 

now with the epigenetic aspect of the Hox gene (master switches) involved in 
body plans of all animals and the generic groups of vertebrates with varying 

detail according to innate complexity being able to express limbs, or repress 
limbs as in the case of some lizards that became snakes for example as discussed 

earlier. You can apply the same principle to another definitive trait of great 
apes (non-monkeys) the loss of the tail and as we know from more recent studies, 

the non-expression/activation of certain genes (silencing) and therefore the 
building of certain proteins and cellular structures can happen rapidly and 

these changes are memorised and seemingly passed on to future generations.  

You might be able to figure out how this remodelling of novel architecture 

may have erupted in a whole new species of higher primates, where some of 

https://diggingupthefuture.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/upright-ape.jpg
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those generic apes actually made real use of that new body design much more 

than others as outlined above, Filler also discusses the developmental aspect of 
this phenomenon and the fact that the hox gene complexes involved are 

becoming more clearly understood.  

Extract from Science Daily article: Early Apes Walked 

Upright 15 Million Years Earlier Than Previously Thought, 
Evolutionary Biologist Argues 

October 10, 2007 

...The critical event involves a dramat ic embryological change unique to the human 
lineage that was not prev iously understood be cause t he unus ual human condition was 
viewed as " normal."  " From an embryological point of view, what too k place is literally 
breathtaking,"  says Dr. Aaron Filler, a Harvard-trained evolutionary biologist and a 

medical director at Ce dars Sinai Medical Center's Institute for Spinal Disorders.  In most 
vertebrates (including most mammals), he explains, the div iding plane between t he 

front (ventral) part  of the bo dy and t he back (do rsal) part is a " horizontal septum"  that 
runs in front of the s pinal canal. This is a fundamental as pect of animal archite cture. A 
bizarre birt h defect in what may have been the first direct human ancestor led to t he 
" transposition"  of the septum to a pos ition behind the s pinal cord in t he lumbar re gion. 

Oddly enough, t his configuration is more t ypical of inverte brates. The me chanical ef fect 
of the transpos ition was to make horizontal or quadrupe dal stance inefficient. " Any 

mammal with t his set of changes wo uld only be comfortable standing upright. I wo uld 
envision t his malformed yo ung hominiform -- the first true ancestral human -- as 
standing upright from a young age while its s iblings walked around on all fours.”  

Citation: Filler AG (2007) Homeotic Evolution in t he Mammalia: Divers ificat ion of 
Therian Axial Seriation and the Morphogenetic Bas is of Human Origins. PLoS One 

2(10): e1019. 
doi:10.1371/jo urnal.pone.0001019, http://www.plosone.org/doi/pone.0001019  

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/10/071009212545.htm 

We therefore also have a mechanism (a rapid and dramatic one) for 
reactivating ancestral traits such as developing teeth in birds just by tinkering 

with the expression of certain genes etc as well as non-activation of traits that 

were once useful as well as remodeling existing features such as the spine is a 
dramatic way that equipped early great apes to become proficient full-time 

upright walkers, if they used this new and novel feature. Indeed, by all accounts 
they did, but some species obviously gave up trying to walk and just preferred to 

swing around in trees.  
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" An extraordinary advance in human origins research reveals evidence of the 

emergence of the upright human bo dy plan over 15 million years earlier than most 
experts have believe d. More dramatically, the st udy confirms preliminary ev idence that 

many early hominoid apes were most likely upright bipe dal wal kers sharin g the basic 
body form of modern humans."  

 

Rather than seeing this distinctly human trait in Moroto and its kind (other 
apes from this era were most likely bipedal walkers according to Filler – see 

above), maybe the fact that some generic apes (I hope you don’t mind the term – 
but it seems best as I don’t think we are looking at fully speciated anything just 

yet – just the potential) didn’t all make use of this bipedalism, perhaps we 
should consider some environmental and conditions of existence that would 

encourage or discourage bipedalism.  

Recall this concept/principle of epigenetic evolution of use/disuse and the 

gaining of traits and characters and loss of traits and characters as seen in the 
example of the blind cave-fish no longer requiring the use of their sight and 

even eventually their eyes as they came to live in dark caves, perhaps the old 
Lamarckian idea of evolution by loss/gain, use and disuse is a valid one. 

Because a new novel feature arises within populations, doesn’t necessarily mean 
that it is useful in the long run to that species. as an ancestor to much later great 

apes that we would recognise as chimps, gorillas etc, what if, as discussed 
throughout much of this present book, Moroto and others from that early epoch 

presented an ancestral condition which was shared by other non-monkey 
mammals that had yet further to go on their evolutionary journey before 

reaching full species maturity?  

The following theory which I will now outline, would give an explanation to 

why some generic apes became fully efficient upright walkers (by use and 
conditions of existence), while others did not. It dovetails nicely with this 

evidence of early bipedalism and indeed, many other aspects of our rather 
unique condition in every respect but one. The proposed alternative to 

becoming uniquely human is based on the timing (chronology) of our 

conventional dates of believing that primitive humans and chimps shared a 
common ancestor around the usual date range of 6 to 7 million years ago. This is 

understandable, as many do not realise that even if there are many issues with 
the Neo-Darwinian version of evolutionary events, that the very fundamentals 

of the common descent model via mutating genes and the selection, or survival 
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of only the most genetically fit species is looking increasingly less likely. 

However, this should not hinder the extrapolation of this theory of becoming 
uniquely human in its main principles being extended back in time by several 

million years if not more as the more recent data seems to point.  

Furthermore, now armed with the many varied ways in which a primitive 

(generic) form can adapt according to their environment, this alternative means 
of becoming fully human gets even stronger as a very plausible explanation of 

how the novel architecture that allowed for bipedalism (as testified in the 

Moroto type fossils and the investigation of modern species possessing this novel 
trait) may have been developed more in primitive humans than other generic 

ape forms. When this theory is assessed in the light of our deeper understanding 
of biological complexity, and further supported by more recent molecular and 

palaeontological data, it becomes very compelling indeed.  

 

Becoming Uniquely Human 
The alternative theory is often referred to as:  the Aquatic Ape theory or 

hypothesis, or AAT/ AAH for short. The aquatic part has a great deal to do with 

it – being water. Our unique  human evolutionary development has also a great 
deal to do with the diet and environment that comes with a semi-aquatic 

existence. It begins to explain how we came to be full-time upright walkers, 
learned to speak (via the diving reflex), why we still love water and particularly 

as babies and small children, how we have a more aquatic layer of insulation 
under our skins compared to other higher primates, how we grew particularly 

complex and large brains which related to a rich aquatic diet full of brain 
building proteins etc. It can even begin to explain how humans with such big 

heads survived at all, as water birthing would be a great deal safer and less 
traumatic for mother and child.  

 

Conventional Savannah theory in a nutshell 

Humans are unique amongst the higher primates (apes) because climate changes (dryer 
conditions) forced our ancestors away from a tree-dwelling environment unto the vast grassland 

plains of Africa (savannah), making upright walking more efficient over great distances and 
cooling down via upright posture.  

Now having hands rather than feet, meant that tool use became more sophisticated and new 
hunting strategies would develop a larger brain and therefore increased intelligence. 
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Thus, the idea of man the great naked hunter on  the open plains was born and further 

evolved via this unique hunting strategies now on two legs & with increasingly dexterous fingers 
became smarter than the average monkey. 

 

 At the grand age of 87, Elaine Morgan wrote her final words on the subject 

entitled The Naked Darwinist (freely available online). You can download it 
here and it really is worth a read. I have just sketched the main aspects of the 

theory above and Elaine summarises it very well in the above PDF. There are 

many interviews and various clips of her talking on You Tube, but personally I 
really enjoyed the (BBC) program which I found surprisingly unbiased and it is 

also linked. 

Below is a quote by Daniel Dennett (who has been referred to as one of the 

four horsemen of New Atheism, along with Richard Dawkins)  (Link) which I 
used to illustrate the point in tribute article: 

“During t he last few years, when I have found myself in the co mpa ny of distinguishe d 
biologists, evolutionary t heorists, paleoanthro pologists and othe r experts, I have often 

asked t hem just to tell me, please, exactly why Elaine Morgan must be wro ng about t he 
aquat ic t heory. I haven’t  yet had a reply wort h mentio ning, aside from those who admit, 

wit h a twinkle in t heir eyes, t hat t hey have also wondered t he same t hing”.  

 

(Intro duct ion to ‘The Nake d Darwinist’) (Link) 

 

Elaine essentially argued that the aquatic ape theory was much better for 
explaining our unique traits and particular evolutionary direction than the 

conventional hypothesis (the Neo-Darwinian standard model version) known as 
the ‘Savannah hypothesis’, where we were  all supposed to have been forced out 

of the forests and had to learn to stand on our own two feet to walk vast distances 
to find new shelter and food and of course fight off all the wild-life out in the 

prairies and thus, this made our hunting and fighting strategies develop and in 
turn we got big brains. However, we know the ‘Savannah hypothesis’ has been 

seriously challenged in more recent times (See below for overview). 

 

Problems with the standard ‘Savannah’ Theory  
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The idea is that humans became bipedal as they were forced out of wooded 

areas/woodlands due to climate change and the loss of these habitats and came to be great 
upright hunters as their strategy in a different environment - the open grasslands (Savannah) 

would have made them into long distance walkers, runners etc – the version of events I was taught 
as an undergraduate.  

Elaine Morgan had a particular problem with this theory as she asked: How did the woman 
folk become bipedal if all the men were doing the hunting? This prompted her to write her initial 

challenge to the Savannah theory – entitled:  Descent of Woman in the 1970s. Since that time, and 
as more data emerged (apart from the flaws in logic and common sense) that make the 

conventional explanation of bipedalism seriously problematic. 

There are more and more, early hominid fossils  turning up in non-savannah environments 
such as woodland areas adjacent to river system and even  coastal locations, although, 

occasionally, these environments will be partial grasslands (Savannah), they are not the extensive 
grasslands required to explain our unique bipedalism & many other attributes that set us aside 

from other great apes that stayed on all fours and remained in the trees. 

Humans need profuse amounts of water to drink compared to other mammals etc & a 

savannah environment would be seriously lacking in continuous water supplies. 

Humans sweat more than any other animal,  including primates and cannot regulate its 

temperature very well – so the savannah would not be a good place to spend your time as an  early 
human.  

However, a cool pool of water would regulate those old sweat glands and lose of salty sweat. 

Humans have more endurance over long distances, but still this would not allow them to 

outrun a predator on the open Savannah with sparse trees to hide in. Indeed being four-legged 
would be much more efficient and their torso and internal organs would be less vulnerable to 

attack, than an upright walker/runner. 

 

There were many problems with the standard Neo-Darwinian view of 
bipedalism. Initially, Morgan challenged the prevailing theory based on the 

fact that only the men would become bipedal as they were the hunters and 
woman presumably doing the gathering and looking after the family back at 

camp. She wrote in the 1970s a book entitled: ‘Descent of Woman’ and pointed 
out the logical flaws in the argument. Since that time, other data has emerged 

that really throws up even more fundamental issues with the Savannah 
hypothesis.  

- There are more and more, early hominid fossils turning up in non-
savannah environments such as woodland areas adjacent to river 

system and even coastal locations, although, occasionally, these 
environments will be partial grasslands (Savannah), they are not the 

extensive grasslands required to explain our unique bipedalism & 
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many other attributes that set us aside from other great apes that 

stayed on all fours and remained in the trees. 
 

- Humans need profuse amounts of water to drink compared to other 
mammals etc & a savannah environment would be seriously lacking 

in continuous water supplies. Humans sweat more than any other 
animal, including primates and cannot regulate its temperature very 

well – so the savannah would not be a good place to spend your time 

as an early human. However, a cool pool of water would regulate 
those old sweat glands and lose of salty sweat. 

 
- Humans have more endurance over long distances, but still this 

would not allow them to outrun a predator on the open Savannah 
with sparse trees to hide in. Indeed being four-legged would be 

much more efficient and their torso and internal organs would be 
less vulnerable to attack, than an upright walker/runner. 

 

In the end Elaine was vindicated as her arguments could not be 

scientifically dismantled – she took the Aquatic Ape Theory out of the realms 
of so-called pseudo-science/fringe ideas and placed it firmly on the table of 

scientific discussion and debate. The only problem was that evolutionary 
biologists could not let go of their pet-theory – of how man walked upright on 

two legs and had: speech; hands that could really manipulate tools; and how all 
this led to building a big brain because we got clever while becoming cunning 

hunters. 

Elaine continued to point out to them that as we are the only primates that 

naturally can instinctively control our breathing, and this ability is intimately 
tied up with being able to speak. Water adaptation would also account for our 

entire body-frame that is profoundly different to other primates; the big brain 
via an aquatic diet; a special waterproof skin that wrinkles; a naked body that 

had fat like blubber as seen on marine mammals; specialised breathing system; a 
fine-tuned heating system (sweating); females with breasts even when not 

lactating; offspring that were like fish in water with their special 
insulation/blubber and so on and so forth. But nobody really wanted to think 

about an alternative to the present orthodoxy and the fact that new born babies 
naturally know how to swim under water; the most natural thing in the world is 

to be able to  give birth under water and the hairlessness (naked ape) 
explanation for a watery past fits much better into this scenario. 
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Therefore, it is just possible that bipedalism was already hardwired into 

many generic aquatic apes and the very difference of habitat and 
environmental interactions and lifestyle and nutrition may have made a 

difference in the end as to whether some generic apes became and 
evolved/developed as a full-time and proficient upright walking and became 

uniquely human or whether you abandoned this novel architecture in the spine 
and stayed on all fours for most of the time.  This brings us to some rather modern 

human-type footprints dating back to almost 4 million years ago. 

 

Who made those quite modern bipedal 
footprints almost 4 million years ago? 

ANCIENT FOOT PRINTS SHOW HUM AN-L IKE W ALKING BEG AN NEARLY 4 

MILLION YEARS AGO  

July 20, 2011, U niversit y of Liverpool 

Summary:  

Scientists  have found t hat ancient footprints in Laetoli, Tanzania, s how t hat human-like 
features of the feet and gait existed almost two million years earlier than prev iously 
thought... Many earlier studies have s uggeste d that the characterist ics of the human 

foot, such as t he ability to pus h off the gro und with the big toe, and a fully upright 
bipedal gait, emerge d in early Homo, approximately 1.9 million years-ago. Liverpool 
researchers, however, in collaboratio n with s cient ists at t he Univers ity of Manchester 

and Bournemo uth U niversit y, have now s hown that  footprints of a human ancestor 
dating back 3.7 million years ago, s how features of the foot wit h more similarit ies to the 

gait of modern humans than with t he type of bipe dal walking use d by chimpanzees, 
orangutans and gorillas.The footprint site of Laetoli contains the earliest kno wn trail 

made by human ancestors and includes 11 individual prints in good conditio n. Previo us 
studies have been primarily based o n single prints and have therefore  been liable to 
misinterpreting art ificial features, such as  erosion and ot her environmental factors, as 
reflecting genuine features  of the footprint. T his has resulted in many years of debate 

over the exact characteristics of gait  in early human ancestors... 
http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/2011/07/110 71919435.6.htm  

Well, they could have been those aquatic generic apes who were 

perfecting their bipedalism and were driven to search for watery environments, 
even seasonal ones, particularly in the part of the world and given the climate of 

the environment at Laetoli dating to 3 – 4 million years ago. As you will see 
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from the following scientific study of this region in this time period, the main 

environment being quite wooded, wouldn’t be conducive to the Savannah 
hypothesis and getting our supposed first upright walking ancestors out into the 

savannah to learn to start walking, but the availability of seasonal rivers and 
permanent springs may have attracted some fairly proficient upright walkers to 

the area at Laetoli who did make those imprints. Below is the article entitled: 
‘The paleoecology of the Upper Laetolil Beds, Laetoli Tanzania: A review and 

synthesis’, from the Journal of African Earth Sciences (2015) by Denise F. Sua 

and Terry Harrison. 

 

The Upper Laetolil Beds of Laetoli, Tanzania (∼3.6-3.85 Ma) has yiel ded a large and 
varied faunal assemblage, including specimens of Australopithe cus afarens is. In 

contrast with contemporaneous  eastern African A. afarensis s ites in Kenya and Ethiopia,  
there is no indication of permanent rivers or ot her large bodies of water at t he site, and 

the apparently drier environment s upported a quite different faunal and floral 
community as reconstructe d from t he fossil record. T herefore, a deeper understanding of 
the paleoecology at Laetoli can be illuminating for questions of habit at access and use 
by A. afarensis, as well as its behav ioral flexibility. T his pape r reviews the s ubstantial 

body of evidence accumulated t hat allows for a detailed reconstruction of the Pliocene 
paleoenvironment of Laetoli. A s ynt hesis of the different lines of evidence suggests t hat 
the Upper Laetolil Beds was a mosaic of grassland-s hrubland-woo dland habitats wit h 

extensive woody ve getation in t he form of shrubs, t hickets and bus h, as well as a 
significant presence of dense woodland habitats  along seasonal river courses and 

around permanent s prings.  

Link 

  

Australopithecus afarensis is synonymous with the Lucy fossils that you 

might of heard of; the  proposed common ancestor who gave rise to upright-
walking humans. Lucy was discovered in the 1970s, dating to over just 3 million 

years ago and called Lucy because of the Beatles famous song “Lucy in the Sky 
with Diamonds” was being played on the radio at the time or so I remember 

being told when I was at a lecture in archaeology as a fairly mature 
undergraduate in the late 1990s. This date of course fits in nicely with the 

presumed 5/6 million year old split between the chimp-line and what was to 
become the human line via Lucy. But as we are beginning to realise, these dates 

for so-called splits and the basis for this convention of genetic relatedness and 

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015JAfES.101..405S
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the basis of the molecular tree are built upon assumptions that may be flawed 

from the get-go.  

Bipedalism going back to around 22 million years ago, of course conflicts 

significantly with our conventional view of early human evolution and the 
defining trait of bipedalism which is classically presented via the fossil remains 

of "Lucy" and her kin – the Australopithecus afarensis types noted above. For 
instance, Filler, points out that there were several upright walkers dating to 

millions of years earlier that sort of put the Afarensis out of the running for early 

bipedal ancestor – not to mention the available architecture for bipedalism 
millions and millions of years earlier. Therefore, I will argue  as Filler does, based 

upon evidence, Lucy’s kind were not the makers of those prints.  

The earliest example of the transforme d hominiform type of lumbar spine is found in 

Morotopithe cus bis hopi an extinct homino id s pecies that live d in Uganda more than 21 
million years ago. " From a number of points of view,"  Filler says, " humanity can be 

redefined as hav ing its origin with Morotopit hecus. This greatly demotes t he importance 
of the bipedalis m of Aust ralopit hecus spe cies such as Lucy (Australopit hecus afarens is) 
since we now kno w of four upright  bipe dal species that pre cede her, found from vario us 

time periods on out to Morotopithe cus in t he Early Mio cene." 

Citation: Filler AG (2007) Homeotic Evolution in t he Mammalia: Divers ificat ion of 
Therian Axial Seriation and the Morphogenetic Bas is of Human Origins. PLoS One 

2(10): e1019. 
doi:10.1371/jo urnal.pone.0001019, http://www.plosone.org/doi/pone.000101 9 

http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/200 7/10 /071009212545.htm  

 

The footprints from Laetoli could be referred to as the Cinderella Problem 

due to fact that as the story goes:  Cinderella lost her slipper at the ball, and the 
prince searched high and low for the owner of that dainty slipper, and similarly, 

we are finding it difficult to track down the species that made these particular 
footprints. All we can do using this alternative model is to suggest that from 

about 22 million years ago, some generic apes began perfecting their walking 
ability (perhaps due to their unique watery environments that they spent so 

much time in) more than other generic apes and that by the time Lucy and her 

kind were hanging around, they may have been passed by, by several 
individuals that didn’t look extremely distinct from themselves, except that 

they were quite naked looking and were much better walkers than the 
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Australopithecines as you might come to see when you read the rest of the 

excerpt article describing a recent study on the Laetoli tracks below:  

ANCIENT FOOT PRINTS SHOW HUM AN-L IKE W ALKING BEG AN NEARLY 4 

MILLION YEARS AGO  

July 20, 2011  

University of Liverpool 

Summary:  

... Australopit hecus afarens is, ho wever, was not modern in body proport ions of the limbs 
and torso.  

" The characteristic long-legge d, s hort bo dy form of the modern human allows us to walk 
and run great distances, even when carrying heav y loads. Australopithe cus afare nsis 

had t he reverse physical build, s hort legs and a long body, which makes it probable that 
it could only walk or run effectively over short  distances. .."  

http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/2011/07/110 71919435.6.htm  

 

I think instead of going into each and every find of fossil that is proclaimed 
as the common ancestor of humans or not, it may be best to summarise the 

situation as follows: these fossil remains, along with other evidence looking into 
the different genomes of living primates and humans, are leaving palaeontogists 

in particular, scratching their heads and proclaiming that there is  just such a mix 
of primitive and more specialising forms that it is really difficult to say what 

they have. Could it be that they are seeing many distinct and diverging 
primitive forms, who have possibly evolved from a generic ape-type form (going 

from the generalist to the specialist) and are displaying an array of independent 
and differential adaptations at many different grades of becoming specialised 

(speciated) according to their adaptive needs?  

This and the discussion of our missing ancestors could fill the pages of an 

entire book explaining the controversy surrounding fossils. You can imagine the 
type of stuff I’m talking about. However, if we apply the alternative model of 

evolving species (becoming more defined and specialised in all their myriad of 
experimental forms – not forgetting the likely vast exchange of new and novel 

genetic material via hybridisation, horizontal gene transfer and the ability of 

jumping genes to natural genetically cut and paste and move genes around and 
the epigenetic expression of existing genes), it would be very unlikely that we 
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could actually identify a specific common ancestor or could even say what it 

would look like at this stage. What we can say however, is that almost 4 million 
years ago something or some variations on the generic form were making full 

use of their Miocene spinal architecture and walking much like we do today. 
Something uniquely human was emerging, but just because it walked like a 

modern human, didn’t necessarily mean it looked like one – just yet. 

 

Now, will the real ancestor please stand up  
 

We have all heard over and over again how closely related we are to 

chimps. But did you know that we also share genetic similarity of up to 99% 
with a lowly house mouse  and almost half with bananas, as one article puts it: 

“Humans share 50% DNA with bananas:  The fascinating facts about the 
scientific world around us” Link 

Based upon an average overview of genetic similarity we could say: we are 
also fairly close to fruit-flies at 60% genetically speaking and we share a 

similar amount of genetics with a particular worm – an elegant one, the 
nematode. The fact that we are more genetically similar to cats at 90% than 

cows (80%) came as some surprise to me when I started to investigate this 
genetic so-called relatedness assumption. I also discovered that more complex 

organisms don’t necessarily have more genes than simpler organisms. Indeed, 
often it was quite the opposite. So here is a little thought experiment. If we share 

almost 50% of our genetics with bananas, does that make us half banana? Or  if 
we share 75% of our genetics with a pumpkin, does that make us more related 

to pumpkins than bananas? Obviously, not!  

As discussed above, genes are not fixed instructions that slavishly drive us 

or the evolutionary show. Just as the stage-play script can only come to life 
when it has its actors who express and interpret the  script and the dynamic 

interactions between the players bring the whole play in to being, so it is with 
the genetic script and its actors are proteins and cells . In many ways we could 

say that our proteins our US, more than the instructions for making and 
maintaining them: our genes, which are themselves, open to epigenetic 

interpretation which is itself linked to the highly sensitive nature of cells and 
how they signal and interact in response to each other and their  environment. 

Proteins are similar. For instance, Scientists hail new 'map of life' in the  article 
title on the BBC News website:   

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/humans-share-50-dna-bananas-2482139
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Biologists have pro duced a detailed map of protein interact ions in a complex organis m - 

the fruit fly. Proteins, which are made by genes, are the building blocks of tiss ues as well 
as the basis for molecular interactions t hat enable an organism to live.  

Dance of proteins  

An organis m's genome is a two-dimensional and static description of a liv ing creature. 
To come to life it must be translate d into action, rather like a s creenplay must be t urned 
into act ing. Genes in t he nucleus of a cell act as t he starting templates in a pro cess that  
eventually leads to the product ion of proteins. These so phisticate d molecules perform 

specific tas ks, or get toget her with each other to make struct ures. Many proteins interact, 
for example, to liberate the energy a cell requires to functio n. 

In its complexity and simplicity, life is a dance of proteins.  

 

BBC, UK, 2003  

http: //ne ws.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science /nature/3223318.stm  

 

ENCODE Project Writes Eulogy for Junk DN A 

This week, 30 research papers, including s ix in Nat ure and additional papers publishe d 
online by Science, sound t he deat h knell for the idea t hat our DNA is mostly littere d 

wit h useless bases. A decade-long project, t he Encyclopedia of DNA Elements 
(ENCODE), has found that 80%  of the human genome serves some purpose, 

biochemically speaking. Beyond defining proteins, t he DNA bases highlighted by 
ENCODE specify landing s pots for proteins that influence gene act ivity, strands of RN A 

wit h myriad roles, or simply places where chemical modificat ions serve to silence 
stretches of our chromosomes.  

http: //www.scie ncemag.org/content /337/6099/1159  

 

We have once again, yet more scales of complexity within nested scales of 
complexity:  from the cellular interactions and colonies and networks that 

communicate via signaling (chemically) forming coordinated cellular bodies of 
organisms, impregnated with sugary molecules that bond and form meaningful 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/3223318.stm
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/337/6099/1159
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links and structures of DNA/RNA providing coded short cuts to build macro-

molecules (proteins), that form networks according to their interactions which, 
build and maintain, in a highly orchestrated and meaningfully responsive 

manner, an entire organism and all of this is seemingly coordinated (a fantastic 
dance of molecules within a whole system) via metabolic fractal networks (an 

energy exchange between cellular organisms and their environment) according 
to natural and predicable forces of growth and form that ultimately comply 

with universal scaling laws. 

So no wonder, it is so difficult to identify our so-called degree of ancestral 
relatedness using the old DNA code assumption that the more similar our genes: 

the more related we are ancestrally as a species. Therefore, the next time you 
hear that we are 99% similar genetically to chimps, bear the above in mind and 

also don’t forget that genes that code for proteins only make up about 2 or 3 per 
cent of the entire genome, where the remaining 98% or so was once believed to 

be junk, but now we know that jumping genes that can lead to the remodeling of 
whole genomes (natural genetic engineering), the production of new genes or 

the changing function of existing genes, epigenetic expression of existing genes, 
HGT and horizontal gene transfer, to name but a few processes going on in the 

entire genome, all must be considered along with the whole molecular dance 
when attempting to establish evolutionary processes that led ultimately to full 

speciation.   

Would it not just be easier to let go of the old linear descent model and 

simply apply the principle of going from the generalist/generic form, to the 
specialist as we have been doing all along with other forms of speciation and see 

what we can understand from the fossil evidence?  

Recall from the above discussion of the Laetoli tracks and their illusive 

makers, that these primitive as yet undefined humans didn’t even need to look 
that human at this stage and it would be  very difficult to  tell from the earlier 

fossil remains (prior to the Lucy types or were Lucy and her kin another 
derivation of the ancient generic kinds?), if they were naked generic apes or not 

or did they exhibit other more human-like behavior that could not be detected 
from the fossil record? It is every bit as likely that some of the Lucy-types were 

on their way to being other types of specialists (chimps or gorillas perhaps, and 
beginning to go about on all fours – as it was easier – due to the possibility that 

as they were un-speciated, they were still deciding what they would become 
when they fully grew up. The description of Lucy’s type having rather long arms 

compared to their shorter legs is perhaps an indication of which evolutionary 
path this species began to specialise in, but as you will see further on, even this is 
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not much of an indication as to what any of these fossils are going to ultimately 

become in their more refined speciated form. 

Even if the Lucy-types specialised more as non-human species in the end, 

basically, the fossil record is non-existent regarding the pre-chimp or gorilla 
types or any expected intermediate forms. The Lucy types could simply 

represent the generic and primitive types we might imagine (employing the 
alternative model) to be in their final stage of becoming fully established 

chimps or gorillas or even more slowly developing primitive humans than the 

independent human types that passed them by on the way to find more places 
to swim? Indeed, regarding the proto-chimps, the only evidence for actual 

recognisable non-human primates in the fossil record are when fully speciated 
chimps are found alongside ancestors of early humans, as the article below 

indicates.  

Sally McBreart y and Nina G. Jablonski, " First Fossil Chimpanzee,"  Nature 437 (2005 ): 

105-08 

 

First Chimp Fossils Found; H umans Were Neighbors  

Researchers have found the first reporte d chimpanzee fossils in Kenya's Rift Valley, 
providing the first phys ical evidence t hat chimpanzees coexisted wit h early human 

ancestors, known as hominins... McBreart y uncovere d the fossils in the Kapt hurin 
Formation, a sect ion of the Rift Valley near Kenya's Lake Baringo. She and other 

researchers had previously found Homo erectus  and Homo rhodesiensis fossils in the 
same geologic layer. T his  overlap suggests t hat t he early human spe cies and t he newly 
found chimpanzee share d the s ame turf during the M iddle Pleistocene, about 780,000 

to 130,000 years ago.  

 

http: //ne ws.nationalgeographic.com/ne ws/2005 /08/0831_050831_chimp_teeth. h
tml 

 

Therefore, if chimps didn’t even speciate fully until the time when some 

generic apes became really quite human  (associated with homo-erectus, 
meaning upright man which is strange when we seem to have a generic ape with 

the architecture and seeming ability to be upright as far back as 22 million 

years ago), then maybe this indicates that our thinking on evolutionary 
speciation and ancestral splits proposed by the Neo-Darwinian view is incorrect 
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for not just ourselves, but other so-called higher primate/apes as well.  Were 

the Lucy-types finding it difficult, due to their long upper-limbs and short 
lower limbs to keep up with those naked bipeds and specialise as non-humans 

or had they further to go in their refinement of becoming more like a 
recognisable chimp or latent human? It is very difficult to say. What we can say 

is that fossils show a mix of primitive and more advanced features and then 
suddenly, we find more recognisable species such as early humans and chimps 

living next to one another.  

The above article goes on to say that they hoped to find much earlier chimp 
fossils dating back to the time of the Australopithecus. But, perhaps as there 

were many grades of experimental generic apes back in this period, I don’t think 
they ever will as they would never look like chimps (according to this 

alternative model) and add to the mix: hybridisation, it could be that every 
variation in the diverse forms of so-called early ancestors of humans could just 

as easily be any of the higher primates becoming more refined as a species and 
not actually different species at all. One generation may have looked very 

different to the previous generation as the fossil record clearly indicates that 
characters and features are rapidly morphing and adapting to their final 

mature species form during this critical window when we are searching most 
desperately for our illusive ancestors.   

You might pause and think a while, the next time you hear how we are so 
closely related to chimps because of our shared coding and perhaps now have 

an insight into why they cannot find any transitional ancestors and the 
possibility that this may be because we are not related in quite the way we once 

thought and that the proposed transitional ancestors never existed in the first 
place and may therefore not be missing.  As noted previously, there are serious 

problems with the old molecular clock assumption too. This is based upon the 
assumption that genetic mutations are supposed to be the fuel of evolutionary 

novelty driven via the survival of the fittest gene pools that find themselves best 
adapted to certain environmental conditions. Conventionally, these molecular 

changes are assumed to run at a constant and measurable rate (hence it is 
referred to as a clock) and this is then used as the basis for establishing the 

ancestral splits where, the old ancestral split between the lineages leading 
ultimately to chimps and humans is typically given as 5 to 6 million years ago. 

However, this assumption is beginning to break down as noted below: 
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The molecular clock runs more slowly in man than in apes and 

monkeys 

The molecular clock hypothesis postulates t hat the rate of molecular evolution is 
approximately constant over time. Although t his  hypot hesis has been highly 

controversial in the past, it is no w widely acce pted. T he ass umpt ion of rate constancy has  
often been taken as a bas is for reconst ruct ing the phylogenetic relationships among 
organis ms or genes and for dat ing evolutio nary events. F urthe r, it has been t aken as 

strong support for the ne utral mut ation hypothesis, which postulates that  the majority of 
molecular changes in evolution are due to neutral or nearly ne utral mut ations. For t hese 

reasons, the validity of the rate constancy ass umpt ion is  a vital issue in molecular 
evolution. Recent st udies us ing DNA se quence data have raised serious  do ubts about 

the hypot hesis.  

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubmed/3102974  

 

Therefore, bear in mind that the molecular clock hypothesis is far from 
resolved when reviewing the information presented in the articles below. They 

are basing the timing of events upon a less than scientifically sound assumption. 
For example, the articles below attempt to figure out some very strange dates 

and happenings going on in the chromosomes of chimps and humans and 
peculiar mating patterns indicated in the evolutionary past that don’t line up 

with the fossil evidence (nothing new there). There is however a possible 
explanation to this quandary. It may be that hybridisation did occur (as we 

know from genomes of many species that this is really quite a common way of 
exchanging genes and creating probably very interesting protégé in the earlier 

days of species making), but maybe not according to timing given below as it is 
based upon the old assumption that chimps and humans shared a common 

ancestor (a specific one) and split around 6 to 5 million years ago.  

It might be that generic ape-types (that were not quite sure what they were 

becoming) mated extensively prior to them finally emerging and specialising 
and diverging as a fully-speciated form. Then again, natural genetic 

engineering could also account for similarities within genomes and even the 

tweaking of chromosomes as those jumping genes are great editors and even 
primitive generalists like the generic apes may not have always had to pass on 

their particular genetics to make the same changes in the genome. 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3102974
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 Genetic evidence for complex speciation of humans and chimpanzees.  

Abstract  

The genetic divergence time between t wo spe cies varies substant ially across t he 
genome, conveying important information about  the timing and process of spe ciat ion. 

Here we develop a framework for studying t his v ariat ion and apply it to about 20 
million base pairs  of aligne d sequence from humans, chimpanzees, gorillas and more  

distantly related primates. ... Our analys is also sho ws that human -chimpanzee 
speciat ion occurred less than 6.3 million years  ago and probably more recently, 

conflicting with some interpretations of ancient fossils. Most strikingly,  chromosome X 
shows an extremely young ge netic divergence t ime, close to the genome minimum along 

nearly its ent ire length. T hese unex pected features wo uld be explained if the human 
and chimpanzee lineages init ially diverged, t hen later exchange d genes before 

separating permanently.  

 

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov /pubmed/16710306  

Human, Chimp Ancestors May Have Mated, DNA Suggests 

"The young age of chromosome X is an evolutionary smoking 
gun. 

Different regions of the human and chimp genomes were found to have diverged at 
widely different times, and the t wo s pecies' X chromosomes sho w a s urprisingly re cent 

diverge nce time. 

http: //ne ws.nationalgeographic.com/ne ws/2006/05/humans -chimps_2.html  

 

So although it is very possible that generic apes mated with generic apes 
widely prior to becoming fully speciated, and indeed, these hybridisation 

shocks to the genome may have triggered remodeling of the genomes to make 
them compatible as you will see below, we should consider different means of 

gene and chromosome remodeling as well and most importantly, bear in mind 
that the proposed timing of things is based upon presumed molecular mutations 

as the main and sometimes the only means of species and mutations certainly 
don’t make new species as discussed earlier and therefore their molecular 

estimates should be taken with a pinch of salt as many studies are now 

beginning to seriously query their validity.  

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2006/05/humans-chimps_2.html
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I have applied McClintock’s observations on this process to our own distinct 

fusion of chromosomes which makes us very distinct from other primates and 
great apes. For instance, hybridisation is one shock to contend with that might 

jolt those silent jumping genes into action. Chromosomes and their ends 
(telomeres) get split and made into new ones, or repaired if mismatched or 

ruptured, by fusing two chromosomes into one. The following two papers in 
science journals outline this fusion as follows: 

Similarit ies in Chromosome banding patterns and hybridization homologie s bet ween 

ape and human chromosomes suggest t hat human chromosome 2 arose out of the fus ion 
of two ancestral ape chromosomes (1-3).  

http: //www.pnas.org/content /88/20/9051.full.pdf  

 

Genomic Struct ure and Evolution of t he Ancestral Chro mosome Fusio n Site in 2q13–

2q14.1 and Paralogous Regions on Ot her H uman C hromosomes  

Humans have 46 chromosomes, whereas chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan have 48. 
This major karyotypic difference was caused by t he fus ion of two ancestral chromosomes 
to form human chromosome 2… Because the fuse d chromosome is unique to humans and 

is fixed, the fus ion must have occurre d after the human–chimpanzee split, but  before 
modern humans s pread around t he worl d 

…Many other cross-hybridizing s ites were o bserved in t he genomes of nonhuman 
primates ... reflecting the evolutionary mobilit y of sequences ho mologous to the re gion 

surrounding t he fusio n site.  

http: //genome.cshl p.org/content/12/11/1651.full  

 

There is no doubt that hybridisation is a very important aspect of creating 
genetic novelty throughout the evolutionary development of the species in 

general. Presumably Nature as suggested earlier, has a means of avoiding these 
shocks to the system (that may have been necessary for initial adaptations 

during the earlier stages of species development), but become less dramatic as 
species began to diverge away from their shared body-plans and become more 

specialised in their particular niche. The mechanism would appear to be 
genome silencing that appears to be activated when a certain level of stability 

http://www.pnas.org/content/88/20/9051.full.pdf
http://genome.cshlp.org/content/12/11/1651.full
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is achieved as indicated earlier. This silencing may have resulted in the non-

genetic compatibility (chromosome numbers being fairly fundamental) 
between later more specialised species. Conversely, as Nature would appear to 

be all about diversity and adaptability, it is therefore not perhaps that strange 
that the generic apes that were perfecting their uniquely human traits 

continued to interbreed amongst their own 46 chromosomed kind as the article 
below suggests was more common than we might imagine.  

For instance, shortly after the time that the fully speciated chimps were 

living, there is something quite interesting goings on amongst the archaic early 
human family as highlighted in a paper published in the Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences (PNAS): 

 

‘Anatomically modern humans  were not so unique that t hey remaine d separate. We 
found evidence for hybridisat ion between mo dern humans and archaic forms in Africa. 
It looks like o ur lineage has al ways exchanged genes with t heir more morphologically 

diverge d ne ighbors ... We think t here were pro bably thous ands of interbreeding events’, 
Hammer said. ‘It happene d relatively extensively and regularly … anatomically mo dern 
humans were not so unique that they remained se parate’, he added. ‘T hey have always 

exchange d genes wit h t heir more morphologically diverged neighbors. T his is quite 
common in nat ure, and it t urns o ut we're not so unusual after all’. 

 

http: //www.scie ncedaily.com/releases/2011/09/110905160918.htm  

 

Now one important fall out of thinking differently about evolutionary 
descent via many means of modification and not just the linear idea which 

doesn’t consider hybridisation or indeed, many of the alternative means of 
creating a new species, is that it opens up the possibility of many archaic 

humans having evolved independently from each other and developed many 
variations on the theme of human (the generic human) according to their 

particular adaptive experiences – co-evolving with their respective 
environmental conditions (with the occasional encounters with each other that 

may have created some interesting variations on the theme of human).  If we 

bring our evolutionary development right up until today, then we could say 
that we have come to converge from many diverse variations upon the more 

modern human form. And don’t forget, we still hybridise amongst ourselves, it is 
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just that the diversity is becoming less obvious as our world and our connection 

to each other is boundless.  

We really cannot judge a book by its cover 
I cannot stress enough, the many ways that Nature has seemingly used to 

adapt species ultimately to their environment and how it drives complexity 
according to the intrinsic in-built complexity that a given organism can 

achieve, or has picked up along the way in its evolutionary development, until it 

becomes fully efficient and therefore, speciated at a fundamental level; once a 
chimp, always a chimp type of thinking. So folks, we are stuck with being human 

for the time being while alive on this planet anywise. Bacteria may forever 
remain bacteria, unless they hitch a ride to the moon and start their own strange 

colony of fungi or something. But, I  suspect the  Greatest Show on Earth has 
already had its début.   

Nature’s many wondrous ways to change the expression or suppression of 
genes, depending upon environmental/niche needs and how similar body-

forms and generic species say of the great ape, may have changed, not only by 
common interbreeding creating a great deal of novel new coding, and even a 

change to a completely distinct species, but also via the mechanism which can 
turn on or off genes even if those genes are essentially similar between broadly 

related species. How genes and to what degree and when genes are expressed – 
can make the difference between an upright walking smart ape who is good 

with their hands and have rather large and complexly wired brains like 
ourselves.  

Perhaps we were more promiscuous and not so fussy about whom we bred 
with? Who knows? But it seems likely that once mature speciation occurred, 

then these otherwise open genetic exchanges between generic species became 
increasingly impenetrable and specific species begat more of their own kind. 

Prior to all this begetting, things may have been much looser to say the least and 
no organism seemed to object to how it picked up those ne and novel genes, just 

that they did on a very regular basis. And in Nature, once a course is taken it 
would seem: there is no turning back. Like a river gaining momentum by being 

fed by many tributaries until it settles as a great lake, species and their 
convergence on the most natural path and ultimate equilibrium would seem to 

form in a similar pattern.  

All in all, upright walking was obviously very major in the scheme of things 

and in some ways, walking habitually, which would have opened up new social 
and inter-breeding patterns and resources, more exotic diets and dynamic new 
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challenges etc and the changeable weather of course would have stimulated 

some serious remodeling in species that had further to go on their evolutionary 
journey. We are only now beginning to really understand how much 

environment and developmental experience and access to resources impacts on 
how a species can change and adapt. Indeed, bipedalism may have led to bigger 

brain and what we ate may have had a great deal to do with it. Neurons would 
make even more complex connections the more we used our brains, the more 

challenges we set ourselves in being cunning in our hunting strategies and 

gathering from Nature’s natural resources and I am sure that woman were just as 
good at fishing as men, perhaps even more so as you might have heard that 

woman give off pheromones (a type of hormone) that seems to attract fish.  

The evolution of the brain and how bipedalism may have brought us into so 

many diverse environments are intimately related. It is of course the other thing 
that sets us apart from other primate ape types. Recall that temperature can 

drive independent evolution of brain complexity. However, again, the evolution 
of the brain and our assumptions regarding it, have muddied the waters 

somewhat, leading to misunderstandings of the interpretation of the fossil 
record. We have this idea that a large brain encases a smart human-type brain, 

and conversely, a small one encases a more chimp-like one and therefore, not 
that human-like.  

Therefore, I have discussed a related piece of evidence regarding this below 
and it clearly indicates that just because a small braincase is small, doesn’t mean 

that what is inside isn’t wired for high complexity. This discussion centres on one 
of those interesting archaic human forms that may represent a unique 

evolutionary variation on the theme of generic human according to similarly 
unique environment.  

Just because these are modelled around similar body-plans, doesn’t mean 
that the software wasn’t highly sophisticated. Could you tell if someone had a 

nifty state of the art computer with incredible processing speeds based upon its 
outer casing? What if a nerdy type just upgraded everything, but left the  old 

hardware in place – there is no way of knowing how sophisticated we really 
were prior to physically looking more like our modern selves of today. We do 

look for other clues in the fossil record such as tool-making and the use of fire 
and we certainly have evidence for this dating to well over a million years ago. 

However, perhaps we were just fishing and gathering for a long time and that 
wouldn’t really turn up in the fossil record would it? Anyone who has ever 

studied anthropology will know that there is much more to nomadic societies 
than ‘Man the Great Hunter’ part.  
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Therefore, when we are reviewing the fossil record, perhaps we should stop 

trying to classify (based upon assumed assumptions of ancestral links) all the 
mishmash of primitive species on their way to becoming more specialist forms 

prematurely – before they have fully speciated. The fossil record doesn’t 
actually tell us much about what is inside – just as we should not judge a book 

by its cover, we certainly shouldn’t judge it before the book has been fully 
written. We need to read the entire story and find out the end.  

I have not dealt in detail with the great diversity of archaic homo-type 

forms for the very reasons discussed above – with hybridisation and 
convergence of morphological features developing according to particular 

adaptive conditions – however, I have provided one interesting case study that I  
believe highlights sufficiently, how a generic archaic (non-primate) might 

become a fully modern human. And this example is definitely a case of not 
judging a book by its cover or a fossil skull (in this case) by its size. 

 

Size doesn’t matter: it is how you use it – The 
Hobbits of Flores – how environment 
shaped a unique human species? 

 

The last piece of evidence in this entire study comes from a human-type 
species known as the Hobbit of Flores due to their diminutive, but perfectly 

proportion human forms.  This study highlights the very fact that because brains 
are small, yet by using the most up-to-date techniques of taking impressions 

from inside the main skull (a much disputed fossil) with its only marginally 
larger compared to a chimps, reveals that it was complexly wired. The main 

skull that was available for study from a larger population living in this area for 
a very long time, was exceptionally small, but tests and endocastes of the 

interior folds of the frontal lobes (impressions made when brain case was more 
malleable) and show obviously different folding (modern human type) rather 

than anything resembling a chimp’s soft-tissue arrangements. See video link 
here  

There is further supporting evidence, such as hunting and tool-making 
associated with this highly unusual population living on the island of Flores, 

which imply quite human traits. See the link here for a video of this discovery. 
The summary of the video is given below: 

http://youtu.be/9fvL2PHhx04
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Little People of Flores 

04.19.05 

NOVA scienceNOW  

In 2003 paleoanthropologists made a discovery o n the Indonesian island of Flores that 
shook up t he worl d of early human studies like no other in re cent years. Ins ide a cave, 

under a thick blanket of sediments, the y unearthe d fossil bones of a t hree -foot-tall 
human. The fossil appeare d for all the worl d not to have been t hat of a diseased modern 
human or Homo sapiens, but  rather an ent irely new species, which its discoverers  name d 
Homo floresiensis. The de bate over just  what t his so-called ho bbit  and its kind were has 

only just begun. 

http: //www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/evolution/little-peo ple-flores.html 

 

Another assessment of the homo-floresiensis fossils is summarised below, 
which highlights the controversy surrounding these finds. This controversy is 

really due to the fact that the evidence doesn’t fit our preconceived ideas about 
early human evolution. The excerpt below is taken from the Australian Museum 

website: 

Homo floresiensis 

" One of the most controversial and surprising ho minin finds in a century...  

Conflicting interpretations and debates surro und the remains  of these tiny humans from 
Indones ia. H. floresiensis are not our ancestors but t heir unusual features and recent 

survival s uggests o ur human family t ree is more complex than once t hought"   

http: //australianmuse um.net.au/Homo-floresiensis  

  

I’ll get to their other unusual features and why this species is so 
controversial shortly, but I should mention that because a single representative 

of this population, known by its skull and referred to as:  LB1 (named after the 
site and the fact that it was the first and main find), turns out to have had 

possible Down Syndrome, which is interesting in itself – has had a great deal of 
focus and fuss and controversy surrounded it. According to a recent article 

published in a scientific journal entitled: ‘Flores bones show features of Down 
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syndrome, not a new 'hobbit' human’ Link as the title suggests, they are taking 

the syndrome established in one member of this ‘Hobbit’ population as calling 
into question the entire status of this group as a new species. However, as the 

following article argues, dating to May 2014, it stresses the importance of not 
throwing out the baby with the bathwater on the Down Syndrome condition of 

LB1 and appeals to anthropologists/archaeologists to see it in the wider context 
of all the other remains and artefacts from the same site and indeed, the rest of 

the region. This discussion can be found in a science paper entitled: ‘Evolved 

developmental homeostasis disturbed in LB1 from Flores, Indonesia, denotes 
Down syndrome and not diagnostic traits of the invalid species Homo 

floresiensis’ (See Link):   

This more integrated examination of the facts demonstrates that the main 

skull LB1 which is often represented (reconstructed) in popular science outlets 
as the sole representative of this diminutive species, essentially, are pointing out 

that it shouldn’t be  used to  make all the other hobbits (Homo-floresiensis types) 
disappear because it may turn out that one of the population had this condition. 

If anything, in my opinion, the fact that LB1 had this condition and she lived to 
about 30 years of age, that these were a very human lot as she was obviously 

well cared for by her family and community. 

Otherwise, what can be discerned from the other remains of jaws and teeth 

and wrist bones etc of the Hobbit population beyond LB1, would appear to be a 
distinct primitive human species with fully-modern type jaws, but were missing 

chins which all modern humans have. They had a strange mix of primitive and 
more modern features (- again, a cautionary tale not to judge the book by its 

cover). Yet, judging by their hunting habits,  they were in the main brainy which 
corresponds well with the more modern type brain (more complexly folded in 

the frontal lobes than chimps) even if the brain case from LB1 was small, it was 
still in perfect proportion to the rest of the body. For instance, the Hobbit people 

apparently hunted with rather sophisticated tools and points and cooked big 
beasties. They of course walked fairly well by all accounts - on both feet, even if 

their feet were quite large (I wonder:  were they hairy?) (link) So now you know 
why they called them hobbits. See more detailed report here: 

http://australianmuseum.net.au/Homo-floresiensis#sthash.nCcL6FH5.dpuf. 
Below are more archaeological points on the Homo-floresiensis population as a 

whole from Flores. 

 

 

 

http://phys.org/news/2014-08-flores-bones-features-syndrome-hobbit.html
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2014/07/31/1407382111.full.pdf+html
http://australianmuseum.net.au/Homo-floresiensis
http://australianmuseum.net.au/Homo-floresiensis#sthash.nCcL6FH5.dpuf
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Further fossil finds from Flores by Daniel E. Lieberman  

New fossil dis coveries on Flores, Indonesia, bolster the evidence that Homo floresiensis 
was a dwarfed human spe cies t hat lived at the end of the last ice age. But t he spe cies’ 

evolutionary origins remain obs cure  

...First, the new mandible is  extraordinarily similar to the first  one. They almost certainly 
belong to the same s pecies. Both mandibles share dist inct ive dental features, and t hey 

lack chins — a chin being a unique feature of all Homo sapiens regardless of their 
stature... 

 In addition, t he ne w tibia and arm-bone fossils not only co nfirm t hat the L iang Bua 
hominids  were s hort, abo ut a metre tall, but also indicate that t hey had relatively long 
arms... Although t he original LB1 skeleton is est imated to be 18,000 years ol d, a child’s  
radius was found in de posits est imated to be 12,000 yea rs old, and t he new mandible is 

estimated to be 15,000 years old; ot her finds may be as old as 95,000 years 2,3. T he 
fossils also all seem to be similarly small, refuting t he conte ntion t hat the L B1 s keleton 
was simply an aberrantly dwarfed, pathological specimen. If they were pathological, 

then the L iang Bua fossils woul d have had to have come from a population of short,  
microce phalic humans t hat survived for a long time, or o ne that was s usce ptible to high 
frequencies of micro cephaly and dwarfism. Such poss ibilities strain credulity; moreover, 
a three-dimens ional analys is of the LB1 braincast found the brain to be unlike a micro -

cephalic’s, and more like t hat of H. erectus t han H. s apiens  

https: //www.fas.harvard.edu/~skeleton/pdfs/2005d. pdf  

  

And again from the Australian Museum website: 

 

Limbs and pelvis bones and joint s of the arm, s houl der and the lower limbs s uggest that  

H. floresiensis was more s imilar to early humans than modern humans characteristic 
bipedal foot that includes a big toe aligne d with ot her toes and a locking mechanism on 

the middle of the foot to help st iffen the arch after heel lift occurs several primitive 
features include a relatively long foot for its body size (70% as long as t he thigh bone, 

compare d wit h 55% for modern humans ), a flat arch lacking the s pring-like mechanism 
used to store and release energy during running, and a s hort big toe. T hese features are 

similar to ancient hominins  such as  H. habilis (OH8) and australopit hecines and s uggest 
the gait  was different from and less efficient t han modern humans...wrist bo nes differ 

significantly from t he t hose of modern humans and are more similar to African apes or 
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australopit hecines. The y lack features that  evolved wit h t he ancestors of mo dern 
humans at least abo ut 800,000 years ago. In part icular, the trapezoid bone is pyramidal 

in form, whereas mo dern humans have a boot-shaped t rapezoid.  

 

What does the above description of the remains of these Hobbit people 
sound like to you? Well, we could simply suggest a human on their way to  

converging on the modern human form but not at the expected timescales if we 
apply our assumed ancestral splits hypothesis. Or we could assume from the 

evidence that they were already human irrespective of their more primitive 

features as their hunting strategies and other evidence would suggest. 
Palaeontogists are just confused because they can’t understand how some other 

early humans seem more advanced were living way before the main period 
associated with the Hobbit population. Could this evidence indicate 

independent groups of primitive humans beginning to converge on a more 
generic modern human form according to their particular evolutionary 

conditions of existence?  Let us now look at their hunting strategy and the 
context of their particular conditions. 

 

Lifestyle Culture Tools 

Stone tools were found in a number of different layers dat ing from 90,000 to 13,000 
years ago. Tools include s imple flakes, points, perforators, blades and microblades which 
were poss ibly hafted as barbs. Some were found wit h t he remains of LB1, but most came 

from the same location as the re mains  of the extinct pygmy elephant Stegodon. T his  
suggests t hat H. floresiensis was hunting these small elephants. Stone tools pro duce d by 

heavier percussion were also recovered from layers not asso ciate d with H. floresiensis 
occupation. T hese tools date to abo ut 102,000 years ago. T he makers are unidentifie d.  

There has been some s peculation that the stone tools associated wit h H. floresiensis were 
actually made by H. sapiens. T he basis for this is  purely the belief that humans with such 
small brains couldn’t make such so phisticated stone tools – there is no other evide nce in 
support of this. However, those st udying t he tools claim the y are not as  sophisticated as 

they appear and regard t hem as ‘s imple’.  

Analys is of the residues and polis h on some of the tools revealed the y were used for 
working wood and fibro us materials, perhaps  to make spear s hafts or items such as traps. 

Cut marks on t he Stegodo n bones also s uggest some of t he tools were use d to pro cess 
meat. 
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Precursors to this tool kit may come from earlier s ites on Flores. Tools excavated from 

Mata Menge (about 50 km from L iang Bua) in 2004-5 are at least 700,000 years  old, 
and t hose from the Soa Basin date to about 880,000 years ol d. Tool kits from both s ites 

show some s imilarities and technological continuity wit h those found in Liang Bua cave. 
The identit y of the makers is  unkno wn, but the y co uld possibly be ancestral to H. 

floresiensis. 

Fire 

There is evidence of the use of fire in Liang Bua cave. The remains of numerous juvenile 
Stegodon have charre d bones, possibly indicat ing t hat H. floresiensis was able to control 

fire for cooking.  

Other 

There are no traces of pigments, ornaments or deliberate burials in the layers  associated 
wit h H. floresiensis – all of which characterise the mo dern human levels from the upper 

parts of the cave. 

Relationships wit h ot her spe cies  

Ancestry 

When first discovere d, it was s uggested t hat H. floresiensis was possibly des cende d from 
Javanese H. erectus. However, more detailed analysis of s keletal remains has uncovered 

traits more archaic t han As ian H. erect us and mo re similar to australopit hecines, H. 
habilis or the hominins  from Dmanisi in Georgia (class ified as Homo ergaster or Homo 

georgicus). Most s cient ists that  accept H. floresiensis as a legit imate spe cies no w think its 
ancestor may have come from an early African dispersal by a primit ive Homo s pecies 

similar in appearance to H. habilis or t he Dmanisi hominins. T his means that it s hare d a 
common ancestor with As ian H. erect us but was not descended from it....  

Unfortunately, no trans itional forms, or t he act ual remains of H. erectus itself, have been 
found in Flores. However, stone tools that may have been made by H. erect us (or a 

similar s pecies)  were dis covered on Flores. These date to 840,000 years ago, so indicate 
that a hominin s pecies was pro bably liv ing o n the island at that t ime.  

http: //australianmuse um.net.au/Homo-floresiensis#st hash.nC cL6FH5.dpuf  

 

 

 

 

 

http://australianmuseum.net.au/Homo-floresiensis#sthash.nCcL6FH5.dpuf
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Environment and diet  

Flores is a heavily forested tropical island wit h mountain peaks reaching over 2000 
metres. The environment during H. floresiensis  time would have been similar. The nature 
of their environment and t he limite d food sources typical of such islands provides strong 

clues to the evolution of H. floresiensis. When a small po pulation becomes se parate d, 
changes can occur very quickly. T his part icular environment favours re duced e nergy 

requirements with dwarfing a res ponse to t his. Several dwarf s pecies, including 
Stegodon, have been re covered on Flores and other small islands.  

This s pecies share d t he island with pygmy elephants Stegodo n, giant rats and large 
lizards like Komo do dragons. Evidence of cut marks on the Stego don bones from Liang 

Bua cave sho w that  H. floresiensis was at least hunting and eat ing t his  animal.  

- See more at: htt p://aust ralianmuseum. net.au/Homo -
floresiensis#sthash.nC cL6FH5.dpuf  

 

Therefore, in the light of newer ways of seeing the fossil record and our own 
evolution and its application to the Hobbits of Flores, I will leave you with one 

more thought about how they may have been uniquely shaped by their 
environment, which as discussed throughout much of this book is an epigenetic 

effect, and this is:  the island effect or the ‘Foster rule’ known in evolutionary 
biology as it relates to some island species of known types that by growing up on 

an island, makes them proportionately smaller to the more constrained 
resources that would be available on an island compared to the larger land-

masses. This phenomenon and principle was termed after J. B. Foster in 1964 in 
an article in the journal Nature entitled: ‘The evolution of mammals on islands ’ 

(Link).  

Interestingly however, some animals can become giants like rodents. 

Nobody knows why, but we can speculate from the principles that appear to 
drive growth and formation and scale everything to just the right size, that it 

may be to do with sustainability and population growth. There could be many 
more rodents if they were small and very few if they were giants. It likely relates 

to all the other fauna and flora on the island, temperature and other factors as 
studies indicate. It also depends upon whether little people are part of that eco -

system and their hunting strategies. Imagine meeting a giant mouse on an island. 

Imagine the mouse trap you would have to set for that. 

 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v202/n4929/pdf/202234a0.pdf
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
Mother Nature doesn’t put all her eggs in one 

genetic basket 

 

Bringing all this evidence together then, another possibility for the 

primitive features compared to other early humans of the time, which is also 
applicable to other generic species that diversify and then seem to converge on 

a particular form that we would call a species, is that these speciation events 
could have occurred independently across early continents and isolated island 

communities and we wouldn’t need land-bridges or the direct gene-pool of one 
species to make convergence on a fundamental species form possible.  

This alternative hypothesis proposed many means to sculpt and shape 
species according to their adaptive needs. Their habitat and life-style seems to 

have literally shaped and formed the species according to universal growth and 
development laws. Nature therefore seems to have a means to not put her eggs 

in only one genetic basket, as the Darwinian hypothesis would have us believe. 

This alternative scenario would explain how all those strange Marsupials that 
are seemingly unique to Australia for example, may have been born there – 

grew up as a species, whereas, other mammals that gave up that old-fashioned 
way of primitive development in a pouch hybridized more on the mainland and 

as a result diversified and later converged on the most efficient forms for their 
final leap of speciation? It would explain why Old World Monkeys are a bit 

different to New World Monkeys etc and of course it might make us want to 
look at the Old ‘Out of Africa’ hypothesis for all of humanity. 

 We could call this the Independent Origins hypothesis. We know that 
brains and eyes etc and many other aspects of speciation evolved and according 

to adaptive needs and things as simple as metabolism and temperature during 
development, why not independent origins of the an entire species converging 

on certain forms such as:  having five digits instead of eight or nine or eleven as in 
some of the early experimental tetrapods, which are fractally more efficient and 

abide by scaling laws and ratios of growth (you can look it up). Everything in 
Nature is perfectly in proportion to everything else on different scales of 

complexity and it is called the Fibonacci sequence and the golden mean.  There 
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is a reason why flowers don’t put on one petal at a time and why they grow to a 

certain dimension and have as many petals as they do.  

There is no reason why a flowering plant in another part of the  world has to 

be directly related ancestrally, as this type of cellular organism knows exactly 
how to convert the sun’s energy into food energy via photosynthesis – it has been 

learning to do it for a very long time. We don’t grow more figures these days 
than we need. Humans have an opposing thumb and finger. This is very well 

designed for using our hands in ways that higher primates can’t – so there has 

been many tweaking and fine-tuning of the whole generic ape form. Just 
because there are still some adjustments to be made, didn’t mean that the 

Hobbits weren’t human and their own unique type of human at that.  

Maybe by now you would imagine if it were not fully speciated, that its 

nose and front teeth could still be morphed and tweaked in some way and for 
some adaptive reason, became slightly more extended than usual as it 

developed. If we applied D’Arcy Thompson’s morphing of form and growth on a 
3 dimensional grid – each pattern taking the form of the previous pattern on 

greater scales of size, you could easily end up, in the end, with an elemouse 

Therefore, once a species has specialised, it seems that growing 

proportionality and in tune with its environment, is a fairly easy adjustment for 
Nature to make after the event. We seen this played out in real-time studies on 

increasing the size or shrinking the size of animals just by tweaking the amount 
of methylation on certain regions of the genome and the discussion about 

epigenetic modifications in general in relation to metabolism and temperature 
(growth of the brain etc) and the  environmental context of such growth and 

development and other radical changes brought about by temperature. It 
would not take much to see how dragon-flies of the Carboniferous Period for 

example were giants when the weather promoted giant plants as well and how 
Gold Fish could grow to be in balance with their pond.  

It might account for why a tree doesn’t need to typically struggle to survive 
in the forest it grew up in or why there are just the right amount of fish in the sea, 

rivers and lakes. All of the above discussion and evidence presented strongly 
suggests that everything in Nature has grown and evolved and adapted to  its 

immediate surroundings and even similar type life forms may have evolved 
independently, but came to converge on a certain form that resulted from 

evolving under similar environmental conditions.  These similar species do not 
have to be necessarily related or even come from the same regions of the world. 

They just had to follow a similar evolutionary experience. 
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From the cells of the body knowing what to become because of their 

amazing ability to memorise surface differences and presumably, there is 
molecular (bio-chemical) memory depending upon what meaningful bonds 

were made in the past according to atomic structures and natural macro 
molecules and compounds that were have affinities with each other o r repel 

each other like water and oil and the deep world of electrons and photons and 
the atoms themselves were influenced by their environment of electric 

magnetic fields etc and finally to the differentiation of the species (the 

collective cellular entities that are, at a matter level, made up of molecules and 
these are made up of atoms and the speed at which these resonate makes our 

world feel very real and solid – but apparently it actually isn’t). This may tell us 
something about how DNA molecules evolved and remembered what 

connections to make, just as a the snowflake knows to form meaningful 
symmetrical bonds for the most efficient way to collect water as it is falling and 

grow from an ice crystal prism to extended six-sided symmetry, each built on 
the same form of the last if the resources and conditions allow.  

Snowflakes and their form are not confined to the place where they 
originated. If the water molecules and temperature is conducive to creating 

predictable ice-crystal symmetry and growth; snowflakes will fall where ever 
they are formed in the world. Each one is unique, but collectively they look just 

like any other snowflake.  

I hope I have given you some food for thought. You also have enough 

information and principles of this alternative means of speciation to apply to the 
pantheon of early humans that ultimately led to us. Enjoy the thought 

experiment. I know I have and now I will just finish up with the bigger picture in 
the summary below. 
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~SUMMARY~ 
EVOLVING THOUGHTS OF EVOLUTION 

 

By following the universals of scale, growth and dynamic fractal networks, 

shape and form, and applying all we know thus far about biological systems and 
aided by the smoking gun (the fossil record), we can begin to answer otherwise 

unknowable things such as how evolution could have happened – if it by Neo-
Darwinian means. In principle, it might look something like this:   Species 

development in its principle patterns of formation, follow their present-day 
cellular, larval/embryological to maturity development. Evolutionary 

speciation is replayed every time a new organism is reproduced – only on a 
miniature scale compared to its earlier ancestral development. This concept was 

prompted by the research of Von Baer and is gaining increasing support from 
more recent observations and a deeper understanding of biological growth and 

development and dove-tails with what we see in the fossil record, if we do not 
make any assumptions and simply follow Von Baer’s laws and apply them to 

every level of speciation, which I have done above.  

What Von Baer and others in their thinking may have imagined the old 
chicken and eggs problem, but it is only in more modern times that we could 

begin to apply their thinking fully to the fossil record, as we have greater means 
these days to peer deeply into the micro-fossil world. I have revisiting the fossil 

evidence in the light of Von Baer’s laws. I also reviewed what we know about 
present day so-called simpler life forms such as slime-moulds and extrapolated 

this back to the time prior to the existence of multi-cellular organisms (such as 
animals and plants), which allows us to glimpse into the  primordial world and 

see cellular life unfolding as it might have prior to what we refer to as the 
Cambrian Explosion. We looked at cellular life as it behaves today according to 

environmental signals and how even seemingly simple organisms can, without 
any obvious sensors such as a mouth, a nose, limbs, or technically a body and no 

brain, can complete a maze and gain access to a sugary substance that can help 
the cells grow and develop.  

Yes, cells have memory and little sensors and as Alan Turing discovered, 
which is finding support by more recent advances, these cellular patterns of 

development work like chemical ‘on’ or ‘off’ switches and once the patterning is 
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triggered, the system of development continues in a predicable formation 

thereafter. That is why he was able to write equations for this phenomenon. Cells 
and their bio-chemical molecules are highly organised once they get going, or 

once they figured out what they were going to be when they grew up as recent 
epigenetic studies have shown, cell differentiation prior to forming an embryo 

all contain the same DNA code – genome etc, so how do they know to be bone, 
skin, muscle cells etc? The ability for the cells to remember from surface memory 

(like memory foam) can make a difference to this trigger of bio -chemical 

cascades. Cells developed from clone cells (all identical) became neuron-like 
due to a hard surface, bone-like cells formed (differentiated) due to a less hard 

surface or slightly different environmental context for its development. Can you 
imagine how this context based development aspect changed seemingly similar 

cellular organisms and in time, whole colonies into rather dynamically 
differentiated species.  

Now apart from the profound implications for epigenetic 
(environmentally-driven) evolutionary speciation, we also know from 

epigenetic studies, just like cells know what they are going to be when they 
grow up, that cellular colonies might also begin to specialise and become 

species that also learn to know what they are going to be when they grow up. 
Add to  this, the concept and testable phenomenon, that when cells get together 

and work collectively in colonies and move as slugs and even do handstands and 
then suddenly go back to being simple inert goo, that this may be one very 

likely means of forming the first cohesive organisms.  

Recall Hebb’s law (cells or neurons that fire together wire together and 

cells/neurons that fire out of sync lose their link). We might therefore begin to 
see how  microbial specks could become a collective and highly coordinated 

colony of cells that decided to keep perfecting their headstands (wired 
together) and therefore stayed together as a full-bodied developing organism – 

what we might call an embryo-like organism and indeed, these microscopic 
dots have been investigated and could very well represent the ancestral 

condition of the plants and animals (the eukaryotes), which themselves may 
have got so complex because of those micro-mergers of mitochondrion type 

organisms that merged with other cellular life back in the old primordial pond 
as suggested in Margulis’ theory for evolutionary complexity and of course the 

old horizontal gene transfer method of creating microbial diversity should be 
considered within this diverse mix of factors that lead to species differentiation. 

Our conventional interpretation of the Pre-Cambrian leaves us with 
several chicken and egg problems, where seemingly from nowhere, or at least 

without parents, the fundamental forms of all life erupted unto the world stage 
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and it did so very rapidly. In other words, at this early stage in species 

development as sex wasn’t even invented yet (except yeast type organisms were 
acting and still do transfer their DNA and everything else that they have 

learned along the way much like sperm and eggs act today), so by literally 
follow Von Baerian type principles, we can begin to understand the fossil record 

as it actually presents itself, instead of invoking endless gaps to explain the 
anomalies. Maybe the fossil record is actually and remarkably complete and it 

is our assumption regarding what it should look like, that is wrong.  

Following this reasoning, as during development, eggs (which are just the 
fast-track means and most efficient way for Nature to repeat the evolutionary 

process), are fertilized and then the development really begins that might 
reflect evolutionary development of the species. The clone cells begin to 

multiply (like a colony of cells), but they are all the same and their 
developmental environment is the trigger for how and when they differentiate 

into a multitude of distinct, but highly coordinated cellular networks.  

Then we begin to see a soft-bodied form that we might call an embryo. This 

embryo, at this stage, is not that different to other vertebrate embryos (recall the 
hour-glass model) for example, but what they are going to be next in their 

development is rather distinct. So maybe the chicken started out as a colony of 
cells, that differentiated into a blobby organisms (not contained as yet in a shell 

as there the calcium to build them hadn’t been dumped via natural processes 
into the primordial waters as yet and indeed, skeletons inner or outer could not 

be form, nor, shells because of this – at least not yet, nor, could hens’ teeth be 
formed or jaws), the colony of cells became a generic embryo with its potential 

as yet, unexpressed.  

So to cut a long story short, to answer the chicken and egg conundrum, it 

depends on which sort of egg you are talking about – a  hard, soft shelled or a 
very elaborate and highly sensitive cell that got together with like-minded 

cells and got very good at coordinating their activities to go forth and multiply 
and be all that they could be  and rest is history as they say. You start off as a 

speck, your cells differentiate, into a blobby thing and then maybe an embryo 
and a more tad-pole like stage with a notch-chord that later becomes a spine 

and then the whole skeletal structure. Indeed, we all know that infants and 
children continue forming the whole skeleton as they grow outside the womb; 

their bones fuse into longer and stronger ones. Interestingly, our brains continue 
to grow too and we spend some time on all fours before hauling ourselves up and 

toddling – falling over a few times, but we get it soon enough. And what about 
that infant reflex, taking to water like ducks? It does make you think.  
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We therefore have to take the environment and context for such cellular 

evolution and ultimately, the formation of these cellular colonies into full-time 
colonies known as species, into account. For instance, the oxygen levels 

obviously had some triggering (epigenetic) effect on the eruption of seemingly 
new and diverse forms of life (but this is not surprising as cells love oxygenated 

environments). Perhaps, it was only the dramatic and rather experimental era of 
metamorphosis when some vertebrates (not fish as they could not express those 

digits), made it on to land, cross-bred, developed and became more 

fundamentally defined metabolically etc, and some chickens in the making 
were beginning to shrink those old upper limbs and become quite bipedal in 

their own way – but what a massive scrawny chick and indeed, it probably 
came out of a dino egg.  

For instance, more recent studies are demonstrating that the loss of limbs 
(lizards becoming snakes) or organs such as eyes and traits such as sight in cave -

fish living in dark environments, along with the activation or non-activation of 
ancestral programs (metamorphosis etc or triggering the development of teeth 

in hens etc), or the rapid shrinking or enlargement of developing organism 
simply by administering hormones or methylation to specific regions in the 

genes, tells us that the epigenetic effect that doesn’t change the genes 
themselves, but how they are expressed at different times, is very real and that 

epigenetic changes can be inherited in the  epigenome in present-day species. 
Therefore, by extrapolation to evolutionary timescales of species formation, we 

can apply these principles and begin to glimpse into the otherwise unknowable 
past. For instance, we also know that the epigenetic effect of temperature 

determining the sex of the developing dino-bird is a rather dramatic indication 
that this same epigenetic effect could change other equally dramatic outcomes 

and modifications in a developing species.  

Therefore, if we combine this process with the all important role of jumping 

genes (mobile elements) as proposed by Barbara McClintock that we now know 
have been key to remodeling entire genomes if stressful conditions prevail, that 

it is definitely not in the realms of imagination to propose that many developing 
species (as yet, un-differentiated) could have been rapidly remodeled as a result 

of the massive impact of any of our proposed extinction events. This of course 
leads us to re-assessing the fossil record in the light of what Lamarck proposed 

as the modified descendants of a species former type rather than a new species 
where the predecessors were all wiped out only to make room for the victorious 

genetically fit survivors. Personally, I think Lamarck was right and many species 
that we believe became extinct, only to  be superseded by new radiations of 

distinct species, may not be new at all, just the (rapidly remodeled) modified 
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forms of their more primitive and developing selves. Could our modern species 

of dolphins for example, represent such a modification from its more primitive 
ancestral so-called marine reptile form, which on closer analysis turns out to be 

a life-birther, warm-blooded, air-breathing and suspiciously like a more 
primitive dolphin?  

At one end of the spectrum (the tiny micro scale) we have genetic transfer 
across all forms of life – the great web. At the  other end of the spectrum, we still 

have genetic transfer, called hybridisation (which De Vries stumbled upon as he 

seen the rapid and dramatic results of such novel combinations of genomes 
producing entirely new species of plants). The exchange is in principle the same. 

The result is the same in principle, a new and novel form of species no matter 
what level of the system you are viewing. We now know from more recent 

molecular studies that horizontal gene transfer is not confined to simper 
organisms, but has run amuck between even seemingly diverse groups such as 

snakes and cows. We also know from more recent investigations that 
hybridisation (a less direct, but nevertheless, profound way of making dramatic 

changes) has been a key contributor to species change in the evolutionary past.  
This has created a web of life and certainly blurred the species boundaries. 

However, if we try and identify the underlying principle of growth and form, 
indeed, the process that all this shaping and sculpting of species in perfect 

attunement, then we get less distracted by the detail of these processes and 
diversity of forms that they produce.  

You might be beginning to see a pattern here. It is all scales within scales of 
complexity at the simplest overarching of this rather dynamic, but not so new 

evolutionary synthesis. Recall the more recent studies by various investigators 
of the relationship between metabolic exchange between an organism or 

organised cellular colony, and its environment according growth/power laws 
and defined by fractal-like systems, that by extrapolation using the predicable 

patterns of growth and form at all scalable levels of complexity as proposed by 
D’Arcy Thompson proposed almost hundred years ago, a clear pattern of 

universality is beginning to emerge. Therefore, by this reasoning, we just need to 
keep applying the laws and principles of natural growth and form patterning in 

Nature (the universals) to begin answering seemingly unanswerable questions 
from the scale and level of development and growth that we can observe. 

 One could say that evolution itself, and all the stages of speciation within 
it, is Sigmoidal. As present scales of organism growth and developmental is 

Sigmoidal and by extrapolation of these scales back to evolution as Von Baer 
proposed in his laws, all of biological growth and form and complexity is 

Sigmoidal - all the way from describing the growth and colonisation of bacteria 
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to the describing the growth of the Pre-Cambrian, Cambrian and all that 

evolved thereafter. The Sigmoidal pattern also explains why evolution did not 
follow a nice slow and neat descent of species, it was methodical and when 

everything was in place and the stage set, it exploded and leaped into many 
levels of complexity and at each fundamental boundary thereafter, it did a 

similar profound leap akin to metamorphosis, but always preceded by a quietly 
busy (lag phase) of preparation. Each leap-frog type of speciation event was 

always followed by stabilisation once the system and all its parts were in an 

efficient exchange with its environment.  

Life, as noted above, has seemingly found a way of beating the old second 

law of thermal dynamics where, systems tend towards disorder (entropy and 
decline).  Fortunately life is an open system or we wouldn’t exist at all. Once the 

whole fundamental system is established, it tends to build upon this pattern of 
efficient exchange between organism and its environment and as long as there 

are new and novel resources, the system can continue to grow according to the 
principle of the earlier system. Indeed, Nature seems to have learned how to 

evolve the most efficient molecular systems that are highly tuned to their 
environment. So even though a more primitive system/organism may have 

stabilised and therefore fulfilled its fundamental level of complexity 
(evolutionary potential) and refinement thereafter, that doesn’t mean that 

Mother Nature will not continue to evolve less specialised (stabalised) ‘species in 
the making’ perhaps, by employing the same fundamental system of growth and 

development on a more complex scale and higher level of sophistication.  

Therefore, evolution itself appears to have taken a course that can be 

mapped by one big giant Sigmoidal curve and every Sigmoidal curve of 
speciation can be represented as ever decreasing scales of complexity from one 

end of the spectrum to the other. It is Sigmoidal curves within ever decreasing or 
increasing, perfectly nested scales of complexity all the  way up and all the way 

down. See how Sigmoidal growth curves keep going if there is enough 
innovation and new and novel ways to expand. 

https://hbr.org/2011/01/reinvent-your-business-before-its-too-late 

This conjures up the Nested Russian Dolls principle and therefore, this is the 

over-arching model which I am proposing based upon the great work of many 
others. It seems the simplest way to convey the one unifying principle of this 

entire, not so new synthesis. 
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The ‘Matryoshka Principle’ of Evolutionary 
Development 

Nested Scales of Complexity 
A matryoshka doll (thought to come from the word Matriona denoting the 

matriarch of the large Russian family) also known as a Babushka dolls or simply 

nested dolls refers to a set of wooden dolls starting with a simple solid piece of 
carved wood (the baby doll) that have been hollowed out to  fit like cups nested 

together in increasingly larger, but perfectly proportioned sizes. Each fits inside 
the other until a whole set is made contained within the largest doll. These can 

be simple, but tend to be highly and colourfully decorated with the same detail. 
However, the detail is limited as the  dolls decrease in size. The maker of these 

dolls would of course start with smallest and hollow out each successive doll 
according to the shape and size of the former so that they would each fit 

perfectly inside (nested) each other. The concept behind the Matryoshka 
concept presents a perfect simplified analogy – model and principle of all that 

we have discussed above. 

By applying this principle of scales of complexity and refinement (almost 

like nested Russian Dolls – as the nested size of the outer and most refined and 
detailed doll is part of a larger set and its own shape and form is ultimately 

directed by even the smallest baby-doll that initiates the whole set. The Russian 
Doll model also follows the pattern of going from the primitive to the more 

complex – the earlier being the smallest and less defined than the later types, 
but each is fundamentally built upon the patterning of the former/earlier 

shape and design. As Geoffrey West said, big is best when it comes to metabolic 
efficiency.  

The same could be said of the larger and more complex Russian Dolls, the 
larger ones are always the best as a lot has been learned from the earlier 

production of smaller dolls, plus, the surface area (in our RD meaning Russian 
Doll analogy), means that more elaboration and pattern can be applied. The 

other fundamental of this model is that the smaller, earlier or more primitive 
doll remains exactly that. The maker doesn’t destroy or reuse the wood to make 

better and bigger versions of an older model – as would be proposed in the 
Darwinian model. No, the entire set (system) is integral to the whole system. 

There are no missing dolls (extinctions) that need to occur to make other missing 
dolls – the whole set to all intents and purposes should be present.  
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Furthermore, this model proposes that evolution could go in fundamental 

leaps as whole systems once everything is in place. That scaled leap of complete 
speciation level is predictable, just as the space in-between the set of Russian 

Dolls could be determined from only known the shape and form of other scaled 
up or down examples. As Geoffrey West and others have suggested, it is all a 

matter of scale and something universal is definitely going on.  

 

Auguries of Innocence 

William Blake, 1757 - 1827 

“To see a World in a Grain of Sand 

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower 

Hold Infinity in the palm of your 

hand 

And Eternity in an hour...”  

 

 
Note: obviously I have to fix up references (links etc) and add the 

bibliography as this is due to be published as a physical book. Thank you for 
reading and all constructive comments will be gratefully received. Please share 

and send back your feedback to Maria using the email 
diggingupthefuture@gmail.com with the subject Alternative to Darwinism 

written in the subject header so I know you have read this far. Thank you so 
much. I will send physical copies to the first five people who have contributed to 

this manuscript and thank you in the acknowledgements if you feel you can 
endorse it according to your professional status with or without your name. 

Cheers – Maria Brigit 
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